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BRAHMS IN
SANTA BARBARA:
Stereophile leases
Its S ' 'LP

EQUIPMENT REPORTS:
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS
NAIM, MANLEY
LUXMAN, J
BL
ROTEL, PSB

Discover the music you've been missing in your audio system with the
new SLA-70 vacuum tube 70 watt (35 wan per channel) Class A stereo
amplifier from Cary.
The most exciting feature of the SLA-70, aside from how gorgeous it
looks, is the delightful, sensual beauty of the music it recreates. The first thing
that strikes you about your new SLA-70 is its incredible transparency and
resolution of detail in the music. The SLA's sensual nature is best shown
in the sense of life it reveals in female vocalists. This amp presents music
with such presence and directness, you'll be drawn into the music hour
after musically satisfying hour. The SLA-70 will draw you in even
further when you realize how lucid and utterly uncolored neutrality
reveals delicate nuances in the sound stage.
Need more power? The SLM-70 mono blocks offer 70 watts Class A
power per channel on two gorgeous nickel chrome plated chassis.
To find out more about the full Cary line of exciting audio products,
visit your nearest "High End" audio dealer or call 1-800-421-5456 or
FAX 919-460-3828 for additional information.
11.11›

101J WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT, CARY, N.C. 27511

To complete your amplification
needs, couple apair of SI.M-70
monos or Me SLA-70 stereo .
Intectary
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COMING ATTRACTIONS
It's own-up time. When Iwrite this column, the
exact size of next month's magazine has yet to
be decided, which means that Ihave to apply
adegree of guesswork when Idescribe what
will appear in the next issue. This is why there
are anumber of features and reviews that Isaid
would appear this month but in fact have had
to be held over. These include Robert Harley's
scheduled interview with VTL's David Manley,
Brian Cheney's examination of high-end retailing, Robert Deutsch's roundup of show-music
recordings, the first part of Bill Sommerwerck's
headphone survey, and my promised review
of the Wilson WATT and Puppy loudspeaker
system. These should all appear in the March
issue of Stereopbile. My apologies to all of you
for whetting your appetites prematurely.
You will therefore understand why Iuse the
word "probably" in the next sentence: among
the other features and reviews which will probably appear in the March issue are Sam Tellig
on audiophiles, Dick Olsher on the Graham 1.5
tonearm, Thomas J. Norton on the Jeff Rowland
Design Group Consonance preamplifier, Robert
Harley on D/A converters from Music and

Sound and Museatex, Guy Lemcoe on the
Ensemble "Tiger" integrated amplifier, while
the magazine's founder, J. Gordon Holt, offers
aguide to audio basics which those new to Stereophile should find invaluable.
—John Atkinson

Errata

In last month's issue there was aline left out of
Mortimer H. Frank's Mozart symphonies roundup on p260. In the right-hand column, second
paragraph, the passage should have read: "The
Warsaw trumpets are not as assertive as one
might like, and occasionally Menuhin inserts
abreath-pause that comes close to affectation.
There is, in fact, ahowler of such apause at the
end of the Trio in the third movement of 39."
In addition, in the same issue in his report from
the 1990 LA AES Convention (p.69), Robert
Harley erroneously gave the impression that
Bedini was no longer manufacturing amplifiers.
This turns out to be incorrect, Bedini amplifiers
are very much still available.
Apologies to our readers and to Mort Frank
and John Bedini for these howlers of our very
own.
—Richard Lehnert
Stereophile, February 1991

ASWE SEEIT
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TEREOPHILE'S WRITERS
ON AN A IO QUEST
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ne Saturday afternoon last August,
a number of Stereophile's writers—
John Atkinson, Arms Balgalvis, Robert
Deutsch, Larry Greenhill, Robert Harley, J.
Gordon Holt, Richard Lebnert, Guy Lemcoe,
Lewis Lipnick, Peter Mitchell, Tom Norton,
Dick Olsben Don Scott, and Bill Sommerwerck—gatbered together in the magazine's
Santa Fe, NM listening room to discuss (be
"Recommended Components" listing that was
due to appear in the October 1990 issue. To
add alittle Tabasco to the proceedings, JA bad
invited AudioQuest's main man Bill Low to
give a short talk on whatever subject was
uppermost in his mind that weekend, to befollowed by an open discussion. The last time Bill
had visited Santa Fe, he had subjected JA to
what amounted to amental Rolfing examining pretty much every aspect of the magazine
and its worth to both its readers and the industry that advertises in it. JA bad therefore thought
it worth inflicting the same kind of inquisition
on a representative group of Stereophile
reviewers, with the hope that the unexpurgated
transcript ,would throw more than alittle light
on bow the opinions you read and presumably value come to beformed and to appear in
print. Okay, Bill, it's all yours:
131111.0w: There is an analogy between automobile magazines and the audio community. You
all base your involvement with Stereopbile on
Stereophile, February 1991

the idea that hi-fi is worthwhile, hi-fi is enjoyable. Whether you criticize a product or
whether you love aproduct, there's abottom
line that this is something that's worth doing.
It's even fun! In that sense, Stereopbile is like
Car and Driver. ..
Idon't know what Stereo Review should be
termed as—there's nothing analogous in the
rest of the publishing world where the number one publication is written and run by people who basically seem to hate the business,
who have a vested interest in proving that
differences don't exist, that hi-fi is not fun. I
think it's too bad that it's looked on as though
we are the people who believe in voodoo, that
we have some strange ritual, and that those
people are rational. Ithink the proper perspective—as Ithink you'll agree—is that we are
rational, that they have some strange religion
IThe conversation was recorded in stereo using 2 pair of AR(,
1)190E cardioid mikes, an EAR tube microphone preamplifier,
and am: it-o5r recorder. Sly thanks to Anne Peacocke for handling the thankless task ftranscribing the upe. A note on the
editing of the transcript: Iconformed to Stereopbalis usual
style with interviews, which is to correct grammar, remove
211 the verbal throat-clearing that clutters and obscures spoken English, and eliminate the occasional repetition and
irrelevance. W Ocomplete discussions were excised intact—
one on CD SoundRings, the other on Stereophile'N "Recommended Components - listing—on the grounds that both subjects have been debated to death in the magazine during the
last year or so. Otherwise, significant omissions (in terms of
length) are indicated with ellipses(.
), arid where something
was not clean the editorial interjection is contained in square
brackets.
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Finally,
aCD player
that reproduces
all of the music,
not just bits
and bytes of it.
ADCOM

A

dcom's new GCD-575 Compact Disc Player has been
worth waiting for. Now there's aCD player with
analog audio circuits as advanced as its digital stages.
Featuring ano-compromise Class "A" audio section, the
GCD-575 is the first affordable CD player that delivers the
long anticipated technical benefits of digital sound. So visit
your authorized Adcom dealer and listen to all of the
music...not just bits and bytes of it.

ADCOMR
fine stereo components

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130
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that forces them into perpetuating the remarkably absurd concept that while it's somehow
worth paying attention to hi-fi, at the same time
you shouldn't like it, that any differences are
not important. That is really weird.
The editor of Higb Fidelity magazine—now
on the staff of Stereo Review—once made an
amazing statement to me. We were on the subject of cables, and 1thought, well, one step
back from cables is amplifiers—people who
don't believe in cable differences are not that
likely to believe in amplifier differences. So I
was asking him about amplifiers, and he said,
"I used to hear differences until it was proven
to me that Icouldn't."
J. Gordon Holt: He flunked his AB test.
[laughter]
Bill Low: Well, Iagree. Iwould never subject
myself to ablind AB test, because Iknow that
it has nothing to do with listening to music It's
alot like judging cars by counting the number
of tires they have and saying, "Well, they all go
to the supermarket so all cars are the same" It's
not acontext that's relevant. I'm comfortable
in knowing that, but it's hard to argue about it
with the people who think that it's the absolute test. But here is somebody who all his life
had assumed differences existed. He'd gone
through his earlier years, hearing differences
and believing what he heard, until peer pressure caused him to change religions. This is
unfortunate, but this is the world that we live
in. As aminority interest, we just need to be as
vocal, as adamant about the truth of our
minority position as possible.
Igive John such ahard time because Ilove
the magazine. If Ididn't care, if Iwas atotal
cynic then I'd have nothing to criticize.. .1 do
have some very strong feelings about gross
incompetence and irresponsibility and the role
the reviewer has in being more responsible to
his audience, meaning both the manufacturing and consumer community. The amateurishness of the reviewing community has gotten
alot less than it used to be. It doesn't mean that
it's all the way there or that reviewers should
relax and say, "Well, we're so perfect we don't
need to struggle."
The overview that came to my mind to discuss this afternoon is the heart of the way I've
wanted to relate to audio all my life. When Iwas
asmall failing dealer in Portland, Oregon Ihad
this idea that the consumer, the reviewer, and
the dealer should ideally all have the same
motivations, should almost be the same person. (By "dealer" Idon't mean the salesman or
the owner of the store but the buyer, the person
who's responsible for listening to, evaluating,
and deciding what equipment is carried.) The
Stereophile, February 1991

The venerable JGH in whose ears we trust
motivations of these three ideal people should
be the same, though Ithink they are significantly different in detail and some fine tuning
could be done in the ways in which they
should be different.
I'll give an example: When dealers go to a
CES these days, they go down the hall trying
to find reasons not to go into as many rooms
as possible Cynicism prevents the dealer from
finding about things that are new because he's
essentially overloaded with what he already
knows about—what he thinks is politically
more important. At both aStereopbile show
and at aCES, Inotice that the reviewing community does somewhat the same thing. There
is a selective process of prejudging rooms
before they're gone into—how much time will
it be worth spending in there? This is in sharp
contrast to the consumer at aStereoinbile show
who goes into every single room with an open
mind. In this case the reviewer is being too
cynical, too jaded. Knowing too much ahead
of time prevents him from having an open mind.
On the other hand, I've often complained
about the reviewing community being too
much on the amateur side, not being familiar
enough with the business, and being too easily
wined, dined, and impressed by agiven manufacturer's ability to get his product into [the
reviewer's] hands along with the song and
dance that makes it more intriguing than an
equally capable product from somebody who
doesn't have the same personality or who the
reviewer might not relate to as well. There's a
fine line between all these things ...
There are sometimes products from major
manufacturers that have been out for years
7

TWO'S COMPLEMENT

Proceed digital components. Innovative
expressions of technology dedicated to a
singular goal: reconstruction of the musical
information encoded in the digital medium
with convincing fidelity.
The PCD compact disc player integrates
original Proceed digital design concepts into a
single chassis, offering unprecedented sonic
performance and manufacturing quality in its
class.
The PDP digital processor improves upon technology developed for the PCD and provides
our finest performance level of digital to
analog conversion for all existing digital
sources.

PDP

The PDT digital transport combines our PCD
transport mechanism with active circuitry
which supplies asuperior quality digital
output to complement an external processor.
An ideal component for those seeking the
highest level of sonic performance from
compact disc.

PROC E E D
PROCEED - products are manufactured and distributed worldwide by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FAX 12031346-1540

before they get any attention. Ithink those
products deserve attention whether they're
good or bad because they are out there and
people want to know about them. But when
the reviewer is writing about products that
nobody's ever heard of and, in asense, is the
first person to bring it to the world ...
there's
no point in publishing abad review. There's too
many products out there to review, why write
bad reviews? Bad reviews are only justified
when they are about products that otherwise
will receive attention anyway, and it is
newsworthy and helpful to the community to
say about those products what needs to be
said. But anew product that no one ever would
know about because it isn't any good and that
dealers weren't going to carry doesn't need a
bad review. On the other hand, giving agood
review to aproduct that also does not yet really
exist, this is again afine line. Because as amanufacturer, Iwas once an absolute nobody—who
was going to be the first dealer and who was
going to be the first reviewer to give my product achance? It's avery, very touchy question.
Icertainly don't have an absolute answer, but
Ithink that it needs more careful attention than
it sometimes gets.
To give an example of the kind of cynicism
that Ilearned to develop as adealer, acting in
amanner that Ithought was intelligent for a
consumer and adealer, was when anew manufacturer came out whose equipment—amplifiers,
preamplifiers—used potted modules. Ilearned
to not care what that equipment sounded like.
It's afine line, but aproduct like that can't be
fixed once it breaks if there's no manufacturer
around to service it. A reviewer encouraging
such aproduct into existence takes on aresponsibility that Idon't think is always taken seriously. When astore makes abad recommendation about aproduct, recommends Armor
All, recommends apreamp that sounds great
but next month can't be serviced because the
company's out of business, he has to live with
that. It comes back and haunts him. He's
responsible to the community in avery direct
way. The reviewing community doesn't always
act as if it had this degree of responsibility. I'm
generalizing about my last 15 years of thoughts
on the subject of reviewing. But there are some
still very important issues I think every
reviewer/magazine has to face when reviewing
equipment that does not come from any established manufacturer. That door certainly has
to be open to allow new equipment into the
market. But there's still aheavy responsibility
that in some ways involves the reviewer thinking more like adealer: Would Icarry this?
Would Isell it to afriend?
Objective vs subjective is something that
Stereophile, February 1991

comes up in audio every time anyone ever talks
about apiece of audio equipment. There are
those who try to say that everything's subjective. And then there are those who say everything should be objective—if you can't measure it or put it in objective terms, it doesn't
exist. As in most cases, the extremes are wrong
and somewhere in between lies the truth. To
me the design of agood piece of equipment
involves knowing what it does wrong, knowing that it will have distortion, and choosing
that distortion. That means making some subjective judgments about what forms of distortion are more or less acceptable than others.
It doesn't mean that there isn't an absolute goal,
that there isn't an objective criterion of live
music—or, in the case of my own product, the
cable you can't distinguish in abypass test.
(Which few people unfortunately ever do,
where acable can be compared to no cable so
that there is an objective reference.)
No cable is that good, no amplifier is perfect,
no speaker is perfect. So while there is an absolute reference, nothing ever will be perfect, and
in comes the subjectivity in choosing what
compromises are more acceptable. But it still
doesn't mean that it's totally subjective. To me
the speakers that allow me the easiest time to
forget the system, which to me is the purpose
of agood hi-fi—to see past it and simply enjoy
the music—point-source speakers do that the
best for me. Planar speakers do it better for
others. Most of you probably have an inclination one way or the other, yet as professionals
in the community, we can't let that inclination
get in the way of our judging product suitability
for other people. Again, whether as store buyer
or reviewer, this ideal person having an opinion
on whether aplanar is better than apointsource or apoint-source is better than aplanar
is not aproductive opinion.
The consumer can have that opinion; he's
only going to buy one product. But it's not
fruitful [for areviewer to express that opinion].
The Audio Critic once declared that transformers were inherently better than headamps
so you shouldn't buy aheadamp, you should
buy atransformer. This kind of opinion is one
of the things that is most wrong with the
reviewing community. There is this tendency
on everybody's part—it's amale problem, it
seems to me, about relating to these toys, this
hardware—about wanting to have an opinion
on it in ways that aren't appropriate or helpful
to the actual opinions that're required: Is it
good? Is it worth owning?
An opinion about whether aheadamp is better than atransformer or vice versa is something that amanufacturer needs to have before
he goes out to design aproduct, to have an
9
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The DM640 has been endowed with the same drive unit technology as B&W's world
renowned Matrix 801 and 802. Twin Cobex bass drivers deliver thunderous low frequency
extension and weight. The metal dome tweeter developed for the Matrix 801 provides perfect
response to well beyond audibility. The real breakthrough. though, comes from the
breathtaking midrange clarity that only the exotic Kevlar cone can provide. At one third the
cost of Matrix 802, and one fourth the cost of Matrix 801, the DM640 represents the ultimate
in value It simply must be heard to be believed.
B&W LOUDSPEAKERS OF AMERICA
PO Box 653 Buffalo New York 14240 Tel. (416) 751.4520
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Amis Balgalvis (I) and Robert Harley
inclination of what be thinks is amore productive route. For the consumer, for the reviewer,
and for the store buyer, even knowing that it's
aheadamp or atransformer ahead of time is
likely to prevent them from actually hearing the
truth of the product. It's hard not to have these
types of opinions—belt-drive is better than
direct-drive, single-beam laser is better than
triple-beam—but Ithink the hardest thing for
anybody involved in hi-fi, whether it's at the
Stereo Review level or the Stereophile level, is
not letting what you know get in the way of
using your ears in judging the product. It's
tough, but it's something that should never be
forgotten.
John Atkinson: But surely every opinion the
reviewer has is analogous to the one concern-

ing transformers and headamps? For example,
his experience is going to tell him that with this
kind of tweeter, it's unlikely he's going to like
the speakers even before he sets them up
because he's heard other products using that
same tweeter. He therefore can't help but be
preconditioned by his experience. If he wasn't
preconditioned by his experience, then he
probably wouldn't be any use as areviewer
anyway. So, how could someone forget everything he's experienced and learned when he
approaches anew product?
Bill Low: 1hope this is part of the distinction
between an amateur and aprofessional reviewer.
Dick Olsher: Ithink we all have acertain
ideology which is based on experience and
cultural influences. We all know what's right

T
he hardest thing for anybody involved in hi-fi
is not letting what you know
get in the way of using your ears.

Stereophile, February 1991
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Real power has
always been in the
hands ofthe few.

A

dcom stereo
components have
earned areputation among
audiophiles, engineers and
musicians for extraordinary performance
at affordable prices. Now Adcom
introduces its newest amplifier, the no
compromise GFA-565, for those in pursuit
of absolute power and sonic perfection,
but who prefer not paying aking's ransom.
The Evolution of Adcom's GFA-565
Adcom's new mono GFA-565 evolves
from the design of the critically acclaimed
GFA-555, greatly extending its capabilities.
Representing brute strength, it delivers
300 watts at 8ohms, 450 watts at 4ohms
and an awesome 850 watts at 2ohms:*
Most significantly, it will accurately drive
even esoteric loudspeakers which present
loads as low as 1ohm.
Why Use Two Mono Amplifiers?
The ability to deliver very high power
into complex loads is aprerequisite for
superior sound reproduction. Power

supplies capable of delivering the energy
necessary for high power, high-current
amplifiers are massive. But there are
practical limits to the size and weight of
stereo amplifiers designed for home use,
as well as heat dissipation and reliability
constraints. Consequently, the use of two
Adcom GFA-565 mono amplifiers offers
optimum sound definition, detail and
dynamics, satisfying even the most
demanding perfectionist.
More Sound, Less Money
Like the GFA-555, the new Adcom
GFA-565 sounds superior to amplifiers
costing two and three times as much. It is
so powerful and pure that it may be the
last amplifier you ever buy, even if you
upgrade your loudspeakers several times
over the years. And that makes the GFA-565
an extraordinary bargain considering its
exceptional performance.

(R,

ADCOM e
o

*Continuous power output. 20 Hz-20 kHz <a02% THD, measured in accordance with F7C specifications.
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Good reviewers

put their biases to one side.

Robert Deutsch

and what's wrong, don't we? The ideology on
the one hand of "all amplifiers sound alike" is
just as reasonable as the ideology of an audiophile who says that "all amplifiers sound
different." You expect every set of opinions to
have adialectical opposite. The clashing of
opinions is therefore perfectly reasonable, but
for me to say that "I don't have any biases" is
totally untrue. Scientists are not objective One
of the big myths about scientists is that they
deal objectively with reams of data. Well, even
if you discount cases of conscious fraud, you
can look at many, many cases of science where
people have fudged data, they've thrown out
certain pieces of data that don't quite fit their
preconceived notions of what the answer
should be. Knowing what the answer should
be influences everyone. Idon't think that you
can escape this. It's ahuman condition.
Bill Low: Alot can be done to overcome it. If
you were introduced to anew speaker behind
Stereophile, February 1991

an acoustically transparent gauze, you would
have no chance beforehand to know what kind
of tweeter is in there. It wouldn't hinder your
ability to form an opinion on the product.
Afterwards, it would be very relevant to say
"Ah! Now Isee that tweeter. Yes, that's what it
sounds like when I've had previous exposure
to it." The hard part is that, since you don't have
that gauze and you do know something about
the product beforehand, you mustn't mentally
prejudge, mustn't let that get in the way.
JA: But good reviewers—at least the ones who
write for Stereophi/e—do put their biases to
one side in order to be receptive to what their
ears are telling them.
Bill Low: Professionalism requires learning
how to overcome your biases. In ademonstration, any good salesman knows that whatever
you want to sell you play second. If you do an
AB, B will sound better because you notice
things the second time that you haven't noticed
the first. But if you know this, then you ABA
yourself. You don't let yourself fall into that
trap. You do everything you can to recognize
your biases and work around them.
JGH: What is the difference between so-called
bias and previous acquired knowledge?
Bill Sommerwerck: There's a difference
between having preconceived ideas due to
experience and solidifying them into afact.
There's adifference between somebody saying "I've heard three speakers that use bassreflex loading and they all sounded muddy"
and solidifying that into "All speakers which
feature bass-reflex loading sound muddy."
Bill Low: It is anatural tendency for people do
that. ..This tendency to draw conclusions
partly relates to areview of my product where—
sorry, Dick—one cable was preferred with a
particular speaker, another cable was preferred
with another speaker. Based on what to me was
a grossly unscientific database of just two
examples, aconclusion was then made in the
review about one cable being more suitable
with high-impedance speakers and one cable
being more suitable with low-impedance
speakers. To me, that was skydiving without a
parachute. This happens alot in little ways in
many reviews. It's not an overall, overlooming
problem, but it's endemic to our entire industry. We all practice it in little ways. After we've
got aconclusion on aproduct, we look for the
little handles that make it conform to previous
experiences. Sometimes those handles are
13
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coincidence, they're not actually fact.
Lewis Lipnick: When you're areviewer for a
magazine—and since I've been reviewing Ican
see it in myself and Idon't like it—you begin
to lose touch with the reality of the way the
consumer sees things. We're in an ivory tower,
and unless we are on the consumer level and
deal with them all the time and deal with the
products the way the consumer does, we can
take things for granted. We don't see that a
slight comment we might make about aproduct, due perhaps to apreconception or abias,
will be blown way out of proportion by the
readers. On the other hand, there's alot of
witchcraft in promoting high-end products, a
lot of hocus-pocus.
Bill Low: There's far too much of it. And far too
many reviewers fall for it.
Antis Balgalvis: In 10 years in the Audiophile
Society, Larry Greenhill and Ihave met at least
110 manufacturers and dealers. And Ihave to
say that when Ilook at what those manufacturers and dealers tell us, their bullshit is so
much more overwhelming than anything that
I've heard in this room.
DO: I'm really irritated when amanufacturer
comes to me and says, "Look, I've got awonderful product here. You've got to listen to it.
It redefines the laws about how electrons
flow down acable." Now, speak about biases.
Speak about hype. My feeling is "All right, I'll
give you the benefit of the doubt. Idon't care
if the cables are made out of Swiss cheese, if it
sounds good, I'll describe exactly what I
heard." The fact that Ican only try acable with
three or four loudspeakers should not be held
over my head. You ask for my opinion, but
then when you don't like that opinion you say,
"Wdl, obviously you didn't try 20,000 different
brands, therefore it's not an objective study and
it's no good." You can't argue from both sides
of the fence. You either get the full measure of
asubjective type of review or you can go somewhere else.
Bill Low: No, my complaint was not at all that
not enough speakers were used. One speaker
would have been adequate. What I'm saying
is. ..
that with the two speakers that were used,
impedance wasn't even the only thing that distinguished those two products. Iget calls to this
day—this is the sense of the responsibility not appreciated—which go: "I have ahigh-impedance
speaker,""I've got alow-impedance speaker:
which is the correct cable for me?" Your point

was taken extremely seriously by the reading
public. Yet Ifeel it was not based on any actual
opinion that you had.
DO: That wasn't amajor conclusion. My major
conclusion was to be very careful and match
your cables to aparticular system.
Bill Low: Well, again you went beyond that
and drew aspecific conclusion.
JA: The reviewer is forced into asituation
where he has to generalize from the specific.
Bill Low: But this is what Lewis said. You can't
just ruminate about atheory and throw it out
there to 60,000 people and not expect them to
pay attention to it.
BS: Consumer Reports publishes ratings of cars
which include various breakdowns of breakdowns. And occasionally you'll see "Insufficient data to form conclusion." That is, they
didn't have enough responses for aparticular
model of car for them to feel that they had a
statistically reliable sampling. In general, therefore, areviewer has the responsibility to ask
himself, "Do Ihave enough data to reliably
draw ageneral conclusion?" If the reviewer
doesn't feel that he has enough data, he shouldn't
draw the general conclusion regardless of what
the specific facts are that he still presents to the
reader.
DO: That's not quite the case when you're
reviewing asingle sample. You have to assume
that the sample is typical of the manufacturing
process, that it represents the population very
accurately. We don't go out and buy five samples. We don't go out and double-check each
of our findings. You call it the way you see it.
It's not science, it's our best guesstimate given
limited resources. It's my opinion, ultimately.
BS: The fact that it isn't science doesn't mean
that anybody has the right to draw aconclusion
which is not scientific.
JGH: Huh?
BS: If you listen to one speaker which is low
impedance and you listen to another speaker
which is high impedance, and they sound
different with aspeaker cable, you tell the readers
that. That's afact. But you don't draw the conclusion that it necessarily sounds different with
different speaker impedances because you don't
have enough database to draw that conclusion.
DO: You mean that Icannot offer any conjecture? What's wrong with conjecture?
BS: Because you don't want to be making
generalities that you don't have evidence for.
Robert Deutsch: There are two issues here.

T
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One is what's known as internal validity of
measurement. That is, if you're going to compare cables or amplifiers or speakers, you
should do everything within your power to
ensure that you're not unduly influenced by
what you've heard about the product or
because it comes second in asequence of measurements or that you've connected something
wrong. And it's certainly the responsibility of
every reviewer to go through whatever they
can—and that's, if you like, professional responsibility—to make sure that they're doing
all of that correctly. Now once that's done, and
once you've decided that acertain product has
certain characteristics or it sounds better, whatever, then the next issue is what is known as
external validity. Does it apply to situations outside of here?
If we said that acertain cable sounds better
in asystem that involves tube components, is
it then going to sound better in other systems
involving tube components? And there may be
aproblem with ageneralization, but what the
public wants to know is not necessarily does
it work with the Air Tight amplifier and some
other tube preamp that they may not be considering purchasing, but is it going to have the
similar characteristic with another set of components?
Bill Low: They do want to know this. It's an
important subject.
RD: So at some point you have to view external
validity. And the more experience you have
with other products—you can call it prejudice,
perhaps you can call it experience, knowledge,
conjecture, or whatever—the better you're
going to be at it. But you're not going to be perfect in making those predictions. And sometimes the reviewer is going to be wrong. Because
there could be atube product out there that
simply will interact in anegative fashion with
the particular product that you've reviewed
and very honestly and very carefully and thoroughly came to acorrect and valid conclusion
about.
Bill Low: It does happen, although Ithink that
the reviewing community has partaken in what
Icall the Band-Aid effect much too often,
which is when they use the term "compatibility." I'd like to see this applied to ahigh-mass
tonearm and ahigh-compliance cartridge, or
amoving-coil cartridge into aphono input that
needs 2mV, as being "incompatible." It happens
occasionally with cable: if you use aNaim
amplifier with acable that is not highly inductive and sufficiently long, the amp will be
unstable. These are genuine cases of compatibility. But the word is 99% of the time used for
aesthetic compatibility compared to electronic
compatibility. If components were more rigorStereophile, February 1991

Bill Low of Audieluest

ously evaluated for their absolute quality and
not how they integrate into asingle system,
everyone would be better able to predict
whether it will work in their system.
JA: But you don't have access to absolute quality. Last night, Tom Norton, Bob Deutsch, and
Iwere listening to the Signet SL280 speakers,
and the sound was quite hard, quite bright, not
very pleasant. Tom then substituted adifferent
pair of interconnects, the system relaxed alittle,
the soundstage deepened alittle, the singers
moved back abit, it became more enjoyable
while remaining the same basic sound. Now,
you don't have access to the absolute knowledge of the sound of those two cables we used.
All you can do is report on the anecdotal differences they produce. Now that's exactly the use
of the word compatibility which you decry, but
Ithink that's the only word you have. If you
have asystem with acertain kind of balance,
if you add this cable rather than that one, the
sound'll go even more in that direction. It's
incompatible not aesthetically but musically.
Bill Low: Right. But it's not as though the performance of that cable changed because of
17
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what equipment it was hooked up to. It's that
the problems with that cable—everything is
distorted, everything is wrong—it's all aquestion of damage control, all the way through a
hi-fi system. This is afact of life. And accumulating too many sins of the same type, too many
pieces that are subjectively irritating—we have
this language problem where we tend to talk
in terms of amplitude response and it's almost
never amplitude response. So we imagine ourselves with an equalizer with this piece going
up and this piece going down, and you put
them together and it's somehow livable.
JGH: That's the way they often sound ...
Bill Low: So it's subjective in interpretation.
It may be avalid language, but it implies things
that are not true.
JA: You implied something earlier which disturbed me alittle which was that manufacturers
can influence the outcome of reviews by tailoring their presentation to aparticular reviewer.
Do you think that happens alot?
Bill Low: Did Isay that? Ithink it's true, but ...
BS: He said some reviewers were susceptible
to being influenced. The thing is, for example,
Iam an engineer and Iconsider Iknow what
I'm talking about: Ifeel I'm totally immune to
anything but the truth.
Bill Low: You have to have some prejudice to
be in this, Iagree.
DO: Idon't think that being an engineer is
necessarily ahelp in this business.
BS: Ithink it's atremendous help. ..
LL: Idon't agree at all.
DO: Only if you're going to be swayed by the
sweet-talk of acircuit ...
Bill Low: Knowing nothing is sometimes better than knowing alittle It's knowing alittle but
not knowing that you know only alittle. ..
DO: Bill [Sommerwerckj, as an engineer, how
would you approach acable?
BS: The only cable manufacturer that has written anything that was vaguely convincing, one
way or another, was OCOS.
Bill Low: You just haven't read my literature
yet.
BS: The point is that looking at it from the
point of view of an engineer, Ido hear differences between cables. Ido not feel that I
understand what those differences are. If a
manufacturer like OCOS comes along and says,
Well, we've shown that matched impedances
are necessary and so forth," and they show the
mathematics of it, that might bias me alittle bit
toward liking the product. But if the statement
is true, Iwould want to prove it by testing it,
by getting multiple amplifiers, multiple
speakers, and trying abunch of speaker cables
and seeing if the OCOS is consistently better
than the other cables.
Stereophile, February 1991

JA: But doesn't what you've just said reveal that
the elegance of OCOS's snow job has actually
been quite effective in influencing your opinion?
BS: No, no, all it is is that I'm looking at their
claim that the characteristic impedance has to
be matched. We all know that that's true. The
math is right, but we don't know if the original assumption is correct.
DO: Whereas if they said, "Gee, you know, we
made our cable out of Swiss cheese, we really
don't know why it works, try it," you'd say
"Oh, come on, guys."
BS: Well if it sounded good, I'd say it sounded
good
Richard Lehnert: But you wouldn't spend as
much time and energy exploring that as you
would an argument that seemed more elegant,
more reasonable to you.
Bill Low: You're actually being set up for
another conclusion that itself will be irrelevant
and, if made, not responsible. Which is that if
you do like that cable, you'll be tempted to say
impedance matching has been vindicated.
BS: No. Iwould not say that. What Isaid was
that let's say Ihad an amp and aspeaker. Okay?
And Ihappen to listen to that cable, and I
thought it sounded superior. What conclusion
can Idraw from that? No conclusion. Ican't
draw any conclusion except that /think that
cable sounds better than the other cable with
that amp and speaker. In order for me to even
begin to draw any conclusion about whether
or not their original assumption is correct as
opposed to just their mathematics, I'd have to
get awhole lot of amps, awhole lot of speakers,
and start doing awhole lot of listening.
JA: Ithink that the point here is that any
specific product story is tailored, coincidentally, for aparticular reviewer's belief system.
Hence the susceptibility Bill Low was talking
about.
BS: Let me just say something on this business:
anecdotal listening is unscientific. There's no
question about it. [hubbub]
DO: Idisagree with that.
BS: Now, bear with mea moment ...
JA: No, you can't get away with saying that ...
DO: Bill. you can't say that ...
Thomasj. Norton: Not here. ..
BS: The point is that you want it both ways,
because you said just a few minutes ago it
wasn't science Look, the point that I'm getting
at is that every time Isit down to listen, Iam
aware that Iknow what component I'm listening to, that Ihave prejudices, that my mood
varies from day to day, that 1do not know the
absolute quality of my source material. Iam
fully aware that there are dozens of uncontrolled factors in the listening that Ido. And
therefore even though Icannot be perfectly
19
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scientific about it, Idon't just ignore everything, Itry to control the things that Iknow
that Ihave problems with to try to reduce their
effects on my opinions.
DO: Science is not an issue in this business. ..
BS: That's one of the problems with it.
DO: ...
because how can science claim to tell
me how Iperceive aparticular product? It's getting back to Bill Low's earlier point: one of the
biggest myths in science is that if something
exists it can be measured. Therefore, if you
cannot measure something, it cannot exist.
BS: You're twisting it around completely. One
of the major problems with subjective reviewing is that people want it to remain unscientific.
They don't want to prove anything. They want
to remain in their ivory towers and never have
any demonstration of something that is measurable.
LL: Wait asecond! Now I'm getting angry.
Look—I'm amusician, right? My feeling is, this
stuffs made to listen to, right? Okay. Now, I've
got arecording that Iplayed in, right? Iwas
there, Iknow what it sounds like. Ilisten to it
with 32 different cables. With one cable it
sounds more like what Iheard when Iwas
there than with the others. Iwill say, "I'm not
going to tell you which one is better, but my
feeling is that with this cable it sounds more like
what Iheard when Iwas there than the other
ones."
JA: Perhaps it's compensating for everything
else in your system.
LL: It's possible, yes. But how can you then say
one is better than the other? You cannot! You
can only say, "That's my opinion. That's what
Ihear in this case." This is why Italked about
reviews before. That when you come out with
an opinion, it's important, but at the same time
it may not be valid across the board. It is your
opinion in that place and at that time. Now, it
could change in adifferent situation. It could
be entirely different ...
DO: The point Iwas making, and to which Bill
alluded earlier, was that if you claim to hear
differences, there are people out there who say,
"Ah! If you cannot measure those differences,
they cannot exist. Therefore you're deluding
yourself into believing there is adifference."
That's avery serious attack on audiophiles.
BS: That's acomplete misdefinition and misinterpretation of science!
JGH: But that's the Audio Engineering Society
view.
LL: But they're wrong. And you know they're
wrong!
Bill Low: We all agree. [laughter]
BS: Look, science is not acollection of facts.
Agood scientist is curious. He or she wants to
know why. He or she wants to understand. He
Stereophile, February 1991

Dick Olsher
doesn't just want to get only a subjective
opinion.
DO: He or she wants to get aNobel Prize.
BS: He or she wants to know how it works.
Suppose for the sake of the argument that
Lewis felt that one cable sounded better than
another. ..
LL: More accurate, not better.
BS: Okay, "more accurate." Suppose that we
could show that by ameasurement that seemed
to correlate with what he heard. Then we
would have taken one more step toward understanding what's going on rather than simply
depending only on subjective opinion.
JA: You still only have anecdotal evidence. You
haven't taken the next step where you do an
experiment where you deliberately introduce
that measured difference to see if it produces
the same difference in sound quality.
BS: Okay. But once you've collected enough
data about these things, then you do that experiment later on. You don't expect to learn something instantly. You accumulate information
and you work on it to build up theories in the
testing.
JA: Having worked as a"scientist," I'd like to
agree with Dick and disagree with Bill. You
can't categorize science as being "pure." People
have political motivations, they're trying to preserve their status, they're even trying to get sta21
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tus. Sure, ideal scientists are as Bill describes
them, but the reality is that they're not ideal.
In practice, scientists only behave more like
Bill's description when they're young. When
they get to 40-45, however, they start to become
more concerned about preserving their position in society. That is exactly the kind of split
that you have at the moment in the AES, where
alot of the younger members are totally au fait
with everything we say in Stereophile, yet
those who are the establishment, the older
engineers, know that everything that is said in
our pages is delusion. It has to be; it is athreat
to their position and therefore must be rejected.
BS: But you're confusing the way other people behave and how we might choose to behave
ourselves. Those two things have nothing to
do with each other. Just because scientists are
incompetent doesn't mean we have to be
incompetent.
JA: They're not incompetent, they're human!
Larry Greenhill: Or biased and prejudiced.
BS: Let me give an example. Acouple of years
ago Ireviewed aSony Beta Hi -Fi recorder. It
wasn't hi-fi. It took all the life out of the sound.
didn't have time to check into that and Ihave
no idea what measurements would correlate
with what produced that degradation of sound
quality. But Iassume there are measurements
that would correlate with it, and I'm very curious to know what they are. Iwould like to see
this industry as awhole make more of an effort
tofind measurements that correlate with what
we hear, instead of having to depend as much
on just subjectivity. We would see an improvement in the sound quality of products, better
interfaces, and maybe lower prices.
RL: That's possible. But as soon as something
is proven beyond a reasonable doubt and
everyone more or less accepts it, that becomes
the new orthodoxy. And then something else
comes up that has not been measured and that
cannot be measured yet, and there you are
again. There's no progress per se, no absolute
progress.
BS: Oh yes there is.
Peter W. Mitchell: Sure.
RL: But there's always more to discover. ..
Bill Low: Absolutely, you can't close the door.
RL: But do you think it will ever get perfect?
PWM: Idon't think it's important whether it
should or not. Idon't think it will, but Idon't
think it's important that it needs to. The point

is that it gets better than it was.
RL: But if we can never achieve perfection,
then whatever increments we achieve will
always be part of an infinite progression.
PWM: But if it's getting consistently better than
it was and getting good at lower price levels,
then by definition we're making progress.
JGH: It's called advancing the state of the art.
PWM: And that happens only by establishing
certain knowledge, not by just exchanging
opinions. Especially when those opinions are
contradictory. If Stereo/Mile says aproduct is
great and The Absolute Sound says that the
same product is trash, or vice versa, then we've
really not gotten anywhere at all. But if we can
establish why products interact the way they
do, then we can make some progress toward
understanding what's going on.
Bill Low: Idon't think Richard said that the
measurements were irrelevant. But you have
to leave the door open. I'm very close with
Richard Vandersteen: he measures intensely,
but it is crucial to development of his
product—and Ithink this would go for other
good manufacturers—that the final say is the
ear. He uses every possible measurement that
he can get his hands on. He pursues that as
rigorously as he can but never to override what
the ear says. We're never going to be able to say
that measuring is the whole story.
JA: But Bill, take 20 cable manufacturers, all of
whom apply that philosophy. They each measure what they can, they each listen and let
their ears be the arbiters. Each comes up with
acable involving adesign philosophy which
they know is best because it sounds best to
them. Yet it's totally contradicted by someone
else's design philosophy. Some have low inductance, some are high inductance, some have silk
insulators, some have Teflon insulators, some
have six-nines copper, some have magnetic
conductors which other manufacturers say you
cannot have, it's the worst possible thing. Every
one of them is right to themselves, and yet to
people out there in audiophile land and to reviewers it's like, how many contradictory things
can you agree with every morning?
Bill Low: What you've just cited is that you've
been reading these people's advertising, not
that you've actually got afull understanding of
how they've designed their products. What
they're focusing on in their propagandizing are
the things they think distinguish them from

Richard Vandersteen uses every possible measurement
that he can get his hands on
but never to override what the ear says.
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each other. Now 1have no opinion on magnetic
conductors—I've never used them. And I
doubt that actually many of the other manufacturers do, although Dick is reviewing acable
that does take that approach. (I'm intrigued.)
You mentioned one company features adielectric, one company talks about materials, and
another company doesn't. It doesn't mean that
underneath they don't have alot more agreement, but what they're putting out to distinguish themselves in the market are their differences and not their similarities. There's not as
much difference, Ithink, as what your series
of statements implied.
There are acouple of gross schools. There
are those who believe you've got little strands
and big strands, and there are those that don't
believe that. And there are those who think that
strand interaction is aless significant problem.
(Which doesn't mean that those other things
are not aproblem at all.)
JA: Ithink the emphasis on these differences
is detrimental to the high-end industry because
alot of people faced with all of them say, "Well,
apox on all your houses, you're probably all
wrong."
Bill Low: It's only because there's this peculiar male ego problem of people—again, the
store buyer, the consumer, and the reviewer—
thinking they have to be able to design aproduct in order to be able to be intelligent consumers. There's no correlation between being
adesigner and being aconsumer. There's no
reason for aconsumer to understand how a
product is made. ..
DO: One of the basic assumptions of science
is that you can design or optimize aproduct by
rational means alone. That you can take aset
of measurements that will predict the ultimate
performance of the product.
PWM: Who claims that in the real world?
DO: The essence of science is to build on better theory, make better predictions, and agree
more closely with experiment. What I'm saying is that we're talking about an art here as well
as ascience. If you design to aformula, you
eventually get products to the point where they
are darn close in terms of measurement. Let's
talk about amplifiers. They will each have afew
little glitches here and there. The question
becomes: Which of those glitches is more
objectionable? Which compromise is more
tolerable? You ultimately have to sit down and
listen. You cannot make adecision between
product Aor product B, between aKrell and
aLevinson, on the basis of measurements alone.
BS: So let's stop measuring, right? Let's not try
to find any measurements. Is that the solution?
DO: So here comes the art. Making the compromises that affect the music the least.
Stereophile, February 1991

We're talking about an art here
as well as ascience.

BS: Does that mean we should stop looking for
new measurements?
PWM: Or stop trying to design products scientifically?
DO: The point is that you cannot reach afinal
optimum plateau with measurements alone.
Measurements get you very close. But eventually you have to get aperson into the design
loop.
JA: Measurements won't tell you what is better, they'll only tell you what hasn't been done
badly.
BS: That isn't the point that Peter and Iare trying to make. The point is that science is aprocess of learning. It is not aset of fixed facts,
which is what Richard was pointing out. You
do not throw science out just because you
don't understand anything. The whole point
of science is trying to understand things by
intuition, by repeated experiment, and by trying to organize your experience.
DO: By intuition?
BS: Intuition has aplace in science. A lot of
scientists say that the theories of subatomic
particles that are most aesthetically pleasing are
the ones that happened to turn out to be right
when they performed the experiments.
JA: Not always. Ialways thought that Hoyle's
idea of continuous creation in astatic but
dynamic universe was the most elegant piece
of cosmology ever proposed. It turns out to be
totally wrong. Elegance isn't of itself anecessity
for truth.
AB: Ithink that, especially when Bill starts talking about pure science, we take ourselves too
seriously. Because Ithink the whole business
we're in is so goddamned crude. We're so far
away from achieving any real semblance of
reality when we play back our CDs or LPs or
whatever. Maybe the differences that we perceive get lost so much in the muck that is there,
so we get into all these elegant explanations of
what we're all about. I'm amazed that we take
ourselves that seriously.
Bill Low: But it's not crude. Abeautiful example: Video is taken very seriously. And people
consider the differences in video to be objective. And yet who is going to be fooled by any
size television screen and think it's real?
Whereas in audio we actually come alot closer
to being able to fool somebody by the existence of areproduced phenomenon. Yet we're
considered "subjective" compared to another
medium that's much more universally appreciated,
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The bottom line is
people who read the magazine
want to know how this stuff sounds!
that's considered "objective". .
AB: It could be that it's always repeatable
because that screen is always there. Ican go in
there and he can go in there, and he can go in
there, and always look at the same screen. But
we've all had the experiences: Some nights,
"Sonofabitch, that system really sounds great!"
and everybody is happy, I'm happy. Then next
evening people come over and are listening to
it—"Shit. it isn't like last night!"
Bill Low: The listener is an active part of the
system—when Ihad adiesel car, during the day
that damn thing roared and was obnoxious and
Ihated it, and in the evening it was this purr
that just made the world feel good—and you're
right. It cannot be subtracted and the professionalism that's required of reviewers is to
acknowledge that, be aware of it, and not let
it interfere with the job. That's as much as we
can ask. As much as you can do.
LL: Iagree with Arnie. But this brings in something: we publish all this wonderful scientific
stuff. But the bottom line is what do people
who read the magazine look for? Yes, alot of
them say,"I want scientific measurements." But
the fact is they want to know how this stuff
sounds!
Bill Low: ...The one thing !try to get across
to the consumers that Italk to every day is that
they should develop ahealthy cynicism. That
they should look at the motivations of the people who are giving them their advice, and
examine how much responsibility those people have for their opinions. They should look
at why astore buys the equipment that it buys.
The majority of equipment is bought for stores
by people who would never listen to it before
buying it. Consumers should bother to stand
back asecond and look at the way astore does
its business. Realize that this store didn't
include any of their priorities in deciding
whether or not to carry that equipment. If they
just develop that basic bit of cynicism, they're
95% of the way there.
In the end, though, they do have to trust
somebody's advice. And no single store is going
to be carrying the system that they might have
tried to put together by reading Stereophile. So
they end up saying either, "I'll buy this amplifier from this dealer, this preamp from this
dealer, and this speaker from this dealer,
because they're all good components," or, "Do
Iwork with somebody?" And that's touchy
Stereophile, February 1991

because there aren't many dealers that I'd say
are worth working with, where Iwould send
afriend and say, 'just go and do what that store
tells you." That's very rare. It's almost nonexistent. But Icertainly wouldn't tell anybody
"Just read The Absolute Sound or Stereopbile
or Sounds Like. ..,then go and buy asystem."
In that sense they need the store more than
they need the magazine. But the magazine can
help give them aperspective greater than what
astore can give them, and that's its role.
LG: Do you think the store and its sales force
has more of an influence than the magazines?
Bill Low: It's so interrelated. Stores tailor what
they carry to what's gotten good reviews. Along
with the politics of distribution-1 talked to a
dealer in Albuquerque and he doesn't want to
carry his favorite speaker because it's carried
by adealer in Santa Fe who has business practices, he believes, that result in the business in
Albuquerque being stolen away. You do get
these politics and that's unfortunate. And that
has something to do with what kind of speakers
are going to be sold in Santa Fe and what kind
of speakers are going to be sold in Albuquerque. But it's areal fact of life. If the guy recommends his favorite speaker but can't stay alive
doing it, he hasn't done anybody any good.
Consumers, again. There's this real fragile
male ego problem. The consumer is his own
worst enemy. He wants to know more than the
salesman. And it takes asurprising amount of
confidence on the consumer's part for him to
actually listen to what the salesman has to say,
to allow himself to sit in the sound room and
actually enjoy the music, not just to listen to a
test record going "boom, bang," and say,
"Wow, that's amazing!" It requires asurprising
amount of sophistication on the part of the
consumer to get past that initial feeling that he
doesn't want to be had, therefore he has to
know more, therefore he's going to go to Consumer Reports or Stereopbile or whatever he
takes as his bible.
Those of us in high-end all make fun of
something like Stereo Review. Well, the people who read it think it's serious. They're taking
it seriously, even if we aren't. So whatever information they come into the store with, there's
acredibility challenge between that previous
information and what the store is saying. And
that's true whether it's Stereophile or Consumer Reports.
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"For once, an add-on subwoofer actually
delivers true subwoofer bass with high
gaudily and high quantity at the same
time
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10. Oct. 1989
Velodyne is one of the hottest names in
today's audio/video industry. Why?
Because whether you're upgrading a
current system or building anew one,
there is no other single component that
can boost asystem's overall performance like aVelodyne subwoofer.

All Velodyne subwoofers are complete
systems. Just plug one in to experience
the full audio spectrum: Cleaner mids
and highs with low frequency response
that you never thought possible. It's a
dynamic overhaul for your system.

"... the integration was seamless and
changed the overall character of the
system in asynergistic, beneficial
direction."
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

"Other subwoofers had not moved much
air and certainly hadn't coupled with the
morn. ...Not so with the Velodyne—I was
there!"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

What makes the difference? Velodyne's
patented High Gain Servo (HGS)
technology, which represents amajor
breakthrough in loudspeaker design.

Experience All The Music:
Experience Velodyne.

"I determined that ahigh performance
accelerometer based feedback system
would be the only way to truly correct the
problems that plague low frequency
reproduction. Such asystem had never
been successfully built before. But through
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asystems approach of redesigning the
driver and electronics from the ground
up, Ihave developed asystem that delivers high output levels with unprecedented low levels of distortion."
David Hall, President/Founder
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.

Velodyne
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1070 Commercial St., Suite 101
San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-0688 800/VELODYNE
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Richard Lehnert and J. Gordon Holt
The consumer buys bad equipment because
bad equipment is made because consumers
will buy it. Not all bad equipment is some plot
on the part of the Japanese or whoever—they
make direct-drive turntables that have weighted
rumble figures that look fantastic even though
their real rumble's much worse because consumers buy it that way. The manufacturers
didn't think up the system. Sometimes they
contributed to it and they bear alot of responsibility, but as the consumer gets to buy what
he wants, the consumer bears the responsibility for the fact that most of the larger market
is garbage. It's not our fault, it's not Stereo
Review's fault, it's not the Japanese manufacturers' fault, it's the consumer's fault. He's the
one who ultimately keeps those people in business or puts them out of business.
JA: But the very concept of afree market carries with it the idea of total dissemination of
information to those involved. Now, maybe the
mass-market people buy the bad equipment
because their access to relevant information is

restricted. The kind of products we review in
the main aren't within their reach. Magazines
such as Consumer Reports and Stereo Review,
both of which review the equipment that those
people buy, back off from saying anything critical. Ifeel that's afailing on their part. They're
not giving those people the information they
need for the free market to operate and thus
weed out the bad and promote the good.
Don Scott: With equipment designed and
manufactured in Japan, Korea, or Taiwan or
wherever, it's sent over here with a sales
quota—"We're sending you 5000 units, you
have to sell these by xdate." Say Igive the product anegative review, the US company says,
"Thank you, because we have been telling
these people, they've been sending us this crap,
and they won't listen to us. Now, with the
magazine's credibility, we have alittle clout to
go back and tell them to make that product
better."
Robert Harley: The American distributor of a
famous brand of 32-track digital recorder didn't

T
he consumer buys bad equipment
because bad equipment is made
because consumers will buy it.
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think the machine sounded good so they gave
it to a third party here in America and said,
"What's wrong with this machine? Measure it,
listen to it:' They discovered that the performance
at 20IcHz was 12-bit at best, and never better than
14-bit. So they rebuilt the machine, put new converters in it, all new circuits, they made it sound
infinitely better. They gave it back to the American distributor who listened to it, couldn't believe
it. The third party, the company that evaluated
it, wrote afull engineering report about what
they'd measured before and about what they'd
done, but the Japanese said, "No, this isn't true,
the machine was perfect. We made this machine
and it's right, and that's the way it is." And that
was three years ago, and thousands of records
have been made on these machines that sounded
bad. The manufacturer just wouldn't accept that
it was anything but perfect.
JA: I'd like to point out, in case readers think this
is acase of Japan-bashing, that this also applies
to American companies exporting to Europe,
which Isaw alot of when Ilived in England. In
general. it's the failure of an exporter to recognize the needs of the market his distributor serves.
Bill Low: It's auniversal problem.
PWM: Bill, you said that customers are ultimately
responsible for the fact that there's alot of mediocre equipment on the market because they're
content to buy it. That establishes acontext for
aquotation you began with. You quoted Michael
Riggs as saying, "I used to believe amplifiers
sounded different but Ilearned better, and so
now Ino longer care about the differences in
sound." Within the context of his learning experience, that is avalid statement. Which is that in
his early life he did in fact hear differences among
amplifiers. He didn't account them as important
but he was aware that they existed. Then there
came atime when he was involved in acontrolled test of amplifiers out of which emerged
the fact that the principle audible differences
among these amplifiers were all clearly related
to differences in their frequency responses. From
which he logically and properly concluded that
the most important audible differences between
amplifiers are not mysterious. They're due to conventional engineering design errors, and could
easily be compensated for with an equalizer if
one cared to do sa So the point is not that amplifiers never sound different, but that there isn't
anything fundamentally mysterious about why
they do so. Within the context of the market he
focuses on, which is basically under-S3000 systems, it's aperfectly valid comment.
BM Low: No, it isn't. Again, it's unfortunate that
"high end" often means pricey I'd rather see the
phrase "merit-based"; that is, ahigh-end design
attitude rather than just ahigh-end price. You can
put together an $800 system that is far better than
30
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ou can put together
an $800 system that is far better
than what people would get by
spending $3000.
what people would get by spending $3000 at
their local mega-store. Low price doesn't mean
that there aren't differences. It so happens the
kind of manufacturers that are most likely to pay
the most attention and therefore make the products that distinguish themselves the most are not
primarily in that market category That doesn't
mean that there isn't the $200 speaker occasionally or an NAD 3020. There is abeautiful example
of such asweetheart product; that whole company was created because there were people paying attention.
PWM: That was another example of acase where
sonic differences between amplifiers were not
mysterious. They are created by well-known engineering factors. People often misinterpret the
argument about whether amplifiers sound different as to whether there's any audible difference
between them, or whether there's amysterious
difference between them. At the very high end,
there are, in fact, unexplained differences between amplifiers, differences for which we do
not know how to measure what's going on
there. We don't know what the factors are. But
people assume that if that's true for the very
high end, it must be true with all audible differences. And the fact is that there are many audible differences that are traceable to fundamental engineering measurements that are readily
doable.
Bill Low: When you look at the NAD 3020,
would you say that the frequency discontinuities in that product are the only reason why it's
distinguishable from anything else?
PWM: Not at all, no. The important thing about
that product was the fact that it had ahigh peak
current output. So it could drive reactive loads
without getting strained the way most Japanese
amplifiers did.
JA: That can't be the whole story NAD hasn't
been able to follow up the 3020 with aproduct which has that same degree of success at
that price.
PWM: Well, Idon't think the 3020 would be
successful these days either. The standards of
the market have changed.
JA: What surprises me about the "all amplifiers
sound the same" school is that Ican't see its
basis in logic. As all amplifiers measure differently, even grossly differently, how can it be an
accepted truth that unless there's evidence to
Stereophile, February 1991

UANTUM C
ABLE

Let the music move you in awhole new way... .
Lose yourself in the sound
of the new Quantum Series" audio cables from TARA Labs, the makers
of the famous Space &Time cables.
The powerful, dynamic sound of Quantum Series cables will transform
your audio system. You '11 hear adeep bass "punch" and acrystalline treble
clarity that's like hearing music for the first time. Our cable configuration
and natural fibers virtually eliminate electrostatic noise, for pristine high
frequency detail and ambience.
And if that's not enough to give you goosebumps, Quantum Series cables
start at amere $2.95/foot. Ask your authorized dealer about Quantum Series
cables....
But don't say we didn't warn you.
Call TARA Labs for your nearest authorized Quantum dealer
2567 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland, OR 97520
5031488-6465
0 Copynght 1990 TARA Labs. Inc
TM—Quantum Senes is atrademark of TARA Labs. Inc

TARA LABS
Space &Time Audio Products

DELPHI MK IV
It's not just an ENGINEER's conception of the perfect turntable.
It's also an AUDIOPHILE's conception of perfect sound.

due

Contact your nearest authorized ORACLE dealer to upgrade your current Oracle
turntable and get the outstanding sound quality of a MK IV standard.
Canada Dealers

U.S. Dealers

ALBERTA
Audio Ark, Edmonton. (403) 543-6624
K & W Audio. Calgary, (403) 244-8111
Red Deer Audio, Red Deer. (403) 346-8755
BRITISH COLOMBIA
Sound Hounds, Victoria. (604) 595-4434
Sound Plus, Vancouver, (604) 873-4571
NOVA SCOTIA
Peak Audio, Halifax. (902) 455-7325
ONTARIO
American Sound, Richmond Hill, (416) 886-7810
Associated Audio, Ottawa, (613) 526-0660
Audio Two, Windsor, (519) 258-3569
Brack Electronics. Toronto. (416) 366-3636
Target HiFi. London, (519) 434-6135
Whitby Audio. Whitby. (416) 668-0787
Wolf Audio. Sarnia, (519) 336-9051
QUEBEC
Audio d•Occasion G.O., Montreal. (514) 522-2020
Audiolight, Quebec, (418) 529-6664
Audio Shop. Montreal. (514) 871-0091
Filtronique, Montreal. (514) 389-1377
Sensation Musicale. Granby. (514) 375-9480
Son Idéal, Montreal, (514) 842-9596
Son Or. Montreal, (514) 352-3238

CALIFORNIA
C & M Stereo Unlimited, Concord, (415) 676-8990
G.N.P.. Pasadena, (818) 577-7767
Optimal Enchantment, Santa Monica, (213) 393-4434
CONNECTICUT
Take Five Audio. New Haven, (203) 777-1750

SASKATCHEWAN
Ace Audio Video Ltd.. Saskatoon,. (306) 955-2120

FLORIDA
Audio Visions, Tampa. (813) 962-7306
House of Stereo. Jacksonville, (904) 642-6677
Stereo by Design. Miami, (305) 232-1812
GEORGIA
21st Century Sound, Marietta. (404) 578-9830
ILLINOIS
Paul Heath Audio. Chicago, (312) 549-8100
LOUISIANA
Wilson Audio, New Orleans. (504) 866.3457
MARYLAND
Absolutly Sound. Rockville, (301) 670-6319
MASSACHUSETTS
Natural Sound, Framingham. (508) 879-3556
MINNESOTA
Audio Perfection. Minneapolis. (612) 866-0083
NEW JERSEY
Woodbridge Stereo. Woodbridge, (201) 636-7777
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Audio Visions H.T., W. Babylon, (516) 661-3355
Listening Room, Scarsdale. (914) 472-4558
Sound by Singer. New York, (212) 924-8600
PENNSYLVANIA
Sound Service Co.. Philadelphia, (205) 725-1177
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Audio Associates. Fairfax. (703) 698-9630
VERMONT
Scientific Stereo. Brattleboro, (802) 257-5855
WASHINGTON
Definitive Audio. Seattle. (206) 524-6633
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WISCONSIN
Salon One Audio, Wisconsin Rapid, (715)421-5910
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the contrary they should sound the same?
TJN: The assumption is made that those measurements are below the threshold of human
hearing.
PWM: Or are inconsequential compared to
other differences in the system. The big differences you can measure between amplifiers in
the mass-market price range are relatively inconsequential compared to the differences among,
for example, loudspeakers in the mass-market
price range.
JA: But if that were true, then the NAD 3020
would not have been the commercial success
it was. Because here was amass-market-priced
piece of equipment which actually sounded
great! The assumption that the differences
between mass-market amplifiers are inconsequential compared to loudspeakers can't hold
water.
PWM: It was an exception to the rule.
Bill Low: If there's an exception, there can't
be arule!
PWM: You can't tell me the measurable differences between aSansui amplifier and aYamaha
amplifier are important at any level.
Bill Low: Well, that's because we're not paying attention. There are some very real differences out there.
JA: There may well have been 15 years ago but
those amplifier designs have had aconvergent
philosophy. They're all tending to be more and
more alike.
PWM: Indeed.
JA: But you can't then leap from there and say,
well, all differences must be inconsequential.
Compare aMazda 323 with aFord Escort: very
similar cars, similar wheel base, similar price,
similar everything—therefore all cars are the
same? Of course not. You've just got two large
companies addressing the same market and trying to keep prices down as much as possible.
And that's what happened with mass-market
amplifiers. But Istill think it illogical to start as
abasis of truth that there are no differences
unless they're proved otherwise. Because measurements would suggest the basic truth to be
that there must be an audible difference unless
you can prove otherwise.
PWM: Again, Iwant to emphasize the important statement in terms of the engineering
fraternity: it is not that there are no differences
but that there are no mysterious differences
worth caring about in the mass-market price
range.
Bill Low: For practical reasons, Stereophile and
The Absolute Sound don't worry about every
20W amplifier that comes out of Japan, but
there have been other sweethearts before.
What made NAD alittle special and gave them
an open door was that, as it didn't have a
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Peter W. Mitchell
preconceived distribution system, high-end
dealers were therefore willing to listen to it. I
was the first NAD dealer in Los Angeles County
at that time, when Ihad alittle store. Iwasn't
listening to every Sansui and every Pioneer. But
afew years earlier Ihad been paying attention
to some of those things. And there was alittle
20W Pioneer that was just as much of asweetheart ...
PWM: Ihave one in my bedroom even today.
Bill Low: ...
but it didn't get the same attention because of Pioneer's distribution pattern.
Because of its distribution pattern, our whole
segment of the industry didn't pay attention.
BS: Bill, you talk about the responsibility of the
magazine toward the consumer. What about
the responsibility of the manufacturer? For
example, Sal Demicco [of Discrete Technology]
recently said to me, "Bill, Ihave aproblem.
Customers and dealers want more expensive
cables but Ican't think of any way to make
them sound better and justify ahigher cost."
[laughter] He didn't say it in so many words,
but the implication was that, to some extent,
some companies were producing more expensive cables just to appeal to the consumer.
Dealers have said to me, "People won't buy
$300 cables, they're not expensive enough."
LG: That problem has been solved.
Bill Low: This problem exists in all areas of
marketing, not just in cables. Iwas asked in
Hong Kong earlier this year why Ididn't make
amore expensive cable than Imake. My answer
was that there wasn't anything that Icould do
that Ithought was really worth the difference.
The only thing left to do was to use pure silver.
Well, in asense partly because Iknow that I
have amarket for it outside the US, Iam now
making pure silver cables. Iam very concerned
about what it will do to AudioQuest's image
and reputation because I'm not apurveyor of
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How alittle company from Huntingdon,
England, consistently produces
the world's best-sounding CD players.
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Meridian's first CD player, the
MCD, single-handedly opened the door
to higher CD sound quality. Each and
every Meridian CD player that followedthe PRO-MCD, the 207 and then the
206- set progressively higher standards
for sound quality, winning the highest
praise from audiophiles and critics alike.
This time, Meridian has refined a

'One of the most significant developments in CD player technology'

Bert Wye
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new type of digital signal processing to create the Dual Differential PDM
BITSTREAM D-A Conversion System. Available first in the 208 CD
Player, this breakthrough Meridian technology results in CD reproduction
with unequalled clarity, resolution and accuracy. Now, the Meridian 208
CD Player/Preamplifier, the new 206B CD Player, the 203 and 606
Outboard D-A Converters, the 603 Control Unit, and the amazing D600
and D6000 Digital Loudspeakers all use the Dual Differential PDM
BITSTREAM Conversion System.
Never satisfied with "good enough': Meridian always can be counted
on to make the best sounding digital technology sound better.
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Music is an emotional experience.
luxury goods. Value is more important to me.
Isupplied the magazine with 1000' of my 79¢/ft
cable—in away that product is more important
to me than my $75--$150/ft cables. On the other
hand, Irationalize to myself that these are legitimate sonic improvements, and while Imight
choke on the cost relative to my lifestyle, other
people would choke on what Ispend on cars.
This is subjective. Just because there's one company that makes acable whose price and performance Ithink everyone in the room would
agree is ludicrous, doesn't mean that the industry is composed of people who all think that way
BS: Ididn't mean it quite that way. ..We know
that there are foolish customers out there who
want to spend alot of money because they
think it gets them abetter cable. Would you
actually come out and say that in so many wonzls?
Bill Low: In my case there is an improvement
[in going to avery expensive silver conductor].
But in other cases people will spend more
money because it satisfies their ego somehow
to spend money. And luxury goods exist in the
world separately from the phenomenon of getting your value for that luxury. It's unfortunate
that this is true.
BS: You're criticizing us because you say you
feel we're not completely responsible to the
people who are reading the magazine. I'm saying, doesn't that also apply to the manufacturer?
Bill Low: The kind of manufacturer that we
would all respect should. You can talk to
Richard Vandersteen, and there are other people in the world like him. Yes, you can get the
down-to-earth truth. But the reviewer's job as
compared to the manufacturer's entails finding out that truth. The manufacturer's job does
not include doing that. It includes trying to
make money for his company.
PWM: And that very often just comes down
to deliberately promoting misinformation.
Creating misinformation.
Bill Low: It leaves open that opportunity and
that's part of the reason that I'm hoping that
this ideal consumer/reviewer/store buyer will
see through that and not fall for it. But it doesn't
mean that the manufacturer has the responsibility not to be bad. That's amuch larger social
question about how everybody should be
responsible for his fellow man.
JA: Do you think the reviewing community
pays enough attention to the ability of components to reproduce musical values? When I
came here from the UK, it struck me there were
alot of American components that were very
expensive but were incapable of playing records
Stereophile, February 1991

or CDs with any degree of musical verisimilitude. Do you think reviewers, by concentrating
on the particular aspects of reproduction, lose
sight of the whole musical picture?
Bill low: It often happens.. .
Music is an emotional experience and selling hi-fis should really
be more like selling hot tubs—making sure that
they come with agood temperature controller
because if the temperature's not right, the hottub experience is not right. An audio system's
like that: it doesn't matter what the THD is or
if you have silver cables, if the net result is that
the hot tub isn't the right temperature, you're
not going to enjoy the experience. There're not
enough positive experiences when people go
out to buy hi-fi.
Then we have this goal of accuracy which is
one of those conflicts that's hard to justify. If
you want to appreciate a good Beethoven
sonata, it can be played on 10 different kinds
of pianos in 10 different kinds of rooms and still
be authentic, enjoyable, moving, emotional
music. So there isn't just one sound in that
sense that music has to have. There's one absolute goal for the reproduction of something
that's already been recorded. But music doesn't
have just one absolute goal. ..
BS: This is the fundamental dichotomy in the
reviewing process. The consumer buys equipment to enjoy the music. But as reviewers, we're
looking at two things: is the equipment literally accurate in reproducing what it's supposed
to do? And connected with that is, what does
it sound like? And this is not necessarily consistent with the end user enjoying the musical
experience. I'm sure most of us would actually
prefer to listen to systems that had colorations
that were not literally accurate because we
wouldn't enjoy the music more if they didn't.
Bill Low: If dead accuracy were available I
think we'd agree on it. It's because dead
accuracy is not available. ..
JA: Afriend of mine had an expensive high-end
system. Every component he had was being
recommended by one of the magazines in its
highest rating. He suddenly woke up and
thought, "I hate the sound of my system." He
sold it all, bought aNaim NAIT 2, aRega turntable, and apair of little ProAc speakers, and I
believe is living happily ever after. Now, every
one of his expensive components was more
"accurate" than what he now has. But he couldn't
enjoy his records. The magazines promote people into buying the "best" CD player, this
hyper-accurate preamp, that super-accurate
power amplifier, and these—well, Ican't say
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RAVES FROM
THE CRITICS.
WE'RE HAPPY TO
REPORT IT RUNS
IN THE FAMILY

The Mirage M-ls have garnered their fair share cally extended without compromising center
of raves from the industry. They've invoked such
imaging. The specially-designed woofers reproduce
comments as "...I'm completely honkers over this
low frequencies with undaunted accuracy.
The mark that Mirage has made on the audioproduct.: and "The M-1 is and will be for many
people their absolute reference
phile world is substantial. From the flagship M-Es to
the wide range offered by the Mirage 60-Series, you
Upon first listen, most people are astonished
simply can't do better.
by their sonic transparency. The speakers virtually
seem to disappear. In our view, that's the mark of a
Just give them alisten. You'll hear at we wan.
good loudspeaker.
For afree booklet of M- lreviews from seven leading
audio publications, write us or see your Mirage dealer.
We've extended that philosophy to the Mirage
60-Series loudspeakers as well. Each reflects an
e
overall concern for naturalness, genuine musicality
and transparency.
Like the M-ls, they're designed for optimum
AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORP.
1641 Mcblecoll Am 14a(honne. Ontano, Gouil M1X1435 (416) 321.1800
dispersion. The perceived sound stage is dramati-

mirage

,

flat, uncolored loudspeakers because they
don't exist—but these class-A loudspeakers,
and couple them with the "best" cable. I'm
worried that alot of people do that but end up
with asound which is pretty darn awful.
Bill Low: The more they spend the more they
expect.
BS: Do you remember the New York Audio
Labs Haiku system with the little electrostatic
speakers and the vacuum-tube OTL amps? I
would have killed for that. It wasn't an accurate system, it was sweet and liquid and rounded
off, but boy, did it communicate the music.
JA: In that case, it was accurate.
BS: No, it wasn't accurate. It was not accurate
in literally reproducing what was in the recording—it had obvious colorations—but boy, the
music came across. People forget that music
is an arbitrary thing. There are no violins in
nature. There are no drums in nature. There are
no concert halls in nature. Western Classical
Music is amore or less arbitrary collection of
precepts. There are other things which are aesthetically pleasing. And live sound is not always
aesthetically pleasing because of, for example,
bad acoustics. We're aiming for literal accuracy
because we believe in the long run that that
produces the best aesthetic experience. But
there are enjoyable musical experiences which
are not accurate reproductions of live sound.
JA: But Bill, say you have acomponent which
reproduces the tonal color of Lewis's bassoon
absolutely perfectly but eviscerates it dynamically. Is that component accurate?
BS: I'm not talking about it that way.
JA: But it reproduces the "sound" of Lewis's
instrument perfectly.
LL It's not accurate. [noisy argument all around]
JA: Isn't the problem we have with alot of
these so-called "accurate" components that
they're only accurate by one narrow definition?
RD: Suppose you had apicture that was exactly
the same size as the person's head, but was very
unclear and unsharp and was not in color. Now
you might say that according to one certain
criterion it's very accurate—it's exactly the right
size. Then you examine avery small picture
which is sharp and perhaps in color. You'd have
to say this picture is not accurate—look, the
head is this small, the real head is that big. This
is not accurate. But in fact it may communicate
more to you what that person is like.
BS: You can have apainting of somebody that
is not literally an accurate, photographic representation of them but conveys something about
their personality.
JA: In that case it's more accurate than aphoto.
BS: It's accurate in another way. But there're
all kinds of aesthetic experiences. All I'm saying
is that live sound isn't always the most pleasStereophile, February 1991

Poole won't buy $300 cables,
they're not expensive enough.

ing. Remember the SP3 preamp: everybody
loved that. Do you know what that did to
voices? That altered the timbre of human •
voices. ..
JA: But my question is, do reviewers take too
narrow aview of accuracy? 'fa component has
no frequency-response aberrations, do they
therefore assume that it's accurate and therefore "better" than another component which
does have afrequency-response aberration?
Even though everybody in the world likes the
second component and hates the first? Do
reviewers contribute to asituation by recommending "accurate components" whereby
audiophiles put together systems that are totally
unmusical because their definition of "accuracy"
is too limited?
DO: That that happens is absolutely true. I'm
sure you've seen audiophiles who scraped and
scratched together a system that probably
didn't cost more than acouple of thousand dollars. If you were to examine each component
on its own, you'd shake your head and say,
"Why on Earth did you buy that?" yet the total
effect of the system is wonderfully musical. You
sit back, you enjoy it. You could spend awhole
evening listening to that system. On the other
hand you've got the multi-megabuck systems
that're really excruciating because you just sit
there and are uncomfortable. The bass is
powerful and the treble is extended but the
sound doesn't gel.
When you listen to aproduct, you first have
to ask yourself: "Do Ilike the sound?" And
"Why do Ilike it?" All right, so its highs are
rolled off and the bass isn't extended, but the
mids are wonderful. Okay, I'm willing to live
with that. I've got to look at the frequency
response, the dynamic range, lack of distortion,
look at the way the speaker interfaces with the
room. All these things come into play. When
you get analytical about why you like something, you have to try to explain how these
different parameters measure—is it a 10 in
terms of dynamics? Is it a 10 in terms of frequency response? But the first reaction has to
be agut-level one: "Am Ienjoying the music?"
Too often reviewers fail to do that. And we
say, "The darn thing is so flat, it's got to be a
good loudspeaker. How can Ipossibly say some
bad things about it?"
BS: There's a danger here, though. If two
people're sitting next to each other in aconcert
hall and listening to aperformance, do they
37

FET nine/e preamplifier:

RV I
Threshold founders Nelson Pass irighti
and Rene Besné with the first Threshold
preamplif ier the Model NS 10 The NS
10 contained advanced single-ended ultra
class Aand non-feedback technology
which predated the present popularity of
these techniques Typically for Threshold.
the 1977 introduction of this preamplifier
set state- of -the-art standards that are
still valid today

S/160 - S/250
STASIS power amplifiers

Component selection and quality verification are similar in all respects will
those applied to the more extravagant
These new power amplifiers bring the Threshold models. This allows the
purity of Threshold STASIS operation ST60 and S/250 to significantly outinto consideration for systems
class in linearity. dynamics. and
previously restricted to conventional
reserves all other candidates for cost
amplifier technology and construction effective installations.

Extending its preamplifier
tradition Threshold now
introduces the Model FET nine/e
This new component provides cartridge gain plus full line level control
facilities within asingle chassis. Its
design embodies advanced circuit
concepts drawn from those of the
ultra-high performance Threshold
FET ten/e system. As aresult the
FET nine/e is able to provide alevel
of music reproduction that will
impress the most critical of listeners.
The Fet nine/e demonstrates
Threshold's commitment to excellence with craftsmanship and finish
that stand as benchmarks for the
industry. All gain devices are
individually selected for breakdown.
gain, noise and linearity. Circuit
paths. connectors, and even
the front panel fastening hardware
is gold plated. Advanced circuit
topologies and superb metalwork
combine for flawless performance
and beauty that will endure over
years of rigorous use.

Presenting new Threshold components

Thresher
components III
exclusive'
distributed tri
Your Authorized Threshold Dealer
will be pleased to audition these exciting
new Threshold components. For the
location of your nearest Threshold dealer
you may call 1(800i 888 8055. or
write InConcen. 7325 Roseville Road,

Threshold

Wore than audio excellence.

Orevon
Threshol
Comore°

hear the same thing? The answer is, no, they're
two different people with two different lifestyles,
two backgrounds, two different moods at that
moment. One of the dangers of leaning too
heavily on the completely subjective as opposed
to analytical reaction is that we are experiencing ourselves, we're hearing the music as we
feel at that moment. My point is that there are
all kinds of aesthetic audio experiences which
can be musically communicative but which are
not necessarily acoustically accurate. The
reviewer has to keep this in mind. There is no
law of nature that requires human beings to like
and to prefer the sound of acoustic instruments
heard in aconcert hall.
PW111: We should be able to agree that the most
realistic systems are able to reproduce that illusion most correctly.
LL: The thing is, when you are used to listening
to live music, when you review aproduct you
have to say from what perspective. For instance,
Iplay in an orchestra. I'm in the middle of the
orchestra. That perspective is very exciting,
believe me. It ain't the way it's supposed to
sound out in the hall. And if Iwere to review
products the way it sounds in the orchestra, I
would review them with me sitting on top of
subwoofers! But that's not valid ...
Ibate Kennedy Center Concert Hall! When
Igo out and listen to the orchestra when I'm
not playing, Ithink to myself, "Boy, this is such
alousy hall that if Iever heard of asystem that
sounded this bad, Iwould shove it off acliff."
It really squawks and honks, it's totally unmusical. It's areally bad hall. Particularly when it's
empty.. .
Say you made arecording in this hall
from this perspective; should it sound exactly
that way? Iguess you'd say maybe it should.
Now Ihave heard magnificent recordings made
in there, like the Delos River Run recording.
You can say, "Well, maybe that's not accurate
because the microphones are placed not where
you've been sitting," but it's still agreat sound.
The engineer is like acinematographer, he creates an ambience which Idon't hear as alistener in that hall.
Now, when you listen to that recording through
asystem, you really don't know what is accurate. You can say, "Well, Iknow it's accurate
because Iknow who's playing first oboe and
Iknow who's doing this and Iknow who's
doing that," but even that is clouding the issue.
So then you have to say, "Well, is it pleasing?"
And then you come down to what is accurate?
What is musical? Musical means several things.
We go on the road, we play in 10 different halls,
we sound like 10 different orchestras. Record
the orchestra in one hall, play it back on 10
different systems, and it would sound like 10
different halls. Maybe that's as accurate as us
Stereophile, February 1991

playing in 10 different halls.
The whole thing comes down to, what is the
musical impact you're looking for? What is the
core of it? What is the emotional impact? Some
people aren't looking for emotional impact.
Some people are looking for clarity. Some people are looking more for agut-wrenching experience and to hell with the clarity. It's amatter
of personal taste.
JA: Accuracy is subjective?
LL: Accuracy is subjective because acoustic
music is at the mercy of the space in which it's
produced.
AB: When we listen, there are certain things
that we pick up first, either consciously or
unconsciously. Whether it's space, staging,
spectral balance, frequency extension, and so
on. We then form opinions based on what we
need. Maybe later on, we start to analyze:
"Does it really go low?" "Does it go high?" "Is
it balanced?" "Is there depth?" "Is there width?"
But within that analysis, we have our own preferences.
JA: You didn't mention in that analysis, "Am I
enjoying it or not?" Surely that's all that's really
important?
BS: What about a60-year-old recording of a
classic performance? The sound is not very
good, yet we hear the music. We hear what the
composer means. We hear what the conductor was trying to perform. The musical communication occurs despite the fact that the
fidelity of the system isn't very good. There is
no necessary correlation between musical
enjoyment and the accuracy of the playback.
Or musical communication. The two don't
necessarily have anything to do with each other.
Bill Low: That's very true. You can use atelephone to get across whether someone is a
great conductor. ..
Depending on your priority system, (musical communication] doesn't
require, fidelity in almost any sense at all. But
there is this tendency in the audio community
to say, "Well, Ican hear that there are seven people instead of six people singing to me, therefore it's abetter piece of equipment," when you
didn't know how many people were singing to
begin with. There's no reason you'd be happier
now knowing that there are seven instead of
six. But that particular type of value system,
because it is somehow more concrete, more
like counting the lines in avideo picture, tends
to be the one that cumulatively rises to the top
in the evaluation process. Until you get asystem
that costs atremendous amount of money and
is over-representative in that particular value
system.
Expectations rise with the investment. You
can have two people listening to two preamps
that sound the same but they've different
39
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VISUAL AUDIO
Music that looks as good as it sounds.

SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY •6301 Riggs Place, Los Angeles, CA 90045

Lewis Lipnick (I) and Bill Sommerwerck

faceplates. One is $3000 and one is $6000. To
one person, the $3000 preamp sounds so
much better because it sounds the same and
it costs less, but to the other person the $6000
preamp sounds so much better because it costs
$6000. The listener is so much apart of the
experience whether it's because he's hungry
or because he's tired or bemuse of his prejudices
and expectations about the equipment itself.
LL: Do you see magazines as atool that helps
sell product? Or do you see us more as an unbiased critical organization?
Bill Low: Ican only speak for me personally;
every manufacturer has his own opinion. We
Stereophile, February 1991

can't help that as manufacturers we look at you
as part of the distribution process. But that
doesn't mean that we don't have other opinions. When Ivisited Stereophile last November and raked John mercilessly over the coals
for two days, Iwas not selling AudioQuest
products. Ithink the reason John invited me
here today is not so that Ican give you alecture
on how Ithink cable should be designed. It's
because Icare intensely about the community,
the world that Ilive and play in, and how I'd
like that audio world to be abetter place!
1.6: You're on aquest.
BS: An audio quest! [laughter]
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ES

Our digital
inventions not
only perform,
they also arrange
and record.
The Compact Disc is now happily

one sonic shortcoming in conventional CD

performing its musical magic in some 20

players: low-level non-linearity. Sony over-

million American homes.This progress has

comes this with apulse converter design

inspired the engineers of Sony ES, inven-

operating at an unprecedented 45 MHz. So
you hear all the overtones that distinguish

tors of the Compact Disc, to extend its
digital brilliance to the rest of your system.

aGuarnerius violin from aStradavarius,

So now you can arrange music with Sony

and differentiate the voices in gospel

Digital Signal Processing, record it on a

harmonies.

Sony Digital AudioTape Deck and hear it
performed as never before on aSony
digital Compact Disc Player
The definitive performance.
For aconvincing demonstration of
audible differences between CD players,
listen to the CDP-C85ES Carousel

Quite an arrangement.
Sony'sTA-E1000ESD Digital Signal
Processing Preamplifier lets you rearrange
music to suit your source material, your listening room and your taste.Take the music and
expand it. Compress it. Equalize it and place
it in an acoustic environment down to the row

Changer Its High Density Linear Con-

and seat number of your choosing. Proprie -

verter'" system solves what university re-

tary Sony integrated circuits perform all of

searchers' have found to be the number

these wonders in the digital domain. So not

Copyrgnr 1990 Sony Corporaten a/ Arnerca All rghts reset ved Sony Hgh Denety Lnear Converter and The Leader e Ogrtal A0:110
are trademarks al Scny 'A landmark study usng °teeing and srtectrve testing per turned by Llpshtz and Vanderkcey at the
Unnerstyc Waled:op Aude Engneenng Socety Prepret No 2586

only are CD and DATdigital inputs kept

tape that's 47% smaller than the cas-

digital, but analog noise and phase distor-

settes you're using now. Making DAT a

tions are kept away.

breakthrough of incredible proportions.

The debut of arecording star.

Each of these components includes

Now you can make tape recordings
with digital precision, thanks to our

the security of athree-year limited
warranty and the support of an authorized

DTC-75ES Digital AudioTape Deck This

ES dealer (who has details on the warranty).

is the very first of anew generation of

For more information, see your dealer or

tape recorders in the DAT format, itself

call 1-201-930-7156 during business hours,

the result of years of Sony ES research.

Eastern time You'll discover there's only

DATcaptures up to two full hours of

one choice for the all-encompassing

CD-quality sound on adurable, reusable

all-digital experience. All ES.

,
SONY

The original performance: ES Compact Disc Players.

Arrange the performance to suit your taste: Digital Signal Processing.

Recording virtuosos: Digital Audio Tape Recorders.

ES

SONY®
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'"

Does Your
Taste
Run To The
Esoteric

We know that amere photograph of our new CD separates will
not sway your investment decision.
Neither will fancy rhetoric.
You will, simply, have to experience the absolute precision and
sonic realism of the new Esoteric'
CD Separates for yourself.
For the location of the Esoteric
purveyor nearest you, please telephone (213) 726-0303.

ESGFERIC
Adivision of Teac America, Inc. •7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640

LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and
noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that
published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they address more than one topic.

Important differences?

paring musical components to washing machines.
Personally speaking, my washing machine has

Editor:
Robert Moler (Nov. 1990), I'm sure, expresses
the general views of many of your readers in
his long diatribe responding to Robert Harley's
editorial. Acouple of points he makes are also
worth responding to, though.
First, as mentioned elsewhere (many places),
double-blind observational testing is basic to

very poor bass and astrident top end.
In Columbus's day the world was thought
to be fiat. No measurement technique existed
to prove otherwise. Should we assume that
anything unmeasurable doesn't exist? And
since when does listening to atest tone compare to listening to music?

biological and behavioral science. For audio,

I'd like to thank the Anarchist for his enter-

this means listening tests; so far, Stereopbile's

taining and enlightening work at Stereopbile.

mostly bear out the most rational position, that
there are small but sometimes perceptible

steered toward gear like the British Fidelity

differences in components that "theory" holds
should sound the same. These differences are

Digilog, Counterpoint SA-12, Audible Illusions
Modulus 2e, and Vandersteen 2Ci. Ilive far

unlikely to be important to anyone other than

away from audio dealers, and Stereopbile is an

an audiophile; most music lovers wouldn't
care. Audio is abehavioral science; electronics
is not.

irreplaceable tool in helping my system sound

Second, both Harley and Moler make little
mention of the myriad of environmental fac-

Through his writings, as well as JA's, I've been

its best. Idon't know or care how my system
measures, but it sounds better than it did, and
Ican bear the difference whether ameter can
or not.

tors which could affect the sound or the

Robert S. Prock
Wichita Falls, TX

listener's perception (barometric pressure, temperature, atmospheric ion count, colors in the
room, etc.).

Hoodoovoodoo & wishful thinking
Editor:

Finally, unless Mr Moler has undergone specific

Irecently took your "trial offer," thinking I'd

tests to establish his right-brain dominance, his
left-handedness only indicates aroughly 50/50

get a high-quality magazine with sensible
reviews.

chance of right-brain dominance (left-handers

Instead, hoodoo-voodoo and wishful think-

are about 1(% no-dominance, with the remain-

ing. Now, 1have nothing against any of this (I

der evenly split between right- and left-brain

indulge myself, knowing my fancy cables

dominance).

Rob Bertrand°

sound better because of psychoacoustic rea-

Reno, NV

sons, not electrical reasons. But Iadmit it.)
However, the whole Armor All, green ink

Thanks
Editor:
November's "Letters" column, for the most
part, reads as acriticism of RH's July 1990 essay
concerning the art of reviewing. Iadmire Ste-

nonsense displays acomplete lack of knowledge about how digital audio works. Fine, as
long as you're not writing articles in amagazine
as an "expert." Ihave only the most basic

reopbile for being willing to print these letters,

knowledge of the Otto internal-combustion
engine, but Istill drive acar. Idon't write arti-

and Iwonder if any of the objectivist slicks

cles for Road & Pack. Even if you suspect a

would be willing to be open-minded enough

heretofore unknown class of phenomenon (of

to do the same. Why does Mike Silverton read

which there are and probably always will be

Stereopbile to begin with? Just to write aletter

plenty), it is irresponsible to go ahead and

every other month condemning areview or

enthuse in an audio magazine about the effects
of something which seems perfectly impossi-

opinion? Iwas really amused by the letter cornStereophile, February 1991
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Write or call for a brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.

VAND RSTF-1-\
/
8\D o
"The Vandersteens made the
Beethoven sound more like

Beethoven. The 2Ci's make

'The Vandersteens make for

music and they make sense."

very good listening. This is

2C1 111.F1 Answers April 1990

no small accomplishment! '

Gold

18 Son HI V.dec
Laurent Racicor and
ude Gervais

The 2Ci is one heck of aline
speaker at its price ... Always
musical...

Enthusiastically

recommended as an affordable

"Soundstaging, tonal
integrity and dynamics

loudspeader for Everyman."

make this speaker so much

StereophIle May 1989

fun to listen to that kind
of hate to put them away

John Atkinson

to make room for others. "
113 Bound for Sound
May 1989 Martin G DeWoll

"You'll surely rediscover
your record collection."
2W Ultra WO hdellty MagazIne
Odette L Roy

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth Street
Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324
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bic unless you first run careful double-blind

natives magazine, we attempted, as you do, to

tests. We can convince ourselves we hear all

provide low-cost tips for improving the sound

sorts of things which are psychological, not
physical, in origin.

of our readers' systems. Given the high costs
of new equipment and the snake oil often ped-

Go read Ken Pohlmann's Principles of Dig-

dled by the mod charlatans, it is the socially
acceptable thing to do.

ital Audio, and go read agood text on psychoacoustics (or even plain psychology). But please
don't try to write as an "expert" about Com-

Frank Van Alstine has pinpointed several
mechanical and design flaws with the B&W 801
Matrix Series 2 loudspeaker, and was kind

pact Discs. Car wax, indeed! Now you're recommending all sorts of ridiculous and possibly

enough to share them with me. Iwholeheart-

damaging applications. If you must tweak, then

edly testify to their merit. According to Van

either get into the software or play with the

Alstine, there is an electromagnetic coupling

analog end of aplayer! Your ignorance simply

between inductors L6 (bass network) and L5

makes you look like afraud when you claim

(midrange) due to aproximity effect. The crosscoupling muddies up both ranges. By taking

expertise about matters digital.
Iwill do something I've never done before;

L5 off the board and mounting it on the caster

Iwill cancel my subscription and ask for my

support block, this interaction is removed and

money back. Idon't recall ever being so disap-

crosstalk greatly reduced. B&W attempted to

pointed in amagazine.

compensate for this mess by adding an EQ

F. T. Rattowski
Las Vegas, NV

capacitor, C11 (800µF); lift one leg on this rascal.

Sticks & stones

Also, Frank suggests removing the two little

Editor:

green jumper leads near the input connections

As usual, you make letters to the Editor "say"

on the board to reduce crosstalk between the

what you want them to, or at least your response
rearranges thoughts so that you can make cute
"no cojones" comments. Ihave seen your pic-

mida and highs through the protection circuit.
This leaves the circuit intact, but the LED won't
light if the HF protection cuts in—big deal. For

ture and you not only look like you have no

those who feel there is excess energy around

cojones, you are aDweeb and need to walk
around the streets of Chicago or NY to grow up.

3kHz, wire a 1ohm power resistor in series
with LI.

No name or address supplied
My wife tells me aDweeb is across between a

all the mid and tech frequency capacitors with

Geek and aDork, all three of which Igather
are not exactly flattering terms. Tbis gentle-

stabilize the poles. Does wonders for the imaging.

Since Ialready had the boards out, Ireplaced
Eton 1% polypropylenes (from Meniscus) to

man's previous letter appeared in the October

Van Alstine's tips take afine transducer and

1990 issue comparing Stereophile unfavora-

elevate it to what Iconsider to be one of the five
best full-range loudspeakers Ihave heard. Bass

bly witb The Absolute Sound. My suggestion
that he lacked cojones was acomment on the

is deeper and has great bite without the previ-

fact that despite the vehemence of bis (unedited)

ous tubbiness. The transition to midrange is no

opinion, be did not feel confident enough in

longer painfully obvious. The midrange driver,

that opinion to include bis name or address.

already superb, benefits from not being over-

(Neither has he done so now.) Our policy is

driven by the out-of-control crossover, and

that only under exceptional circumstances will

gains anew clarity. Female voice and high

we publish aletter where aname and address

strings lose the edge without losing their exten-

have not been supplied. And even then, we will

sion or openness.

not take the comments seriously. Correspon-

Many mods are offered for the 801—bases,

dents to Stereophile must include their name,

electronic crossovers, etc. None address the
fundamental problems. My hat is off to Frank

address, and, if specifically criticizing adealer
or manufacturer on their business practices,
adaytime telephone number However ive only
publish name town, and state.

—JA

Van Alstine on this one.

Glenn O. Strauss

Richmond, VA
Frank Van Alstine can be contacted regarding
his modificationsfor the B&W 801 crossover

Van Alstine & the B&W 801
Editor:
When Iwas technical editor for Audio AlterStereophile, February 1991

at Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River Hills Drive
Burnsville, MN 55337. Tel: (612) 890-3517
—

JA
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Deutsch & the Turkey

CDs, LPs, & acoustical sounds

Editor:

Editor:

The review of Flidea: Another side of Frederica
Von Stade by Robert Deutsch [Vol.13 No.111 was

I'm sorry. CDs are simply not as musical as LPs.

an echo of my feelings about it. Unfortunately,

honest. Icould still enjoy my LPs, recognizing

it appeared too late to prevent me from buying
the turkey. Better luck next time.

their place in the history of recorded music.

Vincent M. Knoll

CDs, obtaining the latest in the technology of

Seattle, WA

Schneider, Kipnis, & Toscanini

Ireally wish this were not the case, to be

And Icould supplement my collection with
recorded music with all of its virtues. But my
desire and reality are not the same.

Editor:

Sure, Ienjoy listening to CDs. The bass is
tight, the highs are very open, the sound is

In the August review of the recent Toscanini

clean, the soundstage is wide and deep, and the

reissues, Richard Schneider and Igor Kipnis,

imaging is nice. But Icannot get into the music

with certain reservations, praised the quality
of the Verdi, Beethoven, and Brahms sets. Mr.

asido when listening to LPs. In short, digital

Schneider mentioned that Jack Pfeiffer of Vic-

log. It does not sound as live. And isn't the pur-

tor (BMG) was in the process of "awakening"
its "sleeping beauties," of restoring the original

pose of recordings to reproduce exactly what

sound and removing old "improvements?' Past

heard the original performance? If arecording

improvements included faulty equalization,
artificial reverberation, and pseudo-stereo. The

is of all digital sounds, the difference between

recording does not have the musicality of ana-

the listener would have heard had he or she

upshot of the Schneider and Kipnis review was
that Victor, under the aegis of BMG, had for the

LP and CD will not be apparent as it is if the
recording contains some or all acoustical sounds.
Not all will agree with me. Perhaps most

most part banished these enhancements and
given us the genuine thing—warts and all.

won't. This is asubjective issue. But Ibelieve
that more and more true lovers of recorded

Wonderful!!

music, after hours and hours of careful listen-

Let the same reviewers assess Volume 40, An

ing, will ultimately agree that analog is the best

der schónen, blauen Donau. This selection of

where acoustical sounds are present.
Michael T. Saliba

waltzes and dances contains anumber of cuts
which most certainly are not the original lbscanini sound, not the sonic Urtext we had been

New Orleans, LA

promised. Listen to Les patineurs, Valse. This

A big cheer.

selection, which derives from a1945 78rpm
original, is not only bloated and mushy, it's in

Editor:

pseudo-stereo! (The listener need only listen

the November issue. He said everything that

.
to John Atkinson for his great editorial in

with headphones and press the mono button

I've said for along time, although not as well

to detect deliberate tinkering with the sound.)
To alesser extent the same applies to eitscb

as Iwould've said it; his explanation of the
technical parts was better than mine would've

Ti•atsch Polka, Dicbter und Bauer, and others.

been, though. Stereopbile's probably going to

Only Weber's Invitation and Glinka's Jota

get millions of letters from the CDs-sound-

aragonesa seem untouched, pristine, and ecbt.

wonderful brigade His anide should be required
reading for anyone who thinks CDs sound bet-

Just when we believed RCA had banished the
ghosts of Toscanini records past, these spooky

ter than albums. Ipersonally think of CDs like

specters of amisguided audio practice return

metal tape: it's arepresentation of the sound

to offend our ears and Toscanini's art. Please
Messrs. Schneider and Kipnis, do your duty!

and it's more convenient, but it's not as full as
the albums. For instance, Ihave the first three

You rightly lavished praise on Mr. Pfeiffer and
staff for their Verdi efforts. Let them now feel

sound as full as the albums (and Ihave the

the brickbats for violating their newfound, self-

American albums!). But when you want to play

Stranglers albums on CD, and none of them

proclaimed policy. Please make every effort to

"I Feel Like aWog" followed by "No More

push them back toward the high road on which

Heroes," or "Nice'n'Sleazy" followed by "Cur-

they started.

few," there's only one way to do it ...

Gary F. Stunk
Logan, OH
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The whole CD technology is afib. Not outStereophile, February 1991

rightly dishonest, but based on anotion that
can never be true. For instance. ..
if most CD

ing, loses asmaller infinity of musically signifi-

players have 4x or 8x ovetsampling, as most of

ears tell me that all recording media are primitive, assuming realism is the goal.

the more expensive ones do, you're comparing
them to arecord player that has no oversam-

cant details is, at best, silly. And, sure enough, my

PaulJohnston
Pittsburgh, PA

piing whatsoever.
So how come the record still sounds better?
Now Ican point people to John Atkinson's

The map is not the territory

editorial, which answers that particular question in detail. Oversampling is really the proof

Thank you for "Music, Fractals, & Listening

of how bad CDs really sound. If they didn't,
they wouldn't need it, would they? It's too bad

licsts" in the November issue! It presents, clearly
and concisely, an enlightening and plausible

Editor:

people can't admit they listen to CDs for con-

hypothesis for differences between analog and

venience, like Ido. What Ican tell you is that
CDs have to be mastered very carefully to

digital reproduction of sound. The use of

sound good, and most of them aren't ...

architecture as an analogy was superb. Also, the
concluding sentence that it is still the experi-

Paul Mendelowitz

ence itself that matters, not the description

Redwood City, CA

("The map is not the territory"), reassures me

Recordings aren't music

that Ican continue to enjoy my audio system

Editor:

with no qualms about the whole system having
cost less than the interconnects used by one

When contrasting analog and digital sound in
"Music and Fractals" (Vol.13 No.11), JA forgot

of your equipment reviewers. Having ears that
match one's income can be ablessing.

asignificant detail—recordings aren't music.
They are models.
Ihave amusic degree, have performed some
and now am associated with the production of
recording projects of the Pittsburgh Symphony
and Pittsburgh Opera. And Ihave aproblem
with any claim that one recording approach
communicates more music than another.

There is, of course, one statement in your
article that (again, on the basis of experience)
seems questionable: "To understand and
appreciate visual art, you need to have acultural context; to understand music, you need
only be ahuman being." This seems perilously
close to the 19th-century romantic idea of
music as auniversal language.

That's because both analog and digital record-

The problem with that position is that music

ings are mere representations of the original
musical experience. They are scale models.

is as closely dependent on cultural context as

As with any model—whether it's atoy boat,

cial." We learn to appreciate the artifices involved

an analogy or metaphor in speech, or arecording of music—the resemblance to the original

in the performance The statement about music
being auniversal language came from aEuro-

is imperfect. Borrowing from linguistic theories of metaphor, one can say that Ais B. But

pean who enjoyed music that had crossed the
political boundaries of Germany, France, and

that's just apoetic device Actually, Ais only like

Italy. He failed to realize that all those countries
shared the same musical conventions. Had he

B. A and B hold something in common. But
implied in that comparison is the fact that Aand

the visual arts. All arts are by definition, "artifi-

traveled to Japan or China, where different con-

B are also unlike each other. Likewise, any
recording is to some degree like the prototyp-

cal performances unendurable (what do you,

ical event. But different. Probably more differ-

as ahuman being, think of the falsetto voices

ent than alike.

of Chinese opera?). Had he traveled to India,

ventions prevailed, he would have found musi-

Both analog and digital recording and play-

where subtleties of melody are emphasized

back techniques miss reams of significant information. They both sample the event. Any medium

rather than Western subtleties of harmony, he

samples music in different ways and at different

conclusion of afour-hour performance of a

rates. But all media miss an infinite number of

raga's single melodic line My major reason for
buying aCD player was that it eliminated the

significant pieces of information. All introduce
new and unreal effects.
To say that one medium, say analog recordStereophile, February 1991

would have expired of boredom before the

wows that plague recordings of microtonal
music, where notes slide rather than step. As
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extraordinary
achievement in
speaker-making."
—Larry Archibald.
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for rhythm, the third major component of

JA mentioned 14-bit precision as represent-

musical art, it is only recently that we have

ing the practical limit. This corresponds to

begun to appreciate the complexities common-

84dB, but no actual music has adynamic range
that wide If it did, and one peakedffffpassages

place in the South Pacific (try tapping seven
beats with one hand, 13 with the other, and
coming out even).
Again, my thanks for your editing of amagazine that maintains abalance of integrity and
enthusiasm.

A. Elgin Heinz
San Rafael, CA

Fractals & dynamic range

to 110dBA (which is very loud), the quietest
parts would sit at 26dBA, well below the typical
domestic masking level. Distortion might
become audible if one recorded aparticular
track at avery low level and then mixed it in
higher up (which was John's point), or turned
up the replay gain unduly in order to hear the
last vanishing wisp offfffpianissimos at mf; but

Editor:

these are both eccentricities, not norms. Even

John Atkinson's "fractals" thesis in November's

allowing for spikes and other contingencies,
and forgetting the further 12dB granted by 16bit resolution, the 14-bit constraint normally

Stereopbile offered the best explanation Ihave
yet come across for those elusive patches of CD
quantizing distortion. Isay "elusive," because

only applies to music which might need to

the alleged unmusicality of Compact Disc has

occupy agoodly fraction of that 84dB window.

largely passed me by, the effects in question

A Mozart symphony, for instance, would be
unlikely to need more than about 50dB, which

being in my experience due not so much to
digital artifacts as to the greater fidelity with

is amere 8bits. Played to pealc to around 80dI3a,

which CD reveals the limitations of inept mik-

this would put the recording floor at 30dBA,

ing and mixing. The vinyl record and its replay

still below normal masking levels. But this all
does assume that the uppermost regions of any
signal are allowed to get close to the system's

system are like an amalgam of filters, limiters,
and an echo-chamber, which can mollify the
rawness of poor master tapes. Certainly when-

modulation limit.

ever Ihave been able to compare the end prod-

Those early tests which came up with 14-bit

ucts with the masters, the latter have been more
accurately represented by CD than by LP—

precision to represent the limit below which
one could hear quantizing distortion employed

although the situation is sometimes clouded

music of very wide dynamic range. Iremem-

by atemptation to "brighten up" oldish ana-

ber once operating the Philips "variable bit"
console at Eindhoven, and being impressed by

log recordings when remastering.
However, turning to JA's argument, Isuppose
it could be that my preferred sort of music
rarely involves the mixing of tracks recorded
at notably different digital levels, thus avoiding material which gets too close to those
vulnerable last few digits. Yet if this practice occuts,

the fact that only with orchestral/choral music
on the largest scale could one begin to hear the
limits at 13 or so bits in the very quietest passages. On classical or baroque material one
could push the bit capacity down along way
before meeting any comparable effect. The
fractal argument is intriguing, but it needs

it is surely an example of the unprofessional use
of facilities, not of poor technology per se. We

qualifying in terms of the "bit window" needed

would have every right to complain if amultitracked analog recording gave evidence of tape-

ranges.

hiss zooming up whenever aparticular instrument was playing. But that complaint would

to accommodate musics of various dynamic
What also surely needs qualifying is JA's
extraordinary statement in that same article that

not be directed at the tape's inherent noise-

"to understand and appreciate visual art, you

floor, since the track in question should have
been modulated at alevel well above the hiss.

need to have acultural context; to understand

Likewise, competent digital engineering should
hold all direct signals sufficiently above the

far as music simply comprises patterns of pitch
employing intervals built around the main con-

distortion-floor to avoid audible degradation,

sonances, it might indeed be seen as arelatively

leaving only decaying reverberation, etc., to
descend into such regions, which would normally be masked by domestic ambient noise
during replay.
Stereophile, February 1991

music, you need only be ahuman being." Inso-

culture-free abstraction. But beyond that its
appreciation is deeply dependent on particular
traditions. Ishall never forget the occasion
when Iswitched on the radio in the middle of
51

aprogram of Indian ragas. The piece being

Fractals & digital audio

played had agrave, heart-rending beauty which
Ifound very touching—it was almost tear-

Editor.
According to Mandelbrot, fractals are the nat-

jerking in its sadness. But at the end the an-

ural way of representing the objects that exist

nouncer declared it to be "a gay morning

in nature, in contrast to manmade objects.

dance."

Moreover, fractals are also associated with

We grow up in aculture which, like that of

actual physical phenomena such as weather

India, has evolved avery particular scheme for

forecasting, population growth, etc.
In general, fractals have, among many others,

encapsulating feelings in music In consequence
we make awhole host of assumptions determined by the Western key system and its associated harmonies. Most humans may be similar
in their response to basic consonance/disso-

two distinctive characteristics: on the one
hand, they never repeat themselves; that is,
their dynamic behavior is never the same to the
point that, say, forecasting the weather with

nance phenomena, or to simple rhythms, but

100% accuracy becomes possible. On the

beyond that our reaction to pitch relationships
laid out in time is deeply conditioned by cul-

other hand, they are self-similar, which means
that, if one were to take asmall detail of the

tural context.

overall fractal and proceed to enlarge it, the

Mention of patterns in time brings me to a
last point triggered by JA's striking piece. In a

resulting figure would look very much the
same as the original picture.

footnote he mentioned the effectiveness of

In this light, Iam not so sure that music is

double-blind tests which employ unvarying,
non-musical test signals, thus escaping both the
distractions of musical involvement and the

fractal or pseudo-fractal, as JA put it. Furthermore, the brief arguments that he put forward
supporting such views are not, in my opinion,

need to remember exactly what happened in

very convincing. At any rate, Ibelieve this to

the bass at bar "x" during the previous playthrough awhole minute before. Ihave found

be arather interesting assumption that requires
further elaboration and thought in order to

that auseful way to gain some of the advantages

develop amore concise framework of analy-

of such "time-independent" AB tests while not
offending subjectivists or relinquishing musical

sis from which future controversy can depart.

sources is to arrange that the two signals to be

let us assume, for the sake of argument, that

compared (identical CDs reproduced via differ-

music is somehow pseudo-fractal.

Since this is not the main point Iwant to make,

ent players, for instance, or CD vs LP versions

Iguess we all agree that, since the beginning

of the same recording) are staggered by two or
three seconds. On switching to the delayed ver-

of time, humankind has lived in an analog
world. However, such aworld is not so trans-

sion one then always hears ashort passage

parent to our senses since there are many things

repeated immediately; one can easily make a

we never actually see or perceive. Take the

point of switching over during those parts of

example of atomic particles; or again, consider

apiece thought to be most vulnerable.
This is no new idea, but it is especially easy

the fractal qualities of nature. In order to per-

to apply with CD, and by employing head-

ceive or detect the existence of such phenomena, humankind has developed many the-

phones one can also banish both the masking

ories and devices under the name of science

effects of room acoustics and the distractions
arising from small head movements. Imust say,

with the main purpose of enhancing our per-

though, that so far Ihave never heard more

world. The invention of the cyclotron—an

ception and understanding of our analog

than the tiniest differences between CD players

"unnatural" device, as you would surely label

when using this technique at realistic listening

it—has not distorted or forestalled our knowl-

levels, even though it ought to be just about the

edge of atomic particles. On the contrary, it has

most revealing of all AB tests. If one turns the
gain right up during extreme pianissimos or

led to the discovery of many new particles that
we would otherwise not know even existed.

decaying ambience, differences do sometimes

The same goes for fractals. Without the exis-

come to light. But they are normally masked,

tence of digital computers we would still be in

so do they matter?

the dark ages in this specific field, and weather
John Crabbe
London, England
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forecasters, Iam sure, would be more than
happy.
Stereophile, February 1991

Which brings me back to music; or better,
to the process of recording music. The use of
adigital medium to capture and reproduce an
analog signal does not necessarily imply the
introduction of some "unnatural" elements in
the process. ,lf, as you argue, music is pseudo-

the same principles, took on the "challenge"
of producing digital recordings as fast as it
could, following the technical stipulations set
by the creators of the CD, with horrendous
results in the beginning. All in all, the result was
aboom for the recording industry—that is, rec-

fractal, then it is quite possible to enhance our

ord high profits, after along period of stagna-

perception of the recorded signal if we were

tion in the '70s, accompanied by the demise of
the LP. Iguess the infamous—in my view—

to use an ideal digital medium. After all, we
could capture all the fractal details of the signal with an adequate quantization method
and/or sampling rate, if we use the digital technology of the moment. Or, alternatively, we
could use an even more precise digital device
that could be developed in the next few years.
In any case, the process cannot be that different
from that used when one wants to investigate
and simulate the fractal characteristics of a
given object or physical phenomenon with the
use of digital computers. As amatter of fact, that
is the only way one could do it! As far as Iknow,
nobody has actually seen (heard?) a fractal

principle of the "free market" just took over.
Oh well, that's too bad, isn't it?
Digital audio is a rather new technology
which still needs further research and implementation. It is not perfect and, perhaps, never
will be. Who knows? But we should try to push
whoever we have to in order to improve the
quality of the digital devices being used today
for recording "analog sounds." And you, as the
editor of an excellent audio magazine, can be
one of the leading voices in this context. Otherwise, we can spend our whole lives on the ana-

Granted, many digital recordings that we are

log vs digital debate—which, by the way, has
already been solved in practice by the recording industry; or perhaps we can keep on

now forced somehow to purchase or listen to

searching for more "fractal" and contrived the-

are really horrible Why? Certainly not because

ories that help us understand the "real essence"
of digital audio vis-à-vis analog sound. Anyone

curve, say, in the coast of England.

the "digital recording and playback process is
fundamentally unnatural in that it fails to pre-

for quantum mechanics?

Raúl Zambrano

serve the pseudo-fractal nature of real sounds

New School for Social Research/CSSC

below acertain threshold." Nor because dig-

New York, NY

ital audio is "like atelevision image."
Ithink the whole issue goes beyond the
"pseudo-fractal" character of music or sound
waveforms. We should instead look at the way
in which digital audio emerged and was actually implemented. Acouple of big corporations
decided that 16-bit quantization/44.1kHz sampling rate was more than enough to capture the
vast wealth of music. And this decision was
largely based on two essential principles: first,
costs—I still remember reading some articles

Fractals & fractured fairy tales
Editor:
Fractals, phooey. Fractured fairy tales is more
like it. The results of the listening tests comparing maximally tweaked CDs vs their vanillawafer versions clearly showed that the listening
panels could not distinguish between them
under the conditions employed during the
tests. But neither JA nor Will Hammond seem

in business magazines discussing the high cost

willing to accept this result. Because nearly
18% of the listeners, the supposed "keen-eared

of producing, say, 32-bit A/D converters; sec-

observers" (KE0s), scored 5or more correct

ond, and closely related to the first, the maximization of profits in the short run. In other

listeners could and did hear adifference" (JA)

words, the main goal was to capture all possible
wealth, disregarding that of music itself. For
sure such ascheme was not based on the ideal
or perfect digital recording/playback device.
The recording industry, following exactly
INeedless to say, analog recordings also make usc of plenty
of "unnatural" devices and require quite afew engineering
tricks to achieve the "pure" analog sound. This fact is wellknown, so we should not dwell on it for too long.

Stereophile, February 1991

out of 7trials, both of you conclude that "some

"e you have sufficiently honed listening skills

and can thus detect fairly subtle differences"
(WH). Such aconclusion from those results is
simply wrong. By chance alone, 23% of the
listeners would be expected to score 5or better.
Evidence for the existence of KE0s is not that
they score well in one set of trials. Rather, such
individuals would score better compared to
random guessing in repeated trials.
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Your faulty conclusion notwithstanding,
however, the issue of the KEO is atroubling
one for an aspiring audiophile (budget permitting) like myself. If Iam not such an animal,
then why am Ifilling up rows of mugs with
loose change for the eagerly anticipated day
when they add up to aTheta DS Pro Basic?
Despite your test results, Iam still willing to
accept that kilobucks yield improved sonic
performance compared to centibucics. But will
Ibe able to hear that improvement—am Ia
KEO? If not now, can Ihone my listening skills
so as to become one and, therefore, justify my
purchase? Perhaps in the future you could
address these questions.
Peter Zassenhaus
Crestwood, MO

68% and 71%, is not significant with this sample size. What was highly significant was the
68% and the 71%, as compared to achance
level of 50%. This difference is Bias, not discrimination.
The limit condition would be 100% bias. If
everybody reported Different on every trial,
they would have 0% correct for the Same trials,
and 100% correct for the Different trials, while
in fact no discrimination was being made at all.
The experimental data must be taken as a
whole, and when it is, there is no significant
audible difference demonstrated between standard CDs and tweaked CDs.
In addition, the assertion that "Obviously,
some citizens could discriminate better than
others" (The KE0s, or keen-eared observers)

Fractals & Listening Tests

is undoubtedly true, but is also not justified by
the data. First of all, 5out of 7is not significant;

Editor:

6out of 7is at the 0.05 level by apaired-com-

Ifound the "Music, Fractals, & Listening Tests"
article (Vol.13 No.11) to be interesting. Icon-

parison, non-parametric paradigm.
It would be valid to postulate that those
listeners who could correctly report 6out of

gratulate John Atkinson and Will Hammond for
their effort and courage.

7trials may be KE0s, but arepeated experi-

This experimental design is beautifully sim-

ment with these people would then be neces-

ple, extremely powerful in allowing listeners

sary to provide verification. Otherwise, since
in any large-scale experiment there will always

to discriminate very small differences, and is
one of my favorites. It is also very easy to analyze statistically by using the Binomial expansion. The experiment can be thought of as a
series of coin tosses, with the null hypothesis
being that the coins are fair.
The chance level of the results must have
been enervating. The experiment has effectively thrown out all benefit of the doubt for
the reports of important differences which
have been previously ascribed to cables, CD
tweaks, and even premium CD players.
The further analysis of the data in an attempt
to salvage something of significance led, however, to unjustified conclusions.
Will Hammond's conclusion that Difference
was beard at asignificantly higher incidence
than was Sameness is not borne out by his data.
What the data show is that there was abias on
the part of the listeners to report difference,
when in fact the nonsignificance of the results

be some subjects who score higher strictly by
chance, there could always be apost boc selection of these listeners into aso-called KEO
group, whereas these individuals may have in
fact no better discriminatory ability than their
fellow participants.
The tweaked CD test is most likely not the
ideal screening test for KE0s. Iwould look for
individuals who had close to a50% rate on the
tests, because this would show an unbiased
approach, given that the differences were
inaudible.
Perhaps acombination of standard hearing
tests and specialized tests would serve as amore
efficient way of finding the KE0s needed.
The use of possible KE0s is perfectly valid.
The next experiment could be conducted with
KE0s, and made more unbiased by using atrue

indicates that there were no reliably beard

double-blind paradigm. One logical implication of using only KE0s is, however, that the
results would only apply to the KEO popula-

differences.

tion. It is known that the house cat has about

As an example, take alook at the Mahler data.
Out of 162 Same trials, 132 were reported as
Different, or 68%. Difference was reported
71% of the time when the samples were in fact
different. The difference between these figures,
Stereophile, February 1991

20dB better auditory discrimination than a
human being across the 20Hz-20kHz band, so
one could conceive of experiments where only
cats could hear the differences. Ihave suggested (Audio Engineering Society Workshop
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utterly

amazed

listeners...,

but

what

caused

even

more

amazement was the unprecedented low price.
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The critics agree:
For once we wholeheartedly agree... the Paradigm is most definitely
ano-compromise two-way design capable of outperforming systems
costing several times as much."
-Hi Fidelity Magazine

"... natural, open and clear...excellent depth... lots of hall sound... big,
expansive soundstage... well defined.., arare achievement for any
loudspeaker. but when the price is taken into account the Paradigm's
performance must be considered as nothing short of remarkable."
•Sound & Vision Magazine
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above alffi

on Critical Listening, October 1990) that cat

existence has, in fact, been verified by other

experiments would nevertheless be quite inter-

experiments. This experiment was designed

esting, as they could point the way for further
human research, as well as eliminate areas of
little possible payback. The experiments would

to test adifferent hypothesis and appears to
have done quite well at accomplishing its
intended purpose.
Thomas Hall

have to be modified from typical listening ses-

Raleigh, NC

sions. (Dick Small came close to accusing me
of cruelty to animals if Ishould endeavor to
force cats to listen to audio gear with violin
music as the source.) Pink noise and clicks,
along with sounds of mice running across the
carpet, would be suitable instead. These special
test sources could be very revealing.
Marshall Buck, Ph.D.
Psychotechnology, Inc., Los Angeles, CA

Listening tests &
keen-eared observers

Listening tests &
keen-eared budgies
Editor:
Iquestion Will Hammond's claim that some
listeners could discriminate between the players, while others could not. Keen-eared observers
(KE0s) are those who get five or more correct
out of seven. About 18% of your listeners did
so. But Iwould argue this: If you had parakeets
press levers representing different or the same,
agood number would get 5, 6, or 7correct.

Editor:

They are not keen-eared budgies (KEBs)—such

Ienjoyed John Atkinson's and Will Hammond's

aresult is to be expected by chance. ..

article on testing for the audibility of CD tweaks.

To show that the KEO phenomenon exists,
you must either correlate the results from two

However, their statement that the data support
the existence of keen-eared observers is incor-

sets of seven trials for alarge sample of listeners,

rect. lb draw such acondusion from this experi-

or establish KE0s and DEOs (JHEOs?) in a

ment, the observed distribution must be compared to a random distribution. A random

previous test, then compare their means for

distribution would be given by the combinational formula:

doubt that keen-eared observers exist—I am
just not sure you have shown them to exist

nUri(n-r)!

number correct in asubsequent test. Idon't

with your experiment.

where nis the number of questions and ris the

Finally, Iwant to add that all good experi-

number of right answers. Thus the distribution
of scores for random guessing would be

menters know not to accept the null hypothesis. Iam not yet convinced that there are audi-

roughly as follows:

ble differences between good CD players, but

Score:
Distribution:

0
I%

I
2
3
4
5
5% 16% 27% 27% 16%

6
7
5% I%

The total percentage getting 5or more right
would be 22%, which compares well with the
experimentally observed value of 17.8%, thus
indicating either that there were no keen-eared

Iam convinced that there are huge differences
between power amplifiers, even though, as I
recall, your amplifier test provided similarly
null results. Iuse aB&K 202 in my system, and
when it was replaced for aweek by aC-J MF-

observers, or that there were no detectable

200 (is that the right model number? It's the
non-Motif 200W transistor power amp), the

differences.
In order to test specifically for the existence

differences were not subtle. Iagree with those
who contend that blind listening tests are not

of keen-eared observers, the experiment could

the best way to determine whether there are

be redesigned. One possible design would be

differences between components.

to select the group scoring 4or more correct

Colin H. Sacks

on the first test and then have them take asec-

Orinda, CA

ond test as agroup. If their distribution was
shifted up, it would indicate the presence of
KE0s. If the distribution were again random,

Listening tests &
signal-detection theory

(le, total regression toward the mean), it would
indicate that they were just the lucky 22% in

Ihave been following with great interest the

the first test. Clearly, in order for this to work
there would have to be adetectable difference.
Finally, Ibelieve that KE0s do exist and their
Stereophile, February 1991

Editor:
controversy over the use of double-blind testing as atool in audio equipment evaluation
started by Robert Harley's "Deeper Meanings"
57

'As We See It" article (July 1990). Ifound the

correct choices. Agood proportion of these

November 1990 "Letters" column particularly

people may have had asuperior performance

interesting, and was glad to see agood chunk

simply because anumber of chance factors,

of magazine space devoted to atreatment of the

such as guessing correctly, operated in their

issue by Stereophile readers. My own feelings

favor. Upon retesting, these individuals would

on the matter are that there are clearly audible

have gotten scores closer to the population

differences among components, and that

mean (hence the name of the effect) because

through arefinement of bench measuring tests

the same chance factors that worked for them
and allowed them to get extreme scores on the

and also of the procedures used in doubleblind listening tests, some degree of concor-

first test did not all line up to help their score

dance will be reached between the "objec-

as much on the second test. With extended

tivist" and "subjectivist" evaluation camps.

testing, the performance of the group of KE0s

Ifeel, as does reader R. B. Moler, that prop-

may only fall at the population mean; in this

erly designed and controlled double-blind tests

case, chance performance. Whenever one

are the only way one can legitimately assess

selects agroup on the basis of extreme scores,
whether particularly bad or good, one must

differences among components. If one believes
that these differences exist and are indeed audible, afailure to detect them in adouble-blind
test may reflect problems with some details of

consider whether this is atrue indication of
their performance or whether, upon retesting,
the group would cease to be extreme.

the procedure used rather than afailure of the

Iwould also be hesitant to present the data

double-blind test itself. There are many different ways of conducting adouble-blind test, and

of KE0s as evidence that some listeners are

Ibelieve that changing the details of the procedure used can make it much more sensitive.
Eventually, it can be refined to the point where
differences among components are detectable,

capable of discriminating among the test conditions used. Mr. Atkinson presents his own
data as evidence to support his conclusion that
some listeners, under some of the test conditions, were able to detect differences. Ifeel this

fore devising adouble-blind test of sufficient

is not valid for several reasons. The first is the
regression effect that Ihave outlined above. A

sensitivity; denigrating the test itself, as did Mr.

second is that if astatistical analysis is con-

Harley, does not help things.

ducted at the level of group data and no significant effect is found, it is incorrect to then pick
through the data and select those cases that bol-

if indeed they are. Ifeel that the task is there-

As an experimental psychologist with 15
years of experience conducting research in the
related areas of psychoacoustics and the neurophysiology of the mammalian auditory system, Iencounter these sorts of procedural
problems on afairly regular basis in devising
experiments. My current research effort is in
the area of auditory temporal resolution, the
ability of the auditory system to resolve small
temporal detail. By small, Imean really small;
some of the acoustic events that Iwork with
are only 2ms in duration yet are detectable.
Assessing this requires the use of tests of great
sensitivity, which brings me to "Music, Fractals, & Listening Tests" (Vol.13 No.11).

ster your claim. This is analogous to conducting an experiment, failing to find adifference
between experimental and control conditions,
and then selecting the cases that conform to the
hypothesis being tested and using these as evidence that there really was adifference between these two groups. What you are doing
is selecting data that support the hypothesis
that you believe to be true while ignoring data
that do not support your hypothesis. This selective presentation of supportive cases is characteristic of alot of the poorer-quality research
attempting to find scientific support for the

First of all, Iwould be hesitant to apply Mr.

existence of, for example, ESP. One must con-

Atkinson's label of Keen-Eared Observer (KEO)
to the individuals whose scores were five or

sider the possibility that individuals who showed
astrong tendency toward correct responding

more correct out of seven trials. The problem
that Isee is referred to as "regression toward

did so by chance, just as did individuals who
showed astrong tendency toward incorrect

the mean," and it appears when one selects

poll:ling. It is the occurrence of both of these

individuals on the basis of extreme scores; in
this case, individuals were labeled as KE0s on

tendencies in the same group simultaneously
that causes the lack of adifference; mathemat-

the basis of extreme scores in the direction of

ically, they cancel each other out.
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The CD Player
For The Next Millennium.

m
The New NAD 5000
Compact Disc Player
The remarkable new NAD 5000 CD player
typifies NAD's philosophy of providing
advanced technology in asimple, yet elegant,
machine. The result is aCD player that allows
you to simply enjoy your music.
As Tom Norton stated in Stereophile
Magazine (Vol. 14 No. 1, January 1991), "If
you're still awaiting the full evolution of digital,
and believe that spending big bucks at present on
an up-market player is money down the drain, the
NAD might just keep you happy halfway to the
next millennium."
Come visit your local authorized NAD
dealer to audition this remarkable new CD
player. We think that you will discover that
despite its modest price, the NAD 5000 is one
of the finest sounding CD players in the
market today.

NAD
575 University Avenue/P.O. Box 9124
Norwood, MA 02062-9124/Tel: (617)762-0202

Advanced Technology...
...Simply Applied.

If one wants to study the ability of single

The fundamental problem confounding

individuals, KE0s or otherwise to detect subtle

your experiments is the simple fact that you are

differences among audio components, may I

not using appropriate individuals as test sub-

suggest that the techniques used in signal-

jects. In order to generalize any test results to

detection theory may be applicable. Signal-

alarger population, the sample population

detection theory assumes that four possible sit-

must resemble this larger population as closely

uations exist when one makes judgments of
"same" or "different" when comparing two

as possible Before you choose test subjects you
must ask yourselves, "To whom do we wish to

stimuli that are hard to tell apart, such as com-

generalize the test results?" If you want to extra-

paring two audio components by ear: the com-

polate the data to the average Stereopbile reader,

ponents are the same and you correctly iden-

then draw your test sample population from
agroup of Stereopbile readers. But John and

tify them as the same (a "hit"); the components
are different and you correctly identify them

Will state they were interested in determining

as different (a "correct rejection"); the compo-

only "if the application of these tweaks could

nents are different but you identify them as the

[lead to an audible difference]."

same (a "miss"); or the components are the

If this is the case, then individuals who could

same but you identify them as different (a "false

not hear any audible difference should cer-

alarm"). Based upon the relative probability of

tainly not be used as test subjects. In order for

occurrence of each of these types of responses,

your CD tweak test to provide any conclusive

the "sensitivity" and "response bias" of the lis-

results, the subjects should have first gone

tener can be determined.

through ascreening phase. Only the proven

The terminology and procedures of signaldetection theory were originally developed by

"keen-eared observers" (KE0s) should have
been used as subjects for the listening tests. It
would be foolish to think of this screening process as aform of statistical bias, for it is certainly

the armed forces, to assess the ability of radar
operators to discriminate objects from the
background visual noise on aradar screen. The
consequences of failing to detect an incoming
nuclear missile from visual noise on the screen
are substantial, as are the consequences of

not. Screening would not be cheating, but
merely an acceptable method of selecting suitable test subjects.

responding to visual artifacts, such as those

If your CD tweak test in New York was meant
to ask if the average high-end audio consumer

caused by a flock of birds, as if they were

can detect audible differences produced by CD

incoming ICBMs. The mathematics and proce-

tweaks, then this letter is for naught. But if the
true essence of your study was to obtain statisti-

dures of signal-detection theory have been
worked out in detail and are rather elegant.

cally convincing evidence that CD tweaks are

Donald S. Leitner, Ph.D.

audible, then you must use ameasuring device

Assistant Professor of Psychology

accurate enough to detect any actual variance,

Saint Joseph's University, Philadelphia, PA

or rather, test subjects who have first proved
themselves as KE0s.

Listening tests & goofing up
Dear John: 2

Iagree with the notion that there is not much
use for blind testing in afield as subjective as

Ihave just finished reading the results of yet
another Stereopbile blind listening test and I

the results of such tests are "at best, of limited

can't believe it—you guys goofed up again!
Since you continue to perpetuate ahorrible

high-end audio. Iagree with Robert Harley that

mistake, Ifeel compelled to throw my two

transportability." Why, then, do you continually undertake such projects as blind listening
tests? Surely, at least part of the motivation is

cents in. Just as with your amplifier test (July

to beat the objectivists at their own game. So

1989), your recently conducted test of CD

far, all you have been doing is providing the

tweaks and transports proved of exceptional

deaf readers of Stereo Review with additional

experimental design, with one major limita-

evidence to support their cause. The simple

tion. Face it, you are rarely pleased with the

solution is to only use appropriate test subjects!

results of your painstakingly executed listening
tests. Iwould like to propose an explanation

Ifind it alittle disturbing that you gentlemen
have not realized—or at least have not cor-

and asolution.

rected—such asimple flaw in an otherwise

2"Editor" sound., so impersonal.

excellent test design. You should have learned
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something from your amplifier tests. Only "a

of chance producing aCRR as low as 42.3% for

slight audible difference" between an Adcom

Same Trials is about 2parts in atrillion. Nor is
there such athing as a"negative hearing ability" which could produce this figure. We have

GFA-555 and apair of VTL 300W monoblocks?
Come on!! Irest my case.
Randall A. Scharlach
Los Angeles, CA

Listening Tests & statistics
Editor:
Please permit me to comment on Stereopbile's
recent listening test described in the November

to look elsewhere for an explanation. Difference Bias is the explanation. As noted in Point
1, 56.3% of all responses were Different. This
necessarily increased the CRR for Same Trials
(because more Different responses on Different
Trials result in fewer Same responses on Same
Trials).

1990 issue. My observations are based on the

In sum, Table 7does not warrant the infer-

data presented explicitly or implicitly in Table

ence that subjects are better able to identify

1) It is curious that the correct-response rate

differences than samenesses. The higher CRR
on Different Trials is purely aconsequence of

(hereafter called CRR), 48.3%, is appreciably

Difference Bias.

less than the 50% rate expected from chance.
The significance level of this difference (prob-

explanation of Difference Bias: "Listeners are

(On p.25, John Koval is credited with an

ability of it happening by chance) at first blush

more confident of differences and thus tend,

looks like 0.0274. However, some of the difference is due to Difference Bias (see Point 3) and

when doubtful, to score in favor of differences ...
[they] don't want to miss what they

to the preponderance of Same Trials over

suspect is asubtle difference." Put differently,

Different Trials, namely 1672 vs 1550; 56.3%

when challenged as to their ability to detect

of the responses were Different, compared
with the 50% expected from chance. As discussed in Point 3, Difference Bias raises the
CRR for Different Trials and lowers the CRR for

differences between similar components, subjects' egos make them more comfortable being
wrong on aSame Trial than being wrong on a
Different Trial.)

Same Trials. The preponderance of Same ThaIs

Were the subjects in Stereophile's study

gives greater weight to the CRR for Same Trials
(42.3%) than to the CRR for Different Trials

informed that the research design contemplated an equal number of Same Trials and

(54.8%), reducing the total CRR.
If the CRRs for Same and Different Trials are

Different 'lib's? Such astatement might reduce
Difference Bias.

equally wdghted, the total CRR would be 48.53%.

4) It is widely accepted in the audio field that

The significance level for the difference be-

the ABX Test, which deals with one person at

tween this and 50% rises to 0.0471, and it

atime, is the best way to go in studying sub-

becomes easier to accept the notion that this

jects' ability to distinguish aurally between
components. It takes place in alocale more
similar to ahome situation than the locale of

difference is simply due to chance.
2) Ifind misleading the statement on p.21
that "some citizens could discriminate better

Stereopbile's test. It is not affected by Differ-

than others." This implies that some persons
had asuperior CRR due to hearing ability rather

ence Bias. It does not entail an appreciable wait

than chance. However, the fact that 82 of 461
subjects achieved Ka) status (had 5or more

therefore more sensitive to audible differences.
However, the ABX Test costs much more in

between exposure to each component and is

correct responses in 7trials) is well within the

money, time, and effort than Stereopbile's Same/

bounds of chance. The binomial probability
of obtaining 5or more correct responses by

Different Test. Stereopbile's approach can still

chance, given an overall CRR of 48.3%, is 20.0%.

continue to perform listening studies and will

provide useful data. Hopefully, Stereopbile will

Therefore, simply due to chance, 92 subjects

continue to improve its research design based

could be expected to have 5or more correct

on what it learns from past studies. It should

responses. It would be abit strange if there

be clear by now that good research design is

weren't at least 82 KE0s; the probability of hav-

not easily come by, and that its execution is
beset by pitfalls.

ing at least 82 is 89.5%.
3) As noted in Point 1, the CRRs for Same and
Different 11-ials differ markedly. The probability
Stereophile, February 1991

5) JA's performance in getting 6correct responses in 7trials is interesting but not con61

Ihave to say that the AE1 is one of the finest, most

This is without doubt awholly remarkable loudspeaker,

transparent cone speakers I
have heard.

and astunning endorsement of the well developed

...As far as I'm concerned, it redefines the art of

metal cone bass units.

miniature speaker design.

...on current showing the state of the art miniature,

John Atkinson, Stereophile, Sep 1988.

bar none.
...to the author's knowledge, the most awesomely
dynamic and articulate miniature ever made.
Alvin Gold, Hi -Fi Choice, Jun 1988

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
For information call:
Acetrain, Inc.
[600] 527-7161

vincing. His active participation in designing

around if needed several years hence for parts

and conducting the study may have provided

or service; dealer's quality of service; flexibility

him, consciously or subconsciously, with clues
as to which component was which. For exam-

and features; mid-ri usually offers more, such
as tone, loudness, and mute controls in the case

ple, his responses could have been influenced

of preamps and receivers; compatibility: for

by his special knowledge that there would be
no more than three Same Thais or three Differ-

example, the ability of apower amplifier or

ent Trials in arow. (I suggest that in future
studies no liberties be taken with randomiza-

that is as clean and loud as desired when driving speakers that offer very good performance

tion.) Furthermore, the probability of chance
producing 6or more correct responses in 7

but have unusually low sensitivity and/or input

trials is 0.0625, not an impressive significance

integrated amp or receiver to achieve sound

impedance. Cachet.)

Herman Burstein
Tarpon Springs, FL

level.
6) As adumbrated in Point 4, the locale in
which the study took place is considerably

Many of (be letters (including several that basically bad only this to say and therefore were

different from the typical home listening envi-

not printed to avoid undue repetition)quite
rightly pointed out to us that the proportion

ronment, and may have obscured differences
which might be perceptible in the home While

of KE0s was about what would be expected

the speakers used by Stereophile are widely

due to chance Thank you. However; we weren't

considered beyond cavil, the size of Stereo-

trying to prove the existence, beyond reason-

pbile's listening site and ambient noise may

able doubt, of such individuals; we used this
identifier primarily to draw comparisons with

have obscured those fine details of music which
might clue subjects as to Same or Different.
7) All told, Stereopbile's study certainly pro-

last year's power-amp tests. Also, the asymmetrical distribution of scores among the var-

vides no support for those who claim there are

ious sessions rather suggests that some peo-

generally audible differences between good
mid-fi and topnotch high-end components

ple did indeed perform better than others on
the tests.

(including tweaks such as CD fluids and highend cable). Nor does the study indicate that

Instead of the informal statement ofpurpose
included in the initial description of the test

there is alimited group of persons (KE0s) who
can achieve CRRs beyond what chance allows.

moreformalfashion)tbat we wanted tofind

On the other hand, for the reason given in
Point 6, the study does not destroy the contention that, at least for alimited group and perhaps in general, differences between mid-fi and
high-end can be audible.

methods, perhaps we should have said (in
out if the total CD tweaks used would induce
asonic difference that could be perceived: I)
in standard listening tests; 2) by those attendees at the Show interested in taking part; 3)
who were presumed (quite properly so, we

8) If the study validly shows that, in general,

believe) to constitute arepresentative cross-

listeners cannot distinguish between good mid-

section of Stereophile readers; so that 4) the

fi and topnotch high-end components, we are

test results would potentially have meaning

led to aremarkable conclusion: In the present

for the larger world of Stereophile readers.

state of the audio art, askillful and conscien-

That 's really why we did the tests as we did;

tious manufacturer can produce at amoderate

using only the likes ofJON, JA, DO, TIN, RH,

price acomponent that is audibly as good as

et al, as test subjects would not necessarily
have relevance for many/most Stereophile
readers. Besides, many of these individuals

the best that any manufacturer can produce at
any price.
(Still, sound and price are not the only considerations in choosing between mid-ri and
high-end. Other factors include: build quality;
premium parts and assembly augur fewer failures, longer life, and more stable performance;
manufacturer's reputation for backing up its
product; nature and length of the warranty;
turnaround time if factory service is required;
likelihood that the manufacturer will still be
Stereophile, February 1991

have already described what they beardfrom
these CD tweaks.
Dr Leitner's suggestions regarding the use
ofsignal-detection theory are welcome and are
being looked into. We'll let you know later bow
it turns out.
While admiring David Clark's cleverness
in devising it, we cannot agree with Mr Burstein that the ABX test is asuperior method,
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Parasound High Current amplifiers deliver
a//the power to your music.
They drive the finest audiophile • 40 amp continuous current
• 57 amp extended peak current
speakers with ease.
• 200 watts/channel, 8ohms
Now you can enjoy the
no-compromise system you
thought you couldn't afford.

• 300 watts/channel, 4ohms
• 600 watts mono
• 100V/psec slew rate
• lkVA braid transformer
• 60,000J power supply
• FET driver stage

Parasound
affordable audio for the critical listener

Pru

• J-FET cascade inputs
• Breathtaking sound

Pride Inc 950 Banery Street •San Franc(sca CA 94111 •(800) 822 8802 •(415) 391 1100 •FAX (415) 391 0144

especially when bis opinion is supported by

Concerning the interpretation of the differ-

that meaningless old cliché, "It is widely

ence between results when samenesses were

accepted tbat. .." As usually done, the ABX

compared and differences were compared,

test: I) always presents A and B as different,

what the numbers show isjust what the num-

never the same; 2) doesn't compare the same

bers show. Anyone is free to interpret the num-

musicfirst via A and via B; and 3) three not

bers as showing aDifference Bias. However;

twg things bave to be evaluated: A, B, and X.

we chose to believe that what the listeners

Not nearly as clean a test as comparing the
same musicfirst on one and then on the other;

reported is what they believed they heard. Mr
Koval's possible explanation was putforth as

with only asingle decision to make Of course

only that, apossible explanation, and then

it's nice to say bow much time, effort, and

only for want of a better rationale. Inciden-

money it would cost to do ABX tests, so as then

tally, we 'main unconvinced that (be numbers

not to do them. If it is indeed so much better

tbemselves can clearly identify a difference

a test, where are the bard data from its use?

bias; such identification is not inherent in tbe

Floyd 7bole's work bas clearly and conclu-

numbers, but in the interpretation thereof

sively demonstrated that rather subtle sonic

Perhaps we should have only done and only

differences can be I) reliably and reproducibly

reported those tests in which the two items

identified 2) under standardized non-home

under comparison were always different.

listening conditions 3) by small groups listen-

Maybe there wouldn't bave been all this nig-

ing at the same time 4) without taking dread-

gling. When only differences were tested, the

fully and impractically long periods of time

difference was detected 54.9% of the time.

about it.
Also,

With test numbers (bis lane this result is terry
deplore Mr Burstein 's most unwar-

significantly differentfrom the 50% expected

ranted extension of our test results to compar-

from chance alone. We stand by our data—

isons between ":good mid-hand topnotch high-

the total of the tweaks used resulted in asonic

end components." In both last year's power-

difference that was detected correctly well

amp comparison and tbis year's CD tests,

beyond the probability of it being a chance

none of the components used were mid- fi.

Occurrence

ynthesis Loudspea

designed to
preserve the
integrity of
musical
performances.

—Will Hammond

INP

shown: The Synthesis Reference
System. the ultimate realization of the
Synthesis approach of combining
computer simulation and measurement techniques with refinement
through exhaustive auditioning of
incremental design adjustments.
Lovingly hand-crafted cabinets
enhance the aesthetic appeal of the
finished product

the conrad-lohnson
2800 RDorr Avenue •Fai

x. VA 22031 •703-698-8581

Chronos.
Is it
beautiful sound
enhanced by
sensual design?
Or
beautiful design
enhanced by
sensual sound?
When you hear the new Chronos tube preamplifier with separate
power supply, and the new Chronos 112 Watt monobloc tube
power amplifier, the decision is yours. You may think it's both.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE TO MICHAELSON AUDIO, 510 HERON DRIVE, UNIT 307B,
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UPDATE
US: Peter W. Witd:oll
When Arnie Nudell resigned from Infinity a

enthusiastic skier) has lived since he retired
from Infinity.
Initially the new Genesis line will consist of

couple of years ago, having led the company

five models: three full-range speakers and two

for two decades since co-founding it, the obvi-

self-powered servo-controlled subwoofers. API

ous conclusion seemed to be that he was

will produce the full-range speakers in its effi-

burned out and wanted to seek anew direc-

cient Canadian factories (using customized

tion, free of the administrative headaches of
running alarge company. Presumably he also

drivers sourced from Japan), and has also
appointed Nudell as its executive vice presi-

wanted to get away from the rewarding but

dent. The subwoofers, and their built-in elec-

invariably frustrating work of speaker design—

tronics, will be produced in California.
An accelerometer-based servo system moni-

trying to get an electric motor in abox to imitate the complex and subtle waveforms of a
hundred different musical instruments and

tors the motion of the subwoofer cone, compares it with the input signal, and provides a

voices. Logically, if he had any intention of

correction. This acts both to reduce distortion

returning to loudspeaker design, it would have
been sensible to remain at Infinity where he

and to linearize the system's response below

could take advantage of the company's vast

One Genesis subwoofer system, priced at
$800, will include a 10" composite (Key-

resources.
A logical conclusion, but wrong. Speaker

what would normally be its cutoff frequency.

lar/polypropylene) cone driver and 150W of

design is peculiarly addictive: once you've

amplifier power; the other, at $1700, has a12"

done it successfully, quitting cold-turkey is not

driver and 250W of power. In all of the new

easy. Nudell's departure turns out to have been

Genesis speakers the enclosure is not abox but

just asabbatical leave, an opportunity for rest,

acylindrical tube with laminated walls and a

research, and some fresh thinking. As mentioned in the January issue, he's back, with a

glossy black exterior finish. (See next month's

new speaker company named Genesis Tech-

the remarkable advantages of using atube as

nologies. (Rights to the Genesis name were

awoofer enclosure.)

"Ground Floor" column for an exposition of

bought from Genesis Physics, the now-defunct
New England speaker company that was briefly
but intensely successful during the '70s. George
Samuels, founder and principal designer at
Genesis Physics, has in recent years been
designing speakers for Ohm Acoustics in Brooklyn, NY.)
Interestingly, the new Genesis company is
jointly owned by three major names in audio:
Arnie Nudell, Paul McGowan (of PS Audio
fame), and API (Audio Products International,
the Canadian manufacturer of such wellrespected brands as Mirage and Energy loud-

UK: Thomas J. Norton

speakers). The company's administrative and

In 1983 the British magazine iii-Fi Ates &Rec-

R&D headquarters are in Vail, Colorado, the

ord Review, then edited by John Atkinson,

picturesque skiing resort where Nudell (an

organized and conducted ahi-fi show at the
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l'enta Hotel, near London's Heathrow airport.

stayed at the l'enta, amere 90 minutes from the

The event has become something of an insti-

city via hotel-to-airport shuttle bus and "tube.")

tution; 1990 saw the eighth consecutive l'enta
Show (as it has come to be known). But it was
my first opportunity to attend, an opportunity

Shopping for vinyl was apriority, but doomed
to disappointment. Time limited me to the

Ieagerly anticipated.
The l'enta Show wasn't, however, my only
reason for visiting England. While there, I
joined anumber of other US journalists in touring the facilities of several well-known

major retailers—Tower and HMV. The latter's
vinyl seemed to be limited to 12" singles; Isaw
none in the classical section. While Tower had
alarge number of vinyl discs in the classical
department, aheavy percentage were digitally

manufacturers—KEF, Meridian, and Quad

mastered. With a very few exceptions, the
prices were high-816 to $18 for your standard

(and, on my own, Celestion). Impressive facil-

commercial pressing. Icame away empty-

ities all; each was human-scaled, yet larger than
Iwould have anticipated. Though the term

ber of small, specialist retailers catering to the

"cottage industry" has aparticularly British ring
to it, none of these companies comes close to
being in that category. Celestion appeared to
be the largest of the group, which surprised me
until Ilearned that they are apparently the

handed. There are, Iunderstand, still anumvinyl trade, usually devoting their efforts to a
specific type of music. Iwas, however, unable
to make the time to search them out.
CDs were, of course, widely available. But
the prices were appalling-824 for your standard non-budget EMI, Decca, etc.,In fact, Lon-

United Kingdom's biggest loudspeaker
manufacturer—if you include their large

don in general was afar more expensive place

musical-instrument loudspeaker division.

than it had been during my last visit there in

Plenty interesting going on behind the scenes

1984 (inflation and the ravages on the dollar

from all of these manufacturers. Celestion
continues its pioneering work in laser inter-

have had their way). My biggest disappoint-

ferometry—now applying it to loudspeaker
enclosures (to study cabinet vibration modes)
as well as drive-units. Meridian has some more
digital surprises up its collective sleeve, including adigital preamp now under development.

ment was in not seeing the Royal Opera
production of 714randot, but $180 for one
orchestra seat 2was out of the question; in 1984
Isaw La Bohème with Carreras from adecent
downstairs seat for 830. If you plan to visit England any time soon, bring money. I'm certain

This is in addition to their already impressive
work with CD playback and the D6000 active

the same goes for the rest of Western Europe.
While Ididn't spring for that box seat at

loudspeaker, seen here at last June's CES but

Covent Garden, Idid manage to land a$50
second-row-center seat to Miss Saigon on my

only just ready for production and making its
formal UK debut at the 1990 l'enta Show. Kif,

last night in town. It was the highlight of my

in conjunction with B&O, is heavily involved

trip—even if lead Jonathan Pryce had left the

in basic research in loudspeaker-room interaction at the Eureka project in Denmark (I'll have

cast in August to rest up for opening in the same
role on Broadway in April (tough work, but

more to say about this in an upcoming issue).

someone has to do it) and the female lead was

And while Quad remains the most visibly con-

played by the understudy's understudy. So at

servative of the group—no surprise—their
facilities are as up to date as the rest. But even

posers' Les Misérables, Miss Saigon is an opera

least Isaw one opera—like the same com-

as rows of ESL-63s were arrayed in various

in fact if not in name. Certainly it will not appeal

stages of completion, space is still devoted to

to everyone—what does? Idon't believe in
dubbing any work amasterpiece until it has

rebuilding customers' original electrostatics—
and demand for the service continues. They

been around for afew years at least, but Miss

even have the original rack for stretching and
tensioning the ESL diaphragm, looking positively medieval next to the more modern jig
(still clearly from the Rube Goldberg school of
design—motto "If it works, don't knock it")
used for ESL-63s.
Idid manage anumber of trips into downtown London—no casual undertaking. (I
Stereophile, February 1991

IThe prices in dollar: quoted in this report arc calculated at
$2 = £11--le. the CI) mentioned cost £11.95.
2The Saturday night befon: my return to the I'S, Imade alast.
pre-performance attempt to get atolerably if not reasonably
priced seat My niy definition under $60) with an unobstructed
view. By then, however, even the $180 seats were gone. Donald
Trump's relatives must have been in town. 'Ile gentleman at
the box office looked sympathetic and offered me afour-scat
box for 5800. Sure.
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rooms, and was favorably impressed by all of
them. But they're not cheap. If imported into
the US, 3the top-of-the-line Electa Amator (one
of the few production loudspeakers using the
very expensive Dynaudio Esotar tweeter)
would very likely be priced right up alongside
the Wilson WATT.
And speaking of the WATT, American imports
were there in abundance—all at prices that
would stop atrain. They apparently sell in relatively small quantities in the UK, but enough
to keep the importers going and the public
interested. The best sound Iheard at the show
from American components came from
Martin-Logan's Sequel Hs—driven by Audio
Research Classic 120 monoblocks and SP-15
preamp fronted by aGoldmund Studio turntable and Koetsu Urushi pickup—in one of
Absolute Sounds' rooms (a British importer of
audio exotica, not the US magazine).
But Idon't intend to devote the remainder
of this report to American high-end products—
Sonus Faber Electa in BBA suite

Stereopbile provides plenty of such coverage
in our product reviews and CES reports. I'd

Saigon definitely belongs on the candidate list.
Like all nonclassical musical theater today, artifi-

rather dwell on less familiar products from
abroad—some of which may never even see

cial amplification was used—a major complaint

the light of day in the US. Prices, where indi-

of mine about most modern "live" music. But
the sound design was well done, and despite

cated, are those in the UK, converted to dollars.
The UK may be the land of the two-way box

the banks of loudspeakers visible before the
performance (I got the willies just counting

analog turntable. While vinyl is disappearing

loudspeaker, but it's also the province of the

them), the amplification was generally unob-

almost as fast there as in the US, and the vast

trusive and only once did Ihave any urge to
grab for my earplugs (which Ialways bring to

bulk of the Penta program material came from

such events). That was during the helicopter
simulation in Act II. Loud.

dier on. If you saw our 1990 Summer CES

On to the main event. The Penta is not, per
se, ahigh-end show, but features awide crosssection of components in all price categories.

CD, turntable manufacturers continue to solreports (Vol.13 No 9), you already know about
the new SME Model 30 turntable—available on
this side of the Atlantic at an ifyouhavetoaskyoucan'taffordit price. But you probably bat ,
en't

I'm tempted to say that I've never seen so many

heard of the products of Nottingham Analog

small, two-way loudspeaker boxes in my life

Studio, whose earlier turntables included the

under one roof, and that would probably be

Dais and the Omega Point. Now they have the

true. But it overlooks the fact that England had

$4400 Mentor, amassive (ca 100 lbs), beauti-

until recently—and perhaps still has—a market
dominance on this type of design; it is, after all,

fully finished device. The $1200 Spacedeck is

the British hi-fi industry's bread and butter. It's

Mentor and Space arms fill out the packages.

for the beer-budget crowd, and the optional

what the public wants, or at least what its will-

Nottingham used anot exactly new Harbeth

ing to part with its hard-earned Sterling for, and

HL-3 loudspeaker—which they had modified—

Britain has hundreds of manufacturers willing

and produced one of the more neutral, listenable sounds at the show. Amplification came
from Sound Design Studios, another small

to comply.
The most intriguing two-way loudspeakers
Iheard came not from England, but from Italy:
the Italian-made Sonus Fabers. Actually, I
heard three different models in three different
70

3Somas Faber loudspeakers we available in the US (nun mailer
IS Audio, IChildress Court, Burtonsville, MI) 20866. Tel, (301)
890-3232.
— JA
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ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
YOUR #1 SOURCE FOR THE FINEST
SOUNDING AUDIOPHILE LP's &CD'
Feconinientled

I /MI 5

L-Meei-*Pc leases ard ef41-

ATTE NTI ON LP LOVERS!

Massenet Le Cid, one of the best
analogue recordings ever
.
its now availabl e
mad e
Acoustic Sounds.exclusively from

I
LP = AKLKS 522 $25 Massenet Le Cid -Ballet Music. The City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Louis Fremaux. This has been remastered by Doug
Sax through tube electronics and made with the one-step process. This will be a
numbered limited edition and is guaranteed to flap your pant legs and knock your socks
off. We are so confident that this LP will blow you away that we will give you afull refund
if you are not impressed with its sound. The Creensleeves reissue is on HP's hit list.
CD = CKLKCD 11007 $16 Massenet Le Cid.
CARDAS
LP = AM1CR 5814 $18 The Real Time Jazz Band/Alive in Little Bridges. Recorded
Direct-to-Disk with asingle microphone at 45 RPM, on October 7, 1990, at Bridges Hall
of Music, on the campus of Pomona College in Claremont, California. This is agroup of
master musicians that mix the ageless truth of traditional music, with aharmony that
comes from 35 years of playing together for the joy of music. Their music is cativating. exciting and rich, and full of feeling and history.

11

LYRITA
CD = CLY 200 $23 Malcolm Arnold/Symphony No. 4. A highly enjoyable new recording that fills amajor gap in the history of British symphonic music. iDDDI
CD = CLY 201 $23 Malcolm Arnold/English, Irish, Scottish & Cornish Dances.
Same as Lyrita SRCS 109 LI' that is on P's list, plus additional music. (ADD)
CD — CLY 202 $23 Edmund Rubbra/Symphonies No. 3& 4. Philharmonia/Del Mar.
New recording. (DDD)
CD — CLY 204 $23 Sterndale Bennett/Piano Concertos No. 1& 3. LPOIN.
Braithwaite. New recording. (1)1)1))
CD — CLY 205 $23 Sterndale Bennett/Piano Concertos No. 2& 5. Malcolm Binns,
Philharmonic Orchestra/N. Braithwaite. New recording. 11)1)1)1
CD = CLY 207 823 William Wordsworth/Symphonies No. 2& 3. LPOIN.
Braithwaite. New recording. (DUD)
VARESE SARABANDE
CD = CMIVSD 5265 $16 Casino Royale. Bert Bacharach. Featuring "The Look of
Love - sung by Dusty Springfield. The LP of this has been out of print and on HP's list for
some time, and it goes for around $300 if found in mint condition.
LABELS AVAILABLE -IN PRINT & OUT OF PRINT

MOBILE FIDELITY-REFERENCE RECORDING-WILSON-SHEFFIELD LAB-CHESKY-PROPRIUSHARMONIA MUNDI-BIS-HUNGARATON-M & K-OPUS 3-CONCORD JAll-GEMINIAVATERLILY-ODINDORIAN.CHANDOS-TBM-DMP-BAINBRIDGE-EAST WIND-JAPANESE & BRITISH PRESSINGSAIR MASTERCUT-SUPER ANALOGUE-LINN RECUT-AMERICAN GRAMAPHONE-CBS MASTERSOUNDRCA LIVING STEREO-MERCURY LIVING PRESENCE-NORTH STAR-LYRITA-CRYSTAL CLEARNAUTILUS-SUPER DISKS-UMBRELLA-EMI-CASINO ROYALE-RCA-CARDES-ALBANY-NIMBUSLONDON-KLIMO-HISTORY OF RECORDED SOUND-INDIA NAVIGATION-CMP-QUARTET-KLAVIER.
TELARC-DELOS-HYPERION-NITTY GRITTY-I.AST-AUDIO QI 'EST-TARGET
Catalog 53.00 U.S. /55.00 Elsevrhere
C
TA
OLO
LR
. DER

refundable coupon with catalog

1.800-5254630

FAX: 1-913-825-0156

INFORMATION: 1-913-825-8609

Dealer Inquiries Welc ome

SHIPPING

Continental U.S. $3.00 for the 1st
item: 5.40 for each additional item.
Call us for shipping costs outside
the Continental U.S.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS •P.O. BOX 2043 •SALINA, KS 67402-2043 •USA

VISA

Met
NOW

We Like One Kind of Music: The Best

I

only superior quality satisfies

you, send for our catalog of mo

than 1400 high-end CDs and LPs.
With more than 20 years serving

OUT
WEST!
TONE POEMS Of TH E AMER/
CAN W EST
COPLA ND
»Wen Rd!). MrKid Suite
GROFF

_

audiophiles, we promise all the

OUT WEST
GROFÉ: Grand
Canyon Suite
COPLAND: Billy the
Kid Suite •Four
Dance Episodes
from Rodeo
DE 3104

quality your system can reveal.
We stock every title available fron
20 labels, whose standards define
recording excellence today.
Whether Classical, Jazz, Big Band
•Sz Swing, Popular ek Vocal, or Roc
each performance is first class, an.

Sonic blockbusters! Three great tone
poems of the American West

the recordings do them justice.
For our catalog, send $2- refundec

ENGINEER'S
CHOICE
Top recording
engineer JOHN
EARGLE picks his
favorite demo
tracks
DE 3506

with the first purchase; $24.00
in discount coupons with catalog.

Selected orchestral, choral, vocal, piano,
organ and chamber music—
with illuminating notes which take the
listener behind the scenes

ORPHEUS
AND

NINE

Just what the Muses had in mind.

The Sound of Cellos
DE 3042
THE YALE CELLOS PLAY FAVORITES
ALBINONI, PACHELBEL, HANDEL,
RACHMANINOFF, VIVALDI, VERACINI,
POPPER, JOPLIN •"rich. seductive...
beautiful." American Record Guide

ORPHEUS AND NINE
4947 Junipero Serra Blvd.
Colma, CA 94014
Please send me your current catalog of more
than 1400 high-end CDs and premium vinyl
discs. Ienclose $2 to be applied against
my first purchase, now or later. Also send
$24.00 in discount coupons with my catalog.

ORDER BY MAIL

NAME

COMPACT DISCS S14.99 each
(plus S1.00 postage & handling)
Send for free'DELOS Catalog

ROCKETS

cn-r/STATE

/ZIP

L Satisfaction gawranterd without excepHon.

ORPHEUS Iat Serra Stereo
AND

NINE

• 4947 limper() Serra Kau levard

• Colma, CA 94014 • 415-992-2282

at Hermary's •386 El Camino Real (at Holly St.) •San Carlos, CA 94070 •415-593-1111

British company with avalve—oops, tube—

bass-midranges and 10 JVC leaf tweeters. Actu-

preamp and monoblock power amps. The lat-

ally, one could say that Tawnshend is no longer

ter were the more interesting: 150W directcoupled (no output transformers or coupling
capacitors). The output stage consists of 10 low

couple of years ago was that they were look-

output-impedance pentodes wired as triodes
in aseries-parallel push-pull configuration.
The Perna Show also provided me with my

a"mainland" British company. The rumor a
ing to relocate to Texas. That didn't happen, but
they did move to the Mediterranean island of
Malta.
Ican't honestly say that Iwas favorably im-

first live glimpse of the Oxford Acoustics

pressed by the Sir Galahad's sound, but it may

turntables—the Crystal Reference Il and the
Crystelle Il ($5000 and $3000, respectively);

have been undone by the room. That seemed
to be the story in many of the exhibits. With the

they should sell on looks alone. It was also an

exception of anumber of larger suites occupied

opportunity to see the barely heard-of (in the

by, generally, larger companies (which weren't

US) Forsell air-bearing tonearm from Norway

having agenerally spectacular sonic time of it

and its new, matching air-bearing turntable.

either), most of the rooms were even smaller

These may make it to the US, according to com-

than the typical CES shoebox. And little attempt

pany representatives. Time will tell. Pink Tri-

was made at sonic treatment of any kind. Products of the Sonexrlbbe Trap/RPG/etc. ilk have
not made appreciable inroads into UK audiophile consciousness.
Despite that, there were good sounds to be
heard and alot of interesting things to be seen.
Beyond those already mentioned, Perna seemed
to be an oasis for tube fanciers of every sort.
Perhaps the most stunning tube electronics
came from Michaelson Audio. Their preamp
and power amp—the latter of the monoblock
variety, rated at 110Wpc and claimed to be capable of 30 amps current delivery—are unique
in appearance; Art Deco is the closest Ican
come to awritten description. The good news
(for us) is that they will be built right here in the
US of A (New Jersey, to be precise). Ergo, no
transatlantic price penalty.

Michaelson Chronos power amplifier
Townshend Sir Galahad
angle, aformer entry in the American market-

At the opposite end of the appearance scale
were products from Eminent Audio. Their

place, showed their Anniversary X turntable

Croft preamps and power amps are decidedly

and lower-priced LPT (Little Pink Thing). And

more hair-shirt in appearance than the Michael-

Townshend Audio showed off their Rock

sons, but no less interesting. Iwas particularly

Reference turntable (which spun into the US

struck by their mega preamp (my name for it,

acouple of Chicago CESes ago, and promptly

not theirs). Its outboard power supply looked

spun out again) and line of loudspeakers. The
large Sir Galahad looked nothing at all like a

like apower amp, with 22 tubes (and an additional 8in the preamp itself)! Iwas also floored

British loudspeaker, with its six metal-coned

by aCroft head-amp having 10 tubes per chan-
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ne!. Some Croft products are available in the

drive the power amp directly) is also available,

US; one of their smaller preamps is on-hand at
Stereopbile for review as this is being written.

as is a"Passive Controller" with multiple highlevel inputs. Unlike most Pacific Rim-based
audio companies which keep most of their

Aside from the importers, Croft was the only
exhibitor Inoted that used American loudspeakers for their demo—a pair of two-way

highest-end products out of the US, the new

Avalon Eclipses.
Other interesting tube products at the show

If their Penta exhibit was any indication,
Musical Fidelity must be one of the UK's

included the already-mentioned line from

most ambitious manufacturers With 5integrated
amplifiers, 4preamplifiers, 7power amplifiers,

Sound Design Studios, the Mentmore preamps
and power amps, the N1k.11 version of British
Built Audio Products' integrated amplifier
(one of the rooms using Sonus Faber loud-

Rotel separates will find their way here shortly.

5loudspeakers, their Digilog D/A converter, and
atuner, they seem determined to cover all the
price points. Their new MC-5 and MC-6 loud-

speakers for their demo), and the Beard M1000
120W monoblock power amps and DAP-1 D/A

speakers were particularly intriguing. The MC5($1600/pair) echoed the front- and top-firing

converter with tube output stage—the latter
two products seen here at the 1990 Summer

drivers of the Linn Isobarik, though in amuch
smaller package, and like the Linn loudspeaker

CES. And while we're on the subject of D/A outboard converters, Deltec Precision Audio

is designed to be mounted flush against the
wall. The larger MC-6 (S3400/pair) incorporates

also showed their complete line of such devices,
built around Philips's Bitstream converters,
including their new Little Bit—a $600 device.

and atweeter on the front, two woofers and a

front- and rear-firing drive-units (four woofers

It incorporates Philips's latest 7350 Bitstream

tweeter on the rear) in ahandsome, floormounted enclosure. Both appeared to be very

chip, as does their more upscale PDM One

promising designs. Musical Fidelity has been

Rotel

Michi" separates

including their preamps and power amps, and

in and out of the US market several times over
the past few years (under the name British

may possibly become available in the US at a

Fidelity, to avoid confusion with the unrelated

Series 2. The Deltec line is strikingly styled,

future date.

Musical Fidelity company here). Currently they

Rotel appears to be moving upmarket, at
least in acautious way. Their moderately priced

are not distributed on this side of the Atlantic,
but they do have amost interesting line.

line of separates remains available, but the new
"Michi" series is adefinite upscale jump. Details

KEF demonstrated two new loudspeakers,
both of which addressed the same problem as

were sketchy, but the power amplifier is dual-

the above MC-5: the needs of customers who

mono, 200Wpc (8 ohms), doubling to 400W

cannot or will not move their loudspeakers out
from the rear wall. The Reference Series Models

into 4ohms. A "Phono Equalizer" (which has
fixed and variable outputs and may be used to
74

101/2 and 102/2, both having KEF's Uni -Q
Stereophile, February 1991

unique woofer whose chassis is an integral part
of the front panel. It's not anew idea—KLH did
it in the late '50s with, Ibelieve, their original
Model 6, but later dropped the idea. It may
make more sense in aloudspeaker the size of
the ES-14. At afar loftier price point, Monitor
Audio introduced the Studio 15 and Studio 20,
larger bass-reflex systems using the metal-cone
technology developed for the Studio 10. And
Rogers introduced the P-24 (seen in prototype
form in Chicago), athree-way (including an
internally mounted woofer crossing over at
KEF 101/2 (front) and 102/2 (rear)

100Hz), floor-standing design.
Finally, the inevitable odd entries: OMC

driver, which mounts the tweeter at the apex

Electronics has acomplete line, from preamp
to loudspeakers, encased in quite attractive

of the woofer where the dustcap normally

ceramic enclosures that look nothing at all like

goes, are designed for operation against awall

what they are. Form concealing function.

or on ashelf. Neither requires KEF's outboard

When Ientered their room Ithought Ihad
passed through the Taillight Zone into ahouse-

equalizer box, the Kube, but both may use it
if desired for away-from-the-wall mounting.
The smaller 101/2 (which bears no resemblance to the earlier Reference 101) incorporates asingle Uni-Q drive-unit. The 102/2
adds a 160mm internal bass unit in its larger

wares show. And Posselt, aDanish manufacturer, showed their tall, thin Albatross loudspeaker. Why anyone would name aproduct
after aclassic symbol of bad luck is beyond me.
Perhaps reverse psychology.

cabinet. Both have similar low-end extensions,

Of course, it wouldn't be an audio show if

but the 102/2 is 3dB more sensitive. Iwas more

you couldn't play hooky on at least one day.
Four days were more than enough to cover the

impressed by the sound of the 101/2, which
appeared to have the more distinctly neutral
midrange.

event at least twice, so on Saturday (the third

Dail of Denmark made abig splash with the

day of the show but the first full public day—

UK introduction of their Skyline ($2400)

the first day and ahalf were trade days) Itook
the opportunity to visit Stereopbile contributor

hybrid dynamic/ribbon system—the ribbon

Martin Colloms at his North London home. But

covering the range above 2kHz. The smaller

Saturday was also the 50th-anniversary com-

DaCapo and Dali's more conventional dynamic

memoration of the Battle of Britain, so astopoff first to view the 160+ aircraft flyover of

(and gorgeously finished) line were also displayed, but not demonstrated. The Skyline was
impressive in appearance but rather thin and

Buckingham Palace was in order. Most of the
aircraft were modern jets, but several still-

bright sounding. The oddly shaped prefab

airworthy vintage WWII classics—Hurricanes,

room (one of aseries of such rooms filling a

Spitfires, and aLancaster bomber—led off (and

ground-floor ballroom at the Penta) clearly

finished up) the event. The entire flyover took
less than 10 minutes, so you can imagine the

didn't help. The real show-stopper in the Dali
suite, however, was their Gravity power amplifier. Rated at afull class-A output into its rated
power of 120/240/480W (8/4/2 ohms respectively), this 33"-deep monster weighs in at 220
lbs! And you thought the KreIls were big. It was
sitting on the only support capable of tolerating
its weight (short of the floor)—a stack of railroad ties.

size of the formations. Impressive!
Martin Colloms has, in addition to his lab,
two listening rooms, one the main living room
and the other aslightly smaller room upstairs.
Impressive sound in both, but the most interesting setup featured his specially modified
Celestion SL-700s. He is convinced, apparently, of the efficacy of silver wire and has totally

One of the more intriguing new entries at the

wired these loudspeakers with it internally

show was the new ES-11 loudspeaker from

—including the drivers, which have custom-

Epos. Smaller and less expensive than their ES-

wound, silver-wire voice coils! Certainly aone-

14 (still in the line), the ES-11 incorporates a

of-a-kind system, with the loudspeaker cross-
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So you've been thinking about purchasing adigital processor
but are still unsure about what the standard will be? Could it be
aunit that uses replaceable ROM chips, or one that uses a
conventional ladder-type sixteen to twenty bit DAC? WE THINK NOT!
Within the next three to five years, most of the major recording
studios throughout the world will be using anew generation of
bitstream A/D encoders—a technology we have helped to
pioneer. This simply means that if you purchase an Altis bitstream
D/A processor through us today, it will remain an integral part of
your audio system for years and years to come.
If you want to purchase aproduct that incorporates the very
latest technology while conforming to the industry standard—
one that will allow you to enjoy the music without worrying about
the mechanics—then audition an Altis Audio product today.
Altis Audio products are available exclusively at the dealers listed below.

Digital Audio,
done the only way.
ALTIS AUDIO LTD. 43 CROSS ST. NEW CANAAN, CT 06840 203-972-6027

United States Dealers
Optimal Enchantment

Audio By Caruso

Audio Images

J. S. Audio

Hi End Audio

Audio Gallery

Digital Ear

Santa Monica, CA
213-393-4434

Miami, FL
305-253-4433

New Canaan, CT
203-972-1361

Burtonsville, MD
301-890-3232

Hopkins, MN
612-933-4064

Clovis, CA
209-298-8888

Tustin, CA
714-544-7903

Audio Enjoyment
Smithtown, NY
516-360-8815

Audio Classics
Oklahoma City, OK
405-842-3033

Krystal Clear Audio
Dallas, TX
214-821-2753

Sounds Alive
San Francisco, CA
415-550-1699

J.P. Audio
Hato Rey, PR
809-793-7432

Ambrosia Audio
Los Angeles, CA
213-472-7980

International Dealers
Winston Camera R. Radio
Hong Kong

Vanggar Audio
Semarang, Indonesia

Audiophile Systems
Singapore

More Music
London

HRC Audio
Melbourne, Australia

overs moved outside the enclosures and the

well, and they have apositive temperature

whole driven by amplifiers of Martin's own
design and construction.

coefficient: as they get hotter their conduc-

If it hadn't been fully clear on the trade days,
by the last public day it was apparent to me that

more current, which makes them hotter, which
causes them to conduct more current, until

the Perna Show is avery popular event and perhaps now the key one in the British audio
calendar. The manufacturers in attendance
must have been salivating at the prospect of
those throngs of audiophiles actually planning
visits to their dealers' showrooms for some
serious shopping. Ihave no inside information
on the current health of the British hi-fi marketplace, but it could be avery good year if
only asmall fraction of the attendees actually
make that visit.

tivity increases, which causes them to conduct

they fail. To prevent that, bipolar amplifiers
usually contain protection circuits that may
impair the amplifier's performance with complex loads.
Now designers have acost-effective third
option: the insulated-gate bipolar transistor
(IGBT). According to Nelson Pass and Michael
Bladelius at Threshold, the IGBT combines the
detail and speed of MOSFETs with the highcurrent punch of bipolars. In effect they are
FElb with guts. Apatented dynamic biasing circuit makes the IGBT's behavior sufficiently linear that the amplifier can operate without over-

* * * * * *
* ** ** ** ** **
* ** ** ** ** **
* ** ** ** ** **
* ** ** ** ** **

all negative feedback. IGBTs are making their
first appearance in anew series of Forté power
amplifiers at prices in the $130041800 range.
Not surprisingly, the manufacturer says that
these amplifiers produce tube-like sound and
can drive some of the most difficult speakers.
I'm looking forward to hearing the amps and
our reviewers' reactions to them.

US: Peter W. Mitchell
Everyone knows that amplifier designers are
divided into two factions: those who favor
vacuum tubes and those who prefer transistors.
Less well known is that among the transistor
camp there are two equally pronounced divisions: those who use FEU (field-effect transistors) and those who prefer bipolars. MOSFET
output transistors are inherently more tube-like
in nature, with high input impedance and high
speed when used to amplify avoltage signal.

UK: Ken Kessler

They also can be produced with aself-limiting
thermal characteristic, meaning that they don't

system needs speakers, because building speakers

It's agood thing for Great Britain that every hi-fi

need elaborate protection circuits. But their

is what we do best. To keep the Japanese and

non-ideal current gain and internal resistance

everyone else at bay, another batch of new

cause difficulties when trying to deliver alot

models has been announced to see us into

of current to alow impedance. To compensate

early '91.

for this, manufacturers of FET amplifiers often
wire alarge number of devices in parallel to

prices spanning £400/pair on up to aheady two

B&W has five models in two ranges, with

improve their output current capacity.
Bipolar transistors, on the other hand, have
anaturally low output impedance and can eas-

grand. Starting with the less costly range, we

ily be made to conduct high current; just what
you need for driving difficult speaker imped-

(£500/pair), and the DM 640 (£600/pair). All
employ the I" metal-dome tweeter found in

ances. But they are not ideally linear, usually
requiring lots of negative feedback to perform

the legendary Matrix 801 studio monitor.
[When this article was written, £1= $2.—Ed.1
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see three models added to the DM 600 Series,
including the DM 620 (£400/pair), the DM 630
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The DM 620 uses an 8" bass unit plus apas-

though, grille cloths compromise the sound

sive 8" bass radiator, while the DM 630 uses

because they act as afilter of sorts. What Tan-

two "active" 8" woofers. It also features B&W's
Acoustitune bass port for greater extension.
The DM 640 ups the ante with an extra driver,

agrille-fixing system which eliminates some
of the hardware used to keep conventional

a6.25" Kevlar midrange speaker. All of the 600

frame-type grilles in place. With lateral thinking

Series speakers are floor-standing models.

worthy of aMensa member, the designers real-

noy has produced for the Series 90 models is

Two new speakers have been added to the

ized that the "dispersive" magnetic field from

"flagship" Matrix Series; these are the ones

the tweeter's magnet would make adandy

which sell for big bucks. The Matrix 804

"grip" for the grille. It locates with agroove on

(£1295/pair) and the Matrix 803 (£1995/pair)

the front faceplate. Neat? Ithought you'd say that.

employ Kevlar midbass drivers, the 801's metal-

Ruark Acoustics, known for immaculately

dome tweeter, and substantial cabinets to pre-

finished, bombproof enclosures, has an all-new

vent resonance and vibration from buggering

model dubbed the Crusader. This floor-

the sound. This may cause your bank manager

standing model features an angled front baffle

to wonder about your sanity, so take note that

to bring the drivers to the ideal height for seated

B&W will be launching asmaller Matrix model,

listeners; as the cabinet is graduated from top

the 805, which will require less of your room

to bottom, it is also said to minimize resonant

space as well as less of yourgelt. The 805 could

modes. Additionally, the enclosure walls are

prove the most interesting—the sales poten-

made from panels which vary in thickness

tial of speakers increases logarithmically with
every cubic inch and pound note saved.
The venerable firm of Tannoy (the only hi-fi

from 18mm to 34mm, while internal "shelves"
create separate enclosures for each driver to

brand name which has become ageneric term

each other. Extra rigidity comes from internal

and which can be found in the Oxford English
Dictionary) has, in the Ell, something for those

crossbracing.
Athree-way design, the Crusader employs

prevent rear soundwaves from interacting with

with even fewer readies. RH reviewed the Ell

a165mm reflex-loaded woofer, a75mm soft-

favorably for Stereopbile last September so you

dome midrange driver, and a metal-dome

will be familiar with this bookshelf/floor-

tweeter operating above 4kHz. The crossover

standing design; what's newsworthy is that the

uses air-cored inductors and polycarbonate

boffins in Strathclyde, Scotland have been

capacitors in all direct signal paths, with

allowed to tweak it to their hearts' content. The

ceramic resistors used only for matching driveunit sensitivity. Three sets of Michell connec-

result is alimited-edition model, the Ell LE,
which will be available for only 1000 lucky
punters.
The detail changes include "inverted drive-

tors are fitted at the rear to allow for all possible
wiring configurations. The new Ruark model
sells for £1299/pair.

units" (with the bass unit at the top and the

One of the most exciting new speakers to

tweeter down below), amore rigid cabinet, fine
tuning of the bass port, aspecially designed

appear with this season's crop is the second
model from a company which looked too

magnet so you can place the Ell near your TV

much like remaining aone-model brand. The

without doing it any harm, gold-plated speaker

Epos ES11, unveiled to the public at the 1990
Hi-Fi Show at London's Heathrow Perna Hotel,

terminals, bi-wiring facility, asuperior cross-

to shell out for exclusivity. Will it be available

marries a165mm polypropylene-cone woofer
to an aluminum-dome tweeter in a small
enclosure measuring 375mm (14.8") H by

for export? Contact your Tannoy distributor

200mm (8") W by 250mm (10") D, and with a

over network, and—hard to believe, Iknow—a
price tag of only £149/pair. And that's not alot

at (303) 293-9737.

minimum of crossover componentry. The nov-

Tannoy also informs us that the whiz kids in

elty separating this from the dozens of other

the lab have been experimenting with speaker
grilles. For half of you, grilles mean not having

two-way systems proliferating in the UK is the
unusual cabinet construction, which features

to look at ugly drivers (and they are ugly, no

injection-molded front and rear baffles.

matter what cosmetic magic has been applied).

These have been conceived to provide high

For the rest, grilles mean keeping dust and pry-

rigidity, while the polymer used in the con-

ing fingers away from the drivers. For all of us,

struction has excellent self-damping proper-
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ties. The shell itself is made from 25mm-thick
MDF, finished in real wood veneer. As with the

make ahandling kit for BMW? Would Leica

Celestion 3and 5, launched last year, the new
Epos speaker uses awoofer chassis molded as

asuper-blade for Wilkinson? This does little to
instill confidence in Pink's market awareness,

make lenses for Nikon? Would Gillette design

an integral part of the front baffle, thus elim-

though it might make 'em afew short-term

inating entirely one source of potential reso-

pounds'n'pence.
Then there's Linn. Considering that Linn
sells afew zillion more turntables than Pink Tri-

nance. Other benefits of aone-piece woofer
chassis/baffle assembly include improved transient precision and areduction of smearing in
the midband. Bi-wiring facility is provided, and
the ES11 should work perfectly with mediumpowered amplifiers of the Arcam/Creek/NAD/
Rotel variety.
Perhaps the best news for would-be Epos
owners is the price: f300/pair in the UK, which
should prove affordable even after it's translated for foreign consumption.
Other news on the UK speaker front includes
the announcement that Monitor Audio has purchased afully operational drive-unit manufac-

angle, it seems like an elephant perturbed by
amouse. On the other hand, Linn may—quite
justifiably—be concerned about the welfare
of its products, about warranty violations,
goodwill, etc. Still, it's nice to see some turntable-related controversy this late in the day.
Which begs an observation from my more
cynical self: ‘Vouldn't it be great to find that this
whole thing was cooked up as apublicity scam
by the two makers to call attention to their
wares?
No, Ididn't think so either.

turing plant to ensure asteady flow of the metaldome tweeters the company popularized.
Everybody Loves aFracas Dept.: It appear.

** ** ** ** ** *

that Linn, manufacturer of the immortal LP12

** ** ** ** ** *

turntable, isn't too happy with the favorably

** ** ** ** ** *

response to amodification kit manufactured
by arch-rival Pink Triangle. Apparently, the

** ** ** ** ** *
* * * * * *

411•1•11111

heavy letters are flying, with hi-fi magazine editors the main recipients. Pink Triangle has produced amodification kit for the venerable Scottish deck, consisting of anew power supply
and anew top plate (with adifferent motor
location). Worse than the mere effrontery of

US: Peter W. Mitchell

this action is that this modification costs the

According to areport in Audio Week, Philip

same as Linn's own Lingo power supply.

Greenspun's Isosonics company has lost its

Now this is not the first time another manufacturer has produced amodification for the LPI2
(although—I think—it's the first time that a

financing and will be unable to manufacture
the PCM 44.1, the $1500 processor that was

modification has come from another turnta-

devised to copy the digital code from CDs onto
VHS tape. This system was known in some

ble manufacturer), and Linn has never worried

quarters as the V-DAT, an informal contraction

or kicked up much of afuss about such things

of "VHS-based digital audio tape recorder" that
always reminded me of "V-GER," the robot

as the Naim power supply or the Torlyte armboard and subchassis or whatever else has
appeared for the tweakers. But this time the
modification has been heralded with arave

antagonist in the first Star eek movie Isosonics
has promised to refund deposits to people who
had placed orders for the processor. It is likely

review by no less than one of Linn's most

that Isosonics' investors withdrew their sup-

ardent supporters. And if the Pink 'Mangle mod

port when R-DAT recorders became widely

is enough to convert one of the most feverish

available for less than $800. When !discussed

of Linn's acolytes, then instant credibility is

the PCM 44.1 in the March 1990 "Update," I

guaranteed.

predicted that it would be undercut by $800

The first question this begs, though, is why
did Pink Triangle even bother with a mod

DAT recorders, but Ididn't expect it to happen
so soon.

which is alleged to improve the performance
of its main bête noir? Imean, would Mercedes
Stereophile, February 1991

Ilipe Wars: At the end of last month's discus79

The Easiest, Fastest,
Best Way To Upgrade.
"

tio

I- I
•
1
- 11 - I

New VPI Mod Kit
Upgrades VPI HW-19 to 99'

ei

el the TNT!
Complete Mod Kit

POLARITY TESTER

TICE TPT CLOCK

Upgrade Your VPI Turntable

I
E. •
Li.

599 00

Electronically sense positive
polarity of powercords
&equipment.

VPI VTA Stabilizer
Arm base adds easy VTA height
adjustment to AO. Linn MMT.
FT3 & Rea arms
189.95

Energizes audio system for better clarity,
349.95

RETIPPING
MC Cartridges

VPI Record Cleaning
Machines

RECORD DOCTOR

Vacuum-powered
record-cleaning

VPI
VPI
VPI
VPI
VPI

machine

Only

COMM RECOMIUME.

Fldelity Sleeves
(1001 39 95

•J t.v Gritty Sleeves
(1001 29 95

DB Protrac

Cartridge Alignment Gauge

SoperSlze

16 oz
16 oz
32 oz
Igal
2gal

Retie> Record Clamp

134 95

RECORD MATS

Oemagnelize
your MC
carlralqe
for best
sound'
Only...169.95

AR ES-1 TURNTABLE

Audioquest MC Phono
Cartridge Demagnetizer
14 95
12 95
1
,
695 \,

oudioque.st

Nary Golly
Pumber

A

IASI Record Cleaner
19 95
19 95
14 95
12 95
21 95

169 5
195 00
350 00
499 95
550 00
945 00
450 00
75 00
8500
299 95
385 00
719 95

Sumiko Fluxbuster FB -1

34 95
129 95
84 95

AO Sorbothane
Seta Mat
Sunnko Acrylic

•

Only
$79.95

Nifty Gritty "First" Record Cleaner
6oz
14 95
16 oz
74 05

till

trade in ,

•
Repee”ents wrfll used fraelhon

SOTA CLAMP

RECORD CLEANING
SOLUTIONS
Torumat Tm -710-1
SuperCleaner

trade up
when you

Audiolluest AG, FIn0r
AO MC-5 14my .
AO 40411 4mv or 5inv
AO Onyx 14mv or 5mv
AO B-200 14mv or 5my .
AO 7000 3my
Monster AG-1000 MICH
Sumiko Blue Porn?
Blue Pt w,Grado trade-in
Sumilto Tallsman Bvdh
Someto Talisman IIB vdh .
Sunk, VIrtuoso DTI

.6...donee VHP Sleeves
11001 29 95
1
.100de

YES' You can

•399 95
'449 95
Call
Call
19 95

11W-16 5
HW-16 5220v
MW-17
MW-17F fan model
HW-16/17 suction tubes

RECORD SLEEVES
°RONAL
MASER
SLEEVES

Elf ix
Only $29.95

tighter bass, and increased sound stage.

J.

Not astore.
More.

A
I 1-800-942-0220

AUDI()
ADVISOR

225 Oakes SW

AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

ES-1 turntable Only
419 95
ES-1 turntable 220v
469 95
ES-1 turntable WA° PT-5 arm
699 95
ES-1 turntable wiliAMT arm ..
'699 95
ES-1 turntable w/R0-300 arm
735 00
metal armboards tor PT5. MMT Linn
RB-300
.
34 95

VPI HW-19JR Turntable

Grand Rapids MI
49503

MW-19JR in walnut or oak. 120V or 220V
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High End Audio... By Mail Order.
In the old days high end audio was hard to find—and harder still to audition. Then
along came Audio Advisor with courteous, knowledgeable sales and support,
reasonable pricing, prompt shipping and aliberal 30-day money-back guarantee.
Finding high end audio became easy—just atoll-free call away.
Call us at 1-800-942-0220 to learn more. In Canada call 1-800-669-4434.
Magnavox CD Players

ENERGY ABSORBING FEET

CD STOPLIGHT

Navcom Silencers
Quiet vibrations Set 014

Stop laser light leakage!

59 95

Green paint pen for
CD treatment
14 95

NEW Magnaroxesl
CDB614 1-bit player w'remote
C08624 1-bit deal out remote
CDB552 fi.disc changer remote

NEW! Audionuest Laserguide

••179 95
229 95
•239 95

1
-arde

2

39 95

PlIC

20"

'169 95

TT3sa

3

32"

245 00

TT4sa

4

25

279 95

TT5sa

5

32'

319 95

TT5Tsa 5

40'

359 95

CD Feet (41

AER3
3shlvs

2r Ht

AER4
shlyszent

ARCIC1 Stands
BAYMOIM
15163
OWESL
8819802M

U

TIP TOES

Lead
Balloon

lb

'349.95

0."ell

---

Isolation Shelf .

log

•
449.95
49D95

••
59 95

Standard Shell .

25 00

Record Rack Shell

'•49 95

CD Brackets (pair)

750

CABLES, CABLES, &MORE CABLES!
Audio Interconnect Cables

'299.00
Tip Toes (Originalt
Short /SI
650
Tall (1 Sl
995
Tall US/screw
14 95

Sound Anchors Stands •
MW 80214 34995 80114 39995
Alagge 2C 15 3A
29995
14499 , 33
325 03
Semen 7C 50
219 As

Superstructure Frame36"H b22"W O14"D
149 95

America's Largest Seller of Premium Cables

Table Stand

38995
•
ir5 00
-t7500
•799 95

14 95

ARCICI Superstructure Rack

AER5
5shlvs 33" Ht

Specialty
Stands

24 95

New-style racks with attractive.
easy-access fronts

Now in easy to assemble flat pacr,
TT2sa

(
41

New! Target AER Racks

EQUIPMENT RACKS
Ht

The CD polish that transforms CD sound ,
Treats 100 CDs

AO Sorbalhane Feet

—

TARGET RACKS
Stilvs

NEW!

ToneCones tNew)
Short
395

Call for prices on Audi
'.1,1ster. Tara Labs
and Van den Hut
Custom lengths and with custom terminations including right-angle RCAs and
SOR "balanced' available Call lor prices
Soecial Bargain Audio Interconnect Cables. Pairs:
Audioquest Turquoise
Tara Labs Paragon
Cardas Audio Golden Ratio

1OM
311

29 95
4995
59 95

2OM
511
511

34 95
66.00
79 95

3.0M
1011
1011

39 95
106 00
129 95

Premium Digital Coaxial Cables

AUDIOPHILE HEADPHONES
SFAX SR-80MX

STAX
SR-34 Pro
SRE-15N 15m ext cable
SRE-16 15meter Pro cable
SRE-17 15m Sig cable
Rplcmnt ear pads 34 d84
AKG—NEW ,K-1000 dynamic
Joe Grado HP1 Headphones

Special Introductory Offer:

Tara Labs Paragon Oigilal Coaxial Cable
1OM
39 95 15M 47 50 3OM 69 95
Audioquest "r Digital Coaxial Cable
1OM .... 65 00 15M .. 75.00 3OM 99 95
179 95
39 95
95 00
189 95
t9.95
Can
595 00

Beyer Dynamic

Save $150 on STAX Headphones
New STAX SR80M1( Headphone with

BDT 990 Pro
600999

229 95
189 95

headphone amp. list $450. now only
5299 95. Limit 100 sets

B01680
Replacem nt ear cushions

149 95
22 95

r=g T;1>im

Premium Digital Optical Cables
AudioqueslOphlink -X" Fiber Optic Olgital Cable
1OM
75 00 15M 89 95 2OM 99 95 3M
Auclinquest Oplilink "2" Fiber Optic Digital Cable
1OM 135 00 15M 159 95 2OM 179 95 3M

:11.
125 00

6M

19995

225 00

6M

369 95

111.1.1."m

Speaker Cables
Call for prices on Auchoquest. Cardas.
Monster. 8 Tara Labs
Custom lengths & terminations including
Spades pins Maggie pins bananas and
more available Call tor prices
Audioquest "F" Series Bulk Rolls, Terminate Yourself 8 Save'
AO F-I4
20ft
14 95 30ft
22 50 50tt 34 95 10011 65 00
60 F-18
20/7
24 95 30ft
37 95 soft 64 95 10011 129 95

2'x2'x2"
SHEETS

4colors
Box of (4)
$49.95
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Tara Labs Phase II—Class A—Speaker Cable Sale. Pairs vespd term
711
79 95 lOtt
99 95 12ft 119 95 15ft 139 95 2511 209 95

Cable Accessories &Contact Cleaners
Edison Price Music Posts (2pr) 39 95
WBT RCAs S Connectors
In Stock

Cramoline Cleaner/Protector
14 95
Sunk° Tweek
115021 14 95
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AUDIOPHILE LPs and COMPACT DISCS

a
SOI

Rare Finds, Samplers and Test COs:
Propnus Jazz at Pawnshop
Single CO 16 95 Double LP
Chesky J037 Jazz Sampler/Test CD (cd)
Inman Sampler Disc Ill
(cd)
HIFINews Test CD 2WI( i
(cd)
Reference Jazz Sampler
(cd)
Reference Classical Sampler
(cd)
Star The Test" Headphone Test
(cd)
Reference Laser Video Test Efisc
(Id)

39 95
14 98
999
29 95
995
995
59 95
59 95

Chesky Jan CDs—All titles
tub
JD39 David Chesky NY Chonnhos te
JC145 Ana Caram Amazona
(cd)
Reference Recordings—All titles
(cd/Ipl
RR-31 Brock Tropic Attaire
(cddp)
RR-33 Fats Waller Ltd Edition
IC)
RR-35 Noma Plays Ravel
British EMI Rock Pressings
Mobile Ultradisc Gold CDs
Mobile Fidelity Record Sleeves

14
14
14
14
15
29

98
98
98
98
98
95

(Cd(IP) 15 98
Call
IIP) 29 95
(IP) 39 95

15 98
15 98
14 99
16
14
14
39

Tne Audloprism 8500 passive indoor
FM antenna is "unhesitatingly recommended."
says Bill Sommerwerck in StereOphile.
Vol 13. No 9. September 1990
Now m black vinyl Only $49.95 (Shipping 56 951

29 95

Good Sound. by LDearborr
The VTL Tube Book Edition 2
by David Manley
12 95
The Wood Effect by RH Johnson
795
Full Frequency Stereo Sound
History or Decca Records
25 00

RAM Vacuum Tubes

CLEAN UP YOUR POWER!

Last longer sound better than
ongmal tubes Complete sets

Protect
audio/video

Coantemmat
SA1000

gear and

65 00

SA3030

99 95

SA2

improve

169 95

SA3

69 95
169 95

SA5
SA71901

performance.

SAI2

69 95
99 95

100

50200220

135 00

Dsnaso PAS 3
ARC SP3

8995
65 00

SP6
SP8

Trippllte "ISOBAR" Power Line Filters
ISOBAR-4-220 4outlet 220(240v
79 95
IsoBAR-6 6outlet. 3-stage filtenng
89 95
ISOBAR-8 8outlet 4-stage littering
99 95
ISOBAR IBR-12-12 outlets 2-stage filtering
(see bottom Illustration)
149 95

TrIpplile Power Regulators/Condilloners:
LC-1200 4outlet 2stage 1200 watt Output
• 21995

LC-1800 6outlet 3stage Or aurfio and video
1800 wan output
•'299 00
LCR-2400 14 outlets. 2stage. 2400 watt
tack Mount I
see top dlustrafionl
'399 00

9503

SP9
SPIO

tO9 95
23995
99 95

SP11
ARC Power Amps
AttatbIe 11012

Call

Ara

49 95

tempest
Cal SL•1 IMO

Foreign Voltages, Too!

Tripplite LC-2000

-- u
-o
—u
--- :

/outlets 2000 ,atts
selectable 208 220
240 VOlt regulation
399 00

CHARGE IT!

189 95
5995

PV3

8995
49 95

MasterCard /DiscoyerNisa /Amex

Pva

55 OD

1-800942-0220

PV5

139 95

PV13
py,

139 95
149 95

Premem

169 95

8045

139 95

1AV50

039 95

AR/75

89 95

PetAl. lAoscoee
Super.,

109 95

latA 1Aaptes
Mass Per RIM

79 95
49 95

R/A5

69 95

R/A9

249 95

aleCass ,Steam

0,299 95
69 95
8995

RAM PRO110 WOES
1.0e

ce

12007 a

son .
.

1695
9500

2100
asas

u.

RAM POWER AIM

.2017

TUSOS
17 95ea

26r.

16 95ea

5AR4

25 0009

6550 matrowl per
6188 matt ,. PA ,
O 04 maIctAte per
8417 matched P.
5881 61.6 malsoett per
VII

55 00

69 95
500

1,

49 95
77 50

77 50

Man TUSOS

81-90 NEW.

40 CO

6550A WS

30 00

lAoscooe 600

179 95

El-3a WS,

20 03

laoscode 150

117113

61-6658811USSR1

15 00

m ode 300

69 95

807 tUSS0

20 00

Uwe

65

Shipping Charges

FOREIGN SALES WELCOME

AUDIO
ADVISOR
WE SHIP WORLDWIDE

P076096

79 95
17995

Stereo 70
Mara III

89 95

Lemma Awls Labs

Come Jenson

leer .
.;-.;

95
99
95
95

Audiophile Books

Improve Your FM!

ie

Dorian Classical CDs—All titles
..... lcd)
Wilson Audio LPs CDs—All titles . ilp/cd)
Sheffield Labs LPS CDs—All titles (Ip/cd1
Opus 3Test Records) COO
.1 .2 .3
01023.95i (cdi
Delos Jazz CDs—An !dies
(Cdl
Harmonia Mundi Classic
lip) 12.95 (cd)
Max Binaural CDs—All titles
(C0)
Water Lily Acoustic
WL10 &Will Ltd EdMon LPs

FAX 616-451-0709
Service 616-451-3868

Shipping Charges (UPS, insured. 48 States)
Accessories One Item
495
150
tiara Items
12 95
'Turntables-Stands
29 95
Rackslarge stands
895
"Electronics
Ihrsowna Hours Alowin 900-7 00 EST — Sat 10 003 00
P.
ct,e90 Add 3..tor Anto
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sion of the new Philips DCC (digital compact

in amemory bank. and UNCN

cassette) Fwasn't sure whether DCC tapes

block of data to sort the blocks into correct

codes in each

would be compatible with existing analog Cab-

order and eliminate redundancy before for•

set te hardware. The answer is No. The report

warding the data to the digital filter and D/A

in Audio Week has been confirmed: the DCC

converter. Sony ..new 1)1'X- it) cat DAT deck

cassette shell is similar in construction to an

uses aversion of this non tracking system to

8mm videocassette Therefore the DCC will he

ease the work Wits tracking servos. 11 driving

only backwards-compatible with the analog

over (x)tholes in tile pavement causes

cassette—meaning that DCC machines may

tari -loss of tracking. it won't matter since the

momen

play analog cassettes. but existing cassette

heads were overscanning the upe anyway anti

machines won't play DCC tapes (even in the

storing blocks id data in agiant RAM (random

analog domain).
The notion that the IX:C vmuld be asingle-

access menu r chip If this car deck works as
adsertised. the 1)MR can't be tar behind

inventory product. containing both digital and
analog versions ot tile same program. was mes
leading at best While aDCC tape may contain

Royalty Wars: Maim record companies
t)ppttsed the R
rotary-head digital Judi(

analog tracks as well as digital et >de. that's irrele-

tapeilront the I
eegiiinirig. and stores don't want

vant if the analog tracks won't play oil exist ing

e
has ('lui su ads .a third format (besides CD and

cassette hardware, customers will have to buy

cassette I. SO there

new DCC machines in any case. Philips may

DAT cassettes will Ikcome asignificant part of

pu eispect that prerecorded

regard the DCC as an enhancement of the com-

the market Curiously. although

pact cassette, but it really is anew medium that

that the DCC is aDAT systeni too mall station

II is

now clear

will he sold in addition to. not as areplacement

ary instead of revolving heads), record com,

for, the analog cassette. The latter will remain

panics are favorably disposed toward it. Why?

the dominant medium for recorded music

Several possible reasons come to mind

because of the hundreds of millions of cas.sette
players in use around the world.

1) The DCC was developed in Europe and
has the support of an American company

I'm writing this afew weeks before the Win-

(Radio Shack). while the R-DAT is exclusively

ter CES. where Philips will conduct the first

Japanese. Moreover. since Philips produces

public demonstrations of the DCC. The demo

recordings as well as hardware, it is amember

apparently will include comparisons of CDs

of the software fraternity—in contrast to the

DCC copies of the same music, intended to

Asian electronics companies that were por-

show that the DCC's digital coding scheme pro-

trayed by record companies as greedy foreign

vides substantially the same sound quality as

parasites feeding off the "American" creative

the CD while using only about a fourth as

music industry. (That argument became silly

many bits.
Of course the DCC, whatever its merits,

when it WaS noticed that major US record companies had already been sold to foreign owners.

won't have the market to itself. Some compa-

RCA Records is part of BMG. CBS Masterworks

nies still hope to make the DAT apopular suc-

became Sony Classical, etc.)

cess. Harman/Kardon is delivering the first cas-

2) The original design of the R-DAT threat-

sette deck with Dolby-S noise-reduction,

ened the economics of the record business.

which will match at least the dynamic range of

because CDs could be endlessly cloned onto

the CD. if not its consistency. (Other manufac-

tape. while the DCC includes acopy-control

turers are waiting for the complete Dolby-S cir-

system (like the SCMS circuit in new DAT

cuit to be produced in asingle IC.) Finally. Sony

decks) that will limit home copying. Besides,

continues to develop the technology behind

when aCD is copied onto DCC the signal must

its Digital Memo Recorder (DMR). asort of

be re-encoded at the DCC's lower bit rate, so

micro-DAT that uses postage-stamp-size digital

it is no longer atrue clone of the original digital

cassettes. (See the May 1990 "Update" for details.)

master.

The heart of the DMR is a"non-tracking"

3) Record distributors and retailers haven't

playback system that, instead of using aservo

noticed that the DCC will be anew and incom-

to keep the head precisely aligned with the

patible format, so they haven't yet complained

very narrow diagonal track on the tape. simply

about the headaches of having to stock every

overscans the entire tape. stores all of the data

recording in three formats.
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4) Most important, Philips doesn't oppose

speaker. This large and very heavy tri-amplified

royalty taxes on recorders and blank tape, as
DAT manufacturers do. Philips evidently agreed

system, made in England and retailing here for

to go along with royalties as part of the Athens

overs and MOSFET amplifiers totaling 350Wpc.

$10,000/pair, contains built-in electronic cross-

compromise that led to the inclusion of the

My initial session with the ATC disclosed an

SCMS copy-control circuit in consumer DAT

interesting limitation of most other systems, a
limitation so commonplace that we tend to for-

decks.
The campaign to impose royalty taxes, which

get it—or worse, we adapt to it so completely

was defeated in Congress four years ago, is
heating up again. At an October meeting in

The following notes describe my first reactions

Washington the Copyright Coalition and the

to the SCM 100A.

that it becomes part of our normal world-view.

record industry recommended royalty taxes

Timbres are accurately rendered; imaging is

of 7.5% on digital recorders and 1.2¢/minute
on blank digital tape (je, $1.44 on atwo-hour

spacious and precisely focused; and—as befits
astudio monitor—dynamics seem completely

DAT cassette). Since two-hour DAT cassettes are

effortless. With most stereo systems, as you

widely discounted to $12, the latter would rep-

crank up the volume you reach alevel at which

resent awhopping 12% tax on the real selling

peaks start sounding strained and congested,

price. It would be paid by semi-pro recordists

producing asubjective impression of "annoyingly loud" that quickly becomes tiring. If you

using DAT decks to record live music as well
as by audiophiles copying favorite CDs onto
DAT for playback in the car.
Ironically, the music industry proposes to tax

are conditioned to this distortion, its onset may
trigger afeeling of tension that you associate

only new digital media, despite the established

with the pleasurable thrill of the musical climax. But since live music usually lacks such

fact that the greatest volume of home copying

distortion (except when high-level peaks drive

occurs among teenagers who buy atape of pop
or heavy-metal rock music and make several

areal symphony orchestra disappointing by

copies on low-grade analog cassettes for swap-

comparison. (Curiously, since hi-fi buffs often

ping among friends. (Which, of course, is why
dual-well dubbing decks have accounted for

play recordings of classical music at louderthan-life levels, Virgin Records has lately been

the ear itself into nonlinearity), you might find

about athird of all cassette-deck sales in recent

trying to attract them to live concerts of clas-

years, despite the mediocre sound of the dubs.)
If there is going to be aroyalty battle in Con-

sical music by using a high-quality sound-

gress, the forces of freedom have lost an ally.
Rep. Robert Kastenmdeg chairman of the House
committee on copyrights and an opponent of

of the "live" sound.)

royalties, was defeated for reelection last fall
(by aTV anchorman) after a32-year career in
Congress. yack Hannold will be looking at the
spin this puts on the copyright issue in next
month's "Update."—JA.]

*

*

*

*

*

*

reinforcement system to raise the volume level
Out of respect for my neighbors and the
health of my ears, Ihaven't tried to find out
how loud the SCM 100A can play before that
sense of strain and "annoyingly loud" will set
in. As Icrank up the volume control, the music
simply plays at ahigher level; there's no basic
change in its character. When playing discs that
begin soft and then get louder, Ihave found
myself enjoying climaxes that didn't seem to
be really loud yet, then noticing that the spl

*

* * * * * * * * **

*

* * * * * * * * **

indicator on my Ivie analyzer was registering

* * * * * * * * **
* * * * *
*
* * * *

transient peak levels of 120dB or more. There
was no feeling that the speakers were "shout-

*

ing" at me. This ability to reproduce high levels
effortlessly, with no sense of strain, is rare in
domestic hi-fi. Most speakers that can generate such levels (studio monitors and rock PA

US: Peter W. Mitchell
flow loud is loud? In December Imentioned
using the Arc SCM 100A studio monitor loud84

systems 4)add severe coloration to the sound.
4Except for the gargantuan wall [dies-Am the Grateful Dead
used on their 19 - 2world tour (11 We. [here). documented (son
of) on Europe 72.
—RL
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The point is that the subjective impression
of "too loud" is often associated with the onset
of distortion and can occur at widely differing
spis. Of course, most people don't have spi
meters operating when they play music. So the
high-level distortion in hi-fi systems probably
is, on balance, agood thing, if only because it
serves as an unintended governor. If every sys-

surrirsiruulciruIRIE

COMPONENT RACK SYSTEM

•Adjustable
•Expandable
•Stackable
•Affordable

ing very high spis without distortion is much

Be your own audio
housing architect. Everything
is optional. .
shelves, isolation
platforms, record racks, etc.
Wide enough for
19" components.
Buy only what you
need when you
need it!

easier to overcome, and you can find yourself

Priced from $170

tem could play as loud as the ATCs without
strain, many more people would be playing
music at volume levels that would a) harass
neighbors and b) permanently damage their
own hearing.
The latter risk, of course, is also posed by
headphones and high-performance car audio
systems. In both cases, since the drivers are
working into amuch smaller volume than aliving room, the technical difficulty of produc-

listening happily to 120dB peaks without even
knowing it.

Dealer Inquir ies Invited
Made in U.S.A. by

P.O. Box 1502.
Ansonia Station

ARCICI, INC • New York. NY

Tele: (212) 724-6021

ere
444

10023

McCORMACK

d111111b
The First Name in Sonic Excellence
The Last Word in CD Musicality
The Mod Squad proudly announces
aspecial line of distinctive audio
components: McCormack—named for
our designer, Steven McCormack.
We launch this new line with two
extraordinary
compact disc players.
The Prism II and The
Signature.

Both players integrate the purity of
McCormack sound with the elegance
of McCormack styling and the
convenience of upgradability.
McCormack. The first name in sonic
excellence. The last
word in CD musicality.
Visit your local Mod Squad
Dealer today, or contact

542 North Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024 •(619) 436-7666
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THE SANTA
BARBARA SESSIONS

THOMAS J. NORTON DISCUSSES THE GENESIS
OF

Stereophile's SECOND RECORDING

The justfication of art
is the internal

"I

'm going to bed. See you tomorrow"
John Atkinson, Stereophile's editor
and our producer for this, the mag-

azines second recording project, had decided
to call it aday. Our recording engineer, Kavichandran Alexander, had just walked into the
control room asking if we'd noticed that the left

combustion

channel was still louder than the right. It was
the last of many crises of the night, and we still
hadn't done Take One. My day had involved a

it ignites
in the hearts of men

leisurely Sunday-afternoon drive up from my
then home in Los Angeles to report on, and, I
hoped, be of some assistance in, the sessions.
John had had alonger jaunt, flying in from
Santa Fe and arriving that afternoon. Although
the first day hadn't exactly been awaste of time
(at least we knew where our problems were),

—(II ENN GOULI )

it was already past midnight and obvious that
we'd all be more productive the next evening.
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The sessions were scheduled to run three nights,

Kavi had brought along his normal comple-

Sunday through Thesday. Afourth night, Wed-

ment of decidedly non-normal recording equip-

nesday, was available, but no one (least of all

ment: aca 1968 Ampex MR70 tape recorder

JA, who had the responsibility of putting out

(y2", half-track, 15ips—Ampex's last model to

amagazine on time to get back to) wanted to

use vacuum tubes) used without any noise

use it.
Iarrived on that first night about the same

reduction, and Tim de Paravicini's tube micro-

time as JA, Larry Archibald, our soloist—noted

Grand Master 456 recording tape was stock-

phones and prearnp. An ample supply of Ampex

Canadian pianist Robert Silverman—and a9'

piled, and Bill Reed (of Nelson-Reed) was on

Steinway "D" concert grand piano (supplied

hand to fine-tweak the recorder. Military-grade,
non-interruptable power supplies (Behlman

by Santa Barbara Music). We were scheduled
to record three Brahms piano pieces: the Sonata

battery backups) were also included in the

in f(0p.5), Three Intermezzi (0p.117), and the

chain, though fortunately apower failure was

Rhapsody No.2 in g(0p.79). It was decided

not to be one of our problems. Agood thing,

very soon after our arrival to delete the latter—a
decision which enabled us to finish the ses-

since emergency lighting was in short supply—
we had neglected to bring even acandelabra;

sions on time. The LP release would couple the

had we suffered apower failure, the Ampex

Robert Silverman and the Steinway, as viewed by the microphones
Sonata with the first Intermezzo, which would

would have run merrily on with its backup

provide a fascinating comparison between

power, while our pianist attempted to feel his

early and late Brahms; the CD would include

way around the keys in the dark. (The battery

all three Intermezzi. The recording location,

power could, however, prevent the ruining of

selected by Kavi Alexander (who is familiar

atake caused by avery brief power loss.)

with the Santa Barbara area since he lives near-

Several sets of Stax headphones were avail-

by and does much of his Water Lily Acoustics

able for monitoring—Lambda Pros and SRX

recording work there), was the Universalist

Ins. One set of the latter, Kavi's own, was connected to aBascom King-designed direct-drive

Unitarian Church of Santa Barbara, amodestly
sized, mission-style church on aback street

tube amplifier. The remainder were driven by

about amile from downtown. But abusy back

apair of Stax SRM-ls. The Lambda Pros used

street; the sessions were all to be held in the
evening to avoid as much traffic noise as possible

by JA for monitoring were also routed through
aStax ED-1 diffuse-field headphone equalizer
(reviewed by BS in April 1989, Vol.12 No.4), a
device designed to compensate, to adegree, for

IFor more background on Kavi, his recording technique and
philosophy, and Water Lily Acoustics, NM the interview in Stereophile. September 1989, Vol.12 No.9.
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the spatial differences between headphones
and loudspeakers. Ihad also brought along my
Stereophile, February 1991

AS IC REVENCE
NoR,A
Purist miking +
Analog recording +
No noise reduction +
All-tube electronics +
Asimple signal path =

Natural instrumental timbres +
Alack of compression +
Areal soundstage =
Musical truth —
areference-standard
recorded sound.
Tired of commercial recordings that stubbornly refused to deliver accurate sound quality
and soundstaging, Stereophile's editors commissioned Water Lily Acoustics' Kavi Alexander
to capture the sound of flute and piano with accuracy, honesty, and integrity. (See Stereophile, September 1989, Vol.12 No.9, p.66, for the full story.)
The result, they believe, is arecording that is true to both the original sound and the
music— flute sonatas by Prokofiev and Reinecke and Charles Griffes's Poem.

STEREOPHILE POEM LP/CD ORDER FORM
Name
Address
City

State

Item

Zip

Unit
Price
11.98

Quant.

Poem LP (STPH001-1) 3Step Process
Poem CD (STPH 001-2)
Shipping (US &Canada)
Shipping (Foreign orders)

11.98
2.00/item
5.00/item
Total

Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
Credit Card
2: MasterCard
'12, Visa
[1 Am Ex
Card Number
Exp. Date
Signature

due

Credit Card Orders: 1-800-435-0715
Return this form to: Stereophile, LP/CD dept.,
P.O. Box 364, Mt. Morris, IL 61054
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

Total

"I SIMPLY MUST HAVE
THE STEREOPHILE
11410
TEST CD"
41

00,

,.

Nearly 71 minutes of music and test signals for
just $6.95! (plus S/H)
Purist recordings from Stereophile contributors
JGH. JA, RI-1. and PVVM
128x-oversampling digital conversion compared with
the industry ,standard Sony PCM1630
The sounds of 18 professional microphones compared
Absolute Phase test
And guest appearances from J. Gordon Holt. The Audio
Anarchist. and Stereophile's own Ralph the Christmas Dog.

STEREOPHILE TEST CD
ORDER FORM
Name
Address

City

State

Please send me
(x)

$6.95 each

(+)
I

Zip

copy(ies) of the Stereophile Test CD
S2.00 per CD S8, H
Total this order

1 Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
(or) Charge my

L MasterCard

L Visa

Am Ex

Credit Card Number

Exp. Date

Signature
Return this form to: Stereophile
CD Department
P.O. Box 364
Mt. Morris, IL 61054

Credit Card Orders: 1-800-435-0715

Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

aging and trusty. though little used. Nakamichi

had captured the appropriate ambience of the

582 to record working copies of the session,

recording space Because of the high reverber-

(Kavi prefers not to play the masters any nuire

ation of the church the microphones were

than is absolutelt necessary.) Cassette dubs.

closer than you might expect—about 8' troni

recorded in rca tme from the output ot the

the front (tithe instrument The microphone

Ampex. were tlierek ire used to play back the

configuration was the classic crossed figure

takes tor on-scene analysis and for later. postsessit iii review,

determine which takes John

Blumlein-stylc with aslight vertical distance—
about 2-—Introduced bet ween the capsules

Atkinson and editor liugh Davies would use in

which Kavi telt would -open up .•the image a

the Itital assembly

little

While the rest of the crew set up the micro

By 8.00pm the church

was

a beehive 01

phones and piano. Itook the opportunu tto

activity. none 01 ii, untortunately. Inv( dying

check out the environment. Measured by me-ans

act uai met irding Kati was still making mutt

of my calibrated 28" pace. It turned out to be

mike adiustments and the "control

roughly SS' deep by 35' wide. ASIclaim the

itself, asmall service room about 2u Iront the

room

talents of neither Fred Astaire nor Jeff Gold

main auditorium, was calmly chaotic JA was

blum. Ihad ui
estimate the height: it appeared

monitoring the result. of Kati

to be abit greater than the width—say about

efforts Bill Reed was aligning the Ampex. \burs

40'. Asecond-level choir loft in the rear mended

truly

back over the entry increasing the depth some-

up our "PA" system—a single Cambridge

was

s

adjusting the Nakamichi

placement
JA had set

what in that area. And an alcove in the front

SoundWorks Ambiance loudspeaker driven by

(estimated tube about 20' by 20') opened up
was

aCreek amplifier—to communicate with the
soloist. At the loudspeaker end of this chain.

installed in front of this alcove—we had to
remove the first two rows of pews to make

technician. Kirk Taylor. LA decided that arepast

the space somewhat further. The piano

Bob Silt crman

was

working with our piano

room for it. The interior walls, which appeared

was in order (the evening sessions did have one

at acasual glance to be of solid stone or adobe.

major disadvantage—they eliminated the nor

were actually made of the ubiquitous South-

mal dinner hour) and went out to bring back

western stucco; the hollow sound audible on

sandwiches.

rapping these walls indicated aprobable wood ,

By 9:30pm. suitably fortified. we returned

frame construction. The acoustics of the church

to the evening's problems. which, it turned out.

were highly reverberant; Kavi spread the long,

had just begun. Bob Silverman was not entirely

soft pew cushions across the tops of the first

happy with the "feel" of the piano, but more

few rows of pews to help control the echo, but

significantly, engaging the soft pedal resulted

it was clear that the microphone setup would

in

have to be carefully controlled.

posed that we temporarily lock-in the soft

There is no question that the key to anatural

a small

but clearly audible squeak. Bob pro

pedal for that evening's session, record the

sounding recording is in the selection and posi-

quieter portions of the Intermezzrt then attempt

tioning of the microphones—even more so in

to fix the squeak the next day. A not entirely

such areflective environment. The former was

satisfactory prospect. but perhaps our only

agiven; Tim de Paravicini's tube microphones

chance to get anything "in the can" tonight.
But some fellow named Murphy was not to

have proven their worth in the past—JA was so
impressed by their performance during the ses-

be so easily bought off. About this time we

sions for the magazine's first album. Poem, in

became a bit concerned that there was too

1989 that Stereopbfie purchased its own pair.

much hiss coming from the tape. Should we

which we brought along as backups to

Kavi .s.

mike closer and lose abit of the hall ambience.

Placement, on the other hand, is aprocess of

oigo to the quieter Mil -ab microphones (used

trial and error. Kavi was very familiar with the

on one selection for Stereopbile's first record-

recording site, so had agood feel for where to

ing)and lose transparency by abandoning tube

start, but minor adjustments were inevitable.
So while our soloist. Robert Silverman, warmed
up on the unfamiliar pianu and while we awaited
the imminent arrival of the piano tuner. Kavi
tweaked the setup until JA was satisfied that we
Stereophile. February 1991

2The, pan icular model wa.. tkg.igned in my opinion. the was
2 cassette deck should hr—wigh accemble grunt-panel adiusi
menu. hit bias and Dolby level tor each channel. and xparate
controls for standard. high-bias. and metal tape-12 2diUNI
inrnb in all. And all of the potentiometer. an: recessed. NO OrICC
set they can't easily be disturbed. A tweaker's delight.
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mikes? JA was determined to use the latter; so

lar. Aperfect spot to move the Stereophile head-

began aseries of experiments. First, we replaced

quarters to, Itell Larry. He grunts, no doubt
reflecting on the "if you have to ask" real-estate

one of Kavi's mikes with one of Stereophile's
we noticed asubstantial level difference between

prices.
The church Kavi wanted to visit, the adobe-

channels—a good 8dB. What had happened?

styled Our Lady of Mount Carmel, is actually

Both of Stereophile's mikes were now installed
to determine if they differed in gain from Kavi's
slightly older pair The level difference remained.

located in Montecito. Kavi recorded his José
Neto album there (Mountains and the Sea,

It was eventually tracked down to aproblem

we were unable to see much of the inside;
when we arrived it was filled with schoolchildren

pair to determine if ours might be quieter. 3Now

with alevel control in Kavi's preamp. By this
time it was 11:05pm.

Water Lily Acoustics WLA CS 02). Unfortunately,

The imbalance problem solved, we now
noticed alow-level rustling noise in the right
channel. Jiggling the microphone leads eliminated it—though it recurred several times before we finally wrestled it into submission.
After at least another hour of experimenting
with microphone patterns in an attempt to

TJN
ON
ROBERT SILVERMAN

obtain the lowest possible hiss (we eventually
returned to the Blumlein configuration), jiggling wires, and general fiddling, we finally

On lliesday evening, the last night of our
recording effort for the second Stereopbile

arrived at apoint where we appeared to be

production, Robert Silverman treated us,

ready for some real recording. While we never

between takes, to aspontaneous outburst
of Liszt. No doubt inspired by the Reference
Recordings Nojima disc we had heard dur-

eliminated the mike noise to everyone's complete satisfaction, it was not (in my opinion)
anything like aserious problem. At this point
Kavi raised the issue of yet another possible
level mismatch—one problem too many for the
evening. Though it proved to be afalse alarm,
it was obvious that the best course of action

ing avisit to alocal Santa Barbara high-end
salon earlier that day, it was, nevertheless,
another indication—if any was needed by
this point—of his superb talent as amusician and performing artist. Ihave to admit,

would be to start fresh the following evening.
Santa Barbara has anumber of bed-and-

rather sheepishly, that Iwas unfamiliar with

breakfast houses, and two of them hosted the

Santa Barbara.
No excuse for this, really, except perhaps

Stereopbile contingent. One, the restoredVictorian Simpson House, was almost directly
across from the recording site, and most of us

this gentleman's work prior to my visit to

that Silverman is best known in his native
Canada, where he has performed with major

stayed there. Monday turned out to be abeau-

orchestras from coast to coast. But he has

tiful day, sunny and reasonably warm. Kavi
wanted to show us another church that is one
of his favorite recording sites (we couldn't use

also appeared, to outstanding reviews, with

it for this session since it can only be reserved
for aone-day session). So after breakfast Kavi,
Bob Silverman, LA, and Ipiled into LA's rented

the Chicago Symphony, the Boston Pops,
and in New York, Washington, London,
Paris, Budapest, Hong Kong, Rio de Janeiro,
and the Soviet Union. He has made over a
dozen recordings, for Orion, Musica Viva,

car to visit the church and, along the way, see
abit of the local scenery. Santa Barbara and the

and Marquis. His impromptu bit of Liszt

adjoining towns are built on anarrow strip of

album of Liszt's piano music, won the prestigious Grand Prix du Disque from the

land between the ocean and the Santa Ynez

was no accident—one of his recordings, an

mountains, which rise rapidly to the north. The

Liszt Society of Budapest, and resulted in

views from the suburban foothills are spectacu-

an invitation to give an all-Liszt recital be-

3As pointed out by LA in his "Final Word" for March 1990
(Vol.13 No 3), these were not quite identical to the pair used
In Our first recording project; they are now based on the EF86
tube. )(Mi .!, pmtotype mikes and Stereopbile'N pair of production mikes are built around the (,1)38.
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fore that organization.
But his repertoire is hardly limited to
Brahms and Liszt. It ranges from Bach and

Stereophile, February 1991

engaged in lessons of some sort. Istuck my head
in briefly; it appeared to be abeautiful, missionstyle structure (though built in 1936). Awithering glance from the nun policing the aisle, however, reminded me of every Sunday School Sis-

rect designation) with one of the best views in
the area. We didn't try to go inside this time, but
as we stood on the steps, admiring the view and
engaging in conversation, someone came out

ter Mary Margaret I'd ever known. Iknew

and asked if we would keep it down. This was
clearly aplace for meditation, not talk. It was

immediately that I'd been abad boy, and confined the remainder of my curiosity to the ves-

not our day for making positive impressions
at churches and shrines. On the way back, Larry

tibule and grounds—as did the rest of the group.

dropped Bob and me at alocal record store that

On the way back, Kavi had us stop at aHindu

had areasonable selection of vinyl—a rare find

shrine (or temple—I'm not certain of the cor-

these days. Kavi had advised us that the store
had just gotten in asmall shipment of old Decca

Mozart to Gershwin, New Age, and contemporary—including the first performance in
Canada of George Crumb's Makrokosmos.
Although he gave his first recital at the age

records, and my mouth was watering. It turned
out that they were American Decca (as in MCA),
not English Decca (as in London), but it was
worth the browse. Larry, who had driven Kavi
back to the bed and breakfast, rejoined us to

Symphony when he was 14, Robert Silver-

"do" lunch ,at alittle Italian open-air restaurant
nearby that Kavi had recommended. He must

man began his college education as an engi-

not have been there in awhile; they were now

neering major, completing three years of

featuring fajitas and had restrooms marked

study in that field. But the call of music was

"Caballeros" and "Women."

of five, and had his debut with the Montreal

too strong; he completed his BA in the hu-

The remainder of the afternoon passed quickly

manities, spent two years studying in Vienna,

enough, and Iarrived back at the recording site

and completed his formal musical educa-

around 6:30pm. After the frustrations of the

tion at McGill University and the Eastman

night before, things were going remarkably

School of Music. He presently divides his
time between teaching at the University of

smoothly. The piano tuner had arrived earlier
and, apparently, had successfully squelched the

British Columbia and performing. He was

squeak in the soft pedal. The hiss, noises, and

also no stranger to Santa Barbara, having at

imbalances of the previous day had been con-

one time spent ayear on the faculty of the
University of California campus there.

quered. Iknew it was all too good to be true
when Iheard abrief recurrence of that rustling

Martin Silver, the music librarian at UC

noise from the night before in the right chan-

Santa Barbara, had recommended to Kavi

nel. But this time we knew the cause, and a

Alexander that he investigate recording
Robert Silverman. Robert sent John Atkin-

slight jiggle of the mike cables silenced it. After
aminor repositioning of the microphones—

son acassette of him performing the Brahms

requested by JA to add more "hall" to the

F-minor sonata and Chopin Scherzo in B-

sound—and a wait to 7:00pm to minimize

flat minor in New York's Merkin Hall. JA

potential traffic noise, we were ready to begin.
Icould scarcely believe it. The first take of

was impressed, feeling not only that Robert
was a"big" player but also one who could

the first movement of the Sonata went virtu-

sustain amelodic line without the listener

ally without ahitch. JA was so delighted that

being continually aware of the piano being

he broke out in the first of several renditions

apercussive instrument. This ability—to
make the piano do the impossible and

of "Moon River" over the PA system. On later
occasions he was even joined by our soloist.

"sing"—is something JA prizes highly in
amusician. Acouple of phone calls later,

(We have the evidence on tape, but Isuspect it
will he left on the cutting-room floor.)

Robert accepted our invitation to record for
Stereophile. The sessions are now history;

There were, of course, the inevitable retakes.
The first run-through would have made for a

the recording, entitled Intermezzo, is now

superlative performance in any concert hall,

available on LP—see the ad elsewhere in

but perfectionism comes with the recording

this issue—with the CD to follow.
—Thomasj. Norton

territory. One technical glitch occurred which
won't affect the final recording: Ihad become
.1
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'Sc were. after all, still in Southern California.
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Prehistoric Pre

YOUR INSTINCT WILL TELL YOU IT'S RIGHT
YOUR EXPERIENCE WILL TELL YOU IT'S IMPOSSIBLE
THE ARAGON 24K PREAMPLIFIER
You hear the music, the instrument timbre, the depth of stage, and you
know it's right. The instinctive response to sound and music that existed
from the beginning tells you so.
You see the metal sculpture, the perfectly machined metal planes, the
ergonomics of the controls, and you know it's right. The instinctive response to form and function that existed from the beginning tells you so.
You know the cost. Experience tells you it's thousands of dollars....
aprice of under athousand dollars you know is impossible.
When the impossible becomes reality, history is made. The Aragon 24K
Preamplifier..., don't take our word for it — Experience it for Yourself.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502

LIMITED
•

(914) 693-8008

IF YOU SPENT
UNDER $3500
FOR A CD PLAYER
OR D/A CONVERTER
THIS IS WHAT YOU
DON'T HAVE.
1. Fully discrete class A analog section rather than IC
output as found in inexpensive receivers.
2. Low feedback circuitry with less than 1/50th the
negative feedback of any other CD player or D/A
converter for inherent musicality.
3. Highest quality metallized polypropylene capacitors
exclusively used in signal path for detail without harshness.
4. A.C. power supply in separate chassis to eliminate
magnetic radiation and increase definition.
5. Highest quality and costliest matched D/A converter
chips in dual mono configuration with independent
power supplies, maintaining full detail, separation and
correct imaging.
6. Costliest and most advanced digital oversampling
filter dedicated to total linearity.
7. Zinc chromated EMI shielding to prevent digital noise
and RF radiation.
8. Rhodium plated relays hermetically sealed in an inert
gas atmosphere for distortion and corrosion free switching.
9. Remote absolute phase invert capability.
10. True upgradability for entire digital section by having
all digital circuitry including D/A chips housed separately.
Exception to the rule: If you spent only $1250 for Aragon's
D2A you have all of the above. Aragon...Internationally
recognized as the best value in audio.

role of cassette jockey; the Nakamichi was left

so preoccupied with my Nakamichi setup of
the night before, then so wrapped up in the

to run continuously while Isoaked up the live

music during the actual sessions, that Ileft the

ambience. There was apower and weight—maj-

Dolby off for all of the cassette recordings of
the first movement! The results were abit noisy

esty is not too strong aword—to the sound of

(especially through the Stax headphones), but

dent to the same degree over the monitoring

perfectly satisfactory for their intended use.

headphones. At the same time, the "live" rever-

the live piano in that church that was not evi-

Unfortunately, the squeaky soft pedal returned

beration seemed almost too much of agood

during the recording of the first movement.

thing; by moving only acouple of rows further

The volume level of this movement made it less

back the sound went from rich and ambient to

of aproblem, but with quieter movements
coming up, it had to be fixed. The tuner had

hard and echoey. The chosen microphone setup,

been called back in, and by 10:00pm appeared

fortunately, more nearly resembled the former.
We finished up the third movement well

to have the problem solved. The sonata's fourth
movement (the Intermezzo) was scheduled to

before I:00am and called it anight. For the first

be done next; it took us scarcely an hour to

to wrap on "Riesday.

complete two virtually flawless takes and a

time, it looked as if we might actually be able
Tuesday night, 6:30pm. Would we finish?

number of minor touch-up takes.

\Xbuld tonight's session be arepeat of the suc-

During the retakes which followed, Itook
the opportunity to listen to the "real thing" in
the church, abandoning for the time being my

cess of Monday's, or arerun of Sunday's Poseidon

JA
ON THE
SOUND
I'm fascinated by the sound of the recorded
piano. While the instrument under the hands
of the virtuoso—the Baldwin and Earl Wild,
the Steinway and Alfred Brendel, the Miendorfer and Ivan Moravec—is subservient

striction paradoxically allows amultidimensionality of musical color to be perceived.
With previous piano recordings, such as
those on the HFN/RR and Stereophile Test
CDs, Ihave gone for rather adistant image,
the piano being set well back behind the
plane of the loudspeakers, with astrong ambient content to the sound. For this Brahms
set, however, Ravi Alexander had wanted
to capture abolder, more powerful piano
sound, particularly as the instrument was

to the music, there is athread to be found

exciting the church acoustic to arather

running through these sounds that is pure
"piano," the instrument imposing its own

excessive degree. The microphone array

voice. And not only does every instrument

below the line of the lid. The image of the

have an identifiable sonic personality; every

Steinway should therefore be just behind
the plane of the speakers, extending from

recording session is aunique occasion with
aunique acoustic having aunique effect on

was placed quite close, about 8' back just

the inside edge of the lefthand speaker,

the instrument's sound. If you have listened

which is where Robert is sitting, to the inside

to any of Liszt's piano transcriptions of the

edge of the right. The use of aBltunlein tech-

Beethoven symphonies, you will be familiar with the way the restricted tone color
more readily lays the music open for inspec-

though Iconfess there is aslight pulling to

tion. It is said that whereas English has but

sessing sufficient resolving power.

nique means that the image should be "sole
the sides noticeable with loudspeakers pos-

one word, "snow," the Inuit have 50. (Hav-

Regarding the recording's tonal quality,

ing lived in New Mexico for more than four

those used to the typically bright sound of

years, Iwouldn't be at all surprised to learn

"commercial" piano recordings will find
its treble to be alittle soft. We are happy,

that the local Spanish dialect has 50 words
for the color brown.) Similarly though piano
sound may be monochromatic, that very re-
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Adventure? Would JA be able to get back to
Santa Fe in time to put out the next issue? Mbuld

however, that this accurately represents the
true sound of the instrument in the hall at
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technology serve mankind, or mankind serve

quent takes.

technology? (Sony Igot abit carried away.) By

Though it seemed late when we finally wrapped

7pm, with the piano retuned 5and Bob Silverman warming up, things were looking very

up the Sonata (to everyone's relief and vt another
chorus of "Moon River" from our Meister-

promising. The first run-through of the Andante

singer), the Three Intermezzi—all relatively

(movement 2) sounded terrific, but Bob was

short pieces—were completed in record time.
By I:10am we were finished, though acelebra-

being distracted by asqueak—not in the soft
pedal this time, but in the piano bench! After
damping the squeak with, Ibelieve, the piano
cover, we continued. We nearly lost one very

tory mini wine-tasting in the parlor of the Simpson House kept us all up until at least 2:30. But
this time, no one minded.

good take when, during recording, someone

Idroppéd Robert Silverman off at the Santa

from the church staff entered the rear service

Barbara airport on my way back to Los Angeles

area, jangling enough keys to reopen Alcatraz

on the morning after the last session. When I

and slamming doors with abandon. Miraculously,
none of it seemed to get through to the micro-

told him that Ihad enjoyed it, Imeant it. Truth
be known, Ihave always been arather neutral

phones. Some traffic noise occasionally intruded,

observer of the classical piano repertoire—

but it was easy enough to cover for it in subse5It never occurred to me. before this experience, just how
quickly apiano can slip out of tune. Not badly. but enough to
be significant for arecording. As 2 precaution, it was readjusted
prior to each session.

neither afan nor adetractor. But Bob's playing
had left me with anew appreciation of the
instrument in general, and of the Brahms works
we recorded in particular. Ican't think of abetter compliment.

the microphone position. The complex

opening of the sonata's first movement. Not

manner in which notes decay, their har-

surprisingly, if you turn up the playback
level so that what should be quiet passages

monics intertwining, should be readily
apparent, while the midrange should be

become more "impressive"—the wonder-

evenly balanced, with no notes "jumping"
forward at the listener. (Both Robert and the

ful Debussy-esque musing at measure 19 of
the sonata's Intermezzo, for example—then

piano technician spent aconsiderable degree
of time "voicing" various notes—pricking

intrusive.

the felt pads of the hammers with apin—so

the microphone noise will probably be
Don't play this recording too loud.

that they bore the correct dynamic relation
to those on either side.) In the bass, there

master tape from the eight hours of session

should be astrong feeling of weight to low

tapes, we tried to go for long takes to pre-

frequencies, the Steinway "D" being amajes-

serve, as much as possible, Robert's musical

tic instrument. Low bass notes should have

ebb and flow. Splices when necessary were
made at musically natural points-1 abhor

some of the quality of adeeply tolling bell.

When Hugh Davies and Iassembled the

Ithink the dynamics of the instrument's

the practice of arranging things so that the

sound were well captured: in the words of

first half of ashort phrase comes from one

Alfred Brendel, its volume ranges "from a

take and the phrase's conclusion from

whisper to aroar." Kavi hit the r tape hard,
reaching 14dB over the 250nWb/m OVU

another. We didn't worry overmuch about
inserting ameasure here or abar there to

mark, meaning that tape hiss was nonexistent even without noise reduction. The

eliminate anatural noise. (Though when
traffic noise intruded, we scrapped the

limiting factor affecting the recording's

entire take.) As aresult, you can occasionally hear an extraneous noise, either the

dynamic range is actually the intrinsic noise
of the microphones rather than that of the

piano stool creaking or (rarely) the mech-

analog tape; at arealistic playback level, this

anism of the piano itself. Or even Robert Sil-

can be noticed as asoft hiss. But note that

verman's crooning baritone. As these are

Isaid "realistic" playback level. This should

"honest" noises which would be heard in

reach, at the most, 96dB at the listening seat

concert, we felt justified in leaving them in.
Enjoy.
—John Atkinson

for the very loudest passages, such as the
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tube recording!
INTERMEZZO
Brahms
Piano Sonata in f, Op. 5
Intermezzo, Op. 117, No. 1
Robert Silverman, piano
Order Copies of the
LIMITED EDITION FIRST PRESSING
Directly from Stereophile!
The moment your stylus drops into the groove
of this new all-analog, vacuum tube
retarding, you will know that this is among
those rare recordings which captures, with
breathtaking realism, the "palpable
presence" of alive performance. Your
speakers and amplifiers will disappear and your entire system become omusical instrument.
Now, for alimited time, you can own copies of the historic FIRST PRESSING. Purchase extra sealed copies (while you
can!) for your own archival use and to give as gifts.
Recorded by the legendary recording engineer Kavichandran Alexander at Santa Barbara's Universalist Unitarian
Church, this new release features the internationally famed Canadian pianist Robert Silverman. The program combines
early and late piano works of Johannes Brahms. Luxuriate, as we did during the recording sessions, in the maiestic
warmth of the 9 Steinway "D" concert grand in anatural acoustic—captured by two tube microphones designed by
Tim De Parovicini and an Ampex MR70 tube tape recorder.
This recording—supervised by Stereophile's editor John Atkinson—is as close as you con come to alive experience. Thrill
to the sound of the Steinway and the natural decay of the notes, captured as only vacuum tubes could! Don't miss this
transcendent musical experience: it represents what the audiophile pursuit is all about. Listen at night, with the lights
dimmed. This is why you ore amusic lover and an audiophile!

110

RESERVATION APPLICATION

Please mail as quickly as possible. LIMITED EDITION FIRST PRESSING limited to 3,000 numbered copies.
I
wish to order INTERMEZZO, Stereophile's new all-analog LP recorded
with vacuum tube microphones and tope recorder. I
understand that the
historic first pressing is limited to 3,000 numbered copies.
Subject to availability, t
want

copies

x524 95 each =5
SHIPPING &HANDLING +S

3.50

Nome
Address

Apt.

City

State

Payment enclosed
CHARGE MY.
7_ VISA

MasterCard

kcourtll
Signature

STEREOPHILE, 208 Delgado, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502

Zip

Exp. Date

SAM'S SPACE
Sam Tellig

I

just got back the rebiased M-200 monoblocks from B&K. Ed Mutka has goosed
the juice so each amp runs into class-A

for about 100W—vs about 50W before the juice
was goosed.
Now this is more like it.
Perhaps it's psychological, as Isaid earlier—
but when an amp runs cool, it usually sounds

cool. Ilike to feel heat on those heatsinks!
Many of my favorite solid-state amps have
been hot numbers—the GAS Son of Ampzilla,

an expensive brand name, fancy faceplates,
bulletproof construction, or an amp that runs
class-A all the way.
With their bias set high, these B&K amps
have the sweetness and smoothness of good
tube amps—but tighter bass than most tube
amps (the latest Audio Research amps excepted).
The great thing is, there are no tubes to explode—
or replace for $20 to $40 apop. lbbe amps are
inherently unreliable, because tubes are inherently unreliable—especially output tubes, like

fix instance, and the Audionics CC-2, whose whole

KT88.5 and 6550s. This is more true than ever,

chassis functioned as aheatsink—an idea I'm
surprised not many others have picked up on.

now that KT88s and 6550s come from such

Increasing the bias current took care of the

quality-conscious countries as Red China. (I
find it unconscionable to recommend an amp

slight degree of coldness—the sound is even
sweeter now, richer, with more body, especially

like the Air Tight ATM-2, at nearly $6000 retail,
when the owner is dependent on KT88 output

at low listening levels. What's more, the amp

tubes from an unstable country like China.)

warms up faster—quite literally. It starts to
sound great after about half an hour.

end stuff. But you should really ask yourself

Imentioned this to Richard Vandersteen at

It's so easy to get carried away with this high-

dinner the other night, and he reminded me

whether you might get more pleasure out of
buying B&K or Adcom (vs one of the expen-

that the Counterpoint tube/MOSFET hybrid
amps (the SA-100 and SA-220) also run rather

sive brands) and putting the extra money into
recordings or, better still, concert tickets. The

warm. "Maybe those MOSFETs like to get up

danger of pursuing high-end audio is that you

to acertain temperature before they sound

let the means totally eclipse the end—which

their best."

should be the enjoyment of music. Seen in this
perspective, the B&K M-200 is awonderfully

Increasing the bias current is not without its
tradeoffs, though. For one thing, you must
make sure the amps are well-ventilated (some-

sane product.

thing you should do anyway). And you may
find that the sound is, subjectively, slightly less

Hot Flash!
I
just received atri-wired 6' pair of AudioQuest

detailed with the bias cranked up—a little

Cobalt Hyperlitz cables. Holy cow! What a

softer, along with alittle warmer. There's no

difference. The bass is tighter, dynamics are

question, though, that this is the way Iprefer
the amps. You, however, may like your sound

greatly improved, and the midrange and treble are even smoother, taking on more of a

just alittle colder, drier, crisper.

crystalline quality. Soundstage depth is greatly
improved. These are some speaker cables.

The bias adjustment is best handled at the
factory—or by acompetent dealer. And there's

These are some amps.

apoint beyond which more bias is not better.

Its obvious that the M-200s are like any other

So how good are the B&K M-200 mono-

high-end amplifiers in that interconnects and

blocks?
Good enough that I'm going to make them
my reference amps. Yes, you may be able to do

cables can make abig difference.
If Iwere a manufacturer of a premiumpriced, high-end, solid-state brand right now,

better for twice the price. But Idon't think

I'd be plenty worried. There's arecession on

these amps can be beat for under $3000. Since

and people are getting very cautious about the

the amps actually sell for $1800/pair ($2200/pair
balanced), they're asteal. You're not paying for

way they spend their bucks. The 13&K M-200s
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are so good for such areasonable price that
99

O NNOUNCING THE BRYSTON
TWENTY YEAR WARRANTY

Bryston 4B amplifier.
Power amplifiers range from
50 to 800 watts.

For over aquarter-century Bryston has been committed to designing
and producing audio products with musical accuracy, reliability and
value as our primary focus. It is widely known the Bryston's policy
on the warranty of our products has always been extremely generous
if ever required. To further enhance our long term commitment
Bryston is instituting a20 year warranty program as of January 1,
1990. This, as far as we know, is afirst in our industry and as such
will further demonstrate our continuing dedication to our products
and customers.
This new twenty year warranty is also retroactive. It includes all
audio products previously manufactured and sold under the Bryston
name. This warranty is also fully transferable from first owner to
any subsequent owners. Bryston has always been dedicated to
designing and producing audio power amplifiers, crossovers and
pre-amplifiers that deliver uncompromised performance,
outstanding reliability and exceptional value. We believe our new 20
year warranty is one more example of our continuing commitment
to this ideal.
Bryston Marketing Ltd.
Tel: (416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel: (802) 223-6159

they call into serious question the need to

really come to love rubles.) The Kirov and Mali

spend twice, thrice, or even five times the price

theaters in Leningrad. Catherine's palace Dostoy-

The sound Iam getting now is very close to
being as good as it gets. The only thing missing is that ultimate balls-to-the-wall killer bass

evsky's apartment. The Leningrad circus (maybe)
with its trained hippopotamus! (Now do you
see why Ilove Russia?) Aside trip from Moscow

you get from the most mighty monoblocks.

to the medieval village of Suzdal is included at

To repeat what Isaid last month—and to rub
it in—the M-200s are severe competition for

Moscow or Leningrad subway! Most of the

single-chassis stereo amps with expensive
names on their faceplates selling for $2000-

people who went last year are going again. This
is your last chance, so hurry. At this stage, no

no extra cost. It costs less than le to ride the

$3000. But remember: the M-200 is atrue high-

deposits, please. Fed Ex your check for $2695,

end product, so you will need to take care with

made out to Finnair (double occupancy—we'll

interconnects and speaker cables.

try to match up singles), to Sam Tellig's Tour,
do Susan Stevens, Finnair, 12 Sunset Hill Road,

Last chance, Comrades!

Brookfield, CT 06804. Include phone number.

This is the last call for my Russia Tour, leaving

Acceptance may be subject to a small late

March 28 from New York and returning April

charge for processing Vour Soviet visa.

IS

10. Most of the travel takes place in April, but
you pay March rates—Cheapskate thinking!
What's more, by haggling with Intourist over
this and that—and taking no profit for the
magazine orfor myself—I have managed to
slash the cost to only $2695, double occupancy.
That's for about two weeks of travel. Includes
air fare over and back. Air travel within the
Motherland. Hotels and meals (of sorts). Also
some tickets. (Bring money, preferably cash in
small denominations, for other tickets on the
site—and for various, ah, transactions, such as
bribing waiters, maltre d's, and gypsy cab drivers.
Also bring into the country as many cartons of
Marlboro cigarettes as you can carry.)
Visit Moscow. See the Kremlin. Attend the
Bolshoi Opera or Ballet. See Lenin face to face.
Shop with Sam for lOrt LPs in the Arbat. Visit

PROTECTION
PERFAECTION

FOR YOUR SOUND COLLECTION

Leningrad, one of the most beautiful cities in
the world and home of Shostakovich Hall and
the Hermitage. Tour Odessa, site of the Potemkin Steps and the famed Odessa Opera House—
we're going, maybe twice. (Most tours take you
to Kiev instead, which is closer to Moscow but
nowhere near as nice as Odessa, an almost perfectly preserved 18th-century city with three—
count them—three record stores. Sam knows
to visit the main one on Karl Marx Street and
the smaller one off Red Army Avenue.) Then
visit Tashkent and Samarkand—home turf of
Genghis Kahn.
Don't you love it—Karl Marx Street? Red
Army Avenue? Lenin's remains mummified just
outside the Kremlin walls? And there's more.
The Fur Hat store on Gorky Street—do not
bring your American Express card or traveler's
checks. ..
the store just takes rubles! (You'll
Stereophile, February 1991

• YOUR CHOICE OF 12 SYSTEMS
• SYSTEMS FOR RECORDS, CDs, OR BOTH
• STATE-OF-THE-ART ENGINEERING
FOR LITERATURE AND DEALERS

IMITTY GRITTY

4650 ARROW HWY., F-4, MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
714/625-5525

Advertisement

"The M-200 power amplifier is a
smashing success by any standard,
and an absolute steal
at the price."
Kent Bransford
Hi-Fi Heretic, Autumn 1989

Highlights of the review:
Over the years, B & K Components, Ltd.
has become one of America's leading manufacturers of affordable, high-quality audio
electronics. B & K has done an admirable
job of providing musical, reliable preamplifiers and power amplifiers within the budget of virtually any music lover.

"I was floored by the
M-200's sense of pace
and drive."
Impressed as Iam by the MC-I01, Ifind
the Sonata M-200 monoblock power amplifiers on test here even more remarkable.
The M-200 is John Beyer's effort to build a
power amp that can drive virtually any
loudspeaker load in existence. Rated at 200
watts into 8ohms and 400 watts into 4
ohms, the M-200 can drive loads as low as
.75 ohms and still pump out its rated 200
watts! Rated peak current output of the
M-200 is an incredible 150 amperes. This
might come in handy should you need to
jump-start your Peterbilt on afrosty morning.
Internal construction is most impressive,
with amassive, shielded toroidal transformer centrally sited within the steel chassis.
Four filter capacitors, each roughly the size
of the oil filter on my Honda, combine to
offer nearly 70,000 mfd of storage capacitance. The input and driver circuits are carried on asingle glassfibre board that sits

atop the power supply caps. A plastic panel
bearing asilkscreened schematic of the
amp covers this board. As with B & K's
other power amps, the M-200 utilizes
MOSFET output transistors. In keeping
with the M-200's beefy design, no less
than twenty of these devices are fastened to
the amp's external heatsink. Quality (Corning or Dale) I% metal film resistors and
premium film caps are used throughout the
active circuitry. A gold-plated premium input jack is included, with gold-plated fiveway binding posts handling speaker cable
connection.
A good power amplifier will let you appreciate the rhythmic drive of Tommy
Shannon's bass guitar, but it takes an outstanding amp to make the pitch of the instrument clear. The M-200 is such an amp.

"I was bowled over by
its combination of
smoothness
(a B & K hallmark)
and detail."
All too often extremely powerful amps
excel on bombastic symphony works, but
fall down when it comes to conveying the
subtlety and nuance of "smaller" music.
The M-200 proved to be aglorious exception. Yes, the massed brass and great
whomping bass drum shots in "Uranus, the
Magician" were appropriately startling, but
equally satisfying were the quiet flute and

Advertisement
violin passages that weave through this performance. Delicate instrumental shadings
and nuances that are so important in communicating the emotion of the music were
never glossed over or homogenized. The
M-200 had that essential ability to draw me
further and further into the music, rather
than hurling it in my face. Equally impressive was the M-200's soundstage width and
depth, as the size and power of the orchestra were communicated to great effect.
The M-200 was superb in its
capacity to capture the (real
and artificial) reverb on this
track [Iggy Pop's New Values],
helping to convincingly communicate the mood and tension
of the composition. Pop's vocals were rich and resonant,
while the synthesizer lacked
the slightly harsh, piercing
character imparted it by lesserquality amps.
Obviously, Iwas extremely
impressed by the B & K
M-200. While offering the tonal naturalness that characterizes all B & K products, the M200 goes far beyond previous B & K amps
in its outstanding bass quickness and definition, as well as its excellent retrieval of
low-level detail and recording acoustic.
There is afundamental quickness and alacrity to the M-200 that makes music more
immediate, more compelling.
John Beyer tells me one of his competitors pays three times as much as B & K
for the same Noble volume pot. These additional costs are passed on to the consumer
in the form of higher retail prices. Of

ment. B & K's profit per unit may be modest compared to that of the typical "High
End" component, but the company has
achieved unit sales (and consequent profits) that are quite astounding for aspecialist manufacturer. Equally impressive is the
fact that Beyer hasn't compromised his
products' integrity to achieve commercial
success.

The above is aroundabout way of explaining the significance of B & K's new
Sonata series. Beyer has now committed
B & K's manufacturing efficiency and
economies of scale to producing audio
components that challenge the best "High
End" marques.
Reprinted by permission of Hi-Fi Heretic. Annual
(four issue) subscriptions are $15 ($18 outside
U.S.), available from: Hi-Fi Heretic, P.O. Box
2019, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.

course, those small-volume manufacturers
committed to meeting aspecific price point
may have to employ inferior-quality parts
to stay within budget; their inability to
make large parts purchases means they may
actually pay more for parts inferior to those
used by high-volume manufacturers like B
& K, Vandersteen, etc.
B & K has undertaken the ... daunting
task of manufacturing and marketing affordable equipment in numbers sufficient
to ensure areasonable return on invest-

—
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B & K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971 Abbott Road
Lackawanna, NY 14218
1-800-543-5252
(NY: 716-822-8488)
(FAX: 716-822-8306)

SOUND ADVICE MAKES THE
BEST NAMES IN
HIGHBEND AUDIO
EVEN BETTER.

When your audiolvideo needs
are unique or extensive
The Sound Advice In-Home
Consultation Program

We understand Me difticulue.
lt,l1.1112e your
audio video needs in ashowroom That win your Sound Advice
sales
come out to your home to
&cu.
erne

A

ir

If your new purchase isn't
functioning properly
The Sound Advice 90-Day Defective
Exchange Policy For All Products
If your audio, video or moisi,

....; •7,

hetnilleS Ckfective within the flnl 90 days ot purchase.
Sound Advice will simply give you arim one.
(Please see 'Service' for products that air leyond
the 90-day exchange perks!

The Sou

When you want to
get arefund
_
The Sound Advice Refund Policy
\Ve know there are many \unable.,un, \
0.1
Nog the
nght audio video and car .aerto equipment
sou
have 30 days to determine if what you bought nnght to ‘ou
Imilawrall&M) you wail to return the equipment t
inte
refund

The Sound Advice Home Speaker
Trade-Up Program
live mew way to Improve the guilty of your audio system is hy
upgrading the quality of your speakers lirais
full Ctetill toward

The Sound Advice 1-Year
Demo Trade-Up Program
The is an kleal ppgan, 4'de: 1,71,.7..

For the first time ever, there's ahigh-end
audio store that gives you more for
what you pay for.

Purchasing high-end audio is aluxui
at only afew
can indulge in. If you're one of those music lovers who can,
we're surprised that you've accepted the fact that you pay
premium prices and get nothing in return from your
specialty dealer in the way of exchange privileges, refund
policies, trade-up programs, defective merchandise
guarantees, audition policies, installation guarantees or
custom services.
Unfortunately, you've gotten used to getting less for more.
But get unused to it. Because we're Sound Advice, and we're
about to tell you how we make the best names in high-end
audio even better by providing you with the programs and
policies that you deserve.
On the left hand side of this page, you'll find out about our
Speaker Trade-Up Program that allows you to improve the
quality of your audio system by trading the speakers that you
bought from us for anew pair, without losing your initial
speaker investment. Our 90-Day Exchange Policy that offers you
an anxiety-free audition period to evaluate your new
component's performance before making your final
decision. Our 90-Day Defective Exchange Policy that
provides you with anew component should you
discover adefect. Our 30-Day, No-Questions-Asked, Full
Refund Policy. Our "If You Don't Use It, You Don't Lose
It" Performance Guarantee. Not to mention our 1- \Xieek
Warranty Repair Policy, Lifetime Installation Guarantee
and Custom Design Services, just to name afew.
So, if you're ready to get more than what you pay for
when it comes to purchasing high-end audio, call our
Exceptional Sounds specialist at any of the Sound Advice
locations listed below.

AUDIO -VIDEO •CAR STEREO
Fort Lauderdale Steve Zipser/M1111,, t

008 N. Federal Hwy (305) 564-4434

Coral Gables: Dave Mello 1222 S. Dixie Hwy (305) 665-4434
,k1ng to keep up

with the latest technology, without Icning their original
purchase invesument. Here's how e
works: Muet you have
made your product selection. ask your sales. i)erson if there vs a
demo available of that item '50sometimes have duplicate
demo products in stock.) ypurchasing the demo item at its
• "'— •`74•47e Vol! ate then entitled to trade that demo

Tampa: Wayne Augustin 1102 East Fowler Ave. (813) 971-4434
Orlando: Mike Graves 4835 East Colonial Dr. (407) 894-4434

THE GROUND FLOOR
Peter W. Mitchell
The first two installments of this column,

did mention Yankee Audio as one of the brands

appearing in the November and December

being exhibited by Dartmouth, MA dealer

1990 issues of Stereophile, were entitled "The

Sound II, Iassume that this is the listing to

Yankee Audiophilg" the word "Yankee" being

which be refers.

chosen to reflect both Peter's parsimonious

The Yankee trademark registration enclosed

character and the nature of bis column, which

with the above letter (No. 1,450,464, dated

would concern itself with getting the best

814/87) reveals that the word "Yankee" bas not

sound without having to spend afortune. We

been registered as atrademark in connection

subsequently received the following letter:

with either abi-fi magazine or acolumn in
such amagazine Iimaging therefore, that the

Dear Mr Archibald,

thrust of Mr Ross's letter would concern the

Reference is made to pages 4 and 87 of the

possibility that areader of Stereophile might

November 1990 issue of Stereophile wherein

mistake Peter Mitchell's writings as represent-

usage is made of the term YANKEE, the regis-

ing the thoughts and policies of the Yankee

tered trademark of Yankee Audio Corporation.

Audio Corporation. While our attorneys ad-

Usage of the term in connection with amag-

vise us that it might be possible to convince a

azine column in a magazine devoted to the

court of our right to continue with our usage

sound is considered to be adirect infringement

of the word "Yankee" in the phrase "The Yan-

of Yankee Audio's rights in the term as applied

kee Audiophilg" this would take along time

to its line—and we have confidence that a

and cost rather alarge sum of money. As with

court of law will so agree.

so many cases of this kind, the only real win-

A copy of the Yankee trademark registration
is enclosedfor your reference.
Insult is added to the wound (this triviali-

ners would be the lawyers. It seems amore sensible course of action, therefore, in view of our
inadvertent use of the word "Yankee," to

zation of the Yankee name and dilution of its

rename the column from this issue onward.

effectiveness and worth to its own) by thefact

Peterfeels that "The Ground Floor" would be
an appropriate title, given that be wants it

that Yankee Audio has been listed in your publication as one of the exhibitors in the last

both to cover entry-level components and give

April Hi-Fi Show organized by your people.

bard advice to those entering the audiophile

Demand is made for an immediate cease
and desist and aconfirmed assurance from
you that such cease and desist bas been
instituted, together with publication of ahalf-

world.

—John Atkinson

Humidity and the
spectrum tilt control

page apology in the next issue of Stereophile.

The room-treatment products that Ihad hoped

Failure to receive such assurance will result

to discuss this month haven't arrived yet, so

in litigation forthwith.
Respectfully

that report will be delayed. It's just as well,
Kenwood Ross

because Iwant to talk about the acoustics of

Ross, Ross, and Flavin, Attorneys at Law

live music and recordings. As Iwrite this I'm

Springfield, MA

back in Boston for aweek, re-calibrating my
ears with (excuse the expression) the "absolute

Regarding Mr Ross's implication that Yankee

sound" of live music in various concert halls.

Audio bas been listed in Stereophile as an

On Friday the Boston Symphony played sym-

exhibitor at our 1990 New York Show, this is

phonies by Mozart and Shostakovich, produc-

incorrect. The brand was neither mentioned

ing (as always) magnificent sound with the aid

as an exhibitor in Stereophile's reportfrom the

of Symphony Hall's near-legendary acoustics.

Show (in VoLl3 No.8), nor in any of the adver-

On Saturday and Sunday the Boston Philhar-

tisements for the Show that were published in

monic played music of Kodály, Bartók, and

Stereophile However as the Show Guide (which

Dvorik in two mid-size concert halls, Jordan

is not compiled by Stereophfie's editorial staff)

Hall in Boston and Sanders Theater in Cam-

Stereophile, February 1991
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MELIOR

INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED COMPONENTS

INTEGRATED

SYSTEMS

WE CELEBRATE THE BIRTH OF A
NEW ERA IN HIGH-END AUDIO

MELIOR DIGITAL CONTROL CENTER

ee .
.
.
the Melior Digital Control Center maybe aharbinger of the
audio system of the future.

99

In the U.S., Robert Harley, Stereophile,

i. Nan

PeN)

MELIOR ONE SPEAKER

ee .
.
.
for the first time in

Hi-Fi history, afull range system without
crossovers and electronic gadgets, has been able to demonstrate near perfect reproduction.
99
In Switzerland, Hans lurg Baum, SOUND, \

ee

MELIOR ANALOG CENTER

It is one of the best preamplifiers present in today's market. It is
transparent and dynamic, neutral and refined.
99
In Italy, Anclio Morotti, SUOMO-M,(ki

Ce

MELIOR STEREO AMPLIFIER

Usually, small amplifiers like these cannot reproduce the
bottom end of the organ ... This is amasterpiece.
9,
In Japan, Kobayashi, Record Geijuto, \pro I' ,K)
Call us or visit aMuseatex dealer to find out why Mellor by Museatex is the most
internationally talked about audiophile product.
In Canada: 1-514-333-6661
In the U. S.: 1-800-463-3447

MUSEATEX

Now available in the Melior Series: CD-Deck, Bitstream Converter, FM Tuner,
Powered Sub-woofer, Electronic Crossover, Integrated Remote & Audio Cables.

bridge. (The latter is part of Memorial Hall, built
acentury ago to commemorate Harvard's Civil

cony, right in the center of the hall. It soon

War dead).
The Philharmonic plays under Benjamin

ambience was not afault of our miking; it was
real. Reflections off the hall's many old wood

Zander, the brilliant British teacher/conductor.

surfaces gave the midrange arichly burnished
golden glow that made oboe and clarinet solos

For two decades Zander has been setting an
example for Norrington, et al, with thrilling
performances of Beethoven and Mahler symphonies that follow the composers' original
tempos and phrasings. Private recordings of
these performances have been widely circulated on tape to enthusiasts; his first commercial recordings will be released this year.
Working with Ken Deen, acomputer pro-

became clear that the lack of high-frequency

especially beautiful; but there was no highfrequency "air" in the live sound.
In part, this can be blamed on the audience;
the partially reflective wooden seats were covered by 1500 absorptive bodies and wool jackets. But in part it was due to the cold, dry air.
When dry winter air is brought indoors and

lance recordists, Irecorded both Philharmonic

heated to room temperature, its relative humidity (expressed as apercentage) becomes very
low indeed.

concerts. On Saturday it rained all day, and the
sound of the orchestra in Jordan Hall was as

of their energy is absorbed by vibrating oxy-

grammer and one of Boston's many skilled free-

brilliant and full-bodied as we've come to expect. On Sunday acold front blasted into Boston; as Iwalked to Sanders Theater the bitterly
cold wind nearly blew my jacket off. We hung
the mikes at the same location that has yielded

When soundwaves travel through air, some
gen molecules, and this absorption increases
steeply with frequency. For the path-lengths
found in concert halls, the absorption is negligible at low audio frequencies but becomes significant in the highs. And when the relative
humidity is low the absorption curve rises most

excellent sound in previous recordings. But
with the first notes of the concert it became
obvious that the recording was too dry, lack-

steeply, soaking up all of the highs. (The humid-

ing the nice balance of ambience and direct

painfully chapped and cracked.)

sound that we always aim for and often get.
Hoping to get more "air" in the sound, we
raised each mike by about 12" while apiano
was being moved on-stage for the Bartók con-

ity has been so low this week that my lips are
As asound reverberates back and forth between walls 60' apart, its highs are progressively absorbed while the lows remain strong.
Therefore the reverberation time of aconcert
hall varies with frequency: bass energy may

certo. During many years of recording in this
hall! have found that small changes in micro-

take two seconds to die away to inaudibility,

phone height produce dramatic changes in the

while mid-frequencies take 1.5 seconds and

recorded level of hall ambience. But this time
it didn't work: the recorded ambience improved
only marginally, while the sound of the violins

highs only half asecond. In anutshell, this
selective absorption—combined with the re-

became somewhat wiry. ,
For the second half of the concert, Ken stayed
backstage to start the recorders while Ijoined
the audience out front. Since the concert was
nearly sold out, Iwas surprised (and lucky) to
find an empty seat in the front row of the bal1In most musical instruments. overtones radiate with varying
intensities in different directions. In particular, violins produce their most smoothly textured sound for listeners or microphones that are approximately at the same level as the instrument. Imagine a violin as alotidspc-Aker strong high-frequency
harmonics art projected "on-axis"; le, upward along adirection
perpendicular to the violin's top plate. The common practice
of mounting mikes high above the front of an orchestra, where
they can look directly into the violins'f-holes, contributes to
the edgy sound of many orchestra recordings. Ionce occupied
afront-row balcony scat, directly above the left edge of the
stage, while Lorin Maazel conducted Mcndclssohn's "Italian"
Symphony. The only thing In.....mbcr about the performance
is that after 20 minutes of hearing the piercing sound of massed
violins from above, Ihad apainful headache.
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flective character of the walls and ceiling—is
the core of what aconcert hall does to enrich
the sound of asymphony orchestra, strengthening its bass and contouring its midrange with
agolden warmth that is your reward for buying
a$30 ticket. (A great performance, if you encounter one, is abonus.)
Butas! suggested above, when the humidity
is very low the highs are absorbed too rapidly,
robbing the sound of"air" and liveliness. Water
vapor ameliorates the absorption, improving
the transmission of sound at high frequencies.
The October 1990 issue of the Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America contains newly
revised equations and graphs on pp.2019-2020
that describe how the air's absorption of sound
varies with temperature, humidity, and the frequency of the sound.
107

Boston Symphony Hal
The dependence on humidity is aparticu-

fying sheen.

larly complicated function. In the normal range
from 20 to 99% relative humidity (RH), acous-

In those days local music critics often suggested that the orchestra played with less sub-

tic energy at midrange frequencies is absorbed
at the same low rate (0.1dB per 100' of air-path

tlety and refinement under Arthur Fiedler's
Pops baton than under the "serious" sym-

length) regardless of the value of RH. But at

phony conductors (Munch, Leinsdorf, William
Steinberg). But when amodem airconditioning

high audio frequencies the transmission of
sound through the air improves dramatically
as the amount of water vapor increases. The
following table shows how rapidly the sound
is absorbed per 100' of air-path length, at afrequency of 10kHz:
RH

Absorption

20%

9dB

50%

6dB

80%

3dB

This is not asmall effect. (A 9dB loss at 10kHz
is about what you get when you turn the treble all the way down on an amplifier that has
conventional tone controls.) Inoticed it in live
orchestral sound many years ago, before I
learned anything about acoustics. During the
winter concert season, when New England air

system was installed during the 1970s, the
sound of the orchestra became much more
consistent year-round. The Pops today under
John Williams doesn't sound as brilliant as it
often did under Fiedler; Ithink it's because the
airconditioning system prevents the humidity
in the hall from ever approaching 100%, even
during aspring shower. Conversely, the BSO
under Ozawa has amore brilliant sound on the
average than his predecessors achieved, partly
because the humidity in the hall never gets as
low as it used to. As abonus, stable humidity
also helps the players keep their instruments
in tune.
The effect of humidity will be proportionately smaller at home, where path-lengths are
shorter. But it wouldn't be surprising if some

is often cold and dry, the Boston Symphony
had acharacteristically warm sound with rather

audiophiles have noticed asmall seasonal var-

soft highs; even the cymbals seemed muted.

Incidentally, the preceding comments about
the Pops refer to the live sound of the orchestra
in the hall, not to recordings. Most of the Philips

But when the same orchestra performed as the
Boston Pops during the rainy months of April

iation in the sound of their systems.

and May, its sound had much more brilliance

recordings conducted by John Williams have

and punch, and the cymbals acquired asatis-

sounded bright because of accent miking,

108
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PURE
POWER
Counterpoint's new PAC (Pure Power) AC Mains Filters are the
first AC processors that audibly, in an instantly recognizable fashion,
improve musical reproduction.

Both the PAC-5 and the high current

PAC-I5 (designed for power amplifiers) accomodate four audio
components.
PAC's proprietary resonant storage technology releases energy
to your audio components in sychronization with incoming AC,
while filtering

high-frequency powerline distortion and blocking

low-frequency phase "jitter."
Of course, like any reputable power processor, both Counterpoint
Pure Power PAC's protect your valuable equipment from voltage
surges, dips and spikes, as well as powerline RFI and EMI noises.
And PAC's Peak Current Unlimiter insures maximum dynamic
range and bass impact by "opening up" when your components
demand power during those dramatic, power demanding musical
peaks.

The Counterpoint PAC's offer increased transparency and

soundstaging while preserving music's dynamic gradations.
musical enjoyment will be enhanced for years to come.

COUNTERPOINT
NOTHING BETWEEN THE MUSIC AND YOU
10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY 1979-1989
2610 Commerce Dr

Vista, CA 92083 • Call (800) 266-9090

Your

Sound Mathematics.
Low stray
magnetic field +
transformers

High energy
storage
capacitors
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MOSFET +
output devices

High gain
wk[e bandwidth J-FETs

Sonic Excellence
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Sound Mathematics is the use of superior quality components, innovative circuit
design, and hand built craftsmanship resulting in sonic excellence. Hailer products
employ high gain, wide bandwidth J-FETs with vacuum tube characteristics. The power
supplies utilize low stray magnetic field transformers and high-energy storage
capacitors for massive power reserves. In the Hafler tradition our amplifiers use lateral
MOSFET output devices to deliver the midrange clarity and musicality of tubes with
the improved bandwidth and speed of transistors.
Pure. Refined. Natural...The Hailer SE100 J-FET Preamplifier, SE130 AM/FM Tuner,
SE150 CD Player, SE120 and SE240 MOSFET Amplifiers represent the new line of
Hailer products. We await your listening evaluation of Hailer's SE series components.
Sonic Excellence at an affordable price.

Hafler

THE AFFORDABLE HIGH-END -
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yielding asound that has little relation to what

that you are likely to occupy at next week's

audiences hear at Pops concerts.

concert.

Even with simpler "purist" techniques,
recording microphones normally are located

Considering only the question of lifelike reproduction of timbre the logical conclusion is

much closer to the stage than most audience
members ever get. Mikes are rarely placed more
than 10' behind the conductor—a location

that, while it may be desirable for loudspeakers
to produce flat on-axis frequency response

where the hall has much less effect on the

when measured at arelatively close distance
(lm), it is not wise to eciiiali7p speakers to deliver

sound than at atypical audience seat 50' away.
(Symphony Hall in Boston is 128' long, so at

flat response at your chair. Efforts to do so are
likely to produce sound that is unpleasantly

50' you would still be in the expensive seats in

thin and bright. Speakers that sound convinc-

the front half of the hall.) Result: even the best

ingly "musical" usually have aresponse curve

recordings usually have abrighter tonal balance

that compensates for the brightness of recordings by sloping slightly downward in the tre-

than what you'd hear in the hall.
The obvious answer is to place microphones

ble when measured at anormal distance.

where the audience sits, in order to capture the

What I'm suggesting for loudspeakers is not

same sound that you hear at aconcert. People
who have tried it were dismayed to find that the

asharp high-frequency rolloff but aresponse

recordings were hopelessly muddled. The
obstacle is that microphones don't have the
human ear's ability to focus on the first-arrival
sound from the stage and suppress the first 50
milliseconds' worth of reflections from other
directions. (The tendency of the ear/brain system to lock onto the first arrival and perceive
early reflections as timbral modifiers of that

curve that could be drawn as astraight line with
aslight downward tilt. In fact, many speakers
already provide this. Of course the result depends not only on their on-axis response but
also on how their off-axis response interacts
with the acoustics of your listening room.
Of course this suggestion applies mainly to
the playback of large-scale music performed
in large spaces. If you're more interested in

sound is called the Haas or precedence effect.)

music performed by small ensembles (classical

In astereo recording the direct sound from the

chamber music, folk ballads, jazz combos, or

stage and the early reflections from the sides

studio-recorded rock), which you might want

of the hall are captured in the same channels

to hear from only 10' away in real life, then a

and are all played back from speakers in front
of you, depriving you of the psychoacoustic

playback system that delivers flat response all
the way to your chair could be best.

cues that your ears provide when you are in
the hall.

of excess brightness, what the world needs is

The bottom line: If you want aclear record-

agood spectrum-tilt control. Unlike ordinary

Since recordings also differ in their degree

ing, the mikes must always be placed much

bass and treble controls, which boost or cut the

closer to the source than most of the audience
Typically they are hung above the first or sec-

low bass and high treble by 10dB or more, atilt

ond row of seats, about 8' behind and slightly
above the conductor. I'm speaking here of purist stereo miking; for multimiked recordings
the mikes are placed even closer, among (or
above) the instruments of the orchestra.

control would allow you to make relatively
subtle adjustments to the overall brightness or
warmth of the sound. I'm talking about making
achange of just 1or 2dB (or, in some cases,
0.5dB) in the relative energy levels at 300 and
3000Hz. Such achange is plainly audible, and

The close placement of microphones leads

is enough to serve as auseful corrective for

both to a brighter tonal balance (relatively

overly bright (or dull) recordings, CD players,
amplifiers, et al.

unaffected by the hall's acoustics and absorptive air-path losses) and amagnified soundstage

Aspectrum-tilt control has long been afea-

perspective (with greater width and more obvi-

ture of Quad preamps, but this good idea has

ous front-to-back layering in depth), compared
to what most of the audience hears in the hall.

been ignored by most other manufacturers.
The omission of conventional bass and treble

If you like this exaggerated and hyper-detailed
perspective you may choose to regard record-

controls from audiophile preamps is understandable; but I'm puzzled by the near-uni-

ings as asubstitute for an idealized up-front

versal failure to include atilt control as amore
truly useful substitute.

seat, rather than for any actual audience seat
Stereophile, February 1991
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ADVERTISEMENT

"In its price category,
the Adcom GFA-535
is not only an excellent choice;
it's the only choice' Sars ¡elhg. TheAuciocheapskate
Vol. 10 No. 8

November 1987
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The complete report:

Adcom GFA-535 power amplifier.

Sometimes products are too cheap for their

"I've never heard the Quad ESL-63 sound

own good, and people don't take them seri-

better," Rob said. Of course, he was hardly an

ously: the Superphon Revelation Basic Dual

impartial observer, but the sound was extraor-

Mono preamp, Rega RB300 arm, AR ES-1 turn-

dinarily clean, detailed, and musical. If it

table, Shure V15-V MR cartridge, and the B&K

wasn't the best sound /have ever heard from
Quads, it was pretty close.

ST-140 power amp. They can't be any good
because they cost so little, right?
Wrong, of course.

This humble $300 amplifier was driving a
pair of very revealing $3000 speakers and giv-

Adcom appears to be having the same prob-

ing avery good account of itself. (We listened

lem with their $299.95 GFA-535 amp. Credi-

first to some Goran Sollscher classical guitar.)
"So how come this product isn't flying off

bility.
Now if this amplifier were imported from

the dealers' shelves?" Iasked Rob.

England and sold for $599.95, then maybe it

"I don't know. Everyone wants the GFA-555

would be taken seriously. And highly praised,

with 200 watts per channel. Including people

no doubt.
For the baby Adcom is one of the finest

who don't need it."

solid-state amps Ihave heard. No, not the best;

asked.

"Does the GFA-555 sound any better?" I

I'm not sure what is the best. But it's an

Its our aim to have all our amps sound

amplifier that is so good for so little money as

pretty much the same. You pay more money,

to be practically agift.

you get more power."

Actually, when Rob Ain from Adcom called,

Rob pointed out that while the GFA-535 is

Iwas about as enthusiastic about the GFA-535

rated at 60Wpc, it puts out more like 80. And

as you were before you finish reading this

while Idid not do any measurements, my ex-

piece. But Rob insisted, "You've gotta hear this

perience with other amps tells me Rob's right.
Isuppose Adcom doesn't want to steal sales

amp."
He brought it over the next day, along with
the GFP-555 preamp ($499.95), and we put

from its GFA-545, rated at 100Wpc and selling
for $200 more.

both pieces into the rest of the system: aShure

After acouple of hours, Rob left, grinning

Ultra 500 in aRega RB300 arm on an AR ES-1

from ear to ear, and Ilater sat down to listen

table, with Quad ESL-63 speakers on Arcici

alone. True, when Itried certain Telarcs and

stands. Then we chatted for ahalf hour or so

pushed hard Icould get the amplifier to clip—
two LEDs quickly light up (very useful). But

while the electronics warmed up.
And then, simultaneously, the two of us
decided to shut up and listen.

the Quads were running out of the ability to
use the power anyway. My first impressions

ADVERTISEMENT
were confirmed: the GFA-535 is one of the
best amplifiers around for driving Quads.
Spendor SP- Is, too.
Suddenly, it hit me what this meant. Con-

The bass, like everything else, is neutral, certainly not fat and overdone. But it's here where
you notice that this amp is not apowerhouse.
You just don't get the solidity and extension

ventional wisdom had been dealt a severe

you get with avery powerful (and expensive)

blow. You know, the old saw that you should
never power agood pair of speakers with a

solid-state amp. Nor do you get the breadth

"The GFA-535 reminds
me of... amplifiers that
sell ...for about three
and five times the
pricer
cheap amplifier. Here was acheap amp—one
of the cheapest on the market—that sounded
good with Quads, Spendors, later Vandersteens. Probably Thiels, too—at least the CS!.
What it means is you can stretch your speaker
budget abit and get the speakers you really
want, then economize by buying an Adcom
GFA-535 for $299.95. True, you may be alittle
power shy, but probably not much. And to say
the least, the GFA-535 would make adecent
interim amp.
What does the GFA-535 sound like? (You
thought I'd forget that part, right?) Well, this
is one of the most neutral amps I've heard.

"...the baby Adcom is
one of the finest solidstate amps Ihave
heard...so good for
so little money as to
be practically agift'

and depth of soundstage that you often find
with avery powerful amp. The Adcom GFA535 sounds awee bit small, which it is.
My only criticism, and it's more of aquibble, is that the speaker connectors are nonstandard and unique (so far as Iknow). You insert bared speaker wire into ahole and twist
the connector tight aquarter turn. Most speaker
cables will fit, but some will not. Certainly MIT
won't. Neither will the best Kimber, the kind
with eight clumps of strands. The less costly
four-clump Kimber will, and proved an excellent choice. My sample amp was quiet—

"This amplifier is so
good and so cheap that I
think any CD owner who
buys an integrated amp
is nuts:'
no hum—and ran cool. There are selectors for
two sets of speakers. And the 535 looks nice.
And talk about economy: If you're not into LPs anymore, you could buy aMod Squad,
dbx, or Old Colony line-level switching box
—or possibly aB&K Pro 5preamp, with its
switchable line amp section (only $350), or the
Adcom SLC-505 passive preamp ($150)—and
run it with aCD player. In fact, if you are into
CD only (no tape, no tuner, no phono), you
could buy aCD player with avariable volume
output and run it directly into the Adcom. This
amplifier is so good and so cheap that Ithink

While it doesn't sound particularly tubelike,

any CD owner who buys an integrated amp

it avoids the typical transistor nasties through

is nuts.
In its price category, the Adcom GFA-535 is

the midrange and into the treble. Iwouldn't
call it sweet—there's no euphonic coloring—
but it isn't cold or sterile. What it is, is smooth.
And detailed. Far more detailed than Iwould
ever imagine a$300 amplifier could be. The
GFA-535 reminds me of the Eagle 2A and PS
Audio 200C, amplifiers that sell, respectively,
for about three and five times the price. Of
course, they have more power. And they are
more detailed. The point is, the Adcom comes
close. Very close.

not only an excellent choice; it's the only
choice. The real question is whether you
should buy one even if $299.95 is much less
than you planned to spend for an amp—ie,
whether you should put the money into abetter CD player or pair of speakers instead.

ADCOMx

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 0111116

201-390-1130

DIstnbuted In Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS. INC.
%rue Clan. Quebec FI9R 4X5

THE

MUSIC!

Soundwave baffleless loudspeakers have the open, seamless, and transparent
sound of the best "panel" (electrostatic, ribbon, and planar) speakers, while
offering the superior dynamic range and extended bass response of the best
"dynamic" designs. And they offer astereo image critics say is second to none.
"The Soliloquy speakers are the most accurate Ihave ever heard. The clarity and focus are superb... Ihave
never heard the human voice so accurately reproduced. ..members of the New York Audio Society were in
awe of the sound reproduced by your great design." Robert Kreisler, President, New York Audio
Society, April 1990
".. the analyzer curve is astoundingly smooth. Subjectively, this
speaker's most outstanding characteristic was its superb clarity
and resolution of inner detail in complex textures, achieved
without excess brightness or exaggeration of sibilance. String
sound was smooth and rosiny, imaging was excellent and choir
voices could be identified individually. I've heard few speakers that
are as satisfying with both pop and classical music." Peter W.
Mitchell, Stereophile, Vol. 13 No. 4, April 1990

Distorted waveform
of conventional
speaker

7e)
Waveform of
Soundwave
speaker

Soundwave

FIDELITY CORP

3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 •(716) 383-1650

I
NSEARCH OF
CANADIAN VINYL
Robert Deutsch offers aguide
to the record stores of Toronto

ks

uppose you're a visitor to Toronto:
you've already attended aconcert at

taining this format as long as product is available from suppliers. As North American LP sup-

Roy Thompson Hall, seen abaseball

plies are drying up, Sam's imports increasingly

game at the SkyDome, and been to the top of

from Japan, Germany, and France.

the CN Tower (the world's tallest free-standing

ARA Records (351 Yonge St., unlisted
phone) used to have an LP selection that rivaled

structure—don't ask me to explain what that
means). What's next? Why, it's time to hit the
record stores!

Sam's, but no more: since January 1990, the
store has carried only CDs and tapes. Classical

For those addicted to vinyl, the first stop

Manager Mark Thompson cites lack of supply

must be Sam the Record Man (347 Yonge St.,

and demand as the reasons for going out of the

unlisted phone). Still owned by the legendary

LP business, and says that they've had very few

Sam Sniderman and his family, Sam's is now the

complaints about the change. (Of course, the

only large record store in Toronto with an

customers who might complain would just go

extensive LP collection (more than 200,000

next door, to Sam's.) However, the store has an

titles). Manager Stewart Duncan is an analog fan

extensive CD collection, and always seems to

("With aCD, Ihear the violin's strings; with an
LP, Ican hear the wood, too.") and says that

have some kind of sale. While in the Sam's/A&A
area, jazz and blues fans would do well to visit

although LPs account for only about 20% of

theJazz and Blues Centre (66 Dundas St.),
which has about 25,000 LPs (a lot of imports)

their business, the store is committed to mainStereophile, February 1991
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MAGNEPAN
and
AUDIO RESEARCH
in
Santa
Barbara

and 2000 CDs, mostly in the area of—appropriately enough—jazz and blues.
LAtelier Grigorian (70 Yorkville Ave., (416)
922-6477) and The Classical Record Shop (55
Avenue Rd., (416) 961-8999) are two upmarket
stores located within five minutes' walk of each
other in what is often described as "fashionable
Yorkville," aformer "hippie" area now replete
with boutiques and restaurants. Hann& Grigorian's
CAtelier Grigorian no longer carries LPs, but
does carry some 35,000 CD titles in classical,
jazz, show music, soundtracks, new age, nostalgia, and international, as well as opera videos
and books on music The store stocks complete
lines of the most obscure import labels; if you
want the latest from Biddulph, Hispavox, Justin
Time, or Norwegian Composers, this is the
place for you. They also do extensive mail and
phone order. The Classical Record Shop is

A

udioVision is
now the only
dealer in California
between San Diego
and San Francisco
that represents
BOTH these state of
the art product lines.
We represent:
Adcom. ADS,
Apogee. Aragon
Audioquest.
Audio Research.
B&W, B&O.
Boston Acoustics
California Audio Labs.
Carver, Eminent
Technology.
Harman/Kardon,
Kimber. Magnepan.
Magnum Dynalab,
MIT. Monster Cable,
Museatex, Ortofon,
Sennheiser. SME
Snell, Snell/THX
Sonance, Sumiko
Soundstream, Stax,
Tera, Velodyne,
VPI, Wadia

AUDIOVISION
-Isn't

it fun to own the best"

612 North Milpas Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93103

805/966-7707
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much liketAtelier Grigorian, albeit on asmaller
scale, with astock of about 10,000 CDs. They,
too, have alot of special imports, and maillphone
orders form alarge part of their business. Owner
Bruce Surtees told me he dropped LPs about
ayear ago, when the dollar value of their sales
had declined to 1.7% (!) of his total. Bruce is an
audiophile who concedes that a good LP
played on afirst-rate system is superior to CD,
but also feels that CD replay quality has improved
agreat deal, and compares selling LPs today to
selling buggy whips in the age of the automobile. He actually has stored in his house some
40,000 of his remaining stock of buggy whips—ez
LPs—and "serious buyers" may arrange to
browse through them.
A ten-minute walk from The Classical Record Shop and you're at the city's leading usedrecord store, The Incredible Record & Book
Store (778 Yonge St., (416) 924-8881), with
over 50,000 titles, about 65% in the LP format,
featuring aparticularly good selection of rock,
folk, and jazz. Owner Jonathan Lipsin says he's
selling more LPs than ever, and he has contacts
in the business to get just about any LP you
want. Understandably, prices are in the "collector's" rather than the "garage-sale" range.
And now, with all that walking and carrying
bags full of LPs/CDs, you're probably getting
tired. Time for lunch. IrecommendJacques'
Omelettes (126 Cumberland St., Yorkville
area), atiny French restaurant featuring fluffy
omelettes, veal and seafood dishes with delicate sauces, and, for dessert, aheavenly Gateau
St. Honoré. Talk about chocolate midrange!S
Stereophile, February 1991
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
MANLEY REFERENCE
350 POWER AMPLIFIER
J. Gordon Holt
--_

Manley 350 power amplifier
All-tube monoblock power amplifier. Non-inverting circuitry. Power output: 350W into 3to 16 ohms
(25.4dBW). THD: not specified, but claimed to be around 0.25% at full output. Power response:
10Hz-25kHz at 350W. Frequency range: 5Hz-50kHz. Input impedance: 130k ohms. Sensitivity:
750mV at minimum feedback. Power consumption: 500W. Dimensions: 19" W by 13" D by 9"
H, overall. Weight: 80 lbs. Price: $6600/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 25. Manufacturer:
Vacuum Tube Logic, 4774 Murietta St., Chino, CA 91710. Tel: (714) 627-5944.
Manley is not anew company; it's the last name

by those who will acknowledge at all that

of the president and chief designer of VTL,

amplifiers sound different, but the fact is that
neither is intrinsically better. It's just that one
"kind" of sound will better complement the
sound of aparticular loudspeaker (and prearnp)

David Manley, whose Model 300s have been
my reference standard power amps for the past
two years. In fact, Manley is not even anew brand
name; it's the name of VTL's "deluxe" line of
electronics, built (ostensibly) to industrial standards of ruggedness and reliability.
It's customary to think of "the tube sound"
as being warm, rich, weak through the deep bass,
fat through the midbass, forward through the
midrange, bright through the middle highs, and
soft at the extreme top, with superb rendition
of depth and spaciousness. The "solid-state
sound," by contrast, is generally thought to be
cool, detailed, and pristine, with powerful deep
bass, controlled midbass, rather reticent (laidback) midrange and mid-highs, and asomewhat crisp high end, with variable (roulette-

than the other, so "the best" is pretty much a
question of what's best in your system.
With the wrong speakers, that rich, musical,
tubed amplifier will sound flabby and dull, or
that tight, detailed, solid-state amplifier will
sound thin and sizzly. This is simply an audio
fact of life: Different loudspeakers "prefer"
different kinds of amplifiers. But that has not
deterred designers from trying, for the past 10
years or so, to make an amplifier which is all
things to all systems—that is, to make their
solid-state electronics sound more like tubes,
or their tubed electronics sound more like
solid-state. The goal has always been adevice

style) reproduction of depth and spatiality.

that combined the assets of each kind of ampli-

Which "sound" is generally better is still argued

fier with the fewest sonic liabilities of each. And

Stereophile, February 1991
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while different reviewers will nominate differ-

quencies, but about differing amounts of

ent products as exemplifying this seeming

energy at the higher harmonics of any given

ideal, perfection in amplifiers continues to

frequency.)

elude us, because as long as loudspeakers differ

In solid-state design, the major areas of sonic

as much as they do, no one amplifier "sound"

improvement during the past 10 years have

can best serve them all. (Sorry, Bill J, but that's

been due to refinements in the active devices

the way it is in the real world.) Even the most

themselves, which are subject to constant im-

nearly perfect amplifier—the one that is nei-

provement as manufacturers try to make their

ther forward nor laid-back, sparse nor bass-

products better than the competition's. Mod-

heavy soft nor crisp—is ultimately at the mercy

ern tube-electronics design is still married to

of its associated components. In many cases,

an active-device technology that's more than

a less perfect, more colored amplifier will
deliver more musically natural sound than the

60 years old. Even the circuits in virtually all
non-hybridized (tube-and-transistor) tubed

"ideal" amplifier. This is why it is unwise to

amplifiers come right out of the 1953 edition

base aproduct purchase solely on apublished

of the Radiotron Designer's Handbook, a

review.

1500-page tome that was for many years con-

Because the laws of physics impose conflict-

sidered the electronics designer's bible. The

ing requirements on output transformers,

most significant improvements in tube perfor-

tubed amplifiers have always suffered from

mance since '53 have resulted from better

edge-band deficiencies—poor LF coupling to

power-supply and output-transformer design,

the woofers, and HF rolloff and phase shift. ,
Also contributing to the "tube sound" is the
fact that tube circuits tend to be less linear than

changes in design philosophy (favoring lower
distortion over higher gain-per-stage), and the
use of vastly better resistors and capacitors than

those using modern solid-state devices; they

were available 40 years ago, when nobody even

have higher distortion. This is what gives most
tubed amps that rather forward quality which

suspected that "passive" components could
affect the sound.

enhances "aliveness" and realism on some

At 80 lbs, the Manley 350 weighs 5lbs more
than the VTL 300, but is actually easier to move

loudspeakers and becomes a steely edge
("glare") on others. What saves the tube from

around because it has decent handles on the

utter dissonance is the fact that its distortion

front. The 300 had no handles, although every-

content diminishes with the harmonic progres-

one uses the metal straps at the top for that pur-

sion; that is, each harmonic in the series is sub-

pose. David M. insists vehemently that they are

stantially weaker than the one below it. While
atubed amplifier may measure asleazy-looking

not there for that purpose, but are merely to
afford amodicum of protection for the other-

0.3% THD as compared with asolid-state

wise-naked tubes. Indeed, if you lift by the mid-

amp's 0.03%, that tube distortion is likely to

dles of the straps, they will bend upward out

be mainly 2nd and 3rd harmonics. At the

of shape. But they won't if you grab them near

higher orders—the 4th, 5th, 6th, and so on,

opposite ends. They are still not comfortable

which tend to be the most aurally offensive—

to the hand, though. And there is really nothing

the tube may be down to 0.01% or less distortion, while the transistor is still pumping out

else to grab hold of.

0.03%. 2(Note that Iam not talking here about
differing amounts of distortion of higher fre-

sive. The front panel is )4" aluminum and the
chassis is heavy-gauge steel, but the top cover

IOutput-transformerlms operation has always looked like an
attractive solution, hut has always become hung up on the
choice between using huge output-coupling capacitors, which
roll-off low frequencies anyway, or direct-coupled outputs
whose IX: balance must at all times he extraordinarily accurate in order to avoid offsetting or burning-out the woofer
voice-coil.
2Ibelieve it was David Haller who first proposed that it was
the relative strengths of the upper harmonics that accounted
for much of the FIF difference between tubes and transistors—
about 15 years ago. Since his observation was somehow
deemed unfashionable, no one paid any attention. lliday, harmonic distoniim specs arr still simply total-distortion figures.
with no effort made to distinguish between the 2nd and the
8th harmonics. Oh well..
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The 350's construction is generally impres-

is arelatively flimsy perforated metal sheet that
rings like abell when you tap it. In theory, this
ringing could be set off by in-room musical
tones of the same frequency (around 190Hz),
and in fact, when Ihad the amplifiers near the
speakers, and shut off a190Hz sinewave, Icould
hear (from the listening seat) the top-panel ringing fading out afterwards, but it was never audible when reproducing music. If you think you
can hear it, there's nothing that says you can't
use the amps without their covers. Just rememStereophile, February 1991

ber that the tubes run hot enough that you can
get apainful although non-threatening bum by
touching one, and that the uncovered amps
must not under any circumstances be lifted off
the floor using their handles. The cover has a
supporting as well as protective role, and without it, the chassis could become bent out of
shape if forced to support all that weight by itself
Icouldn't tell much about the 350's internal
construction, because most of the parts are
sandwiched between the top of the printed circuit board and aprotective metal shelf. Icould
see, however, that all groups of visible wires
inside the chassis are neatly harnessed together
in military style.
While many other tubed amplifiers have become increasingly complex through the years,
mainly through the addition of solid-state
parameter-regulating circuitry the Manley 350s
are quite straightforward in design. The first
voltage-amplifier stage is unusual only in that
it uses both halves of adual triode in parallel,
to give higher gain 3and lower noise. The second dual-triode tube comprises afloating longtailed phase inverter, which has the advantages
of being self-balancing (for more effective can-

much current the output stages are passing,
thus preventing the output signal from amplitudemodulating the signal passing through the
earlier stages. But does this power-source apartheid really have any significant effect on the
sound? Read on.
All connections are at the rear of the chassis, and are gold-plated. The speaker terminals
are five-way binding posts on standard yi"
centers, to accept dual banana plugs. On the
front panel there are three rotary switches and
two "pin-jack" receptacles, for avoltage/current meter. The associated switch connects the
meter to each of the eight output tubes, and
internal pots are provided for adjusting the bias
to each tube. Iwould like to assume that the
amplifiers are normally delivered with paperwork that mentions what the bias settings
should be, though mine came with no paperwork at all. It strikes me, though, that it's pretty
silly to make the bias settings so easy to check,
and then put the adjustments themselves inside
the amplifier, where you have to remove the
top metal cage in order to get at them.
The other two front-panel switches are feedback adjustments, which allow you to select

cellation of even-order harmonics) and of hav-

20, 17, or 14dB of feedback, and to vary the amount

ing gain, which latter allows it to serve as the
voltage driver for the four output tubes per

of feedback stabilization. Few tubeophiles real-

push-pull side. (A conventional split-load phase

ize that there is more to feedback than aresistor
and apath back to the first stage. All loop feed-

inverter has less than unity gain.) All stages are

back circuits also include some kind of stabiliz-

capacitor-coupled, using Manley-spec custommade capacitors, which are (according to Manley)

ing network, usually consisting of asmallishvalue capacitor across the feedback resistor.

unusual in that they consist of polypropylene-

This increases the amount of feedback with

film dielectrics interleaved and rolled with
metal-foil plates. Manley claims foil is superior
to the usual deposited metal plates because it

extension above the point where HF phase

has more uniform thickness. Ican't see what
difference that would make, but what the
hell. ..
The circuitry I've just described is also that
of the VTL 300. So what's different about the
350 except for the extra 50W of power, which
translates into apiddling 0.7dB of output? For
one thing, the 350 has separate power supplies
for the output-tube plates, the driver stage, and
the input stage. And Ido mean "separate." Each
has its own dedicated power transformer and

increasing frequency, which serves to limit HF
shift between the amplifier input and output
might cause instability with certain "difficult"
loads. Although the stabilization rolloff occurs
well above the audible range, the phase lag that
it causes can extend into the audio spectrum,
and the resulting softness is one of the things
that causes the vaunted "sweetness" of tubed
amplifiers. Moving the rolloff to ahigher frequency will open up the high end to some degree,
but may also cause HF instability with certain
loudspeakers, which causes an increasing tizziness at the extreme top.

filter-and-storage caps; the only thing they

Usually, the designer must play it conserva-

share is the AC cord! This ensures that the volt-

tive when it comes to feedback equalization,

age amplifier and phase inverter/driver plates
see aconstant supply voltage regardless of how

erring toward softness at the top with most

3I'm sorry, but
in these pages.

it'S sOmaiMCS

impossible to avoid poor taste
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loudspeakers in order to avoid instability, or
outright oscillation with arelatively few "difficult" loads. Providing adjustable compensa121

tion (called "Slope" on the 350) makes much

be expected. (All other things being equal,

more sense, because it allows you to get the

higher power always yields superior deep-bass

most open, unrestrained HF quality that your

performance) The 350s have more foundation—
deep-bass energy—than the 300s, yet the

loudspeakers will allow.
The equipment used for my tests consisted

whole bass range is tighter and better controlled.

of Sound-Lab A-3 loudspeakers, the Threshold
FET-10L (and, at times, no line controller at all),

Beyond that, it was not very easy to characterize the sound of the 350, because its feed-

aRevox A-77 open-reel tape deck playing orig-

back controls afford arather wide range of
sounds. As you increase the feedback from

inal 2-track 15ips tapes, original Sony PCM-Fl
tapes, CDs on an early Mod Squad Prism CD

Minimum to Maximum, the 350's sound be-

player, and laser video discs from aPioneer LD-

comes more controlled and more astringent.

700 player. Cables were Monster M1000 inter-

At the same time, as the low end becomes less

connects and AudioQuest Greens.

full and more detailed, the high end becomes

So, how does the 350 sound? Agood question. Imentioned that Ihad been using VTL

more crisp and open, and the overall sound
becomes more laid-back. At the Minimum

300s as my reference amps for the last year or

feedback setting, the 350's midrange sounds

so. During that time, Ihave had reason to temper my original reaction to that amplifier with

rather like that of avery good solid-state amplifier, although more laid-back than, say, the

the observation that it may not be quite as neu-

Boulder 500AE and more forward than the

tral as Ihad first thought. With the same Sound-

Rowland 5. The high end is quite soft and

Lab A-3 speakers, in two rooms that were quite
different (smaller, mainly) from my Santa Fe
listening room, Ifound the 300s to be just a

sweet, almost to the point of being dull. (This,

shade on the hard side. At the same time, lest
this be misunderstood (which it certainly will
be if Idon't elucidate), Imust point out that this

remember, is on aspeaker that does not soften
high end at all.)
At the maximum feedback setting, the sound
is very much like that of the best solid-state
amplifiers, but with less solidity and apparent

judgment is predicated on the use of no pre-

range at the extreme low end. There is some-

amp at all (or Threshold's FET-10L, which is

what more extreme top than at the Minimum

essentially the same thing), loudspeakers which

feedback setting, but still much less than from

are neither laid-back nor upfront, and avari-

an excellent transistor amp.
Although most of the feedback equalization

ety of signal sources: open-reel tape, CD, andLaservideo disc The more or less reticent sound
of most solid-state preamps and audiophile
loudspeakers will nicely complement the 300s.
Iexpected the Manley 350s to sound at least
similar to the 300s. And David M. told me that,

occurs above 20kHz, the Slope control also has
anoticeable effect on the sound, probably
because of phase shift at frequencies below
10kHz. Each step of increase (there are three)
causes increasing HF softness and aconcomi-

at one combination of Feedback and Slope set-

tant (apparent) improvement in musicality For

tings, they should indeed sound the same.
They don't. In fact, Imust say Ididn't think it

example, at the maximum feedback setting,
Standard slope gave me atop end that was quite

possible for two amplifiers from the same

open and airy, but was imbued with asubtle tiz-

designer to sound so different!

ziness. At Minimum feedback and Minimum

Overall, the 350s are probably as suave-

slope, there was about the same amount of

sounding as any amps I've heard. They are com-

extreme HF extension, but my ears told me it
was more natural. This was on my system, and

pletely textureless, immensely liquidly transparent, and absolutely effortless in reproducing

it is almost certain that what you will hear from

the kind of dynamic range Ihear at live performances of large-scale music (Yes, Peter Mitchell
had me pegged when he said that Ishare his

yours will be different. But my point is that the

love for full-sized orchestras in real halls.) And
while the VTL 300 had the best low end Ihad
ever heard from atubed amp, it must be said

350s can provide awider variety of "sounds"
(okay, "colorations") than any other amplifier
Iknow of.
I'm sure alot of readers out there are waiting, with bated breath, for me to tell them what

that the 350s are better in this respect, even if

the "correct" settings are for these switches.

only by asmall margin. The difference is in
weight and control, which is exactly as would

Okay, here's the straight dope: There are no
"correct" settings, because in high-end audio,
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there are no standards for anything sonic And

Then, by the time the supply cycles up (or

with the Manley 350, there isn't even amiddle

down) toward 165V, the switch's full current

of the road. The 350s are definitely laid-back—
easily as much so as the typical solid-state

capability is in-circuit. But if contact is made
at the instant of peak voltage swing, the full line

amplifier, and much more so than any other
tubed amplifier Ican recall ever having listened
to. They are almost what Iwould describe as

voltage is dumped into the power-supply stor-

dark, yet this has nothing to with midbass heav-

age capacitors before the switch has made full
contact, and until the capacitors are charged,
they act almost like ashort circuit across the

iness or high-end dullness; it is more aquality
of richness that never quite vows on the cloying.

line. It just took me 10 turn-ons (of each amp)
to catch the line voltage at maximum, and that

The combination of Feedback and Slope settings that sounds best with most good recordings will depend entirely on all the other components in your system, which is to say, this
amplifier is aneurotic's nightmare (or nirvana,

was when one of the switches failed.
Iphoned David, who told me that, while
they had in fact had "a few" failures from around
10,000 switches, they had all been mechanical

depending). The flexibility which these con-

failures (usually due to aheavy blow against the
switch rocker) rather than electrical failures due

trols impart to the 350 means it can be tailored

to overload. He said the switches are rated at

to the nth degree of perfection to avery wide
variety of systems. It also means they can be used

40 amps, equivalent to 4680W, so they damn
well shouldn't break down at 15 amps, or even

as tone controls to optimize each recording—a

at 30. Anyway, David got on the phone to VTLs

function which is best left to asophisticated

Boulder dealer, Listen Up, who picked up my

equalizer like the Accuphase G-18 or, God forbid, to tone controls.

bad-ass amp and got it back to me afew days
later with anew switch installed.

Iencountered only one problem during my

Unfortunately, consumers can't expect quite

tests. The power-supply storage caps in the 350s

that good service; Listen Up said they usually

draw aprodigious amount of current from the
AC line at turn-on, as evidenced by amarked,

ship VTLs back to the factory for repair, and

abrupt dimming of the room lights. (Manley
estimates this at around 15 amps, which is equiv-

about half the time most manufacturers take for

alent to astaggering 175 5w!) Switching both

that the turnaround time is typically 2weeks—
factory service. So much for the early complaints we had heard about VTL's slow service.

amplifiers on at once unfailingly tripped a15-

After the amp came back, Iplayed it safe and

amp circuit breaker in my home. 'filming them

used the 350s' AC plugs to turn them on and

on afew seconds apart cured that, but Iwas still

off until Ihad finished all the listening tests

abit dubious about the loud, angry-sounding
snap from the power switch that would some-

required for this review. Then Iwent back to
using the switches. Since then, they have been

times accompany turn-on of one or the other
of the amps. After about the tenth time Ifired

has been no recurrence of the problem. I'm

them up, one of the AC switches froze It wouldn't
turn off. Without really thinking, Ipushed it

beginning to think that one breakdown may in
fact have been an isolated problem, rather than

harder, and felt something let go. After that, the
switch would move to On, but the amp did not

sional snap on turn-on, which sounds as if it

turn on. Then Irealized what had happened.
The switch wipers had apparently fused together the last time they closed, and my effort to

cycled through maybe 30 On/Offs, and there

adesign weakness. But Istill flinch at the occashould be accompanied by the steel-tongued
bite of the creature from Alien.
So, what's my conclusion about the Manley

open them had pulled them off the internal

350s? The few cavils aside, they are really superb

rocker assembly. It seemed obvious to me that
the 350's power switch is not up to the current

power amps, whose strongest points include
immense musicality, effortless reproduction

demands being made on it.

of fortissimos, and total freedom from fatigue

But why did it take so many power-ups for

or irritation even after hours of attentive listen-

one of them to fail? Ithink it was sheer coin-

ing. But they are far from being what Iwould

cidence. The 117V RMS AC supply is continu-

call neutral. There are, in fact, few loudspeakers

ally cycling between OV and ±165V, and if you

Ican think of that would be sonically com-

happen to close the switch when it's near zero,

plemented by these amplifiers. Their errors are

little current will flow at the instant of contact.

almost entirely spectral, but the nature and
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extent of those errors place the 350 near the

fier whose design shows more attention to

edge of that variability range that could be

detail in supposedly important areas than most

offset by the variety of existing loudspeaker/

others Iknow of sounds so little like either a

preamp combinations.
Ifind this very puzzling. By every account-

tubed amp or asolid-state one? Ican't answer
this. All Ican say is that the 350s never allowed

ing, these should be the most accurate-sounding

my system to come to life. The soul of the music

of any of VTL's amplifiers. David M. has done
everything Icould imagine anyone doing to

was there in abundance, but there was little of

ensure that the 350 performs better than any

head in bewilderment.

other non-hybrid tubed amplifier, yet the sonic

Would Ibuy the Manley 350s, assuming I
could afford to? Not if Ialready owned VTL

result borders on the disappointing. How, I
must wonder, is it possible that atubed ampli-

the life and sparkle of it. I'm still shaking my

300s, and probably not otherwise either. S

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS TERCET MK.III
LUXMAN D-105u CD PLAYERS
Guy Lemcoe
California Audio Labs Tercet Mk.III CD player with 28-function remote control, optional plug-in
digital output, dual 18-bit DACs, and 8x-oversampling digital filter. Frequency response: 5Hz22kHz, +0, -0.5dB. Dynamic range: 106dB. S/N ratio: 103dB. Channel separation: 91dB. Output impedance: 200 ohms. THD at 1kHz: 0.010%. Dimensions: 19" W by 4" H by 12 1
/
4"D. Weight:
10 lbs. Serial number of unit auditioned: 00813. Price: $1295. Optional factory- or dealer-installed
coaxial digital out: $95. Approximate number of dealers: 95. Manufacturer: California Audio Labs,
16812 Gothard Street, Huntington Beach, CA 92641. Tel: (714) 841-1140.
Luxman D-105u "hybrid" CD player with 26-function remote control, coaxial and optical digital outputs, dual 18-bit DACs. and 8x-oversampling filter. Frequency response: 5Hz-20kHz +1.0dB.
Dynamic range: 92dB. S/N ratio: 105dB. Channel separation: 90dB. Output impedance: 120 ohms.
THD at 1kHz: 0.05%. Dimensions: 17 1
/
4"W by 5
7
A6" H by 13 1/
2"D. Weight: 18.7 lbs. Serial number
of unit auditioned: S91017778C. Price: $1200. Approximate number of dealers: 350. Manufacturer:
Luxman, Division of Alpine Electronics of America, Inc., 19145 Gramercy Place, Torrance, CA
90501. Tel: (213) 326-8000 or (800) 458-9626.
Ibeg the reader's indulgence for amoment, but
Ifeel compelled to articulate my feeling (apol-

of that elusive slab of vinyl.
Consequently Ifrequent garage sales and

ogy, if you like) regarding the current state of

religiously visit used-record stores. With my

the long-playing record in this country. Iknow,

VPI record-cleaning machine and VPI/ET front

this is supposed to be areview of CD players,

end, all but the most abused LPs become play-

but please be patient. Ifeel the tone of my review and the subsequent recommendations

able and enjoyable.
But why all the fuss, when it's so much easier

will mean more with this brief background

to drop in to the local CD emporium and grab

confession. Ihave been told and have read that
analog recordings and LPs will sing their swan

ahandful of the silver devils and be done with
it? Because Igrew up with LPs and have astrong

songs during the early years of this decade. If

attachment to them. An LP is aphysical entity

so, many will call me foolish for continuing to

to me, more so than CDs will ever be. Yet Ido

invest heavily in records and the front-ends to

find myself listening to the silver slabs more fre-

play them on. New LPs no longer exist in stores

quently these days, and enjoying them more.

here in Santa Fe, and the two-hour round trip

Much new music Ienjoy is not available on LP,

to Albuquerque, always tedious, is downright

and the rate of deletions of older LP catalogue

dangerous during winter snows. Avinyl junkie
like myself has therefore to rely on mail-order

—they can be found in shopping malls, music

sources for his fix. Gone is the joy of browsing

stores, and former record shops. The operative

astore's record bins and the thrill of discovery

word here is "found." Music, in its kaleidoscope
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is approaching the speed of light. CDs are hot
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California Audio Labs Tercet Mk.III CD player
of styles, is more important to me than the
medium by which it is reproduced. Naturally,
the less artifact between me and the music, the
stronger I'm touched. So here Isit with acou-

the circuits to stabilize before sound is heard).
The differences lie elsewhere. For instance,
the Dual Orthogonal Optical Fast Asymmetrical
Power Supply (whew!) is said, by CAL, to be the

ple of handfuls of CDs and two excellent CD
players, with the task of explaining to the reader

most advanced design in the industry. I'll let

which player Iprefer and why.

exactly that means—CAL literature says the
benefits are low ringing and rock-solid power

My listening venue remains, with the exceptions noted below, as described in my review
of the Audio Research SP9 Mk.II and Counterpoint SA-3000 preamps (Vol.13 No.11). Both the
preamps and the Quicksilver amps that drove
the Acoustat 1Wos have been replaced with the
Ensemble B-50 (Tiger) control amplifier (review
in progress) plugged into an Ensemble lsotrans

the engineers out there mull over just what

delivery to the digital and analog sections.
There are 23 separate regulated power supplies
in the Tercet Mk.III and the analog section is
all discrete, featuring FE'lb with acomplementary, servo-controlled, DC-coupled output.
Like the Icon, two solid, gold-plated, Tiffanylike RCA jacks grace the right side of the rear

isolation transformer. All system interconnect

panel. Astandard set of pushbutton operational

is Ensemble Supraflux, and speaker cable is
Ensemble Hotline. The B-50 sits within arm's

controls is located on the front panel just
beneath the fluorescent display window Alas,

reach on an Arcici Superstructure II. All CDs

they're as hard to read as those on the Icon. All

used in listening evaluations were ringed with
Sims Reference Bands. The system was left on

but three (which deal with disc-to-tape copying) are duplicated on the remote control, how-

for aperiod of at least 24 hours before any crit-

ever, so convenient operation is not hindered.

ical listening was done in order to let everything stabilize. Playback levels were matched

The Tercet Mk.III's operation and control flexibility are identical to the Icon's, so Irefer the

using aRealistic Sound Level Meter.

reader to the earlier review for details.

California Audio Labs
Tercet Mk.III: $1295

by the Tercet Mk.III's options. Inever listen

Suffice it to say Idid not feel shortchanged
through headphones, so the absence of ahead-

The Tercet Mk.III represents astep up from

phone jack (with or without avolume control)

CALs $750 Icon, which Ienthusiastically recommended back in April (Vol.13 No 4). Externally,

does not upset me. And since Ihave found variable outputs to degrade the sound, Idon't miss

with the exception of awider and slightly
thicker front panel, it appears to be acarbon

so Idon't miss the coaxial digital-out. Appar-

copy of that unit. Like the other products in
California Audio Lab's stable, the Tercet Mk.III

them either. Idon't use an external processor,
ently, neither do others; CAI:s Art Paymer says

is designed from the ground up in-house. It is

only about 5% of sales include this optional
feature. Construction quality is equal to that of

totally solid-state, and, like the Icon, uses the
same linear-drive, glass-optics, single-laser

circuit board, though filled with topnotch com-

transport and noisy loading drawer (equally
loud but lower in pitch than the Luxman). The
Mk.III features the same 8x-oversampling, 24bit digital filter as its lower-cost sibling. Additional similarities are acustom clock module,

the Icon; je, excellent. The single, large printed
ponents, is not crowded, and the solder work
is excellent. The power supply is located well
away from the pcb, to the rear on the left.
The CAL Tercet Mk.III is sold with the usual
1-year parts and labor warranty. Incidentally,

EMI filtration on the inbound AC line, dual,

you won't find printed specifications in the itr-

hand-trimmed, Burr-Brown PCM 61P 18-bit

cet's instruction manual. The underlying phi-

DACs, and aturn-on mute timer (which allows

losophy at CAL toward such matters is to let the
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consumer bear, by listening to music through

extract amaximum of low-level detail was de-

the product, how good it sounds. Specifica-

monstrated effectively here, passing over no

tions, according to CAL, only tell part of the

subtle nuance of the performance and convinc-

story—the current crop of CD players all have

ingly converting the physical aspects of music-

excellent specs—and cannot convey the emo-

making on such afiendishly difficult instru-

tional satisfaction one receives from amusical

ment as the lute. Isensed the demands made
on the soloist in the performance of this music

performance. Only listening will provide that
opportunity; CAL puts faith in their products'
abilities to do just that.

by the large amount of incidental noises heard
—body movements related to the drawing-out
of the notes from the strings. Tonal balance of

Sound: Before delving into the musical performance of the Tercet Mk.III, Ican't resist dis-

the instrument was excellent in all registers.
Highs sparkled like sunlight through crystal,

cussing its performance on disc 2of the Pierre
Verany Digital Test (PV.788032). Don't panic,

and the bass carried an appropriate sense of
weight without becoming "woolly." The sound
was pleasing and emotionally involving, eu-

Ihaven't turned into an audio nerd—yet. Objectivity has its place, especially when it's as
easy to achieve as this. Tracks 25-38 on this

phonic but not dull. Dynamics were handled
with aplomb (yes, even lute music can be dy-

disc contain dropouts in the reflecting disc sur-

namic), contributing to the ease with which the

face which increase in length as the track num-

musical line could be followed. At no time did

ber increases. The better CD players reproduce

Ihave the sense Iwas listening to aCD.

the higher track numbers without audible errors.
The Tercet Mk.III did not run into trouble until

Jordi Savall's 17th-century bass viol, track 4,

track 36, which corresponds to adropout

had rarely sounded so convincing. That instrument's rich, woody sound was captured with

2.5mm in length. This performance comfort-

ample body and resonance. Nor did the notes

ably exceeds the CD standard. In another test,
which measures aplayer's ability to correct successive dropouts, the Tercet Mk.III sailed up to

"drop dead" after being bowed, instead dying

track 49, where two 2.4mm dropouts occur
per revolution. Quite commendable perfor-

out naturally in an acoustic space made palpable through the rendering of the "air" in the
recording venue The col legno effect at the end
of the piece is especially exciting, the sound

mance, since the test ends with track 50 (two

of the notes literally bouncing off the surround-

3mm dropouts per revolution).

ing walls. The resulting echoes become over-

But reproducing 500Hz sinewaves, to me, is
not the reason to own hi-fi equipment. Reproducing music is, and it is to this experience I

whelming, contributing to the sense of the performance taking place in acavernous space.
The Tercet Mk.III, like the now-discontinued

now turn.

Tempest Il Special Edition which was my CD

The Astrée sampler (E 7699), which belongs

reference for quite awhile, excelled at retriev-

in every reviewer's collection (yours too!), pre-

ing such information.
Blandine Verlet's Hans Ruckets II harpsi-

sents awide spectrum of music ranging from
the 13th through the 20th centuries, in out-

chord (track 7) never sounded better. The tonal

standing performances captured in exemplary

balance was excellent, with no register calling

sound. It's ashame it's out of print (at least in

attention to itself. The resonating capacity of

this country), but you can write to Harmonia

the instrument is fully explored in this fiery

Mundi USA, and demand it be re-released.

performance, and the sound did not disap-

Track 3, the John Dowland lute Fantasy, played

point. Listening closely, Isensed the entire
instrument vibrating from the floor up. Inner

with great finesse by Paul O'Dette, was immediately captivating when heard on the Tercet

harmonics, hanging on their own cushions of

Mk.III. The image of the soloist was extremely

air and well-separated from the fundamentals,
were captured exquisitely, lending an often-

well-focused, with palpable outlines. O'Dette's
placement within the recording venue was
excellent, with unmistakable ambience clues
lending asense of believability to the performance. The Tercet Mk.Ill's apparent ability to
1 Harmonia Mundi USA, 3364 Robertson Boulevard, Los
Angeles, CA 90034.
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missed depth to the music The strings "buzzed"
as they should (which, in this music is most of
the time).
The music of Louis Couperin came to life on
the Tercet Mk.III, resulting in atotally enjoyable and involving musical experience. On
Stereophile, February 1991

track 8, Michel Chapuis's oigan sings. Whoops!
Let me rephrase that one: On track 8, the organ

that instrument was reproduced beautifully,
with apalpable sense of air being blown through

of the Basilique of Sc. Christofe at Belfort sings.
Mr. Chapuis causes it to sing, and so did the lb.-

the body of the instrument. Davey Spillane's
Uilleann pipes, heard in the left corner of the

cet Mk.III. In fact, Idon't believe I'd ever heard

soundstage on track 11, had me squirming in

as much music in this piece before. Inner voi-

my seat. This is crazed, untenable yet beautiful

ces only hinted at in past listening sessions
came to life on the Tercet Mk.III, becoming

music suited for aworld which David Lynch
could define. Enya's voice despite the process-

vital elements in the performance of, and my

ing, sounds lovely on this recording. Sibilants

appreciation of, the music. Low pedals were

are kept under control, and you can sense her

reproduced with weight, body, and pitch defi-

lip movements as she sings the Gaelic lyrics.

nition, offering achallenge to my Acoustats. My
speakers met the challenge and Iwas rewarded

character is perceived lying just beneath the

Her voice is angelic and pristine, yet aripe

with some of the most coherent, focused lowbass I've heard. It swelled up like some giant
tidal wave threatening to engulf all within its

surface This perception was easily made listen-

reach, surrounding my listening seat and leav-

Isat listening to CD after CD, reluctant to get
up and do something else. This degree of in-

ing me, jaws askew, disbelieving what Iwas
hearing. Marvelous!

ing to the Tercet Mk.III; not so on many other
machines.

volvement Iusually reserve only for LPs! The

On track 2of Chet Baker's music from the

Tercet Mk.III bettered the Icon in every param-

film Let's Get Lost (Novus 3054-2-N), Ifelt Ihad

eter by which Ijudge music reproduction, and

opened adoor into the recording studio, en-

came close to the Tempest II Special Edition in

tered, and stood quietly in acorner, privy to

many ways, surpassing it in some—notably in

all going on within. The sense of "presence"

the Tercet's ability to remove the last layers of

was outstanding, Chet's voice never sounding

"fog" surrounding the high frequencies. Re-

so seductive or, in retrospect, poignant. His

gardless of the type of music played on the Ter-

singing is so intimate (and it's to the Tercet's

cet Mk.III, it was handled with ease and an

credit this emotion is conveyed), it hurt the

overwhelming degree of involvement. The

soul to listen. No nuance of the performance

ability to render the sense of space and the

was missed, including agood deal of off-mike

recovery of the "air" in that space is aquality

incidental (or coincidental) noise Chet's trumpet on "Moon and Sand" sounded as good as

endemic to all CAL products. They seem unsur-

I've heard, its brassy timbre captured perfectly.

retrieval of fine detail without confusion. De-

It had just the right amount of edge, cutting

tails only hinted at on lesser players became via-

passed at this. CAL products are also good at

through the air like ahot knife through butter,

ble elements in the ebb and flow of the musical

yet never getting strident or harsh. John Left-

experience on the Tercet Mk.III, no doubt con-

wich's excellent bass is palpable throughout the
album. The notes sound firm, full-bodied, and

Spectral balance was excellent, as was the ren-

rich in texture.

dering of vocal and instrumental timbres. The

tributing greatly to my emotional involvement.

The title cut from Enya's 1988 album Water-

texture of music became obvious on the Ter-

mark (Geffen 924233-2) bathed this listener

cet Mk.III. Absent was the homogenized char-

in lush, romantic, pastel-like sound. The sound-

acter of the sound which has given digital
reproduction such abad name. Granted, bad

stage width was limited only by my room
boundaries—depth seemed to extend beyond
the wall behind the speakers. The extreme low-

CDs sounded terrible on the Tercet Mk.III. On
the other hand, well-recorded performances

bass notes beginning 56 seconds into the song

caused me to suspend critical judgment and

had pitch definition (unusual on my Acoustats,
which often turn such material into amorphous

give myself over to the pleasures derived from
participating in aspecial event. The Tercet

"thuds"). The separation of instrumental and

Mk.III made such special events possible.

vocal forces was excellent—the ethereal choir,
for instance, being set well behind the solo

JA Measures: The Tercet's maximum output

piano with the synth strings, clearly layered,

level was afraction over spec at 2.079V, sourced

washing around them. Neil Buckley's clarinet
on track 3sounded real; the woody timbre of

from alow 52 ohms, which implies the Tercet
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Fig.8 CAL Tercet Ill, HF intermodulation spectrum,
300Hz-30kHz, 19+20kHz at OdB (linear
frequency scale)

flows at its maximum level, atradeoff said to

ered 1kHz tone at -90.31dB gave the spectra

increase low-level resolution. The player's frequency response (fig.3) was flat within the

shown in fig.5. Some inconsequential 60Hz
hum can be seen; more important, both chan-

audio band, though aslight 0.3dB de-emphasis
error at 10kHz exists (fig.4). Channel separa-

nels feature too low alevel at -90dB, together
with serious second-harmonic distortion, sug-

tion was okay at better than 70dB below 8kHz.

gesting that the Tercet's DACs had not been

Sweeping abandpass filter from 20kHz to

properly aligned (despite the claimed "hand-

30Hz while the Tercet was reproducing adith-

trimming"). (As this test tone is dithered, any
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Luxman D- 105u tube CD player
distortion seen will be due to the player's con-

mass-load the disc center to minimize spindle-

version system.) This poor alignment was con-

motor microvibration, thus improving tracking

firmed by looking at the linearity from -60dB

accuracy for lowest error rate. Removing the

to -120dB using the dithered 500Hz tone on

cover from the unit reveals aneat, spacious

the CBS Test CD. Fig.6 shows the left channel's

interior with components not squished together

linearity which, while alittle better than the
right channel's, can hardly be said to resemble

on either the main or power-supply boards.

astraight line. The waveform of an undithered

The two 18-bit DAC chips are Burr-Brown
1701Ps while the digital filter is from NPC. The

tone at -90.31dB, which should reproduce as

horizontally mounted vacuum tubes (6CG7s)

asimple, three-stepped shape, toggling between
-1, 0, and +1, instead can be seen to feature a

are inaccessible, meaning areturn to the factory or afactory-authorized service center for

degree of frequency doubling, due to the -1

replacement.

level actually being alittle higher than 0(fig.7).

The D-105u's outward appearance matches

Often such departures from linear behavior
also result in increased distortion. The Tercet

that of the Luxman LV-105u integrated amp
(which also employs the "Brid" circuit design).

was excellent in this respect, however, as can

It is nicely finished in basic black with minus-

be seen from the spectrum of its output while
reproducing a1:1 mix of 19 and 20kHz tones

cule white lettering identifying the various program and control functions. Happily, all func-

(fig.8, which has alinear frequency scale). Al-

tions are duplicated on the remote control;

though slight spurs at 18kHz and 21kHz can be

folks with aging eyes like mine should have no

seen to either side of the main two tones, the

trouble making the thing work. Just to the left

intermodulation product at IkHz, shown by

of the large vacuum fluorescent display is avertical window behind which you can see the

the cursor position, is buried in the measuring
system's noise at -78.6dB. It's possible that this
clean distortion performance correlates with
GL's finding that the Tercet offered amusically
involving sound, though many other factors
are involved, of course.

—John Atkinson

two vacuum tubes stacked one above the other.
Shortly after turning on the unit, they come to
life with that familiar glow Ilove. (Luxman has
wisely provided apreheating button just to the
left of the window which, when engaged.
serves two functions: first, to cut the warm-up

Luxman D -105u: $1200
The D-105u, the top of Luxman's CD-player

period to ten seconds, and, more importantly,
to eliminate thermal shock resulting from the

line, is novel in its twin-triode vacuum-tube

initial application of power to the filaments.

amplification in the analog output stage. This

Leaving this switch on will increase tube life.)

configuration is said to provide high linearity

The vacuum fluorescent display (which can be

with low distortion and that hard-to-quantify

adjusted for four (» levels of brightness, includ-

musicality found in tubed products. In addi-

ing an ''off' position) is especially informative.

tion, the D-105u incorporates an anti-vibration

In addition to the usual track, index, time, and

laser pick-up mechanism and ahigh-mass mag-

programming functions, it indicates whether
or not pre-emphasis was used in the recording.

netic disc clamper, the latter feature said to
Stereophile, February 1991
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Ihad to check this out. Iloaded up Disc 1of

Overall construction quality seems above

the Pierre Verany Digital Test (Pierre Verany

average for aCD player which will most likely

PV.788031/788032). Sure enough, track 37,
recorded with pre-emphasis, caused the "Em-

ish are impeccable, the styling to my liking, but

phasis" signal to light. It went out on 'Back 38,

Ido wish the rear-panel RCA jacks were Tif-

which duplicates the musical selection on track

fanys instead of the flimsy things they are. With

be sold in anonspecialist hi-fi salon. Fit and fin-

37 but is recorded without pre-emphasis. The

tight-fitting plugs, the ground sleeve can pull

fact that Icould tell no difference between the

right off the jack. Luxman, in step with other
mass-market consumer electronics companies,

two tracks indicates aproperly operating deemphasis circuit. Also shown on the display
is the amount of level reduction, in dB below

has provided serial remote in/out jacks on the

full output, of the variable analog outputs which

operation is possible via connection with other

rear of the 105u, so unified remote-control

can be controlled from the front panel as well

Luxman components. The loading drawer,

as from the remote control (this also adjusts

which accommodates both 5" and 3" CDs, is

headphone volume). The variable analog outs,

not the quietest I've heard (a higher-pitched

incidentally, are controlled by precision, servo

"clang" than the Tercet Mk.III), but appears to

motor-driven potentiometers instead of the

be solidly built and is positive in operation. The

usual FETswitched resistor networks of voltage-

Luxman D-105u is sold with afive-year parts

controlled amplifiers (VCAs). This approach is

and labor warranty—unusual and commend-

reported to achieve the goal of variable outputs

able in the hi-fi industry.

without compromising the sound.
Recordists will appreciate the ease with which
glitch-free recordings can be made of CDs.

Sound: Based on what Iheard on Digital Test,
it appears the Luxman's error correction was

Using the Edit function on the 105u, the inter-

not equal to the Tercet

nal computer selects whole tracks and divides
them up, based on their times, to fit the record-

within the CD standard. The D-105u failed on
track 34, demonstrating its inability to track a

ing time on the Aand Bsides for any given cas-

single dropout 2mm in length (ten times the

sette length. Other operational and/or convenience features of the Luxman (all except,

standard, by the way). In the test of successive

inexplicably, fast forward/backward scan, being

though still well

dropout tracking, the Luxman failed on track
48 (2 x 1.5mm).

remote-control operable) include: Random,

The first impression Igot when Iplayed

which lets the CD player select tracks for play

music on the Luxman was as if Ihad moved

in acompletely random manner (if the Repeat

back several rows in the auditorium or concert

button and Random buttons are pushed, the

hall. This slightly distant perspective lent an

disc is played repeatedly with adifferent ran-

even greater air of intimacy to the Dowland
Fantasy on the Astrée sampler. Once Iadjusted

dom selection of tracks each time); A-Scan,
which allows the first 10 seconds of each track

to this difference, Irelaxed and let the music

on the disc to be previewed automatically;

take over. The recovery of ambient information

Skip, which allows you to go directly from one

in the recording venue was outstanding, equal-

track to another, either backward or forward;

ing the Tercet Mk .III. The sense of spaciousness and air was palpable Focus on Paul O'Dette's

Scan, which enables you to audibly scan, either
forward or backward, the music content within
atrack (the scanning speed can be more than

Renaissance lute, however, was not as tight as

doubled (!) by pressing the Pause button first,

Iheard on the Tercet Mk.III. The notes seemed
to arise from apoint somewhere above the

but the music is inaudible); Direct Access,
which provides immediate play of any track

strings instead of from the strings themselves,
lending aslightly confused sound to the instru-

from 1to 99; Program, which allows you to

ment by the time the music reached my ears.

program up to 32 tracks in any order; T-display,

The recovery of subtle performance details was

which, with each successive push of the but-

impressive—about the best I've heard, cer-

ton, selects one of 4disc timing displays: single

tainly equaling the CAL player. Rendering of

elapsed, single remaining, total elapsed, and

timbral characteristics was also excellent, lend-

total remaining. All but the most obsessed

ing ahigh degree of believability and tangibility

among us should be happy with the compre-

to the sound of the instrument.

hensive and informative display on the D-105u.
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As Icontinued listening to the Astrée disc,
Stereophile, February 1991

Ibegan to hear aslight imbalance in the treat-

concerned about listening to this disc. The

ment of the different registers of the lute. The
upper bass seemed subdued in comparison to
the upper-mid and treble ranges. The contin-

Enya disc also provided me with moments in
which Igot lost in the music. With the exception of times when Ifelt sibilants were abit too

uity of the musical line was sometimes hard to
follow. The upper range of the instrument predominated, leaving the bass line struggling for
attention. Ihad to dig to recover the musical
Gestalt. The sound had an overall "dark" character to it, pleasing and seductive, but leaving
me less emotionally involved than what the
lèrcet Mk.III had accustomed me ta The harpsichord on track 7was captured in exquisite
detail and lifelike timbre, but the instrument
failed to "sing" as happily as Ihad heard earlier.
Again, Isensed abalance problem between the
upper and lower registers. The treble sparkled,
but not as clearly as Iwould have liked. The
string overtones seemed to have ashorter "life"
than they did on the Tercet Mk.III, leaving me
to complete the image of the soloist seated at
her instrument in my listening room. It's the

pronounced (track 11), Ifound little else to criticize. The spectacular soundstaging on this disc
was captured as well as Ihave heard. A result
of the recessed perspective was aslight lack of
focus on instrumental soloists (the pipes on
track 11, for instance), but this is neither right
nor wrong, in my opinion. Ifind, when Iattend
live performances, that the further back in the
hall Isit the less Iam aware of specific sound
sources, especially from instruments whose
sound is not precisely focused in the first place.
The DeGrigny organ piece on the Astrée
sampler sounded magnificent on the Luxrnan.
The low pedals were not timid at all. They
seemed to set my room in motion, and Icould
sense the movement of air through them as
they pulsed. The ambience within the Belfort
basilica was captured as well as Ihave ever

recovery of such subtle details that lends a

heard, perhaps even surpassing what Iheard

"presence" to aperformance, lifting the veil (or
veils) separating the listener from the music's

on the Tercet Mk.III. The decay of the final
chord went on for several seconds after its

source. 2
The Chet Baker disc, useful in providing a
standard for closely miked male vocal and
trumpet reproduction, did not disappoint me

release and diminished, naturally, into the envelope of air within the church. If I'm pressed to

when played on the D-105u. Chet's voice

pick nits, it has to do with what Iperceived to
be avery slight veiling of the movement of
inner voices within the middle register of the

sounded as poignant as ever, and his trumpet
was not robbed of its proper timbre. At one

organ. This vital midrange voice was not as easily heard as Iwould have liked. Yet the overall

point in track 2, however, Inoticed what appeared to be ahollowness in his voice which

sound of the organ reproduced on the Luxrnan

had eluded me on the Tercet Mk.III. Iimmedi-

critic's cap for the moment and give in to the
music.

ately put the disc into the Tercet Mk.Ill to confirm what Iwas hearing, but was left stymied

was so seductive it caused me to put away my

—no hollowness. This may have been aunique
aberration precipitated by the conditions in the

JA Measures: The output impedance of the
D-105u from its fixed outputs was considerably

room at the time, or it may have been indicative of something more vital. Perhaps the secret

higher than spec at 1200 ohms, though the variable outputs offered alower source value of

will unfold in the measurement section of this

645 ohms. Long cables should be avoided when
the player is used from its fixed outputs, though

review. Nonetheless, Ifound little else to be
2Imust voice acot
thaw regarding the real-world evaluation of these components. Ifear the typical comparison will
be made using ancillary electmnics incapable of resolving the
differences Ihear The Ensemble B-50 control amp has one
of the mmt transparent, if not the most transparent and revealing midranges Ihave ever heard—no detail escapes it. It is capabk not only of conveying the warp and woof of music in palpable terms, it also transmits that often elusive emotional
clement which gives music its communicative power. Iurge
the trader to audition these components on the best &minks
and speakers available to him or her so as not to be deprived
of the subtleties of which Ispeak. Listen also with an open
heart and soul. Ignore the sales hype and end your romance
with specifications. Thist your cars and heart! The component
which strikes that sympathetic chord within and moves you
emotionally is the one to take home

Stereophile, February 1991

the lower impedance of the variable outputs
is sensible when the player is fed straight to the
power amplifier. The maximum output level
was 2.11V from either set of outputs, while the
output was polarity-correct from both outputs,
as shown by the linear-phase impulse response
(fig.9). Channel separation was better than
80dB across most of the band, dropping to
below 70dB above 10kHz.
It was not surprising that GL heard no difference in response with pre-emphasized discs,
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Fig.11 Luxman D-105u, 1kHz squareware at OdB
as there was no error apart from that due to the

Fig.14 Luxman D-105u, undithered 1kHz tone at
-90.31dB, right channel

player's inherent departure from aflat response.
As can be seen from fig.10, however, the D-105u

System One; the measurements used to derive

does roll off alittle early at the frequency ex-

fig.12 were taken with the grounding arranged

tremes, probably correlating with GL's obser-

to give the lowest hum.)

vation that its sound was alittle "dark." This

The fact that the frequency of the signal is

premature HF rolloff can also be seen in the

doubled at low levels by the Luxman's right

squarewave response, fig.11, by the slightly lazy

channel is revealed by looking at the wave-

leading edges to the waveshape.
Looking at the audio-band spectra for both

forms of an undithered 1kHz tone at -90.31dB.
Fig.13 shows the left channel, which can be

channels while the player reproduces adithered

seen to feature a1kHz periodicity. Fig.14, how-

1kHz tone at -90.31dB (fig.12) reveals the D-

ever, looks just like noise, and it takes aFast Fou-

105u's DACs to be not particularly well set up

rier Transformation of the frequency domain

during manufacture. Note that while the left

to reveal that there is aperiodic nature to the

channel, the solid line, performed well despite

signal. But as shown by fig.15, the strongest

suffering from alittle compression, the right

component of that periodicity is at twice the

channel doesn't seem to have much 1kHz content at all, there being instead apeak at the

son for this problem is that the right channel's

real frequency, 2kHz instead of 1kHz. The rea-

second-harmonic frequency, 2kHz. In addi-

DAC is so far out of alignment that its output

tion, both channels have power-supply noise

with all the 16 input bits set to "1," which rep-

apparent at 60Hz, 120Hz, and 240Hz, though

resents alevel one LSB below zero, is actually

the levels are still low. (The level of hum was

at least one ISB above zero. The test waveform

very dependent on the exact way in which the
player was connected to the Audio Precision

used to generate figs.14 and 15, which should
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repeatedly move from "-I" up to "0," up to
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Fig.18 Luxman D-105u, HF intermodulation
spectrum, 300Hz-30kHz, 19+20kHz at OdB
(linear frequency scale)

back down to "0," then down again to
"-I," actually reproduces as adouble-frequency
waveform, moving down from "-I" to "0," up
to "+1," down to "0," then up to "-I." In effect,
as the Lux's output level drops toward -90dB,
the fundamental frequency disappears, shown
by the right channel's linearity plot, fig.16,
which is plotted with alarger than usual vertical scale. For comparison, fig.17 shows the
left-channel linearity plot with the conventional ±10dB vertical scaling.
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Fig.19 Magnavox CDB-472, HF intermodulation
spectrum, 300Hz-30kHz, 19+20kHz at OdB
(linear frequency scale)

This poor DAC performance, which Ifound

the player featured alittle sonic congestion.

to be quite audible with the low-level test tones
used, might also result in higher than normal

Imust admit to being surprised by the misalignment of the D-I05u's right-channel DAC.
Such poor quality control is not uncommon
in very cheap players, in my experience, where

levels of distortion. Fig.18 shows the spectrum
of the Luxman's right-channel output while
reproducing aI:1 mix of 19 and 20kHz tones.
While high-frequency intermodulation levels

every penny spent during manufacture is critical. But in a81200 player, Ifeel that part of the

are satisfyingly low, note that asignificant IkHz

justification for the higher price is the owner's

difference product exists, at just -55.9dB. For
comparison, look at fig 19, which shows the

peace of mind that comes from knowing that
the component has been well set up. Ihope

performance of acheap Magnavox CDB472 on

that our review sample is not representative of

this test. Although the Philips digital filter is
much less good at suppressing the 24.IkHz

Luxman's production (though I'm somewhat
alarmed to note that there appears to be no

alias of the 20kHz component (shown by the

internal adjustment possible of the D-I05u's

cursor position) than the Luxman's NPC filter,
note that there is no IkHz difference product
in its output spectrum. Maybe this behavior of

intrinsic DAC linearity).

—John Atkinson

the D-105u ties in with Guy's observation con-

GL offers an overall conclusion
What can Isay? I've admitted to being adevotee

cerning the "hollowness" to Chet Baker's
voice. It might also contribute to his feeling that

listening to these CD players, no compelling
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of analog recording and playback, yet Ifelt,
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impressions of these products. "My Funny

desire to get up and turn them off and return
to listening to records. That is, perhaps, the

Valentine," from the Fairytales CD (Odin CD-

greatest compliment Ican give. As to which is

03), is an example of the perfect marriage

the better player, Ileave that decision to the

between art and technology. The music is time-

reader, who must get out there and listen. ¡fi

less, the performance spellbinding, and the

had to choose, and one of the privileges of a

recording exceptional. When Radka Toneff

reviewer is that he/she doesn't always have to
choose, Iwould go with the Tercet Mk.III. To

enunciates the word "mouth" 1:49 into the

me, it succeeded in not only capturing but conveying, often inexplicably, that elusive element
of amusical experience—emotion. It's one

song, the Tercet Mkill captures the second half
of the word as it rolls off her tongue without
a hint of coloration. The word positively
blooms. The D-105u seems to color the render-

thing to get all the "bits" read, quite another

ing of the "tth" side of the word. The color-

to transform those bits into an emotionally
involving experience. Ifelt the CAL player did

ation is inhibiting, though, for it seems to me
to separate, for amicrosecond, the voice from

this to agreater degree than the Luxman. Both

the body of the singer, rendering her presence

products excelled at capturing the ambience

less one of flesh and blood and more like a

on arecording and, when the recording allowed,

recorded entity. This is the difference I'm trying

the creation of palpable images. Similarly, both

to convey to you.

players exhibited an uncanny ability to extract

The gap between the "sound" of analog and

the subtlest low-level detail from a perfor-

the "sound" of digital is swiftly narrowing, as

mance. Be it the movement of lips while enunciating aword, the brushing of asleeve against

these products amply demonstrate. If you have

the fingerboard in aguitar or lute recital, or the

$1200 or so to spend on aCD player, Idon't see
how you could go wrong in purchasing either.

touch of the fingertips upon the keys of apiano
or harpsichord, each CD player revealed these

you, the best value might be the Luxman,*

If the thought of outboard processing intrigues

nuances free of the bane of surface noise or the

which includes digital output provisions in the

other artifacts taken for granted, and usually

price. If you're unsure about outboard process-

tolerated, in analog reproduction. 3
Musical dynamics were handled with ease.

ing and the extra fuss involved in its implementation (as Iam), go with the CAL Tercet Mk.III.

From Bach to rock, the Tercet Mk.Ill and the

Ifeel confident in giving each of these CD

D-105u allowed the music to speak, without

players astrong Class Brecommendation. They

being held back. One track from one of my

succeed in suspending the arguments against

favorite CDs might crystallize my listening

digital reproduction in general and CDs in particular, allowing the listener to enjoy the

3As Ilisten to more and more of the latest generation of CD
players, Ifind myself becoming less and less tolerant of these
things. Ishudder to think of the day when I'll no longer accept
them and give myself over entirely to CDs. I'm sure I'll make
record collectors happy if lever decide to dispose of my collection!

music—which is, after all, the end goal of all
this. Isn't it?
4Assuming its poor DAC alignment

is

aone-off sample fault.
—

JA

NAIM NAO 62 PREAMPLIFIER 8(
HI-CAP POWER SUPPLY,
NAIM NAP 140 POWER AMPLIFIER
Robert Harley
NAC 62 Preamplifier: Inputs: Three line-level inputs on DIN jacks, one stereo phono input on
BNC jacks. Phono input sensitivity and impedance: variable with optional phono boards. Output
level and impedance: 0.775V, 47 ohms. Weight: 8lbs. Price: $895.
Hi-Cap Power Supply Output voltage: 24V DC x2. Weight: 20 lbs. Price: $1195.
NAP 140 Power Amplifier: Power output: 45Wpc continuous into 8ohms (bandwidth and disStereophile, February 1991

Nairn NAC 62 preamplifier

INIP IMP
Nairn HICAP power supply

Nairn NAP 140 power amplifier

tortion not specified). Transient power output: 200VA. Voltage gain: 29dB. Input impedance: 22k
ohms. Frequency response: -3dB at 5Hz and 40kHz. Weight: 14 lbs. Price: $1295
All Three: Dimensions: 8.14" (205mm) W by 3" (76mm) H by 11.8" (300mm) D. Warranty: five
years. Approximate number of US Dealers: 25. Manufacturer: Naim Audio Ltd., Southampton
Road, Salisbury SP1 2LN, England. Distributor: Naim Audio North America Inc., 1748 North Sedgwick Street, Chicago, IL 60614. Tel: (312) 944-0217.
Back in 1970, one Julian Vereker decided to record some musician friends in his house in

stuffed printed circuit boards, lacks, transformer, wiring, and mechanical components,

Salisbury, England. Using standard, off-the-

the builder has agreater identity with the prod-

shelf electronics and tape machines, he was
startled at how dissimilar the recording was to

uct than if he/she installed just one part repeat-

the sound of live instruments. As aresult, he
started designing his own recording electronics,

edly in many units. In addition, each product
is individually listened to before it leaves the

including arecording console, of which he sold

factory, assuring reliability and consistency.
Listening to each unit as part of the manufac-

several to local broadcast facilities.

turing process reflects Naim Audio's fundamen-

Spurred by this success, Julian founded Naim
Audio to design and manufacture home play-

tal belief in the importance of the listening experience: Nairn provides very few or no speci-

back equipment that more closely approached
the sound of real music. Naim has since be-

fications on their products, preferring that
potential customers decide by listening. Inci-

come one of the largest hi-fi electronics manufacturers in the UK, employing about 60 peo-

dentally, Naim has an outspoken disdain for
digital playback.

ple. The brand is highly regarded in England
and is exported to 30 countries, including

During the 20 years since Naim Audio's founding, the company has pursued an individualis-

those in the Far East. Interestingly, the pream-

tic, idiosyncratic course that has set it apart

plifier and power amplifier topologies have

from other hi-fi manufacturers. Instead of build-

remained virtually unchanged since the very

ing components designed to work well with

first Naim products. It is significant that Naim's

awide range of products from other manufac-

20-year success is based on the same circuit.
Naim products are also unusual in the way
they are constructed. Rather than making the

turers, Naim has maintained the philosophy
that the best music playback system is one in
which all components have been optimized to

products in assembly-line fashion, each worker

work with each other. In addition, Naim be-

builds acomponent from the chassis up and

lieves that making equipment conform to existing standards inevitably involves compromis-

sees it through to final test. By inserting the preStereophile, February 1991
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ing the system's musical performance. This

Quest Green caused the 140 power amplifier

philosophy is reflected in the nonstandard DIN

to oscillate, necessitating my use of single-wired

jacks found on all Naim equipment, BNC

Naim speaker cable (more on this later). Clearly,

phono inputs, and unusual preamplifier power-

these weren't components amenable to my

supply arrangement. Taking this idea even fur-

usual review methods.
After avisit from Chris West, Naim's North

ther, the loudspeaker cables are considered
part of the amplifier design, suggesting that

American Technical Representative, who ex-

cables other than Naim's should be avoided.

plained their overall system approach to music

Even installation in the customer's home is con-

playback, Ibegan to see the products in a

sidered in the overall system design: Naim

different light. Rather than buck their system,
Idecided to approach the three units (along

dealers set up the system for the customer and
will even demonstrate the equipment in the

with their interconnects and loudspeaker

potential purchaser's home.

cable) as an integrated system. Indeed, the NAC

In fact, Naim's five-year warranty specifically

62 and NAP 140 should be considered an in-

states that use of cables and interconnects not

tegrated amplifier in two boxes (three with Hi-

supplied or recommended by Naim, or use of

Cap), such is their compatibility with each

"unsuitable" combinations of Naim and non-

other and incompatibility with other compo-

Naim equipment, constitutes "abuse" under

nents: Naim specifically recommends against

the warranty terms.
This approach, which places system integration and performance over individual component versatility (or to put it more bluntly:
"Were doing what we think is right, the rest of

using the 140 with any preamp other than a
Naim.
This experience caused me to reflect on the
differences between Naim's approach and
everyone else's. There is acertain type of cus-

the world be damned"), has resulted in prod-

tomer for whom aNaim system is ideal: one

ucts very different from those Iam accustomed
to. When Iunpacked the three Naim units for

who doesn't want to make decisions about
which interconnects or speaker cable to buy,

this review, Ifelt acombination of apprehen-

and isn't going to trade in his preamp with each

sion and anticipation, based on my only other
experience with aNaim product, the $875

new "Mark" designation. In other words, a
Naim system is designed to be set up and for-

NAIT 2 reviewed in Vol 12 No.9. Iremem-

gotten, with the listener enjoying music through

bered my hassles with the NAIT 2's nonstan-

it rather than the music system and its continual

dard jacks, but also its extraordinary musicali-

tweaking and experimentation becoming a

ty and ability to involve the listener in the

hobby. My reluctance to accept their methods

musical performance (ST also raved over the

reflects the fact that Iconstantly listen to differ-

NAIT 2). Ithus approached the review of

ent equipment and cables in avariety of jux-

these three products with ambivalent feelings.
When evaluating acomponent, Ifeel it is

tapositions as part of my job, asituation not

mandatory to leave all other variables in the sys-

less, Idecided to put away my prejudices along
with my favorite interconnects/speaker cables

tem constant (music, associated components,
cables, loudspeaker and listener position, etc)
to isolate the character of the unit under audition. This was clearly not possible with the

predisposed to the Naim philosophy. Neverthe-

and listen to some music.
I'm glad Idid; Idiscovered avery special
music playback system.

NAC 62 preamp and Hi-Cap power supply, nor
with the NAP 140 power amp. Besides not

NAC 62 preamplifier: $895

being able to audition the units separately, the

The NAC 62 is the lowest-priced and simplest

62's DIN input jacks required that Iuse aChord

of the company's three preamplifiers. Like most

Company interconnect with RCAs on one end
and aDIN plug on the other, as well as Naim's

of the Nairn line, the 62 is housed in along, nar-

interconnect between preamp and power amp.

row, extruded aluminum case. The front panel
reflects the 62's minimalist design, with just

Rather than chop up apair of AtulioQuest inter-

two large knobs (volume and input selection)

connects to install BNC terminations, Iused a

and two small knobs (balance and mute/tape

pair of BNC-to-RCA adaptors before being sent

monitor). The front-panel lettering is difficult

aNairn phono cable with integral BNCs. Finally,

to read but inconsequential because of the

Idiscovered that 10' runs of bi-wired Audio-

unit's simplicity. The rear panel has five DIN
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connectors, three of them for signal input

The phono circuit is somewhat unusual in that

(marked niner," 'Aux," and "Tape" ,)and two

it provides some gain before RIAA equalization.
Like all Nairn circuits, the phono boards are discrete and employ 1% metal-film resistors and
tantalum caps.

for connection to either aNaim power amplifier or external power supply (only one of
which is used at atime). Phono inputs are BNC
jacks rather than RCAs. With each preamp,

The boards are easily changed to accommo-

Naim provides BNC terminations for fitting on
an existing interconnect. Alternately, the user

date different phono cartridges. The "N" version has an input sensitivity of 2mV and input

can buy from Naim aready-made BNC phono
interconnect with avariety of tonearm termi-

impedance of 47k ohms for moving-magnet
cartridges, the "S" version is 104V/470 ohms

nations. In systems without aphono source,
the BNC inputs can function as an additional

sensitivity and 560 ohm input impedance, has

for moving-coils, and the "K" version, at 100µV

line input, with the line-input sensitivity

been optimized for the Linn Karma and Troika

adjusted by the dealer.

cartridges. For systems without aphono source,

Rather than include the power supply within
the preamp chassis, two of the three Naim

the phono boards can be replaced with "V"
boards that provide an additional line input

preamps (the 62 and 72) get their DC from

whose input sensitivity is variable (hence the

either asupply within selected Naim power
amplifiers (the NAP 90 or NAP 140) or from an

"V" designation), allowing perfect level matching with aCD player or digital processor. A

external supply like the Hi-Cap (the top-of-the-

sticker on the preamp's rear panel identifies

line NAC 52 preamp has adedicated external
supply). Keeping the power transformer away
from low-level audio circuitry reportedly

astick-on letter designation on the board also
indicates the circuit version. Changing phono

improves audio performance. If the NAC 62 is
used with an NAP 90 or 140 power amplifier
alone, 24V DC is carried to the 62 through a
five-pin cable. The NAC 62's audio output
travels in other conductors within the same
cable harness.

which phono option is installed. In addition,

boards is very fast and easy due to the goldplated pin and socket arrangement. Ihad both
the "S" and "K" versions available for the auditioning.
The 62's overall construction is excellent,
with the layout refined by years of manufactur-

The preamp supply within the NAP 140

ing the same product. The point-to-point wir-

comprises abridge rectifier, a3300µF electro-

ing between pcb and input/output jacks is

lytic capacitor, and aTO-220 (three-pin) regulator. Naim places great importance on the

meticulous. Without apower transformer and
DC supply, the NAC 62 is quite lightweight at

power supply, especially in low-level circuits

just 8lbs.

toward the front of the electronics chain. For
this reason, they offer the Hi-Cap (for High
Capacity) power supply as areplacement for
the supply built into the two power amplifiers.
The Hi-Cap is described below.
The NAC 62's circuitry is quite basic and contained on asingle-sided pcb, except for the
phono stage. In addition to being completely
discrete, very few components are in the signal path. Two tantalum capacitors provide

NAP 140 power amplifier:
$1295
The power output of Naim amplifiers is reflected
by the model number, which represents the
total power output into four ohms. The NAP
140 power amplifier, rated at 45Wpc into 8
ohms (70Wpc into 4ohms), is housed in the
same size and type chassis as the NAC 62 preamp and the Hi-Cap power supply, maintaining

input and output coupling (the only caps in the
line stage), while resistors are all 1% metal-film

auniform appearance between these different-

types. Five electrolytic power-supply decoup-

tains alarge power on/off rotary switch the

ling caps are located next to each audio circuit
stage. An expensive-looking Alps potentiom-

same size and location as the 62's input selector

eter provides volume control.

adding to the three components' similar

functioning components. The front panel con-

(and also the Hi-Cap's power switch), further

The phono section is located on two small

appearance. The rear panel has an IEC power-

vertical boards mounted toward the unit's rear.

cord socket, a4-pin DIN plug (audio input sig-

IIinterpret the label "Aux' .instead of "CD" as reflecting
Naitn's scorn for digital playback.

jacks for loudspeaker connection.
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nal and DC output), and two pairs of banana
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Inside, the NAP 140's family resemblance to

of aNaim preamp when using another ampli-

other Naim products is apparent. The ampli-

fier brand. Additionally, the Hi-Cap is required

fier's power supply and the 24V preamp supply

when using the 135 or 250 power amplifiers,

are located at the unit's rear. The NAP 140's sup-

which don't incorporate apreamp supply.

ply includes amoderate-sized toroidal trans-

The Hi-Cap looks identical to the NAP 140

former and four 4700µF filter caps, the caps

from the front, with just around power on/off

mounted on atriangular-shaped pcb. No volt-

switch on the front panel. The rear panel houses

age regulation is used. Alarge ground area on

four DIN jacks, capable of supplying DC to a

the pcb accommodates one leg of each filter

Naim preamp or Naim electronic crossover.
Only one unit can be powered at atime from

cap as well as ground wires from various points
within the amplifier. This single-point ground-

the Hi-Cap.

ing arrangement has been refined over the

The Hi-Cap is adual 24V supply composed

years and is said to be sonically important. As

of alarge toroidal transformer with two secon-

mentioned previously, a3300µF cap and three-

dary windings that feed two full-wave bridge

pin voltage regulator within the NAP 140 pro-

rectifiers. In each of the Hi-Cap's two supplies,

vide 24V DC to an attached Naim preamp.

filtering is provided by asingle 15,000µF elec-

The 140 is adual-mono design (following the

trolytic capacitor, while voltage regulation is

transformer), with each channel's circuit mounted

performed by alarge (T0-3) regulator. Each

on its own rectangular pcb about half the unit's

regulator is tested for noise, with more rigid

width and athird its length. The front end is

criteria than can be provided by the manufac-

discrete, with aminimum of components in the
signal path. Critical capacitors are tantalum and
all resistors are 1% metal-film types. The output

turer. Like the NAP 140's output transistors, the
Hi-Cap's heat-producing regulators are mounted
on aheatsink attached to the chassis.

stage is unusual in that both transistors in each
channel's output pair are NPN types. Typically,

ply would power the preamp's left and right

acomplementary pair consists of one PNP and

audio channels. Naim believes, however, that

one NPN transistor. The NAP 140's quasi-com-

better sonics are obtained by separating the
high-level and low-level supplies. One of the

plementary pair is said to improve sound qual-

One would intuitively think this dual sup-

ity by using identical transistors (which are

Hi-Cap's +24V outputs supplies the preamp's

custom-made for Naim). Each channel's out-

phono and low-level stage, while the other

put pair is bolted to an aluminum heatsink,

powers the preamp output-driver section. The

which in turn is attached to the chassis. In

62's volume control is between the two circuit

essence, the entire chassis draws heat away

sections. The Hi-Cap's DC supplies are said to
have less than 50µV of noise.

from the output transistors. An output-stage
temperature sensor shuts down the amplifier

Connecting the Hi-Cap to the system is far

if it becomes too hot.
The NAP 140's circuit topology has remained

from intuitive. Instead of running aDC supply
cable from the Hi-Cap to the preamp and an

virtually unchanged since it was first designed

audio cable from the preamp to the power

20 years ago. However, the newer products
sound better than their 20-year-old counterparts due to refinements in components and

amplifier, the audio signal is first routed through

pcb layouts. Other improvements include the

incorrectly, as Idid initially. Note that only a

inclusion of custom output transistors and new
grounding techniques. Overall voltage gain is

single cable (either afour- or five-pin DIN con-

29dB.
Like the NAC 62 preamp, construction qual-

(besides the signal inputs). This unusual ar-

ity is first-rate. The amplifier has aneatness and
well-thought-out look to it, especially the wir-

grounding scheme (the Hi-Cap as central ground)

ing harness.

mance. If the 62 is used without the Hi-Cap, a

the Hi-Cap before driving the power amplifier.
Consequently, it is easy to hook up the system

nector) should be connected to the 62 preamp
rangement reportedly results in asuperior
which increases the system's sonic perforDIN shorting plug must be inserted in the 62's

Hi-Cap power supply: $1195

five-pin audio output/DC input socket.

The Hi-Cap power supply is available as an

Again, careful attention has been paid to

upgrade to owners of aNaim 62 or 72 preamp
and 90 or 140 power amp, or as an essential part

grounding, and the Hi-Cap's internal workman-
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Listening
As discussed above, Idecided to treat the NAC

But what was it about the overall rendering
that created such apowerful intimacy with the

62, NAP 140, and Hi-Cap as an integral system
along with Naim's interconnects and loud-

music? Let's come back to that question after
first looking at specific aspects of the presen-

speaker cables. Iwill, however, report on the

tation.

system's sound with and without the Hi-Cap,

Perhaps the most salient character of the
Naim system was the completely natural por-

comment on the 62's phono and line sections
independently, and evaluate the preamp and

trayal of timbres and tonal shadings. There was

power amp separately. Naim recommends that

atotal absence of the grain, harshness, and

the preamp be placed on astand or rack other

stridency that often obscures an instrument's
subtle harmonic richness. The treble, in particular,

than the one holding the power amp and HiCap. Since this was not practical in my setup,

was sweet, soft, and warm, yet detailed and vi-

the 62 was mounted on Navcom isolation feet.

brant—often mutually exclusive qualities. The

Loudspeakers used in auditioning the three
Naim products were the Hales System 'Bvo Sig-

Nairn system's treble rendering was the antithesis of the hashy, metallic, electronic sound one

natures (look for areview of the $3000 System

sometimes hears from solid-state amplification.

Two next month). The analog front end was a

Cymbals retained their delicacy, conveying the

Well-Tempered lbrntable, fitted with aWell-

impression of brass being struck. This was in

Tempered tonearm modified by Lary Pederson

sharp contrast to the sound of lesser components that seem to add alayer of white noise

of LP Research and Development Lab. (I can
enthusiastically recommend this mod to WIT

to the instrument. Ifind cymbals very revealing

owners.) Phono cartridges were aSignet AT-

of acomponent's treble presentation; so often

0C9 moving-coil and, briefly, aBenz Micro

they take on aspitty, sizzly character that bears

MC-3. Digital playback was provided by aVTL
Reference Digital to Analogue Converter, driven

little relation to the actual instrument. Although

by an Esoteric P-2 transport via alm run of

a"gong-like" lower-frequency component that

Aural Symphonics Digital Standard cable.? All

is quite fragile and easily obscured by ahashy

rich in high-frequency energy, cymbals have

AC power was conditioned by aTice Power

treble. Such apresentation is fatiguing, annoy-

Block and Titan. The dedicated listening room

ing, and serves as aconstant reminder that one

has optimum dimensional ratios for room-

is listening to reproduced music, rather than
just music. I've gone into this discussion be-

mode distribution.
Minutes into the first listening session, it was
apparent that the NAC 62, NAP 140, and Hi-Cap

cause Ifeel that the Naim 62/140/Hi-Cap are

had some very special qualities. In fact, Iwas

among avery select group of electronics that
provide acompletely natural rendering of cym-

taken aback by the presentation. In some re-

bals and other HF-rich instruments.

spects, this was among the best sound Ihave
heard in my listening room.
First, the 62/140/Hi-Cap combination (here-

In addition, treble textures were remarkably
smooth and liquid, devoid of hardness or
metallic edge However, Iwouldn't characterize

after referred to as the Naim system) had the

the treble as laid-back or lacking in life On the

ability to convey the music's essence in away

contrary, the presentation was big, open, and

very few components can. The presentation
was smooth, transparent, detailed, and involv-

highly detailed—but in asubtle way. Moreover,
the treble was infused with awealth of inner

ing. Ihad the impression that the electronics

detail one rarely hears from any electronics,

had disappeared from the playback chain,

regardless of price. Going back to cymbals, the

bringing me astep closer to the music. There

relatively tiny sonic component produced by
the initial attack of stick hitting brass was

was acertain ineffable quality about the music
that was just rigbt. The emotion and expres-

clearly audible through the Naim system. 3 It's

sion of the compositions and performers was

amazing how much inner musical detail emerges

heightened to the point that Iwanted to hear

when not burdened by soundstage opacity or

more and more of my favorite music.

spectral contamination. This combination of

2Nairn Audio's Chris ‘Xbt, who listens exclusively to LP SOultr
after being turned off by first-gener.nion CD players. was quite
surprised during his visit by the vast improvements in digital
playback realized by the VTL converter/Esoteric P-2 combination.

3Perhaps Ifocus on cymbals because I'm familiar with how
the instrument actually sounds, knowledge garnered during
time spent being in acritical and analytical listening mode
when recording drums and comparing the sound from the
mikes to that of the lise instruments.
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liquid textures, harmonic rightness, and rich

through the midrange, but found the treble a

inner detailing contributed immensely to the

bit hashy in comparison with the Naim. The
DR-5NTL presentation was more forward,

Naim's overall sense of ease and musicality.
The mids were similarly smooth, but with
amore laid-back quality. The harmonic struc-

livelier, and had agreater feeling of fully fleshed
out textures.

tures of instruments and voices were remark-

After experimenting with the "S"-version

ably lifelike and natural, creating asense of realism. The Naim electronics resolved subtle tonal

phono boards (the standard moving-coil boards)
and the "K" version (optimized for the Linn

shadings without obscuring them with their

Karma and Troika), Idecided to continue the

own editorial statement. There was none of the

auditioning with the "K" boards. The sound

common spectral signature superimposed on

was more open, detailed, and vibrant, assuag-

the music that often tends to diffuse the har-

ing some—but not all—of my criticism of the

monic distinctions between instruments. Brass

phono section's feeling of anot completely

instruments—which are particularly sensitive

fleshed out midrange. The "K" boards had bet-

to electronics-induced hardness—were round

ter dynamics, especially in the bass. However,

and liquid, with apalpable texture. There was

they did tend to exacerbate aslight trace of etch

no synthetic character or cold sterility.
Idid feel, however, that abroad band of fre-

in the AT-0C9.

quencies starting in the lower midrange and

RCA-to-BNC adapters with aNaim-supplied
phono cable fitted with BNC terminations fur-

extending to the lower treble was slightly set

Replacing apair of interconnects driving

back, giving many instruments arecessed or
sometimes threadbare character. Although not
unwelcome on all recordings, some music

ther improved the sound from LP. Although

tended to lack "meat on the bone," as it were,

in the forms of veiling, loss of transparency, and

with aloss of body. Agood example of this is

imparting aslightly closed-in character, are
greater than one would expect.

mounted toms in adrum kit. They lacked the
resonant bite and dynamic attack that convey
the energy of the instrument. On other instruments—saxophone, for example—I found this

readily available, RCA-to-BNC adapters should
not be used. The degradations they introduce

For further evidence that the AT-0C9 was not
the hidden source of my phono-stage criticism,
Iauditioned the Naim system with aborrowed

character euphonic The tendency for recorded

Benz Micro MC-3. The MC-3, besides being

sax to have a bit of nasal forwardness was

inherently better than the KPOC9, was more
suited to the Nairn system. The mids were more

ameliorated by the Naim electronics, creating
asmoother, more inviting presentation. On

fully fleshed out and the bass was fuller and

records in which the lead instruments are less
than prominent, Ihad the urge to keep increas-

more extended. Igrew quite attached to the
MC-3 during its all-too-brief visit to my listening

ing the volume in an attempt to get more feel-

room. This is asuperb cartridge. The presen-

ing of body. This, however, pushed the power
amplifier beyond its capabilities.

the mids, however, and tended to be lean and

This characteristic was more apparent with
LP source. Looking back at Vol.12 No.2 (February 1989), in his review of the Signet AT-0C9

tation still lacked visceral immediacy through
lack LF weight.
After experimenting with the different phono
cartridges, Idrove the VTLs with the NAC 62

cartridge TJN noted that "Its overall perspec-

powered by the Hi-Cap. Although the NAP 140

tive is abit laid-back." Perhaps the cartridge's

and VTL 225W monoblocks shared many

"laid-back" character exacerbated the Naim's

characteristics (textural liquidity, deep sound-

recessed midrange presentation, especially

stage, smooth treble), the VTLs were clearly

considering that the line stage exhibited less

superior. Much of the missing weight and
authority in the low end returned, providing

of this signature. Ithus compared the Nairn system with aClassé DR-5 preamp ($2500) driving VTL 225W monoblocks 4 through Audio
Quest Lapis. Through the DR-5's phono section,
Iheard agreater sense of fullness and body

amore satisfying musical foundation. Similarly,
the laid-back mids acquired more body and
presence, with amore palpable feeling. Dynamics were far better through the VTLs,
sounding effortless and punchy.

4Ijust received apair of VTL 225W Deluxe monobli wk., with
KT90 output tubes instead of EL34s, anew tube discussed by
David Manley in this mondis interview. Watch for a follow-up.

140

Taking the next step, Ireplaced the NAC 62
with an Audio Research SP-11 Mk.II. Just as the
Stereophile, February 1991

VTL/I40 comparison threw into sharp relief the

cate recorded acoustic intact, softly enveloping

140's intrinsic character, so was the NAC 62's

the instruments.

personality revealed when compared to the SP11. There was another increase in LF weight
and extension, greater midband presence and

ural timbres, and bloom—the Naim 62/140/HiCap perhaps come the closest to achieving tube

"meat," and heightened dynamic contrast. The
62 did, however, possess asimilar ability to the
SP-11 in throwing adeep and transparent sound-

In these areas—mid and treble textures, nat-

performance of any solid-state system I've
heard. My primary basis for comparison is the
VTL 225W Deluxe monoblocks, amplifiers

stage, along with maintaining asense of space

which do not impart atubey artificiality to the

around, and individuality of, disparate musical

presentation. Instead, they sound like neither

lines. The SP-11 also had amuch more forward

tubes nor transistors—just music. In addition,
the Naim system had many of the characteristics—

treble balance that imparted agreater sense of
immediacy.
This experience of removing, one at atime,

smooth textures, a deep soundstage—of a
power amplifier Ireviewed recently: the Krell

the Naim system's links from the chain (bypass-

KSA-250. Although no challenger in the areas

ing the phono stage with CD source, exchanging the 140 for the VTLs, replacing the 62 with

of low-frequency performance, dynamics, and
ability to drive difficult loads, the Naim system

the SP-11) led me to conclude that all the Naim

achieved alevel of musicality comparable in

circuits share a common character—light-

some aspects to the mighty KSA-250.

weight balance, recessed mids, smooth treble

Another striking aspect of the Naim 62/140/

—that is compounded by each stage through

Hi-Cap's presentation was the feeling of space,

which the signal passes.
In light of the phono stage's—indeed, the

air, and depth. The system threw ahuge, deep,

entire system's—tendency toward leanness,

that gave the music plenty of room to live and

and transparent soundstage before the listener

careful cartridge selection is recommended.

breathe. This sense of size, coupled with are-

Ishould reiterate that these criticisms apply

markable transparency, created afeeling of

more to the phono stage: CD playback was less

envelopment and closeness. The music existed

affected, and the slight feeling of added distance and reduction of midband energy tended

or room boundaries. Soundstage width was

to make digital playback more musical.

in space, unhampered by loudspeaker position
impressive, with images and hall reverberation

Despite the midband reticence, the feeling

appearing beyond the loudspeakers. With my

of instruments and voices existing in the listen-

eyes closed, it was easy to be transported to var-

ing room with some recordings was not sub-

ious halls (or artificially created spaces). More-

tle. Michael Newman's classical guitar on the

over, the differences between each recordings'

Sheffield Lab LP (Lab 10) was remarkably lifelike. This recording, in my opinion, comes

unique ambient character were clearly re-

closer than any other to creating the illusion
of amusical instrument existing between the
loudspeakers (this record should be played
back at avery low level). Although Ihad experi-

solved. This highlights the Naim's remarkable
ability to portray fine detail: nuances in ambience and space live within low-level information.
Soundstage depth and feeling of three-dimen-

enced this recording's palpability and realism
through other components, the Naim system

sionality were exceptional. There was adistinct

threw astartlingly convincing illusion of the

CD source), yet simultaneously alaid-back

guitar before me. Another example comes from

quality. Instruments toward the front of the

Scott Kreitzer's tenor sax on the CD Kick 'n Off
(Cexton CR 11264). During abreak in "Green

soundstage were right tbere in front of the lis-

impression of up-front presence (more so with

tener, with immediacy and palpability, yet

Mountains," the unaccompanied sax took on

musical subtleties and instruments toward the

afeeling of breathy, round richness and air that

soundstage rear were laid-back and distant. I

was quite convincing.

found that this ability to put images in their

Adding to this impression of realism was the
lush bloom surrounding instrumental outlines.

appropriate musical contexts heightened the
listening experience. In addition, the impres-

Images were surrounded by an aura of air and
space. My guitar and bass recording on the Stereophile Test CD was presented with the deli-

soundstage's lateral edges. Instead, reverber-
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sion of depth wasn't truncated toward the
ation seemed to extend beyond individual
141

instrumental outlines, surrounding the presen-

combination, Idisconnected the Hi-Cap, using

tation with an aura of air that expanded the

the NAP 140 power amplifier to supply DC to

apparent size of the listening room. Further
reinforcing the impression of great soundstage

the NAC 62 preamp. Is the Hi-Cap's $1195 price
for abox, transformer, two rectifiers, two caps,

depth was my perception of each instrument
being spatially distinct and individually resolv-

look at the parts cost, no. From amusical stand-

able within the soundstage. More on this later.

point, aresounding yes. Without the Hi-Cap,

and two voltage regulators justified? From a

Bass reproduction was liquid and agile, with

the system was very good, but failed to tran-

good pitch definition, but somewhat lacked
dynamics and asense of effortlessness com-

scend the boundary between good sound and
the involving intimacy with the music to which

pared with the best solid-state amplification or

Ihad grown accustomed. The sound was still
good, but the compelling musicality was gone.

the VTLs. In addition, aleanness to the bass
added to the sense of precision and articula-

Iwas quite surprised at how great adifference

tion, though at the cost of abit of heft in the

the better power supply made. Without the Hi-

presentation. However, only rarely did Ifeel

Cap, the soundstage became narrower and
shallower. The bloom and air around instruments collapsed. No longer was there that

musically shortchanged, tending instead to
concentrate on the Naim system's other very
special qualities. In addition, the Naim system

remarkable ability to present instrumental out-

was very musical in the lower registers, with

lines that were spatially distinct from one

roundness and ability to reveal textural detail.

another. The treble lost its utter sweetness and

This was particularly apparent on plucked

delicacy, instead caking on aharder, more elec-

acoustic bass. The string attack and resonant
pitch were clearly resolved, rather than becom-

tronic sound by comparison. There was acompression and homogenization of the presen-

ing amuddy continuum. The system also con-

tation. Had Inot listened to the system with the

veyed asatisfying sense of energy and rhythmic intensity at low to moderate playback

Hi-Cap first, Iwould have thought the sound

distinguished because of the lack of homogeneity

with the standard power supply quite good and
recommendable at the price. The Hi-Cap, however, elevated the performance from good to

and the excellent pitch articulation.

truly musical. The Hi-Cap should therefore be

levels. Fast and intricate bass lines were easily

Nevertheless, the 140 amplifier appeared to

considered essential to achieve the 62's full

run out of steam when called on to reproduce

potential.

instruments in the lowermost frequencies at

Back to the question Iposed earlier: What
was it about the Naim's overall rendering that

high playback levels. This was especially noticeable on dynamic instruments like bass drum:
the 140 didn't have the visceral impact heard
through other (albeit more powerful) amplifiers. The feeling of complete control and
effortlessness in the lowermost octaves just
wasn't there. Bass guitar was abit thin, rather

created such a powerful intimacy with the
music? Despite my criticisms of specific performance aspects, it was easy to lose oneself
in the music. Istruggled with this important
question during the review. Clearly, the Naim
electronics were doing something right, but

than full-bodied. Iwas, however, surprised by

what was it? There was some ineffable quality

the 140's ability to produce fairly high playback

to the music that went beyond the usual adjectives. These components crossed the line be-

levels before the sense of strain set in, considering the 140's moderate 45Wpc power rating.
Similarly, musical climaxes could become

tween producing good sound and creating a
thorough involvement with the music.

strained at high playback levels. The magic this

The more Ilistened and thought about it, the

system can produce disappeared when it was

stronger my first suspicions grew. What made

asked to give more than it was capable of. During climaxes at high playback levels, textures

music so compelling through the Naim components, Ibelieve—besides the specific areas

became harder, the soundstage become con-

already mentioned—was their ability to clearly

gested, and the bloom was reduced. The LF
character became thinner, along with the previ-

differentiate between disparate musical lines

ously noted tendency for the mids to become

vividly describes as "shaped and textured

lacking in palpability.

noise." Instruments in the presentation had
their unique tonal characters intact, were over-

After aweek of listening to the 62/140/Hi-Cap
142

without homogenizing them into what JA
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flowing with fine inner detail, and seemed to

2.5mV output range) when playing discs with

exist independently of each other in space. The

high peak levels. Phono signal/noise ratio was

feeling of each instrument being adistinct and
independent component of the presentation,
surrounded by an envelope of air, was extraor-

very good at 79.3dB (left) and 78.9dB (right).
(All phono measurements were made with the

dinary. The Naim electronics were totally

Moving to the line stage, frequency response
(fig.2) was flat, but with aslight 0.2dB rolloff
at 20kHz and 0.5dB attenuation at 20Hz. This

devoid of the artificiality often heard when
individual musical lines become fused together
like acarton of Neapolitan ice cream left in the
sun. This quality, Ibelieve, is what separates a

"K"-version boards.)

is contrasted with the Naim NAIT 2integrated
amplifier, whose line stage exhibited afull 2dB

truly musical system from amerely competent
one.

of attenuation at 20kHz. Maximum output level

Operated within its power limitations, the

far in excess of the NAP 140's input sensitivity.

was ahealthy 8.9V when driving 100k ohms,

Naim system was eminently enjoyable Its short-

Line-stage gain was amoderate 8.2x or 18.3dB.

comings tended to be ignored in the context

Separation between line-stage channels (fig.3)

of its overall musicality.

was 100dB at 20Hz, dropping to 52dB at 20kHz
(L-R), measured with the input shorted. Again,

Measurements
Starting with the NAP 62 preamp, Imeasured

01.010 PIZCISICal
2 M.

10119.11110/ a MVO.

1111101•1

I? KC la 14:Sill44
2.0

aphono gain of 55.7dB, just enough for higheroutput "low-output" moving-coils, but more

1.0
I NM

suited to the "high-output" variety. The lowto-moderate phono gain figure suggests the

.01111
••

lowest-output moving-coils should be avoided.
RIAA error (fig.1) was negligible, but not perfectly flat: avery slight dip (about 0.1dB) between 100-500Hz is evident, along with a
0.2dB rolloff at 20kHz and asteep cutoff below
30Hz. The sharp attenuation slope below 30Hz
is fairly typical of European amplifiers that follow the IEC-recommended high-pass rolloff.

-SABI

5111•

-2.10

Fig.1 Nairn NAC 62, RIM error (0.5dB/vertical div.)
SIC/ MUM. 11621119 9/01.1nr/ a 111101Ilil
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Interestingly, the rolloff begins at alower fre-

IAil

quency than Ihave previously measured in

I.1111/111

2110/11121

I? MC 90 1614:11

1.0

other British amplifiers (the Audiolab 8000A,
for example), and is very different from the vir-

I.

tually flat extension to 10Hz measured in the
Naim NAIT 2integrated amplifier. Infrasonic
problems related to the phono front end should
thus be ameliorated by the phono stage's lack
__,

of LF extension.

,--- '.

Phono-channel separation was excellent,
measuring 95dB at IkHz, but decreasing to

Fig.2 Naim NAC 62, line-stage frequency response
(0.5dB/vertical div.)

74dB at 20kHz (L-R). R-L was similar, measuring 88dB at IkHz, again decreasing with frequency to 72dB at 20kHz (measured with the
input shorted). This greater crosstalk as the frequency increases is indicative of capacitive
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coupling between channels.
Phono-input overload was 550µV at 20Hz,
5.63mv at lid-la, and 57.5mV at 20kHz, suggesting plenty of headroom with most moderateoutput moving-coil cartridges. However, the
62's phono section may be overloaded by veryhigh-output moving-coils (those in the 2Stereophile, February 1991
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Fig.3 Naim NAC 62, line-stage crosstalk
i3

the separation decreasing at 6dBloctave as the
frequency increases indicates capacitive coupling between channels. THD and Noise was
quite low at about 0.02% throughout the audio
band (measured at 2V output). Volume-control
tracking was excellent, maintaining better than
0.04dB channel balance at any output level
between 50mV and 1V. The NAC 62's output
impedance was quite frequency-dependent,
measuring avery low 6.3 ohms at lkHz and 4
ohms at 20kHz, but increasing substantially in
the bass to 4400 ohms at 20Hz. A negligible
level of DC (3mV) was present at the 62's outputs. Finally, driving the NAC 62 with apositive-

Fig.4 Naim NAP 140, THD+noise vs output power,
one channel driven, into 8, 4, and 2ohms

going pulse revealed that the preamp is not
polarity-inverting.
Looking next at the power amplifier, the NAP
140 clipped (1% THD) at 51.4W/50.1W into 8
ohms (17.1dBW/17dBW), 77W/72.9W into 4
ohms (15.9dBW/15.6dBW), and 97W into 2
ohms (13.9dBW/13.6dBW), with one channel
driven at atime by a1kHz sinewave, shown in
fig.4. These figures were substantially reduced,
however, with both channels driven: Ithen
measured clipping in the left channel (the
slightly more powerful of the two) at 42.4W
into 8 ohms (16.3dBW), 61.3W into 4ohms
(14.9dBW), and 70.3W into 2ohms (12.5dBW).
These figures indicate aless than robust power
supply. Distortion as afunction of frequency

Fig.5 Nairn NAP 140, THD+noise vs frequency at
1W into 8ohms (bottom), 2W into 4ohms
(middle), and 4W into 2ohms (top)

at 1W into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and 8W
into 2ohms is shown in fig.5.
Next, Imeasured the 140's power bandwidth

1

1/1910 PitrISIOP, MIN PI LIM.. F-1[011.1

11 KC 18 1.1:43:33
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into 8, 4, and 2 ohms with both channels
driven. This test reveals the amplifier's ability
to deliver power at a specified distortion
(usually clipping or 1% THD) across the audio
spectrum. The System One monitors the distortion level in the amplifier's output and varies
the input to the amplifier so that aspecified distortion level is reached. It then measures and
plots the power output, repeating the process
at discrete frequency steps. Using this method,
the 140's power bandwidth curves showed a
significant drop in output power above 2kHz,
especially into low impedances. Ifound this
odd: repeating the test on aForté Model 4pro-

II

a

Ib

511k

Fig.6 Naim NAP 140, power bandwidth with both
channels driven, plotted as output power for
1% THD+Noise into 8ohms (bottom) and 4
ohms (top)

duced a"normal" curve, indicating the test
method was not at fault.

ing that the voltage rails drooped, lowering the

After adiscussion with JA about this anomaly,

140's measured maximum output power. Con-

we speculated that because the amplifier is

sequently, Imeasured the output power at dis-

driven nearly to clipping continuously through-

crete frequencies by hand (rather than the Sys-

out this test, the 140's power supply ran out of
reserve after the first few freqency steps, mean-

tem One's automated test), turning off the input
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signal between frequency steps. (The NAP 140
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was also connected to the dummy load with
Naim speaker cable for these measurements

asolid-state amplifier. Channel separation (not
shown) was 89dB at lIcHz, dropping to 72dB

and driven by the NAC 62 preamplifier.) JA

at 201cHz. The NAP 140 does not invert polarity.

plugged the measured power output figures for

A low level of DC (8mV) was present at the
loudspeaker outputs.

1% THD into the data file, producing the
curves of fig.6 (8 ohms bottom, 4ohms top).
These curves correlate very closely with Naim's
own measurements and are perhaps more significant than the automated test results considering the transient nature of music.
The power output measurements suggest
the NAP 140 would be more comfortable driv-

Finally, the severe distortion heard with biwired AudioQuest Green Hyperlitz was the
result of the 140 becoming unstable due to its
output not seeing enough inductance. As it
doesn't have aseries output inductor, the NAP
140 relies on the loudspeaker cable to provide
the inductance necessary to define the ultimate

ing moderate rather than low impedances.

HF rolloff. (Stray capacitances can otherwise

Unfortunately, the Hales System Two Signature

turn the negative feedback into positive at ultrasonic frequencies, resulting in instability if the

presents adifficult load for the 140: its impedance drops to near 3ohms for much of the
band below 300Hz, and stays around 4-6 ohms
through the rest of the spectrum. The powerbandwidth measurements, along with the 140's

circuit still offers any gain at these frequencies.)
Rather than keep loudspeaker cables as short
as possible, Nairn recommends aminimum of
10' per side of their own cable to ensure that

less than impressive ability to substantially

the amplifier remains stable. Though 8' runs

increase its power output into low impedances

of fiat cables like the Symo and AudioQuest

with

F-14 posed no problems for the 140—flat, spacedconductor cables have an inherently high

both

channels

driven

(delivering

16.3dBW into 8ohms, 12.5dBW into 2ohms),
suggest that loudspeakers with lowish overall

inductance—one is cautioned against their use

impedances, or those with severe impedance

because of potential warranty problems.

dips, should be avoided. However, into asolid
8ohms, and at moderate playback levels, the
140 can be expected to be well-behaved. Even

Conclusion

when driving the Hales Signatures' low imped-

The Naim NAC 62 preamp, NAP 140 power

ance, Inoted in the auditioning that "I was

amp, and Hi-Cap power supply, taken as asys-

quite surprised by the 140's ability to produce

tem, achieved alevel of musicality that in some

fairly high playback levels before the sense of

aspects was comparable with the best electron-

strain set in." With the right load and ajudi-

ics—regardless of price. Music had asense of

cious hand on the volume control, the 140 can
be expected to deliver the musical sound I

relaxation, ease, warmth, liquidity, and transparency that was breathtaking. What really

experienced during most of the auditioning.

makes the 62/140/Hi-Cap special, however, is

Distortion at rated power with one channel

its ability to present disparate musical elements

driven (45W into 8ohms and 70W into 4ohms)

as separate, intact images within the soundstage

was quite low at 0.016% and 0.026% respec-

rather than as asynthetic continuum of "shaped

tively. The input voltage required to produce

and textured noise." This rare quality, coupled

1% THD (full power) at the output was 759tnV,

with natural portrayal of timbrai shadings, a

slightly lower than the specified 0.775V, which

huge and transparent souncistage, and the sense

in itself is quite low. Although this low input
sensitivity would indicate that the NAP 140

of bloom around instrumental outlines, pro-

would be ideal with apassive control unit,
Naim recommends against driving their power

music that transcended mere "good sound."
Igreatly enjoyed the many hours spent with

amplifiers with anything other than aNaim pre-

the Naim electronics.
However, Ifelt the presentation lacked vi-

amp. Again, acareful reading of the Nairn warranty suggests that using apassive control unit
will void the warranty.
The 140's voltage gain was 28.3dB, afairly

duced an involvement and intimacy with the

brancy and immediacy through the midband,
afeeling that was exacerbated by high playback
levels. Textures were not as fully fleshed out as

typical value. Output impedance measured

Iwould have liked, imparting athreadbare

0.26 ohms at 20Hz and 0.27 ohms at IkHz, ris-

quality that took away some musical drive and

ing to 0.3 ohms at 20kHz. This is fairly high for

energy on some recordings. This character was
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inherent in the entire system, but seemed more

feel that nagging compulsion most of us have

pronounced with LP playback. Careful phono-

experienced in trying to extract just alittle

cartridge matching may ameliorate this ten-

more music from our systems, and is satisfied

dency. The low-frequency performance was
tight, with round textures and good articula-

with moderate playback levels.

tion, but lacked asense of weight and authority.

by the 62/140/Hi-Cap, the combination is well

In addition, the Naim system didn't have the

worth the system's $3385 price, in my opinion.
It held its own in some respects against much

effortless dynamics heard through more powerful amplifiers. The bass tended to be overly
lean—polite rather than visceral. In addition,
the magic heard at moderate listening levels dis-

Considering the level of musicality offered

more expensive components: Classé DR-5 and
Audio Research SP-11 Mk.II prearnps, and VTL

appeared when the system was asked to deliver

225W Deluxe monoblocics (connected with
premium interconnects and speaker cables to

more power than it was designed to give. Idid,
however, get musically satisfying playback

boot). Although the Nairn system's specific limitations were apparent in contrast with these

levels with most music through the Hales Sig-

more expensive units, its overall musicality and
ability to involve the listener were beyond

natures (87dB/Whn sensitivity) before the 140's
problems became evident.
Although the Naim 62/140/Hi-Cap produced

reproach. Further adding to the system's value
is the lack of need for buying expensive inter-

one of the most involving musical presenta-

connects and loudspeaker cables. Acouple of

tions I've heard in my listening room, its idiosyncratic design, limited power output, and

pairs of well-regarded interconnects and cables

apparent problems driving low impedances
preclude ablanket recommendation. Furthermore, potential purchasers should be acutely
aware of the inherent lack of flexibility in
choosing associated components, intercon-

often boost asystem's price by many hundreds
of dollars. For comparison, two Naim DIN-toRCA interconnects and two 10' runs of cable
cost about $200. Although alot of money for
the parts inside, the Hi-Cap should be considered mandatory for achieving the musicality

nects, and loudspeaker cables; an upgrade path

I've described. It should, of course, be pointed

confined to the Naim family; and the 140's
modest power output. Clearly, these compo-

out that one may add the Hi-Cap at alater time,
as finances permit.

nents aren't designed for "normal" audiophiles

If you want amusic system you don't have

(is that an oxymoron?) who like to experiment

to think about, and don't need lots of power,

with their systems. In addition, these compo-

the Naim NAC 62, NAP 140, and Hi-Cap com-

nents have acertain sonic personality that will

bination offers-superb musical experience.

appeal to some listeners more than to others.
Having said all that, however, the Nairn sys-

Despite their limitations, these units have that

tem earns a recommendation to the music
lover who will set it up once, won't care about

vey the music's expression, which is what a
playback system is all about.

rare and compelling ability to satisfyingly con-

new breakthroughs in interconnects, doesn't

PSB STRATUS GOLD LOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton
Three-way loudspeaker. Drive units: 10" woofer, 6" midrange, 1" metal-dome tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 250Hz, 2.2kHz. Frequency response: 36Hz-20kHz +1dB. Impedance: 4ohms
nominal. Power recommended: 10W minimum, rated for amplifiers of up to 250W clipping no
more than 10% of the time. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m. Dimensions: 13.5" W by 44.5" H by 14.75"
D. Weight: 95Ibs net. Price: $2000/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 40. Manufacturer: PSB
International, Inc., 633 Granite Court, Pickering, Ontario L1W 3K1, Canada. Tel: (416) 831-6333.
This must be the month Idrew the right straw

experiences with a pair of JBLs. Everyone

to review "loudspeakers with three-letter ini-

knows that JBL stands for lames B. Lansing,"

tials." Elsewhere in this issue Idescribe my

founder of that company. You do, don't you?
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heavy, floor-standing design incorporating
three externally (at least) conventional dynamic
drive-units; the metal-dome tweeter is the
closest of the three to being unconventional,
but the use of such adevice is not today, in
itself, news. Still, the drivers are not exactly
ordinary PSB considers their design to be basically atwo-way with an integral subwoofer.
The 10" driver used for the latter has alarge,
54oz magnet with acone of felted fiber treated
with plastic, loaded into a3.5 ft 3 bass-reflex
enclosure. The cabinet itself is solidly constructed, braced, and heavily damped. The
veneer comes from the cabinet maker Custom
Woodwork and Design, and the dark oak finish
precisely matches the latter's equipment cabinets of the same color. (PSB is investigating
offering avariety of other finishes, some exotic,
as of this writing.) The one flaw Inoted near
the end of the evaluation period was some
warpage in the (apparently solid) oak tops—
perhaps the result of several months in the dry
Santa Fe climate These tops are decorative, not
structural, and may be removed and replaced
in case of damage. My only reservations about
the cabinet concern the overhanging lip on the
top, designed to mate cosmetically with the
grille (which Ileft off for my auditions in any
case—see below), and the lack of provision for
integral spikes (I used Tiptoes). And oh yes, I
must add that the bottom mounting of the biwire terminals may enhance the (finished) rear
of the enclosure, but is amajor pain in the
keester when hooking up the system. Probably more of an irritation for areviewer than for
atypical user.
The top of the woofer's response is rolled off
at 250Hz at 18dB/octave (Butterworth), mating
with the 6" midrange driver. The latter has a
mineral-filled polypropylene cone, a28oz magPSB Stratus Gold loudspeaker

net, cast basket, and has its own, separate, acoustic-suspension subenclosure. This driver is

But PSB? If you've been paying attention here,

mounted, unconventionally, above the tweeter.

you probably remember that JGH reviewed

The normal justification for such aconfigura-

one of their loudspeakers back in May 1988. If

tion is to direct the acoustic radiation upward

you haven't, well, listen up. PSB is named after

in the overlap region between the two drivers

Paul S. Barton, who formed Canada-based PSB
in 1971, and remains their chief designer. The

(with an appropriate crossover), which is useful
in asystem mounted below ear height—say on

company was unknown in the US until just a

alow stand. While that would not seem to be

few years ago, and still has alower profile here

the case here, designer Paul Barton says that the

than, well, certainly that other three-letter com-

resulting lobe in the Stratus Gold is designed

pany. But not for lack of trying. They have at

to cover the region from anormal seated posi-

least 10 models—at last count.

tion to standing height. If the positions of the
drivers were reversed, the lobe would cover the

The Stratus Gold is their flagship. It is alarge,
Stereophile, February 1991
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area from the seated position down. Which, I

sing the praises of one or another particular

suppose means no serious listening to the PSBs

design approach—the "all else is gaslight"

while you're sitting on the floor. The optimum

school of thought. But dipoles and forward

listening axis is designed to be from just above

radiators excite the room in such different ways

the tweeter dome to just above the center of

that changing from one to the other inevitably

the midrange.
A 24dB/octave, Linkwitz-Riley, mid-to-tweeter

involves aperiod of readjustment to what is,
to adegree, an "altered" listening environment.

crossover feeds the signal above 2.2kHz to

Once Iwas over that (thankfully brief) period

PSB's metal-domed, polyamide-suspension
tweeter. Made by Vif aof Denmark specifically

of acclimatization, the PSBs presented me with

for PSB (the diaphragm is made in Germany),

an open, detailed, clear soundstage, asolid lowfrequency foundation, airy, articulate highs,

this tweeter uses an aluminum voice-coil

and an unmuddled, low-coloration midrange.

former to improve cooling under stress. Fer-

Their sound is immediate and vibrant—not

rofluid is also used in the voice-coil gap. A pro-

pushy, but clearly not laid-back either. They

prietary face-plate incorporates an integral

have a natural clarity and inner detailing

"phase-plug" to improve the coherence of the

which do not slight small-scaled instrumental

radiated signal from various points on the

groups and vocals, but have the weight and

dome and also slightly recesses the driver from

impact required for dramatic, large-scaled

the front baffle, which PSB says smooths the

works. Iwas particularly struck by the Stratus

tweeter response in the low treble.

Gold's open, unboxy midrange Voice was par-

Setup of the Stratus Golds presented no particular problems. Although lifting them to exper-

ticularly well-handled. "Clarity without shout;'
my notes relate, and that seems to sum up my

iment with positioning was out of the question,

observations. The sound is notably open from
the upper bass through the lower midrange—

they were easily "walked" around the room.
In the final setup they were toed-in toward the
listening position.

often a problem area for three-way loudspeakers crossing over in the 300-500Hz

Equipment used in the review of the PSBs

region. The PSB may well avoid this problem

included the Oracle Delphi Mk.IV turntable,
Oracle 345 arm, Dynavector XX-1L cartridge,

because it crosses over just below this band,

Sony CDP-X77ES CD player, Rowland Con-

point. On "Meditation," band 6 of the Jazz

sonance preamplifier, and Threshold SA/12e

Sampler Vold (Chesky JD37), Ana Caram's

with arapid rolloff of the woofer above that

and Krell KSA-250 amplifiers. Interconnects

vocal inflections and accent were particularly

were AudioQuest Lapis and Cardas Hexlink
(the latter in balanced configuration from pre-

well-defined and free of smear. Carnahan and

amp to power amp). Additionally, two new

not aparticularly natural recording in the top

Petrie's "No Regrets" (DNA Records 70101) is •

Forté amplifiers and aSumo Andromeda Il

octaves, but the vocal perspective is excellent

were used briefly. Since the latter three ampli-

and the midrange clear. It certainly sounded

fiers do not have balanced inputs, unbalanced

that way through the PSBs (which also did

Cardas Hexlink was used with them—though

nothing to disguise the excessive artificial
reverb used in the mastering). And it wasn't dif-

this cable was slightly shorter than the balanced
(25' balanced, 20' unbalanced). All listening

ficult to hear the interplay between the differ-

was done in the hi-wire mode using 7' of

ent sections of the chorus in Vaughan Wil-

AudioQuest Clear. Although PSB's literature
suggests that the grilles may safely be left in

liams's A Sea Symphony (EMI CD-EMX 2142).
Many loudspeakers in my experience thicken

place (some effort has been made to round the

and obscure this quality, substituting the

frame's inside corners to minimize diffraction),

proverbial velvet fog—not to mention their fail-

Ifound the sound to be marginally more trans-

ure

parent with them removed, and did most of my

dynamics, some of the most extreme that I

listening with the drivers uncovered.

to

handle

this

recording's

striking

know of. The PSB didn't fail the latter test,
either, handling the explosive attacks in stride.

Sound

The Stratus Golds are not your typical laid-

Coming to the PSB after an extended diet of

back, polite, audiophile loudspeaker. They

dipole listening via the Apogee Stages, Ihad a
bit of sonic gear-shifting to do. I'm not one to

definitely impressed me with their up-front,
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ing. Still, some listeners will prefer amore rear-

region was abit softened rather than tight and

of-the-hall sound. My initial feeling was that

punchy. To acertain extent, however, my listen-

this immediacy somewhat constrained the
PSBs' presentation of depth. But while they

ing room is on the "warm" side. Experimentation with placement did help improve clarity
through the bass (although it was still not

never truly knocked me out with asense of
front-to-back layering, their overall handling
of that all-important third dimension was

exactly hair-trigger fast), but at what Ideemed
to be unacceptable sacrifices in other qualities,

nearly always effective and convincing. As was

notably soundstaging. Since the original loca-

the feeling of being transported into the recording environment on recordings which are

tions had provided avery precise stereo image,
Ielected to accept the compromise and go for

themselves capable of providing this information. The huge, ambient space on Pictures at

bass then tended toward adefinite fullness and

an Exhibition (CD, Dorian DOR-90117) was

warmth, Inever felt that they edged over into

dearly evident, as was the more intimate environ-

parody. The PSB's overall low end is still not
as "fast" as the real thing, but Ihave not yet

ment on Herbie Mann's Caminho de Casa (CD,
Chesky JD40). And the clearly artificial but
nonetheless stunning depth recorded on Patrick
O'Hearn's Between Tico Worlds (LP, Private

the soundstage. While the PSB's mid and upper

heard acompetitively priced loudspeaker, with
comparable bass extension, which does any
better. The search will continue.

Music 2017-1-P) could, on the PSBs in adark-

In the upper octaves, the PSB was open and

ened room, make you reach for the light to be

sparkling, but without hardness or exaggerated

certain you hadn't accidentally wandered into

detail. The musical selections on the Chesky
Jazz Sampler were superbly clean and unex-

another dimension entirely.
The Stratus Gold's potent, extended bass

aggerated, with an appealing delicacy, espe-

response contributed significantly to its overall

cially on lightly brushed cymbals. Strings had

impact and feeling of realism. On the above-

a silky sheen, percussion an appropriately

mentioned Pictures at an Exhibition, the stun-

sharp attack. Though the Stratus Golds never
sounded "bright" (as in too much lower treble),

ning low-frequency extension of this recording
was reproduced here—not merely hinted at,

they could betray atrace of over-eagerness in

as with most loudspeakers. There are, Iam certain, depths to the low end on this disc which

the top octave, of too much sheen, of transients
responding just abit too vigorously. This was

the PSB did not actually reveal—my recollec-

most apparent on classical music, where the

tion is that the B&W 801s go even deeper—but

tweeter would sometimes make itself audible

in my present listening room, the PSB's bottom

as aseparate entity, detracting from the overall
coherence of the sound. It was almost never

reach, its way of presenting not only the fundamentals but the shudder of air in the pipes,

problematical on other types of program mate-

was dramatic and fully convincing. The extremely

rial, aside from the occasional, overly aggres-

low-pitched drums and other miscellaneous

sive percussionist or too-sibilant, closely milted

grumblings on Rhythm Devils (LP, Wilson

soloist. But Idid not find the problem to detract
from the PSB's strengths; if the high end were

Audio W-8521) formed asolid foundation to
this, ah, unusual work. And on Michael Hedges

aggressive, relentless, or grainy, that would be

Taproot (CD, Windham Hill WD-1093), band
2has striking, deep-bass fundamentals—subtle

another matter entirely; Idid not find any of

yet contributing significantly to the overall

ponder hard before Igave up the PSB's open,
airy quality to effect a"cure."

musical context. They are not loud, but are
dearly audible through the PSBs as an undistorted,

these characteristics to be present. And Iwould

solid underpinning, without which the musical
message would be entirely different. Ihave

How does the Stratus Gold stack up against
the competition? As mentioned earlier, Ihave
recently spent agreat deal of time listening to

heard afew loudspeakers go lower or sound

the Apogee Stages which, with their stands, are

more awesome at the bottom of their range, but

just abit more expensive than the PSBs. The

none that were not also more expensive or less

Apogees have the softer top octave. Their

appealing in other aspects of their performance

sound is not as obviously open and airy as that

Through the mid and upper bass, however,

from the PSBs, but they do not lack for detail.

the Stratus Gold did not quite maintain that

The Stages sound, to this listener, more coher-

level of performance Transient response in this

ent, with amore precise soundstage (both in
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width and depth), but the PSBs sound decid-

on top, but were considerably less dynamic

edly more convincing from anon-optimum

than the SA/12e. And neither could really do

listening position than do the Apogees. The

justice to the Stratus Gold's low end, either in

low end of the Apogees can be absolutely stun-

drive or control. Still, the higher-powered

ning with the right material, but its elevated

Model 5might be adecent match if you're not

response in the 40-50Hz region, and rapidly

addicted to pipe organ.

dropping response below that, while often

The PSB seemed to thrive on power (it was

exciting and seriously impressive, can be abit

ashade less sensitive than the Snell C/IVs). The

too ripe next to the clearly more linea; emended,

Sumo Andromeda II had the power, but could

though not obviously tauter response of the

not quite equal the subjective bass potency of

PSBs. But the Apogees win the palm in the mid
and upper bass. And through the midrange

the big Thresholds. While this was not atotal

there is no contest; the Stages have that alluring,
"palpable" quality on voca sthat the PSBs can-

warmth from the PSBs was reduced with the
Sumo), the Dorian Pictures lost atrace of its

not match, despite the fact that their midrange
is otherwise excellent.

shot. The Sumo was abit more laid-back than

Ialso very briefly compared the PSBs with
the new Snell C/IVs (soon to be reviewed). The

the Threshold, and somewhat less sweet and
more clinical—though very clean—at the top.

Snells appeared to be abit less crisp in the top
octave—on the average amore natural balance,

sionality was missed with the Andromeda II.

but with some sacrifice in the appealing sense
of unrestricted spaciousness provided by the
PSBs. Low bass seemed comparable—with the
PSB being perhaps ashade fuller and less well
damped The lower midrange of the PSB seemed
leaner and more transparent than that of the

negative (some of that mid- to upper-bass

room-shaking power. But not all of it, by along

Some of the Thresholds' spacious three-dimenStill, at atenth the price, it performed gallantly.
My point here is that although the SA/12es were
the best amplifiers Itried for making the PSBs
sing, you can get the Stratus Golds to perform
superbly with considerably less ambitious
motive power.

Snell. But aside from this lower midrange
(points to the PSB) and the top octave (points
to the Snell), the two loudspeakers were not

Measurements

dramatically dissimilar. Which doesn't surprise

phase) of the PSB. Note that it does drop below

me: they have many design similarities, and

4ohms from 70 to 400Hz. This indicates that

were both fine-tuned using the acoustical facilities of Canada's National Research Council. I
should add that, extended though the Stratus

some caution should be exercised in the choice

Gold's LF range is, it never quite knocked me

is tuned to about 27Hz, shown by the mini-

out of my chair (which may be aplus in some
circumstances) the way yet another NRC-assisted

mum at that frequency.

loudspeaker, the Mirage M-3, did.

of the PSB. Visible is asmall amount of ultra-

During most of my listening, the Stratus

Fig.1 shows the impedance (magnitude and

of amplifier, but should not cause aproblem
with most well-designed separates. The port

Fig.2 is the (MLSSA-derived) impulse response
sonic ringing, common with metal-domed

Golds were driven with the Threshold SA/12e

tweeters. The impulse response for the woofer

monoblocics. Ialso experimented with several

alone (not shown) indicates that the woofer is

other amplifiers. The Krell KSA-250 produced
abit more low-bass energy—though with no

connected in inverse polarity and its output
lags that of the midrange/tweeter by 0.9ms.

better tautness, extension, or control, this did

Fig.3 shows the separate quasi-anechoic
responses of the woofer and the midrange/

not result in anet plus with the PSBs. It was
extremely clean with plenty of detail through

tweete4 driven from their separate bi-wire input

the midrange and highs. But ultimately the
Threshold's top end struck me as sweeter

terminals. The stop-band response (above crossover) of the woofer is abit ragged as it dies out,

through the PSBs and, overall, Ipreferred it.

but this did not translate into audible problems.

While the remaining three amplifiers couldn't

Nor did, surprisingly, the slight raggedness in the

match the SA/12es either, they made avaliant
attempt at afar lower price. Two new Forcé

response noted from 3-51cHz. Note that the deviations are primarily sharp dips, rather than peaks,

models (the Model 4, 50Wpc class-A, and

in the response (response dips are generally less

Model 5, 100Wpc class-AB)sounded very sweet

audible). Fig.4 looks the saine above lkHz
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because it is derived from the same measure-

measurement. As always, the output of the port

ment—the 90Hz-resolution FFT response, at

has been scaled so that its output maximum

48" and tweeter height. Averaging the curves
taken on this axis across a30° lateral window
showed very little change fom the on-axis

matches the maximum nearfield output of the
woofer. Note the slight rise in the woofer's out-

response, indicating that the PSB offers a

put below 100Hz, which may relate to the fullness and warmth noted in this region (but it's

smooth wide dispersion in the treble.
The remainder of fig.4 comes from three

always difficult to isolate the contribution of
the room—not included in the near-field meas-

different measurements; from lkHz down to
150Hz is the on-axis response at 48" taken with

urement—in making such interpretations).

15Hz resolution; from 150Hz down (primary

200Hz to 2kHz—the region covered by the

curve) is anearfield woofer measurement taken

midrange driver—would be consistent with

The gently elevated response from aboi

with the Audio Precision System One; and the

I I 111111

lower, secondary curve from the nearfield port
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Fig.3 PSB Stratus Gold, anechoic responses on
listening axis of woofer and midrange/tweeter

Fig.1 PSB Stratus Gold, electrical impedance (solid
line) and phase (dashed), 2ohms/vertical div
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Fig.4 PSB Stratus Gold, anechoic response on
listening axis with nearfield woofer and port

Fig.2 PSB Stratus Gold, impulse response on
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listening axis at 48" (5ms time window)
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my feeling that the PSB was more up-front than
laid-back in perspective. The major deviation
noted in fig.4 is the rising response from 5kHz
to 17kHz. Audibly, the rise was far more innocu-

audible phenomena. Other than that, the decay
above 3kHz or so is notably clean.

Conclusions

ous than it appears—the rise is smooth and

When Ifirst heard the PSB Stratus Golds in last

similar to that from many moving-coils. (Need-

summer's (1990) CES, Iknew immediately that

less to say, the cumulative effect of using a
moving-coil pickup also having such arise with

Iwanted to review them. That positive first
impression held up as Iput them through their

the PSB should be avoided.) But it certainly is

paces in my own listening room. They weren't

consistent with my observations on the Stratus

without flaws. Their mid to upper bass will not

Gold's HF response character: open, airy, and

please audiophiles who want a"lean, mean"

detailed, though occasionally too much so on

sound, and, to alesser degree, their top octave

some program material.

is just abit too vigorous. System matching may

Fig.5, the cumulative spectral-decay (water-

be abit tricky—you want to avoid mating them

fall) plot, shows the ultrasonic tweeter resoabout 16kHz is from the test set computer mon-

with other components which are either too
warm and/or too top-heavy. But careful matching will pay off in an open, detailed sound, low

itor (the dark ridge which extends to 2.36ms),
but above that frequency there also appear to

in coloration through the midrange, with an
extended, even at times awesome low end. Not

be two resonances associated with the tweeter's

every comer hi-fi shop carries PSB; auditioning

response peak. A small amount of HF hash,
visible around 10kHz, did not relate to any

the Stratus Golds may take some persistence.
But it will be time well spent.

nance above 20kHz. The resonance mode at

JBL XPL-160 LOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton
Three-way loudspeaker. Drive units: 10" woofer, 3" metal-dome midrange, 1" metal-dome tweeter.
Crossover frequencies: 800Hz, 4kHz. Frequency response: 40Hz-25kHz (-6dB points). Impedance: 6ohms nominal. Power recommended: 20W minimum, rated 150W continuous, 600W
peak. Sensitivity: 90dB/W/m. Dimensions: 15" W by 33" H by 13" D (dedicated stands increase
height to 42"). Weight: 62Ibs. Price: $2498/pair. Dedicated stands optional at $222/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 75. Manufacturer: JBL Incorporated, 240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797. Tel: (800) 645-7484.
A visiting manufacturer recently told us here

before that in professional audio—primarily

at Stereophile of an ongoing informal "survey"

motion picture theater sound, afield in which

he was conducting. He would ask strangers to

they are still active. In short, they were around

name three brands of loudspeakers. Their
responses were not what Iwould have catpected.

before there was such athing as "hi-fi."

They almost invariably named Japanese com-

Audiophiles, of course, are very much aware
ofJBL products. But beyond that point we run

panies—two of the most commonly mentioned

into acurious split. While audiophiles of almost

were Hitachi and Panasonic. Other than my

every description are familiar with the JBL

spell-checker insisting that Ichange "Hitachi"

name, the high-end audiophile has tended to

to "hibachi," Ihave nothing in particular against

overlook their loudspeakers for years. They

these two manufacturers; they are well-recog-

were simply not "in" as perfectionist audio

nized in many product categories. But loud-

products. But they continued to have astrong

speakers? Ican only guess that the respondents

following in wider audiophile circles.' Idon't

were dredging up the only consumer elec-

know where the divergence began, but it

tronics companies that came readily to mind.

seems likely that it occurred in the '60s, when

My list for most recognized loudspeaker

the concepts of "East Coast" and "\Vest Coast"

brands would most certainly have included
JBL. How could it not? They have been involved
in home high-fidelity since 1954. And for years
152

IHigh-enders often forge that there is 2 large gmup of audiophiles, and MI interested but non-audiophile public, which
often covets equipment very different from what they do.
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snobbery involved. East Coast sound meant
classical, West Coast meant rock. And when
you thought of West Coast sound, you thought
first ofJBL. It was also no coincidence that JBL,
located in the heart of the Los Angeles pop
recording and film industries, found its way
into the hearts (and studios) of the vast majority
of pop recording engineers.
The terms East Coast and West Coast sound
ceased to have meaning years ago. Loudspeakers which roughly fit both stereotypes are
now produced everywhere. In at least one
important respect, however, East Coast sound
won the war—loudspeakers from all points of
the compass are substantially more naturalsounding and linear today than they were 20
years ago.
But JBL's very success in the recording-studio
business branded them as a"rock speaker" in
the hearts of asignificant number of audiophiles. The first glimmer that this would not
forever remain the case came in the mid-'80s,
with the introduction of JBL's 250Ti loudspeaker, reviewed in Stereopbile Vol.8 No.6. It
was aserious attempt to cater to high-end tastes,
which, commented JGH in his review, could
no longer be ignored as the high end was
becoming an important and influential market
segment.
That early model incorporated atitaniumdome tweeter. Metal-dome tweeters were just
beginning to make an impact—largely in British designs. (It was Celestion which awakened
interest in this technology in the early '80s
when they designed ametal-dome tweeter for
their then-new SL6 loudspeaker system.) While
JGH had serious reservations about the 250Ti's
overall sound in his 1985 review, he raved about

JBL XPL-160 loudspeaker

its high-frequency response: "Gorgeous!"
(italics and exclamation point his). JBL's latest

sound originated. Back then, it was easy to

high-end-oriented effort—the XPL series—is

define the two. "East Coast" was AR and, perhaps, KLH. Loudspeakers designed primarily

an entire line of loudspeakers incorporating the
latest version of that tweeter. And alot of other

for the home. Linear, refined, and maybe just

new developments as well.

abit bland. "East Coast" more often than not

The XPL-160 is one step down from the top

was also called "New England sound," since

of the line, but incorporates most of the line's

most of the manufacturers were located in and
around Boston. "West Coast" meant excite-

technology. First off, of course, is that tweeter.
Its titanium dome is embossed with arib pat-

ment. Flash. Powie zowie sound. Not partic-

tern to improve rigidity, its pleated surround

ularly natural, but who cared? It was like, hap-

is made of the same material to reduce non-

pening, man. And, not coincidentally, the West

linearities, and its metal frame and ferrofluid

Coast also meant Hollywood, where the bend-

loading aid in dispersing heat. The latter helps

ing of reality was an institution.

minimize dynamic compression (a change in
linearity with increasing level), one of the pri-

There was also more than atrace of cultural
Stereophile, February 1991
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mary objectives of the XPL series. A two-

sound. The rear connection panel, site of the

position tweeter-level control—normal and

bi-wire terminals and the tweeter-level control,

-2dB—is provided on the back panel.

was abit small and cramped when used with

Below 4kHz the new tweeter crosses over to

heavy-gauge audiophile cables—when will

a3" metal-dome midrange. Early versions of

manufacturers stop recessing these panels? And

this driver have been showing up for two or

one of the terminals on one of the XPLs came

three years now in JBI:s CES demos—in prod-

loose during the testing. It never lost electri-

ucts which never made it to market. Metal-

cal contact, but had to be tightened with cau-

dome drivers of this size are rare; the only other
one Iknow of is an MB used in the Avalon

tion to keep from twisting and (possibly) break-

Ascent and the Thiel CS-5. The MB, however,
uses aluminum for its diaphragm, the JBL

The cabinet finish of the XPL series is noteworthy. Our 160s were dressed in aflawless,

titanium. As was the case with the JBL tweeter,
the midrange has aribbed diaphragm and a

out of place on a top-quality grand piano.

pleated, titanium surround. It's afascinating

Matching spiked stands are an option Istrongly

driver, said to be capable of linear response

recommend. Removable grilles complement

ing the internal contact.

high-gloss black lacquer which would not be

from 500Hz to 7kHz with asensitivity of 94dB.

the cabinet handsomely, but though of reason-

JBL's measurements show that the high-fre-

ably open construction, they are not alow-

quency resonance of this driver lies at about

diffraction design, and Idid all of my listening

17kHz—common with metal diaphragms and

without them. Associated equipment used in

well above the crossover point as used in the
XPL-160. Protective wire-mesh grilles cover
both the midrange and tweeter diaphragms,
which are very fragile. These grilles may be

the review of the XPL-160s included the Oracle
Delphi Mk.IV turntable, Oracle 345 arm,
Dynavector XX-1L cartridge, Sony CDP-X77ES

removed with some difficulty and alot of caution. Idon't recommend it—you'll probably
void your warranty. Metal domes dent rather
easily and, unlike soft domes, once dented,
cannot be repaired and must be replaced. Idid
all of my auditioning with the grilles in place.

CD player, Rowland Consonance preamplifier,
and Threshold SA/12e and Krell KSA-250 amplifiers. Interconnects were AudioQuest Lapis and
Cardas Hexlink (the latter in a25' balanced configuration from preamp to power amp). All
listening was done in the bi-wire mode using
7' lengths of AudioQuest Clear.

The XPL-160's low-frequency driver uses a
polymer-coated fiber cone with aheavy cast
frame. Reflex loading is used, with a rear-

Sound
JBL clearly had quite achallenge with their

mounted vent. The crossover is configured for

XPL-160 loudspeakers—indeed, with their

bi-wiring, and internal wiring is Monster Cable.

whole XPL line. Could they retain the lively, up-

The XPL-160's enclosure is not your average
box. The midrange and tweeter (which are offset slightly on the baffle—the left and right

front sound they've been noted for in the past,
yet at the same time satisfy the fussy audiophile, who gladly sacrifices at least some of

loudspeakers are mirror-imaged pairs) are set
back slightly from the woofer to improve the
time coherence of the drive-units (a slight tilt

these qualities (though not always consciously)

provided by the dedicated stands provides fur-

those who court the likes of Martin-Logan,

for neutrality and lack of coloration? Could
they (or would they) open their dance card to

ther offset), and a6rnm-thick layer of Neoprene

Apogee, Snell, Quad, Thiel, Vandersteen, and

covers the top half of the baffle to help control

ahandful of others without getting their toes

diffraction. The very unconventional baffle is
constructed of medium-density fiberboard

stepped on?

combined with Reaction Molded Foam—a

to be functioning properly. When Ireturned

material used in automotive bumpers. The
foam adds thickness to the baffle and has good

to them some weeks later for serious audition-

damping properties. The trapezoidal crosssection of the enclosure adds visual interest

When first unpacked, the XPL-160s appeared

ing, however, something had gone very wrong.
The two loudspeakers had substantially different balances. One was decidedly dull, though

and, together with internal bracing, minimizes

the tweeter appeared to be at least functioning.

cabinet colorations. The classic "knuckle-rap"

Measurements indicated this to be the case: the

test produced awell-damped, high-pitched

tweeter in the right-hand loudspeaker had lost
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several dB of output. Iwas puzzled. JBL was

arare occurrence, on isolated recordings (but

alarmed. lb shorten along story, at JBLs recom-

ones which have not demonstrated this quality

mendation Iswapped tweeters between the
two systems. When the problem followed the
tweeter, it was apparent that the difficulty lay

on other loudspeakers); Iwas only marginally
tempted to use the -2dB position of the
tweeter-level control, asetting which Ifound

in the drive-unit, not elsewhere in the system.

generally shaved off abit too much of the top
couple of octaves and caused the low treble to

JBL fired out anew tweeter to Santa Fe, and
proper operation was restored.

dominate. Not aplus, in my opinion. More

Finally the XPL-160s were ready to go. Iset

often than not, however, Imarveled at the lack

them up on their dedicated stands, toed them

of hardness or Technicolored qualities in the

in toward the listening position, and set their
tweeter-level control on normal. Some experi-

upper treble Indeed, the highest octave even
seemed atrace slow and softened compared

mentation with positioning ensued, but the

to the quickness of the octaves just below it—I

position finally chosen was very close to the

sometimes wished for abit more air and missed
acertain subtle delicacy at the very top. But I

position normally used in my listening room
with forward radiators, well clear of rear and

would not want to purchase it at the expense

side walls. Spikes were inserted and serious

of azippy, top-heavy high end, qualities which

listening began.
It was immediately apparent that the qual-

the XPL-I60 did not demonstrate during my

ities on which JBL has built its reputation were

The JBLs also presented alarge, impressive,
yet articulate soundstage. This was more impres-

intact. The words 'lively," "punchy," and "dy-

listening sessions.

namic" immediately came to mind. All in avery

sive in lateral placement than in depth, how-

positive sense; all without going over the edge.

ever. While Ican't recall any specific instance

The soundstage was definitely forward and

where Iwas struck either by agreat lack of

attention-grabbing; lateral imaging was precise,
depth respectable though not arresting. Iwas

depth or aprofusion of it—within the limitations of the program material—my general

impressed; the XPL-160 was clearly aJBL but,

impression was of some flattening of overall

at the same time, did not fit the JBL stereotype

perspective Wry definitely not two-dimensional,

Like most stereotypes, this one involved a
heavy dose of fiction. But was any of it real?
In one sense, it was. Icontinued to be favora-

but unlikely to provide thrills for those seekeither.

bly impressed by the XPL-160's sparkling,
vibrant, and open sound in the upper octaves.

footed ability to produce life without hype

ing the ultimate front-to-back dimensionality,
Although the XPL-I60 demonstrated asure-

Its was hard to resist its attractions. The Chesky

from the upper midrange through the top of

Records Jazz Sampler Vol.! (Chesky JD37)

the audible band, it began to run into difficul-

opened like gangbusters, with acrystalline clar-

ties below that. These difficulties weien't immedi-

ity that never let up. Percussion was there. Voice

ately obvious. Boxy colorations remained com-

was fully present and accounted for, but with

mendably low, and solo instruments, voices,

well-controlled sibilants—indicating at least

and small groups had appealing presences

aclean response up to aminimum of 10kHz.

without overdoing it. And the bass foundation

The ragtime piano on Ragtime Razzmatazz

seemed reasonably secure and extended. But

Volume I (LP, Wilson Audio W-808) shimmered, but was free of the slight fuzz which I

my uneasy feelings about this range—not coincidentally, Ifeel, the range covered by the 10"

have heard from this recording on anumber

woofer—persisted. The woofer, which covers

of loudspeakers (and was beginning to suspect

agood deal of the midrange, simply could not
match the level of detailing provided by the

was in the recording). And the whistle on "My
Pony Boy" from the same album will roll down

exceptional midrange and tweeter. Leo Kottice's

your socks! JBL seemed to be on to something.

guitar on A Shout Toward Noon (CD, Private

There's aquickness to the lower treble which

Music 2007-2-P) was decidedly too warm. Gor-

seems to be directly attributable to that 3" mid-

don Lightfoot's voice on If Ibu Could Read My

range driver, aquickness which the typical

Mind (CD, Reprise 6392-2) was abit thickened

cone midrange would be hard-pressed to

through the lower midrange. While Jay Leon-

approach. To be sure, it isn't invariably ajoy;

hart's voice on Salamander Pie (DMP CD-422)

Idid note an occasional hardness. But it was

fared better, his bass accompaniment didn't,
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and the slowness of the region covered by the

sensitive. But the PSBs were slightly more neu-

woofer was apparent compared with the

tral through the upper midrange, decidedly

quickness of the upper registers. And the cho-

more transparent from the lower midrange

rus on Vaughan Williams's A Sea Symphony

through the upper bass, and definitely more

(EMI CD-EMX 2142) was not particularly trans-

solid and extended in the extreme bottom. The

parent, the interplay between the various sec-

PSBs sounded faster and more open in the high

tions lacking definition.

treble, though they sometimes displayed atrace

The low-bass extension of the XPL-160s was

of tizz which the JBLs did not; the latter han-

good, though some of the warmth of the

dled vocal sibilants more gracefully. Both loud-

ranges above it continued. It did not plumb the

speakers were comparable in imaging capabil-

depths in quite the same way that some of the
competition does, however, and at its price I

recreation of depth. Of the two amplifiers I

found the subjective extension somewhat disappointing. It may be the price paid for the

ities, but the PSB was more convincing in its
used to drive the JBls, the Thresholds were the

XPL's excellent sensitivity: 3.5dB more sensi-

more effective. The Krell was somewhat
brighter—which the JBLs did not need. And

tive than the PSB Stratus Golds (A-weighting). 2

the Threshold did abetter job of controlling

The low-end extension on Rhythm Devils (LP,

the JBLs' midbass and lower midrange—which
surprised me.

Wilson Audio W-8521) was evident, but did not
attack the room in quite the same way that it
can given the right loudspeaker. The bass power

Measurements

on Pictures at an Exhibition (Dorian DOR-

Fig.1 shows the magnitude and phase angle for
the impedance of the XPL-160. The port is

90117) was not lacking, but didn't have the
gutsy, visceral drive that, say, the less expensive PSB Stratus Golds bring to it. To be fair, the
low-end extension of the JBLs certainly appeared
to meet their specified -6dB at 40Hz. Actually,
it sounded subjectively somewhat better than
that. And its bass power handling was
excellent.
In what appeared to be the other end of the
woofer's range, the mid-to-upper midrange, I
noted ahint of coloration—a subtly "canned"
quality (I'm tempted to say nasal, but that

tuned to about 33Hz. The system's minimum
impedance of 4ohms indicates an easy load for
any reasonably designed amplifier to drive.
Fig.2 shows the (MLSSA-derived) impulse
response, the lazy hump typical of high-order
crossovers. Particularly notable is the lack of
ultrasonic ringing which is often visible on the
tail of the impulse response, especially on systems with metal-dome tweeters.
Fig.3 shows the individual quasi-anechoic
responses of the woofer and midrange/tweeter,

would greatly exaggerate the effect) which

indicating acrossover point of about 700Hz.

detracts from the realism and adds to the sense

Except for abit of raggedness around 2-3kHz

of a"reproduced" sound. Iconsider it less of
aproblem than the lower-midrange warmth

in the woofer plot—already about 20dB down

and reduced bass-midrange clarity relative to

at this point—the stop-band responses of the
drivers in this region are well-behaved. Fig.4

the top octaves, but it may well bother some

is acomposite of four measurements. Above

listeners more than it did me. It sounded like

IkHz it shows the FFT anechoic response at
48" on the tweeter axis, taken with 90Hz reso-

it was somewhere in the woofer-midrange
crossover region; it may actually be coming
from the low end of the midrange driver. I've
heard such colorations before, although far
more severe ones, associated with driving a
dome drive-unit close to its resonance.
Compared with the PSB Stratus Golds, also

lution. Between 150Hz and IkHz is the FFT
response at 48" on-axis taken with 15Hz resolution. Below that is the nearfield woofer and
rear-port responses, plotted separately. (Note
that this has been scaled so that its peak output magnitude matches that of the woofer and

reviewed in this issue, the JBLs were considerably livelier and more open through the upper

does not necessarily indicate the relative in-

midrange and lower treble. They were, as I've

The overall measured response of the XPL-160

already pointed out, also considerably more
It may also he the price we pay forIBI:s large market iniapan,
where, I'm told, sensitivity much below 9(k1B/W/m is considered had form.
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room contributions of the driver and port.)
is very smooth throughout the low end, ripples
slightly in the midrange, and is generally
smooth throughout the treble with aslight rise
at about 12-13kHz. The sharp peak in the outStereophile, February 1991

put from the port at about 200Hz, though 15dB

amount of hash is evident in the high frequen-

below the output of the woofer at the same fre-

cies all the way up to the top octave, but dies

quency, may have some bearing on the reduced
clarity noted in this region. So may the small
response peak at 400Hz, though it appears rela-

out by 2.3ms and was not apparent in the
listening tests. Aslight resonance is evident at
around 4.7kHz, and another at around 900Hz.

tively innocuous. As does the slight rise at

Note the significant reduction in stored energy

900Hz, which appears to originate in the 3"
dome and might explain the subtle coloration

just above that 900Hz resonance, after the transition from the woofer to the midrange driver.

noted in the upper midrange. The ear is sensi-

Also note the lack of aresonant peak in the
metal-domed tweeter above 20kHz.

tive in this region, and the 900Hz blip is +2 to
+3dB, though very narrow.
Fig.S shows the spectral-decay (waterfall)
plot. The resonance just below 20kHz is due

Conclusions
Following what I've already said about some

to the computer monitor in the test setup. Afair
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aspects of the XPL-160's sound, you may be

which Ifeel compelled to pick.

surprised when Isay that Ienjoyed my listening
sessions with them. Their clarity continued to

Ihave not heard the models in the XPL line
whose prices flank the XPL-160's. But based on

impress. What impressed even more was their
ability to provide this clarity without overdoing

my experience with the latter, both may be

it. If you're looking for an aggressive, punchy,

an 8" woofer—which may possibly mate more

worth investigating. The XPL-140 substitutes

Technicolor sound, this loudspeaker will not

smoothly with the upper-range drivers. Sur-

give it to you unless it's present at the input terminals. Its midrange driver and tweeter are

prisingly, JBL specs the XPL-140's -6dB low-

superb, and if the latter seems to slow down a
bit at the top of its range, it does so gracefully,

than the larger XPL-160, though at a2dB sac-

frequency cutoff at 5Hz lower (35Hz vs 40Hz)

becoming neither tizzy nor dull in the process.

rifice in sensitivity. Even more intriguing is the
XPL-200, which puts a12" woofer in alarger

My reservations begin and end at the XPL-

enclosure and mates it with a6.5" woofer

160's woofer. It may be that it's being asked to

covering the range from 300Hz to 1100Hz—

do too much. The 800Hz low-to-mid crossover
is astretch for awoofer of this size, astretch I

an appropriate range for such adriver. It is sig-

have rarely seen accomplished without penalty. 3It does the job far better than Imight have
imagined; the need to elaborate on its problems
as Isee them very likely makes them sound
more severe than they are. There are, I'm sure,
readers who will not be troubled by them. But
placed side-by-side with that exceptional mid-

nificantly more expensive than the XPL-160
(about $3400/pair), but may definitely be worth
investigating if you're shopping in its price
range.
My reservations about the XPL-160 will keep
it out of Class Bof "Recommended Components" (the only class that makes sense for it,
considering the price). But the technology

range driver, and reflecting on the asking price

behind the XPL-160 is astrong indication that

and the probable competition, they are nits

JBL is not acompany which high-end-oriented

3One of these, the Avalon Ascent, does it, but at aFar higher
cost.

audiophiles (and competitors) can afford to
overlook in the future.

LINDSAY-GEYER
HIGHLY MAGNETIC CABLE
Dick Olsher

0

4/
Lindsay-Geyer 4-40 interconnect

Type: Interconnect and speaker cable using high magnetic-permeability wire. DC loop resistance: 1.0 ohm per 1m of model 4-40 interconnect. Capacitance: 210pF/1m of interconnect. Prices:
Model 4-40 interconnect: $95/ 1/
2m pair, $130/1m pair, $195/2m pair; Model 10-35 speaker cable:
$185/5' pair, $370/10' pair, $550/15' pair. Manufacturer: Lindsay-Geyer, 585 Manet Terrace, Sunnyvale, CA 94087. Tel: (408) 732-6150.
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Why cable again?

ing particular theoretical assumptions and in-

Well, the obvious reason is that it has been

ferences. It's amazing how many times scien-

awhile since my last foray into Cableland (July
1988). Many new products have been introduced in the interim, so it appeared appropriate

tists have reported positive findings on the
basis of "data" that were actually buried below
the noise floor of the experimental apparatus.

to once again open Pandora's Box. Those of you
who still remember my speaker cable article
of 2J years ago will recollect the considerable

bending of light by the sun during the solar
eclipse of 1919 was hailed as confirmation of

controversy that evolved from that project.
Some of the response was quite predictable,

Einstein's theory. Einstein's theory of general
relativity has, of course, been verified numer-

though the venom with which it was laced was

ous times since then. But it was later discovered

Eddington's measurement of the gravitational

not. The manufacturers of those outrageously

that Eddington's results were fortuitous. The

priced "garden-hose"-type cables that Ifailed

experimental errors associated with his pho-

to rave about were more than just perturbed.

tographic plates were such that he could just

After all, if you had agoldmine with market

as easily have obtained anegative result.

momentum primed by pseudoscientific technobabble and another magazine's endorse-

Scientists are basically deterministic in outlook and are conditioned to search for causal-

ment, the last thing you'd want to see is even

ity. The simplistic reduction of such an attitude

amurmur of critical dissent. One of these good
fellas went so far as to threaten me with aper-

leads to the following dictum: If it exists, it can

sonal lawsuit should my survey result in the

be measured. The corollary of which is that if
something cannot be measured, it does not

loss in sales of "even one cable." Others objected to my findings because Iwasn't rigor-

exist. Thus, one can understand the logic behind the assertion that all cables that measure

ously "scientific" in my methodology. Iwas

basis of careful comparative listening tests; es-

identically should sound alike. This might be
true if we could assure ourselves that the measurement set was all-inclusive and sufficiently
refined or sensitive to establish aparticular pair

sentially the same approach as Iwould have
used for testing aloudspeaker or an amplifier.

of cables as identical twins. But how can you
know apriori all of the factors which impact

There's apopular myth about scientific mea-

sonic performance? And at what level do these

guilty of using the time-honored audiophile
method of forming asubjective opinion on the

surements that regards such data as enjoying

factors make an audible difference? To argue

an objective and independent existence in the
outside world. The problem with this view is

simply, as opponents of exotic cable have done,
that impedance variation is all that matters be-

that the data must be perceived by an observer.

cause nothing else appears to matter, reflects

The observer structures and interprets the data
in accordance with his cognitive or theoreti-

alack of imagination. It is to such skeptics that
this article is dedicated.

cal framework. Ascientist's preconceived notions, or theoretical view he is out to prove, will
provide cues as to which data are essential or
on how to pattern the data in order to support
the theory. ,Thus, the data are imprinted with

Science is about the search for ahidden reality. To say that all of the important design considerations for cables and amplifiers can be
condensed into asimple recipe is to say that
these aspects of audio are closed and require

an unconscious subjective bias. James Clerk

no further investigation. This mirrors the view

Maxwell, the father of classical electromagnetism, is said to have remarked once that "There

of many physicists in the latter part of the 19th
century. Many budding physicists were advised

are two theories of light, the corpuscle theory

to pursue another discipline because pretty

and the wave theory; we used to believe in the

soon there would be nothing left to discover

corpuscle theory; now we believe in the wave

about reality. Fortunately, for the time being,

theory because all those who believed in the

high-end audio remains largely an art. A high-

corpuscle theory have died."

end product should evolve on the basis of ex-

The point, of course, is that the significance

tensive listening tests. The same circuit can be

of particular data patterns depends very much

made to sound differently with different boards,

on who is perceiving these as cues for confirmIAs aphysicist at Los Alamos. IX) knows of that of which he
speaks.
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layout, or part selection, and in all these cases
the differences would be impossible to discern,
measurement-wise, at the current state of the
159

art. Take the soundfield produced by aconven-

dred to several thousand ohms. Currents are

tional two-channel audio system. Aspects of

in the milliamp range at most, and ohmic losses

this soundfield could be measured at various

are therefore not amajor concern. Here, it is

levels of accuracy, but none of these measure-

much more instructive to investigate the propa-

ments can reliably answer the question of

gation of the voltage signal rather than the cur-

"how close to 'live' will that soundfield be per-

rent distribution.

ceived?" The soundfield at the head is processed

We normally focus on the current distribu-

and interpreted by the ear/brain and results in

tion in awire. There is a"skin effect" in that the

the perception of asoundstage projected out-

current is progressively squeezed toward the

side of the head. Just how realistic that sound-

periphery of the wire with increasing frequency
But we can gain more insight into the physics

stage is must be decided by the audiophile on
the basis of subjective listening tests. High-end

involved by analyzing the electromagnetic (EM)

audio is about the conviction with which the

signal propagating down the wire. Such a
description is complementary to and depen-

"illusion of live music" can be reproduced.
There's another, and even more important
reason, for treading these waters again. The

dent on the current distribution in the wire, but
sheds more light on how information is

Lindsay-Geyer cable, or L-G for short, repre-

propagated along the wire. The following dis-

sents aconceptual breakthrough in cable de-

cussion is based on David Lindsay's white

sign, one that could revolutio-nize the indus-

paper on highly magnetic wire, L-G's patent

try. When aproduct single-handedly redefines

application, and information readily found in

the state of the art, as this one does, it becomes
acause célèbre and astory that must be told.

any graduate-level text on electrodynamics. My

Making waves
Traditionally, audio cable has been conceptualized as aconductor facilitating current flow
between various components. From this standpoint, acable's cardinal design aspect is minimal impedance to current flow over the band-

favorite text is Holes (that's Charles A. Holt's—
not JGH's) Introduction to Electromagnetic
Fields and Waves (Wiley & Sons, 1963).
With aperfect conductor, say asuperconductor, the signal propagates on its surface.
However, until room-temperature superconductors become areality, we'll have to make do
with copper and silver. In an ordinary or "imper-

width of interest, hence negligible resistive

fect" conductor the signal sinks into the wire

losses. The ideal cable, from such aperspec-

as an inverse function of frequency (the skin
effect). The magnitude of the signal decreases
exponentially with depth of penetration because

tive, would be one with optimum power transfer. Clearly, such acable is mandatory for alowimpedance circuit, such as that between apower
amp and aloudspeaker. Amodem power amp's

of ohmic losses. At each frequency askin depth

output impedance is afraction of an ohm. A

may be calculated at which the attenuation is
exactly 1/e, or 36.8%. The signal is also retarded

loudspeaker's impedance magnitude is typically in the range of 3to 8ohms. This is alow-

in phase as it sinks into the wire because of the
finite velocity of propagation inside the wire.

impedance circuit characterized by low volt-

At one skin depth, the phase angle lags the

ages and high currents. Peak currents in such

phase angle at the surface by one radian, or 57.3°.
The problem, as Lindsay points out, is that

acircuit may exceed 40 amps; because ohmic
losses go as the square of the current, the cable's

if the wire is thin enough—less than several

impedance becomes amajor factor. In this case,

skin depths—some of the signal can sink en-

the speaker cable's impedance had better be

tirely through the center of the wire and come
out the other side. The time delay of the re-

minimal, or else the cable will soak up power
from the speaker to adegree dependent on the
speaker's impedance curve. The frequency at
which the speaker's impedance dips to amin-

emergent signal can be significant. We all know
that EM signals propagate at the speed of light

imum is where the percentage of power dissi-

—but that's true only in avacuum. In copper
at lkHz, the signal speed is arelatively pedes-

pated by the cable will be greatest.

trian 13 meters per second. At that speed, asig-

However, the situation is drastically different

nal will sink through almm wire in about 70

for an interconnect. An interconnect typically

microseconds. A70µs delay should clearly be

operates in ahigh-impedance circuit where the
source and load impedances are several hun-

audible, assuming the magnitude of the delayed
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signal is significant—which is the case here.
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The skin depth at lkHz is 2.1mm in copper, so

The relative magnetic permeability, or mu for

the magnitude of the re-emergent signal for a

short, is defined as 1for air, copper, or any other

lmm wire is only down about 4dB.
Next, let's consider what happens to atransient waveform propagating down this lmm

nonmagnetic material. Thus, the way to reduce
the skin depth at agiven frequency involves

copper wire. Because the waveform is com-

increasing the product of permeability times
conductivity. Even if mu remains at 1, one way

posed of many harmonics and because the
"sinking speed" is afunction of frequency, a
transient that sinks through the wire will be

to turn the trick is by greatly increasing the
conductivity—which, practically speaking,

smeared out in time. The typical interconnect
then propagates the original signal plus asmeared-

conducting wire. For asuperconductor, the signal will always propagate outside the surface

means developing aroom-temperature super-

out copy of that signal. It is possible for the

of the conductor. Apractical means of achiev-

smeared copy to sink through the wire again

ing this involves the use of highly magnetic

and generate another smeared copy of itself.

materials.

But for every traversal of the wire, the magni-

Ordinary magnetic materials are well-known.

tude is reduced by 8.7dB for each skin depth

These include iron, steel, magnetic stainless

traversed. So only the initial few traversals are

steel, nickel, and cobalt. As aclass, these fea-

likely to be significant.

ture relatively low mu in the range from 100 to

What can be done to improve the situation?

1000. Specialty magnetic materials have been

One possibility is to make wire which repre-

developed specifically for their magnetic prop-

sents afractional skin depth over the entire

erties and provide mus in the range from 10,000

audio bandwidth in order to make time disper-

to 100,000. Examples include grain-oriented

sion negligible. Such awire would have to be

nickel, chemically pure iron, and alloys of iron

thinner than ahuman hair, and as aresult it
would be extremely fragile and impractical. But

and nickel containing other trace elements
going under such trade names as: Mu-metal,

even if athin wire could practically be made,
multiple traversals of the wire would simply

Molly-Permalloy, Supermendur, Permunder,
and Hy-Mu 80. L-G cable uses something simi-

build up the delay to the threshold of audibility.

lar to Mu-metal. The electrical conductivity of

All right—if thin wires won't do the trick,

Mu-metal is much lower than that of copper,

how about fat ones? The idea here is that asignal "dies" out as it sinks through the wire at the

extremely high mu in the equation for skin

but this is more than compensated for by its

rate of 8.7dB for each skin depth it sinks through.

depth. Let's look at an example. Suppose the

Therefore, make the cable fat enough so that

conductivity of Mu-metal is

the re-emergent signal is negligible in ampli-

that its mu equals 50,000. The product of these

Y20

of copper and

tude. If we define "fat" as five skin depths, that

two is 2500, and because the skin depth is in-

will provide 43dB of attenuation. At afrequency

versely proportional to the square root of this

of 100Hz in copper, the skin depth is 6.6mm.

product at agiven frequency, the skin depth is
actually reduced by afactor of 50. Therefore,

Thus, to make acopper wire appear fat at 100Hz
will require adiameter of 33mm or about 1.3".
Again, that's rather impractical. Incidentally,

a1mm diameter wire of Mu-metal would be-

aribbon construction would not work, as the

or almost 2"-diameter, copper wire!

signal would simply sink through the thin part

The high-magnetic permeability material
must be selected carefully. It is highly desira-

of the ribbon.
Another strategy is possible, one represent-

have (in terms of phase dispersion) like a50mm,

ble for the material to have low-hysteresis losses

ing the essence and insight of the L-G cable:

and not to retain amagnetic field. Materials

Make the wire appear "fat" over the audio bandwidth by reducing the skin depth itself. In other

such as Mu-metal, developed for use as magnetic shields, have these characteristics. On the

words, maximize the skin effect over the audio

other hand, magnetic steel would not be awise

bandwidth in order to minimize phase dis-

choice and would sound bad as an audio con-

persion.
How can this be accomplished? The skin

ductor. ,Many people have also formed alow

depth is inversely proportional to the square

2Icarried out tame listening tests some years ago comparing resistor. with steel leads :Ipinst suppteellly identical resistor. using copper leads. The results were overwhelmingly in
favor of the resistors with copper leads.

root of the product of electrical conductivity,
relative magnetic permeability, and frequency.
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opinion of magnetic materials on the basis of

Because the "Mu-metal" does not tarnish or

bad experiences with magnetic chassis. Unques-

oxidize, the longevity of the cable should be

tionably, amagnetic or magnetizable chassis

excellent, much better than typical copper

does adversely affect sound quality in amps

cables. Copper oxidizes fairly quickly, which

and preamps. 3

further exacerbates the performance of bare

Physical details

multi-strand designs because the oxide layers
act as non-linear conductors.

A total of four individually insulated, 40-mil

The RCA plugs provided on my interconnect

strands of "Mu-metal" aie used in the L-G Model

samples were far from visually impressive, look-

4-40 interconnect. One strand is used for the

ing every bit like cheap plastic and nickel-plate.

"hot" leg and three for ground. For a20' run
of interconnect between the preamp and amp,

But that apparently is by design. According to

Imeasured a4.6 ohm DC resistance for the hot

the layers of material under the gold (usually

and 1.5 ohms for the ground. Speaker cable is
also available (Model 10-35), which uses 10

gold over nickel over brass) cause junction

individually insulated 35-mil strands in asym-

sinking into these layers; second (supposedly
first noticed at Bell Labs during the Second

metrical geometry with 5strands for hot and
5for ground.

L-G, gold-plating is always dirty: first, because

problems and partial reflections of the signal

World War), gold surfaces catalyze the growth

Because the audio signal propagates outside

of polymer chains, causing poor contacts that

the conductor, by necessity it must propagate

act abit like diodes. Aword to the wise: Be sure

through the cable insulation. Therefore, the
choice of insulation material is important. LG has opted to use materials that do not polarize Materials such as fabrics, which have arelative dielectric constant of 1.0, would be ideal.
L-G uses cotton and silk for insulation. They
claim that all plastics, including polypropylene,

to clean gold surfaces on your RCA plugs and
jacks frequently. L-G also feels that lots of metal
in the plug body is detrimental to good sound.
Consequently, they use plugs with aminimum
of metal (je, lots of plastic).
It's important to emphasize that my samples
were pre-production, but I'm told that the only
aspect of the cable that will change during

sound bad because their large molecules take
too long to polarize under the action of elec-

production is the RCA plug. Iwas not very happy

tric fields varying at audio frequencies. Cotton

with the plugs Ireceived. This was apparently

is used to individually insulate each strand, and

the second type of plug to be tried, and one

the outer jacket is made of silk. Neither is L-G

that was supposedly sonically superior to an

happy with standard methods of shielding
cable; they've opted for atightly twisted geom-

earlier plug with amore metallic body. My

etry in which the hot strand is surrounded by

easy to break the solder joints at the connec-

the three ground strands. Because the ground

tor, either by an inadvertent tug on the cable
or by bending the cable near the connector. L-

strands are electrical conductors and highly

problems had to do with reliability. Ifound it

magnetic, they act as both electric and mag-

G has ordered sturdier connectors that will

netic shields. L-G claims that this configuration
is just as isolated from electric fields as standard

presumably be more reliable without affecting
the sound.

shielded cables, and much more isolated from

Another peculiarity of this cable is its suscep-

magnetic fields. However, Idiscovered that the

tibility to "ground loop" hum, at least in long
runs between the preamp and amp. At first, this

cable is sensitive to radiated hum, at least in
long runs between the preamp and amp. Ifound
it important to route the cable away from AC

hum proved to be most puzzling, agremlin if

lines and transformers.

you will, because it seemed to appear and disappear unpredictably. There it was during one

Each strand is individually insulated to eliminate non-linear contact resistance between

listening session, and nothing Icould do short
of switching back to the Cardas HexLink would

strands, as you might expect to find in amulti-

get rid of it. Another time, there would be no

strand construction where strands touch loosely.

hum. With alittle bit of luck, Iultimately traced

3Engineers at the Japanese Kenwotx1 company showed 10
years ago that the presence oía magnetic chassis in close proximity to asignal-carrying conductor induced distortion into
that signal due to the non-linear magnetization of the chassis.
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this anomaly to adimmer-switch-operated
floor-lamp plugged into the same AC circuit.
During the day, the lamp was naturally off and
the hum was gone. In the evenings, the lamp
Stereophile, February 1991

was on and with it the hum. This was not acase

width of the original recording space. A few

of radiated hum, so I'm postulating some sort

cables can even adequately delineate and focus

of ground-loop problem as the culprit, possibly
aconsequence of the relatively large resistance

instrumental outlines within the soundstage.
But only the L-G was able to squeeze image

of the cable ground. Of course, that spelled the

outlines into the confines of arealistic parcel

end of the line for the floor-lamp, but Ididn't
really mind; candlelight listening is such an
inspiring experience.

of space to adegree Ihad previously only associated with live music. And it was able to do this
across the entire spectrum of instrumental size,

A final word of caution. The Model 4-40

from voice and violin to cello and piano. Take

interconnect is stiff, and consequently has a

apiano, for example. What makes for acon-

mind of its own. It is difficult to tuck neatly out

vincing illusion of apiano is not only timbre

of the way. Imention this because Ipresently
share the listening room with TJN, whose aes-

accuracy and proper dynamics, but also the

thetic sense was offended by this cable. Tom
and Iare really an "Odd Couple" in this respect:

image size projected by the system. Hearing a
piano live, one cannot help but be impressed
by the sheer size it projects. But no matter how

he's Felix and I'm Oscar. Ienjoy acontrolled

big the wave launch, the piano's fundamental

mess (eg, cables everywhere)—now that ibm's

underpinnings, together with its harmonic

sorted and neatly tied down all the cables, I
have atough time finding things. Acable that

overtones, can be clearly localized within the
same unambiguous space. This rarely happens

asserts itself and does not blend into the car-

with reproduced music. The treble, midrange,

pet is acable after my own heart.

and bass all too often fail to integrate.

But you do need to be careful when untying

Agood example of this is Bruch's Kol Nidrei

the L-G from the coiled mass it arrives as, inside

(from Collected Works for Cello and Orches-

its own plastic bag. It's just like aSlinky in this

tra, ebs 6060). With AudioQuest Lapis, Cardas,

regard, and unravels with the lightening-fast

and Kimber interconnects in my system, the

strike of acobra. It could easily bonk you in the

cello was right there during its lower registers;

face or, worse, zap you in the eye. Exercise cau-

then, as more and more overtones crept into

tion; if you're areal chicken, you might even
consider wearing safety goggles.

the music, the upper mids and treble would
meander away from the cello's center of gravity.

Sound

The end result was that the image became
smeared across more real estate during certain

Ifirst heard of the Lindsay-Geyer cable through

passages. The effect is akin to an expanding bal-

aphone call from Iry Sherman, aLas Vegas

loon being pumped up, then deflated in con-

audiophile. In his words, this interconnect was
smoother in the treble, with fewer HF "etches,"

cert with the harmonic content of the music.
'lb acertain extent this is anatural effect, often

than anything he'd ever tried. The few facts he

referred to as "dynamic bloom." However,

was able to relay concerning the cable's com-

when the cello expands to width and height

position not only had me dubious as to the via-

that threaten to engulf the soundstage, the ef-

bility of the concept, but at the same time piqued

fect loses its credibility. Like the science-fic-

my curiosity. Subsequent discussions with
David Lindsay alleviated much of my anxiety.

tional eggplant that ate Chicago: eggplants can
get pretty big—but there are limits. It was in-

Here was aman with substantial educational

deed spectacular to have acello engulf the

credentials who was able to eloquently explain

soundstage, and I'm sure there are audiophiles

the rationale behind the design. So it appeared

out there who would enjoy this sort of effect,

that there was indeed amethod to his "mad-

but for me it is aquestion of accuracy.

ness." However, all would have been for naught

The upper registers were in general cleaner

had the cable failed to perform as advertised.

and smoother-sounding with the L-G in the

The amazing thing about the L-G is just how

system, compared with my previous reference
interconnects. Background levels of treble

convincingly it devastated the competition. It
consistently displayed the ability to resolve spa-

grit, grain, edginess, sibilant sizzle, and tran-

tial nuances at alevel of precision Ihad not

sient smear all lapsed into inaudibility. Low-

experienced before. Many cables are capable
of preserving soundstage dimensions and of

level upper-register detail was now much easier

providing arealistic illusion of the depth and

smoothness.
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to resolve against abackground of velvety
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Soundstage transparency increased as well.

ever, paralleled with the SYMO, Iwas able to

It was easier to see deeper into the soundstage

retain the best of both worlds: the treble purity

and resolve layers of detail that were previously

of the L-G together with the bass drive and

clouded over. For example, Lesley's vibrato

midrange clarity of the SYMO.

(The Lesley Test: track 13, Stereophile Test CD)
was clearly resolved to an extent Inormally

Summary

associate only with live music. Massed voices

The Lindsay-Geyer interconnect is physically

were naturally layered and spatially defined to

stiff and hard to diaper, but in the context of

the point where the depth perspective became

ahigh-end system Ifeel it pushes the art of

much more palpable. It became easier to pinpoint individuals in achorus, while their out-

music reproduction amile forward. It will
require careful routing to avoid radiated hum,

lines remained rock-stable over the entire tonal
range.

and may still be susceptible to ground-loop
hum in long runs. L-G offers an intensely musi-

Every link in my system benefited from the
introduction of L-G interconnect. Itried it be-

cal experience, however, founded on three cor-

tween the turntable and preamp, preamp and

image cohesiveness.

amp, CD processor and preamp, and even as
the digital link between aCD player and pro-

Over aperiod of several months the L-G proceeded to trounce every cable Icould throw

cessor. In all cases, treble smoothness, image

at it, including my established references. It is

nerstones: treble purity, harmonic integrity, and

cohesiveness, and soundstage transparency

the most musically convincing and accurate

improved. As each link was upgraded, Igot
another glimpse of heaven. When my system

interconnect that I've heard to date. It is not
cheap, but is much less costly than some, and

was completely wired with the stuff, it was

as the best interconnect money can buy it has

time to celebrate: the musical experience had

to be viewed as abargain to boot—at least at

become that much more intense.
Ieven found ahome for the L-G speaker

the current asking prices.
It bears emphasizing that my samples repre-

cable. Clearly the realm of high currents is not

sent pre-production prototypes. Full-scale pro-

entirely amenable to ahighly-magnetic wire
design. Even a6' run of the Model 10-35 be-

duction should commence in early 1991.1 have
been told that, except for the connectors, the

tween the Classé DR-8s and the Apogee Stage
was not entirely satisfactory. With the imped-

cable will not change. Still, Iwould prefer to
verify this, perhaps in afuture "Follow-up."

ance rating of the Stage at around 3ohms, this

After living with the L-G for alength of time,

represented aworst-case scenario. The quality of the upper octaves greatly improved when

Idiscovered that nothing else would da As always, it is difficult to fall back onto second

Imade the switch from SYMO cable, but the

bests. Here is an interconnect that, in aflash,

bass suffered. The impact and tightness of the
deep- and midbass registers diminished. There

sweeps clean ahost of established cables. Everything that is not highly magnetic by design can

was also areduction of upper-midrange live-

be seen in retrospect as being either fuzzy or

liness which the Stage could ill afford. How-

grainy. Long live the new king!

FOLLOW UP
Rote! RCD-855 CD player

lovers on abudget and for those deferring buy-

After reading Lewis Lipnick's enthusiastic

ing an outboard converter during these times
of rapid performance improvements. In addi-

review of the $400 Rotel RCD-855 CD player
last July (Vol.13 No.7), Iwas eager to audition
the unit myself. After listening to anumber of

tion, Ineeded atransport with which to compare the Esoteric P-2 reviewed in the October

ambitious and expensive digital converters, I

1990 issue. Further, since we couldn't include

was curious as to what kind of musical performance such an inexpensive machine could

aset of measurements of the RCD-855 with the

provide. There is an urgent need for amusical

opportunity to report on the Rotel's measured
performance.

CD player in this price range, both for music
164

original review, this Follow-Up provided an
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The RCD-855 was auditioned in my usual
reference system: Hales System Two Signature

rather than becoming congested, flat, and twodimensional. On Scott Kreitzer's album Kick 'n

loudspeakers driven by VTL 225W Deluxe

Off (Cexton 11264), his saxophone was rock-

monoblocks through 3' runs of bi-wired
AudioQuest Clear cable. An Electronic Vision-

solid between the loudspeakers and had a
round, airy quality. The hi-hat was clearly

ary Systems Stepped Attenuator, apassive control unit, provided level attenuation between
the Rotel's outputs and the power amplifiers.

behind, and distinct from, other instruments.

Interconnects included the Expressive Technologies IC-1 and Music Metre, and levels were

In addition, the piano comping during solos
was easily resolvable on its own, rather than
becoming homogenized with the rest of the

matched with an AC voltmeter between the

instruments. The soundstage had aspacious
quality that surrounded each instrument in the

RCD-855 and the outboard processors with

presentation with air and life. Dianne Reeves,

which it was compared.
Ibegan by doing something very cruel to the
Rotel RCD-855. After awarmup, Imatched its
output level with that of the $7000 VTL tube
processor driven by the $4000 Esoteric P-2
transport and compared them head to head.
Although this is as unfair acomparison as one
could devise, it nevertheless threw into sharp

on David Benoit's This Side Up CD (En Pointe
ENP 000), had anice bloom around her voice
In this regard the RCD-855 competes with

some $1000 outboard digital processors.
Although the RCD-855's soundstage was less
wide than that heard from more expensive dig-

relief the $400 player's weaknesses, putting its

ital processors, Iwouldn't characterize it as narrow. Instead, it threw the presentation more
between the loudspeakers than around them.

musical performance into perspective when
compared to the finest digital playback cur-

There wasn't the feeling of expansiveness and
transportation to the hall that comes from some

rently available But before discussing what you
don't get musically from the RCD-855, let's
start with what it does well.
First, Iwas quite taken aback by the RCD-

of the best digital converters. Soundstage
depth, however, was impressive, with adistinct
sense of front to rear resolution. Again, Ihad
to remind myself that this performance was

855's overall presentation. It was musical,

achieved by a$400 CD player.

engaging, pleasant to listen to, and far exceeded

Compared with the $1295 Proceed PDP digital processor, the RCD-855 had aleaner, yet

what one would expect from such amodestly
priced machine. During the auditioning Ifelt

looser bass performance. Although the RCD-

asense of amazement every time Ireminded

855 had afairly good sense of rhythmic drive,

myself that this was a$400 CD player.
In particular, the RCD-855 lacked the hardness and glare of instrumental textures so often

addition, it was difficult to resolve pitch in the
lower registers. Bass notes tended to be diffuse

low frequencies lacked dynamic impact. In

heard from inexpensive machines. The presen-

and ill-defined, rather than taut and punchy.

tation was smooth and inviting, satisfyingly
conveying the music. The treble was detailed

This is my strongest criticism of the RCD-855.
What don't you get from the RCD-855, in

and delicate, and didn't force itself on the lis-

comparison with more expensive digital processors driven by dedicated CD transports? Com-

tener. Although the treble did exhibit some
graininess that imparted aslight roughness to
the presentation, it was far less than that
experienced from typical low-cost digital play-

pared with the VTL processor driven by the Esoteric P-2 transport, there was asense of missing
some of the music through the RCD-855. Sub-

back. The midrange was similarly smooth and

tleties in instrumental textures, spatial nuance,

unfatiguing. Instrumental textures, while lack-

and fine musical details in the arrangement

ing the liquidity of more expensive units, were
surprisingly round and free from the unmusi-

the round richness and feeling of ease heard

cal, sterile, and flat perspective endemic in lowcost CD players.
Another strength of the RCD-855 was its abil-

tended to become obscured. Instruments lacked
through the VTLffisoteric combination. The
soundstage was narrower and shallower, and

instrumental outlines. These images were tight

without the see-through transparency that
gives the presentation apalpability. Iwon't go
on: you get the idea.

and well-focused within the soundstage. Instruments occupied a distinct spatial position

Despite the fact that the RCD-855's shortcomings place its performance below that of

ity to present asense of air and space around

Stereophile, February 1991
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more expensive outboard converters such as
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the Proceed PDP, it nevertheless managed to
convey the music in away that didn't affront
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the listener. Iwas always able to enjoy listen-

.41122

ing to music through the RCD-855, asurprising
feat for such an inexpensive CD player.
Measurements: The 855's measured performance was fairly typical of machines employing the Philips chip set. Frequency response
(fig.1) was fiat, with slight ripple in the upper
end of the passband introduced by the digital
filter. The 855's de-emphasis circuit (fig.2) was
also quite fiat, producing less de-emphasis
error than many much more expensive CD
players and outboard converters. Note that in
both these graphs, the right channel (dotted
trace) is about atenth of adB lower in level than

Fig.1 Rotel RCD-855, frequency response (right
channel dashed) (0.5dB/vertical div.)
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the left channel.
Channel separation was good, as can be seen
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in fig.3, which shows the left-on-right leakage.
Looking at the spectral content of the 855's

H,11W

f
t
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output when playing a-90.31dB, IkHz sine-

-2.121/.

wave produced the plot of fig.4. Although the
second and third harmonics of the lkHz tone

Fig.2 Rotel RCD-855, de-emphasis error (right
channel dashed) (0.5dB/vertical div.)

are barely visible at 2kHz and 3kHz, there is a
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very high level of AC powerline-related hum
at 60Hz. The DAC's linearity error is also apparent by the IkHz peak falling short of the -90dB
horizontal division. Despite the relatively high

Ap
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711.111
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level of 60Hz content, it was inaudible during
the auditioning.
Linearity, shown in fig.5, is typical of the
Philips TDAI541A DAC. The SI "Crown" ver-

-Me I

sion, available at ahigher cost to CD player

-1211 .
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manufacturers, gives alittle better low-level
linearity. The 855's impulse response (fig.6) reveals the conventional sine xover xreconstruc-
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Fig.3 Rotel RCD-855, channel separation, L-R
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tion filtering, and that the 855 does not invert
polarity. Output impedance was 200 ohms at
licHz, higher than the 855's specified value of
75 ohms.
The 855's reproduction of afull-level, IkHz

-UM
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squarewave is shown in fig.7, with symmetrical
ringing apparent on the waveform tops. Looking at a-90.31dB dithered IkHz sinewave(fig.8)
was difficult due to the high amount of audiohand noise in relation to the very low signal level.
Finally, the level of 24.IkHz product created
while playing acombination of 19kHz and

ace

L
a.
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11111
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IN

Fig.4 Rotel RCD-855, dithered lkHz tone at
-90.31dB with noise and spuriae, right
channel dashed (
1
/
3-octave analysis)

20kHz full-level tones is shown in fig.9. This
is typical of the Philips chip set used in the

Conclusion: Its rare to find aproduct that

Rotel RCD-855. Overall, the measurements are
what one would expect from a$400 CD player.

offers so much music for so little money as the
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Rotel RCD-855. This is especially true in digStereophile, February 1991
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The RCD-855 bridges this gap by bringing a
decidedly "un-hi-fi" sound to inexpensive CD
playback. The player's strengths are arelatively
smooth and pure treble presentation, good rendering of space and depth, fairly transparent

4.411e
2.

s.

soundstage, and surprising ability (for its price)
to convey the essence of the music In addition,
the RCD-855 has adigital output port, provid-

-4.—

ing aclear upgrade path to an outboard digi-la

-US

-1111
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Fig.5 Rotel RCD-855, departure from linearity, right
channel

tal processor, as budget permits. One would
have to spend athousand dollars, however, to
better the RCD-855's performance Yet another
bonus of the RCD-855 is its five-year warranty,
remarkable for any product, much less a$400
CD player.
Fortunately, the RCD-855's flaws tend to be
those of omission rather than commission.

11'

While not imparting glare and hardness to the
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Fig.6 Rotel RCD-855, impulse response

rendering, the RCD-855 was unable to resolve
instrumental nuances that give the presentation apalpability heard from the best decoders.
In addition, music through the RCD-855

11.•
•.•

tended to be bereft of finely woven detail and
subtleties, both spatial and textural. Further-

3.0
•.•
t.•
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more the lower registers lacked definition and
impact, tending instead to be somewhat lean
11.•

4:11
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Fig.7 Rotel RCD-855, 1kHz squarewave at OdB

and diffuse. These criticisms, however, should
be taken in the context of the RCD-855's price
Remember, Icompared it with more expensive
digital converters driven by a$4000 CD trans-

-0.11011.

port. The fact that the RCD-855 was not embarrassed by comparisons with much more expensive hardware is astrong testimonial to its fundamental musical "rightness."
tins - as.

Fig.8 Rotel RCD-855, dithered lkHz tone at
-90.31dB
Purr spec.. 11•••1.110 - a
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111,3.

Although the RCD-855 isn't the component
of choice for the most demanding high-end
systems, it is nevertheless musical, involving,
and enjoyable, something that can be said
about very few CD players in its price range. I
heartily concur with Lew Lipnick's opinion of
the Rotel RCD-855: it is truly a bargain.
—Robert Harley

101011.•
Imssenc• - flosskee/

Fig.9 Rotel RCD-855, HF intermodulation
spectrum, 300Hz-30kHz, 19+20kHz at OdB

Martin Colloms takes stock
at the end of the '80s 1
A freelance reviewer's workload is erratic. On
the odd occasion one might have afew moments'
respite, while at other times the coincidence
of multiple deadlines for copy results in sev-

ital playback, where audiophiles and music

eral weeks of panic. As Iwrite this missive I

lovers have been faced with either spending a

have just completed one such overload period

fairly large sum on agood-sounding outboard
processor, or living with the grainy, harsh,
unmusical sound of mass-market CD players.
Stereophile, February 1991

1Iwrote this title in honor of that tiny minority who rightfully insist that the end of the decade falls on December 31,
1990.
—JA
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covering so much equipment that Ithought

prematurely—we may be giving up more than

that it would be worthwhile to look back and

we think.
It is also becoming apparent that bitstream

take stock.
First Iwill look at CD and the results which
are now coming in for the new generation of
low-bit, high-oversampling players and com-

decoders are more susceptible to variations in
source or transport quality. In arecent review
of the very worthy Arcam BB3 bitstream

parisons with their established multi-bit col-

decoder, Inoted that the best performance was

leagues and/or predecessors. Of some 60 CD
players reviewed in recent months in every

cifically aMeridian 208—a self-defeating com-

price category, about athird have been of the
low-bit variety. With afew honorable excep-

only obtained with atop-class transport, spebination. Well, not quite, since the new Meridian 200 transport could be substituted for the

tions, most of these new-tech designs were
inferior to the older models. It is aterrible

208. When used with ordinary CD digital out-

indictment of the audio industry that low-bit

the BB2. Similar results were established for
other bitstream units such as the Micromega

systems should have been given such ahard sell

puts, the BB3 sound fell almost to the level of

to the consumer before an adequate assess-

Duo and the Meridian 203 and 603 designs.

ment of their sound quality had been made.

The 203 processor is aremarkable performer,

The following examples are of CD players of
the bitstream or low-bit variety which were

surpassing the 208 in my opinion. Thus it was
an absolute necessity for Meridian's 603, which

found wanting in comparisons with earlier
designs. This is not ageneral condemnation of
the players or the technology; just an illustration of how they have got it wrong.
Yamaha released the 1030, an upmarket lowbit design inferior to its shifted-bit predecessors. It doesn't sound as good as Yamaha's oldtech but worthy 530. Rotel offers two players,
the RCD-855 and '865; the former is the budgetpriced multi-bit, the latter the more expensive
Bitstream model. The 865 is nice enough, but
taken overall, Ithink that the 855 is superior.
In fact, it is one hell of aplayer at the price. The

uses the new SAA7350 chip, to surpass the 203;
fortunately it managed the trick and moves into
the leading position in my sound qualitrranking table. The 203 and 603 are something of a
revelation compared with the average standard
of CD replay, Ifeel, reaching deep into audiophile territory. Arecent encounter with aCAL
Aria 3proved disappointing, however. While
it sounded pleasantly sweet (with ameasurable
treble rolloff), like bitstream, it also sounded
soft and distinctly lacking in pace and dynamics.
For this player CAL has proudly announced the
abandonment of the Philips technology used

Marantz CD11 one-box flagship—sold in the US
as the Philips LHH500—is proving agreat suc-

in their successful Tempest series for new Japanese components. Iwonder if it was such a

cess on the Japanese market for which it was
principally designed. Akey model in Marantz's

good idea?
Ifinally got to the Martin-Logan Sequel 2

present range is the CD80, agood-value, highquality multi-bit design costing around $1400

loudspeaker and found it hard to handle. The

in the UK and again sold as aPhilips model in

mid-treble is definitely superb, often providing breathtaking realism and transparency, but

the US. The CD11, though costing four times
as much, nonetheless falls significantly below

Icould never get the bass to perform to anything like the same degree; the low-frequency

the '80 in bass slam and rhythm while provid-

timing couldn't keep up either. A flawed gem,

ing no significant advantage in sweetness or

this one Ihad more fun with the Apogee Stage,

clarity.
It is demonstrably true that the Philips one-

nothing ever is—the Stage was wonderfully

bit digital/analog conversion method can
deliver high performance In the hands of Merid-

which Iregard as areal honey. While not perfect—
friendly, sounding good from day one and

ian, the technology is setting an example to the

improving further with time and experience.
An eminently musical transducer, you can believe

industry. While Meridian has shown that it can
be done, however, this doesn't mean that other

model. Just as Iwas about to suggest that astand

designers and/or systems will do as well. On the
present evidence, it seems that many operators
have jumped the gun. Ihope that commercial
pressures will not force us to give up multi-bit
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all the good things you've heard about this
might be an advantage, Ihear that Apogee makes
one! Apad of Dacron wadding may also be used,
applied to the back panel to tame the 42Hz bass
resonance according to taste.
Stereophile, February 1991

SME Model 30 turntable
Memorable preamplifiers have included the
Classé DR6a, the C-J Premier 7a and PF-1, and

good depth. At $2995 each, it is very competitively priced for the US market. My first run-

the Audio Research LS1. The latter is an excep-

in with the Koetsu Urushi MC cartridge was a

tional line controller and has emerged as one

disaster. It sounded worse than the Rosewood

of their best-sounding units regardless of price.

2, with adisconnected effect, slow bass, and

Classé's good reputation was confirmed by the

asearing treble. Temperatures in the UK had

DR6a, which showed an ability to mix in SP14

reached unusually high levels, in the high '80s,

company without embarrassment. The Premier

upsetting the damping on this early sample. A

unequivocally set industry standards for stage

second unit tried at more realistic temperatures

width, depth, and transparency, while its stateof-the-art neutrality was ajoy to experience.

sounded more promising.

The C-J PFI, which Ireviewed in the Decem-

Model 30 turntable. Seen as astatement for the
manufacturer and as one of the last words on

ber '90 issue, surprised me with its exceptional
dynamic integrity; also something of arevelation in the field.
If you thought that the Krell KSA-200 was one
of the last words on the subject of power ampli-

My final observation concerns the new SME

the subject of analog replay, this innovative
design finds very successful new answers for
stabilizing the cartridge interface. However, while
the performance is crisp and comparatively neu-

fiers, Ican confirm that its replacement, the KSA-

tral, for my taste it lacks emotion and does not

250, is even better, almost taking on apair of

sound as rhythmic, dynamic, and involving as

my favorite KMA-160s. Another new marvel is

Iwould like. Superbly finished, this engineer's

Audio Research's Classic 120 monoblock. Iwas

approach to turntable design is likely to sell well

knocked out by its excellent bass, fine clarity,

across the Pacific.

—Martin Colloms

and stereo precision, not forgetting the very

IEMMIN
Model 1000: $399 Model 2000: $699

BYPASS
YOUR
PREAMP!

Discriminating audiophiles realize the purest signal path is superior in
accurate music reproduction. Reference Line achieves stunning performance by
optimizing ultra-high quality componentry in apure passive configuration.
L
id it ions
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P.O. Box 290352, Davie, FL 33329.0352e 305/370.9960
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THE STEAL OF THE CENTURY
ROTEL RCD-855 CD PLAYER

"It's fair to say that the Rotel RCD-855 is the steal of the century. If it were priced at $800
or so I'd consider it agood value. But for $400 it's practically agiveaway. This machine competes favorably against rivals costing up to three times as much and is quite happy in the
company of a$20,000+ ancillary system. .
"...Musically the RCD-855 is very refined, with adegree of transparency and harmonic neutrality
usually found only with the real expensive stuff...
"...One of the 855's most impressive qualities was its amazing ability to throw avery deep
and wide soundstage, extending well beyond and above the speaker boundaries. The soundstaging was natural, not overblown or frequency-dependent, dimensionally changing with each
recording. In this respect, the Rotel exceeded several more expensive digital audio products ...
" .The Rotel is one of the few CD players, at any price, that appears to adequately resolve
the resonant envelopes surrounding instruments and voices, as well as the natural resonance
present in the recording venue...
"...As an integrated unit, the 855 is truly extraordinary. And it does function credibly as a
digital source...
..If you're looking for adigital front end that gives great sound for apeanuts price, the
RCD-855 is the best deal around."
Lewis Lipnick
Stereophile Vol. 13, No. 7, July 1990
It clearly delivered the best CD sound for the money. The lab performance was fine, the
sound quality exemplary, and indeed players costing £800 get recommended if they show
performance like this one!"
Martin Colloms
Hi Fi News & Record Review, Nov. 1989

WANT MORE?
Even the most expensive CD players do not offer afive year warranty. ROTEL
DOES.

ROTEL OF AMERICA
P0 Box 653
Buffalo. N Y 14240
(416) 751-4520

IN CANADA ROTEL OF CANADA
1755 Plummer St. Unit #20
Pickenng. Ont L1W 351
(416) 831-4741

MOTEL_

BETTER SOUND. BEST BUYS

BUILDING ALIBRARY
RALPH VAUGHAN W ILLIAMS:

A Sea Symphony

A

RICHARD SCHNEIDER

sof August 1990, all but one of the

nize the symptoms. The turn of the century

recordings of Vaughan Williams's A

was, for many, aperiod of naive euphoria, bol-

Sea Sympbony ever made became

stered by utopian visions of an emerging tech-

available when RCA reinstated André Previn's

nological industrial society in the new century.

LSO performance to circulation. The missing
one, on the Priceless label, had been taped live
in an Atlanta, Georgia church, involved an

Mahler was just over adecade senior to Ralph
Vaughan Williams. His Symphony 8was composed nearly contemporaneously with A Sea

amalgam of regional choirs and ayouth orchestra from Belgium, and is acollector's item for

Symphony. Mahler 8gets produced by major
European and American orchestras on an aver-

performeis and relatives only. The sound produc-

age of once every three to five years, while

tion was amateurish; there is no audiophile
basis for interest in the unlamented Priceless
version.

VW's Sea has been virtually ignored by or-

Vaughan

Williams

waited until he was
considered middle-aged
(in his cultural and social milieu at the turn
of the century, in his
mid-30sfbefore beginning work on apiece
which would become
his first symphony because it çouldn't have
become anything else.
VW seemed an unlikely
source for alarge-scale
symphony, let alone a
canon of nine to encompass just over half
of the 20th century.
Until then he had been
known as acomposer
of songs, choral music,
and small-scale instrumental works.
Liner notes for the
various recordings, what
ever their merits, fail to emphasize the cultural
turmoil of the decade 1900-1910, during which
VW brought this work into being. This is the
decade which saw the development of French
Impressionism, the early stirrings of serialism,
as well as the emergence of Stravinsky. The
European political order was heading for a
breakdown, though few were willing to recogStereophile, February 1991

chestras outside the UK, and reports are that
performances of it are rare even in Britain.
Am Igoing out on a
limb to suggest that
these two works can be
mentioned in the same
breath, and that they
could be considered opposite sides of acoin?
Symphony 8is Mahler's most euphoric
work. He explores life's
mysteries by combining two disparate texts,
Veni Creator Spiritus
and sections of Goethe's
Faust. He stretched the
traditions of form and
tonality as they had
rarely been stretched,
and unites the two texts
thematically into an
overwhelming emotional experience. Musically, Mahler was at
his most prophetic in
Symphony 8, yet in his
selection of texts he looked backward to the
Middle Ages. Granted, there is atimelessness
to this material, but it remains anew way of
looking at something very old.
A Sea Sympbony is the very opposite. In
musically conservative England, VW did not
have the background from which to draw aradical, form-stretching, tonality-bending style,
171

The more things change
the more they stay the same
META RESEARCH
by Goldmund

innE-TriLJ

In 1979, Goldmund razed standards
for analogue record playback accuracy
with the
Studio Turntable and T3 Tonearm...
...ln 1990, Goldmund turntable systems
remain unsurpassed, and
Meta Research by Goldmund
raises the standard for CD playback accuracy
with the
Laser 1Transport
and
Convert 1D/A Converter.
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though his aural vocabulary and idiom would
prove to be strikingly original within its traditional parameters. In order to set his chosen
texts, VW had to fudge the symphonic forms
abit, and the occasional awkward moment
takes him out of Mahler's class in that regard.
The outer movements of Sea are more rhapsodic than symphonic in form, and despite the
new idiom, utilizing modal tonality, and derivations of French Impressionism (VW had
heard La.Mer), A Sea Symphony fell faidy easily
on the ears of early listeners in 1910, unlike
much of Mahler, which was considered incomprehensible in its own time.
But if VW had composed traditionally from
amusical point of view, his text by Walt Whitman was not only far ahead of the mid to late
19th century when Whitman wrote it, it was
still ahead of its time when VW set it, and we're
barely catching up with it now.
ASea Symphony would be VW's most euphoric
work. Composed for the Leeds Festival, it
seems awork which could only have been
written before 1910, or 1914 at the very latest.
There's nary ahint of storm clouds or rumors
of war. The work looks far ahead of our own
time, let alone Whitman's, to aworld order
based on acreed beyond monotheism, upon
the purest ideals of mind and spirit. For the less
euphoric meements, VW provides atouching
elegy for Whitman's lines relating to the "brave
captains and all intrepid sailors and mates, and
all that went down doing their duty."
There are moments of deep mystery as well:
the second-movement "On the Beach at Night

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A Sea Symphony
Isobel Bailly, soprano; John Cameron, baritone; London Philharmonic Choir, London Philharmonic,
Sir Adrian Boult
London 425 658-2 (mono CD only). ADD. TT, 67:46
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A Sea Symphony
Sheila Armstrong, soprano; John Carol Case, baritone;
London Philharmonic Choir (Frederick Jackson.
chorus fluster). London Philharmonic, Sir Adrian
Souk
EMI CDC 747212 2(CD only). Robert Gooch, eng.
Christopher Bishop, prod. ADD. TT: 65:10
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A Sea Symphony
Heather Harper. soprano; John Shirley-Quirk,
'tone; LSO Chorus & Orchestra, André Previn
RCA 60580-2-RG (CD only). ADD. TT 65:43
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A Sea Symphony
Yvonne Kenny, soprano; Brian Raynor Cooke, baritone; London Symphony Chorus (Simon Joly, chorus master), London Symphony.
,Dryden Thomson
Chandos CHAN 8764 (CD only). Ralph Couzens,
eng.; Brian Couzens, prod. DDD. TT: 66:03
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A Sea Symphony
Felicity Lott, soprano; Jonathan Summers, baritone;
London Philharmonic Choir (Richard Cooke, chorus !luster), Cantalena (Lena Philips, dir.), London
Philharmonic, Bernard Haltink
EMI CDC 749911 2(CD only). Mike Sheady. eng.;
John Fraser, prod. ODD. TT: 71:12
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A Sea Symphony
*Joan Rodgers, soprano; William Shirnell, baritone;
Liverpool Philharmonic Choir (Ian ltacy, chorus
't
master), Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, Vernon
Handley
EMI CDM 769867 2(CD only). Mike Clements, Mike
Hatch, engs.; Andrew Keener, prod. DOD. TF:
69:39
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A Sea Symphony
'Margaret Marshall, soprano; Stephen Roberts, bar-I tone; London Symphony Chorus; Philharmonia
Orchestra, Richard Hickox
1Virgin VC 790843 2(CD only). Mike Ch...., Mike
Hatch, rugs.; Andrew Keener, prod. ODD. TT:
63:48

Alone," and the long introduction to the fourth
movement, "The Explorers:' Otherwise, A Sea
Sympbony celebrates human life on Earth,

All lives and deaths, all of the past,

recognizes the Sea as the cradle of all life, and

This vast similitude spans them,

supports the analogy to Earth as the cradle of
spiritual life.

and always bas spanned,
And shall forever span them and shall

To the reader or listener in our part of the
20th century, there are especially haunting

Could this be the Unified Field Theory set

moments in the text for anyone who observes,
even casually, research and development in the
field of physics. In the second movement, the
poet sings
a vast similitude interlocks all,
All distances of space however wide,
All distances of time,
All souls, all living bodies though they be
ever so different,
All nations, all identities that bave existed
or may exist,
Stereophile, February 1991

present, future,

compactly bold and enclose them.
to verse by a19th-century American visionary?
Add to this Whitman's messianic vision of
God as poet, as expressed in the 'The Explorers,'
and we have some very potent, even controversial material to have been set to music just prior
to 1910. Imagine the premiere in Leeds, on a
program shared by Rachmaninoff, appearing
as soloist in his recent Piano Concerto 2, and
Strauss's Donjuan, awork no longer recent;
but here was asubstantial program by three living composers.
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Critical
Test
44 It is an excellent pickup, the best
ever from Audio-Technica and one
of the best from any source.,"
—Thomas J. Norton Stereophile
Vol. 12 No. 2February '89

Recommended Components B
G4 Highly recommended (and an

excellent tracker). A point worth
noting is that it has very high output
for alow-output coil, minimizing
phono-stage noise. 99

—Stereophife Vol. 13 No. 4April '90
GG Detailed, involving sound. Simply

the best value low-output MC
cartridge in America. 99

—Kent Bransford
Hi-Fi Heretic No. 13 '90
GG This cartridge draws from well-

recorded grooves an almost hypnotic ambiance and stereo image. I
heard details and nuances from my
records that Ihad never noticed
before. 99

GG I
think that the Signet 0C9 cartridge

is an excellent value... If you have
been using arun-of-the-mill movingmagnet cartridge, the Signet 0C9
will introduce you to the wonderful
world of moving-coil cartridges
without breaking the bank. 99

—Edward M. Long
Audio Magazine September'90
GG ...the truth is you could easily

spend twice the 0C-9's asking
price and still not equal —let alone
surpass —its level of musical
involvement, accuracy, or sonic
purity. 9,

—Art Dudley
Sounds Like... Issue No. 9, Oct '90

Write, or call today for name of your
nearest Signet stereo specialist, plus
unedited, complete reviews, and
current product literature.
Call 1-800-933-9022

— Rich Warren
Chicago Tribune March '90

signet.
Distributed in the U.S. by
Il

4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, OH •(216) 688-9400

Aside from the mysteries addressed by Whit-

Music to your ears

ARCAM

AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS
BY A&R CAMBRIDGE

man and so ably set by VW is the mystery of
why awork now available on seven recordings
is so rarely performed live, especially in the
native land of its "librettist." Now that we're all
quite familiar with Beethoven's 9th, Verdi's and
Mozart's Requiems, and other such sure-fire
choral/orchestral hits, perhaps the conductors
and concert managers among our readership

Arcam has a 12 year record of
building affordable, no
nonsense, performance hi-fi

overwhelming emotional experience. A truly

products. Arcam Amps, Tuners,

enterprising management could open aseason

CD players & Outboard D to A
Converters are famous for

might consider adding A Sea Symphony to the
repertoire. Like Mahler's 8th, it can provide an

with one and close with the other.
The first recording of A Sea Symphony took

design and construction quality

place in 1953 as part of aproject by Decca/Lon-

that insures great sound and a

don to record, in the presence of the composer,

lifetime of listening pleasure.
Elegant in its simplicity, an
Arcam in your system is
"music to your ears."

the seven VW symphonies completed by then,
by the LPO under Sir Adrian Houk. This mono
series is starting to appear on CD under the
mid-price rubric "The British Collection."
Given its historic importance, this is adifficult

-Aud

ux-Corporation
IMPORTE

recording to dismiss. Boult/LPO give an energetic, incisive account which they seemed unable to muster on their 1968 EMI remake. The
remastering crew has given us an excellent rendition of that famous FFRR transparency for
which Decca/London was so highly praised,
even toward the end of the 78 era. Inever cared

KIM3ER KABLE
Dealers, customers, reviewers and
manufacturers have all been raving about
the new Kimber Silver cables. We can
arrange for your home audition. Call us for
your nearest dealer.

for soprano Isobel Baillie, even though she was
VW's choice To me she sounded more like Littk Miss Buttercup selling her wares on the deck
of the Pinafore than avoice for
one flag above all the rest,
aspiritual woven signal for all nations,
emblem of man elate above death.
Unless the historical aspect is the sole determining factor, Icouldn't recommend this recording

Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable

as the one and only.
In 1968, EMI did their Boult/LPO remake of

Cost effective cables
Speaker wire-51.00 per toot up to $180.00 per foot Custom
terminations available.

Interconnect Cables

ASea Symphony, part of aremake of the cycle
of what would turn out to be nine symphonies.
The singers were superb, and it was apleasure

KC-1 568.00/meter pair
KCAG 5350/meter pair
KCTG 5650/meter pair
All other lengths. including custom are available All are availi

to hear the soprano part sung in appropriately

able with balanced XLR.

sound, but in retrospect, it seems to me, whether

normal diction by Sheila Armstrong. This
recording received high marks in its day for
on British EMI vinyl or CD, that Kingsway Hall

2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE •OGDEN,
UT 84401
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is too intimate for this vast work. The recording
has range, detail, and dynamics, but no space.
Moreover, Boult seems overly cautious and correct, giving apedestrian reading. Not recommended.
Another recording which has received high
175

TARGET
presents the new
R Series speaker stands
R1
Height 1' 9" (excluding spikes)
Top plate W 6" xD 8"
Base plate W 10" xD 12"
Coulour: Black
R2
Height 1' 9" (excluding spikes)
Top plate W 8" xD 9 1/2"
Base plate W 11 1/2" x D 13"
Goulour: Black
Designed to coplement quality speakers,
primarily for use with Pro-Ac Response
and Tablette, but entirely at home
supporting many other quality speakers.
For your free copy of our catalogue contact:

MAY AUDIO MARKETING INC.
P.O. Box 1048, Champlain, N.Y. 12919 -Tel.: (518) 298-4434
in Canada: (514) 651-5707

State-of-the-art
moving-coil
loudspeakers.

HALES
43272 Christy SI • Fremont CA 94538 • Tel 415. 623 0790 • Fax 415. 623. 0797
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praise for sound as well as performance is the

as have his singers, choruses, and certainly the

Previn/LSO of 1970, also part of afull cycle, the

LPO. If nothing else, this recording should give

first by anon-British conductor. For me Previn
struck it rich in parts of this cycle, but not here.

ASea Symphony the international currency it
deserves. Recommended.

The two Boults had been spread out on three

Finally, the two recordings most likely to be
overlooked could be the most interesting of all
from apurely audiophile standpoint. Though
recorded with different labels, performers, and

LP sides with Incidental Music from The Wasps
on side four. The Previn was issued on asingle
LP, which for atiming of over 65 minutes was
truly absurd in pre-DMM 1970. The sound

sites, they are produced and engineered by an

seemed even more constricted than the Boult,
and no bass. Ahallmark of the mono Decca/Lon-

identical crew. The Virgin recording of 1989

don Boult, as well as the stereo EMI Boult, with

Tooting, London, by Hickox/LSO. In 1988, the

is the most recent, taped at All Saints Church,

its shortcomings, was apowerful fundamen-

same folks had recorded A Sea Symphony at

tal organ bassline. On the Previn, it doesn't even
sound as though the organ was used. And the
pressing problems. ..don't even ask. US or

Liverpool forces under Vernon Handley, for
EMI Eminence.

Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool, by the Royal

British, same difference No production credits

Keener, Clements, and Hatch had to surpass

are given on the CD issue, but the LP gave engi-

themselves at All Saints in 1989, for it seems

neering credit to the legendary Kenneth
Wilkinson. It's hard to believe. I'd hoped the

pool recording. In fact, they did not. There is

CD would reveal something that pressing problems had concealed, but no such luck. Too
bad—Heather Harper and John Shirley-Quirk
are world-class, but Ifind Previn at his cerebral
nerdiest in this performance Not recommended.
The recent Chandos recording, part of their
VW cycle by Bryden Thomson/LSO, fails entirely
on sonic grounds unless you like larger-thanlife-could-ever-be productions. Whether it was
milted this way or hot-rodded later, it's aturkeyloaf hot dog.
The recent Haitink/LPO on EMI presents me
with acurious dilemma. Idismissed it too on
sonic grounds after Ifirst heard it. This impression was borne out in my "Recommended
Recordings" (Vol.14 No.!) for largely the same
reasons as the Boult/EMI. Rehearing it for this
article has given me an entirely different outlook. Recorded at Studio 1, Abbey Road, it has
adry sound, yet seems to have all the space it
needs. Dry and spacious at the same time, it
places the performing forces in your space (an
orchestra in your living room), and does it
believably in away quite similar to the Bernstein/CSO Shostakovich Iand 7on DG.

hardly possible to have improved on the Liversome evidence of refinement. The soloists in
the Virgin are heard to somewhat better advantage; in the EMI, they come from the chorus
risers, and they get no help. It's abit of the real
world, but not everyone cares for that much
purity. Without sounding at all artificial, the
soloists come through with aslightly more
conventional balance on the Virgin. Another
area of improvement lies in the choral pickup.
Again without sounding artificial, this crew has
managed to convey the sound of achorus
which is both comprised of individuals and is
ahomogenous whole, and it all spaces and
images superbly.
So why do Iprefer the Liverpool? Because
it places me there more convincingly than the
Virgin does. The decay is more natural, as is the
space in which the performance appears to take
place. And there is incredible clarity throughout both frequency and dynamic ranges. Moreover, Ibelieve this is one of Vernon Handley's
finest recorded performances, one in which he
does for VW what conductors such as Reiner
did for Strauss and Bartók, or, in amore contemporary frame of reference, what Bernstein

Ihave not enjoyed the previous installments

did for Mahler. Hickox doesn't really suffer in

of Haitink's VW cycle, Sinfonia Antartica and
A London Symphony. Too cautious and cor-

comparison, but it's Handley who controls the

rect. Yet this is apotentially important cycle by
anon-British conductor. And not an American
maverick this time, but aEuropean who headed

architecture of this work as Klemperer might
have done. Actually, his chief competition for
this piece comes from Haitink. In every sense,
each is worthy of the other, and as audio

the world-class Concengebouw for more than

productions, the Haitink and the Handley each

a quarter century, and whose pedigree is
impeccable. Haitink has struck it rich this time,

represent the best of their particular recording
concepts.
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amfflaw CALL TODAY!
Audio Express offers:
1. no-risk home trial on cables
2. prompt shipment (usually 2nd Day Air!)
3. an ironclad satisfaction guarantee.
Cary Audio
The new Cary Audio SLA 70
35 watt/channel stereo tube amp. $1125.00
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Audioquest. Aural Symphonics,
Cardas, Kimber, Straight Wire,
Audioquest Lapis. Emerald, Aural
AS-One. Kimber KCAG (silver),
Monster. Music Metre.
Kimber KC-1, etc.
Call for details
on no-risk
home trial
program!
tI—

Speaker Cable

Uwe S
Call today for the Cary Audio line brochure
Mono Bloc amplifiers -Sensational' Loaded w th user
friendly features, superb sound. and excellent bu Id quality
65 watt: $2150.00 pr. 100 watt: $2995.00 pr

11111111h.

Audioquest. Aural Symphonic's. Cardas.
Kimber. Monster, Straight Wire. TARA.
Audioquest Clear, Green, Cardas Hex,
Quad, TARA Quantum, Kimber 4TC.
Kimber 8TC.
,..klimmakunikkeiftete
etc
Call for
details
on no-risk
home trial
program!

Cary SLP pre-amp: 5995.00
Cary SLP pre-amp active line unit only: $845.00
CAD 5500 CD processor "black box version": $995.00

CD Stoplight
CD treatment for improved
clarity, resolution
and ambrai

Straight Wire-Maestro
Top quality speaker 8.
interconnect cables
Call for prices

Navcom Silencers.
The latest in vibration technology.
Component size $59.00/4

Sonex
Sones Jr sound absorption panels
2 x2 x2" (charcoal or beige)
S49 95 /4Shipped Ground

Navcom/Audioguest
Vibration Dampers

Speaker Stands and 2105 shelf racks
available Call for sizes & prices
All racks
8 stands
shipped
ground

Audioquest-Sorbothane Feet
CD Feet $24.00/4
Big Feet $39.00/4

Aural Symphonics $159.00
Cardas Hex $189.00
Distech $169.00
T.G. $119.00

Wider Selection of "Best Buys"
Faster Delivery. 2nd Day Air!
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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800-866-5575

For Records

NoiseTrapper
"I did hear asignificant
improvement with the
Audio Express unit over
the raw A/C outlets..."

Signet /AT 0C-9 phono cart Call
Nitty Gritty fluids and brushes. Call
Last Record Care Products Call
Record Sleeves
50 514 50 500 5115.00
Other quantities available

Rabeg
1990
'Vol 13 No Si Stereoahrie

Record mats Audioquest $34 00
Record Cleaning Brushes
Hunt Brush $19 95 Audioquest 59 95

Try NoiseTrapper , the most effective,
economical way to improve your sound.
NoiseTrapper AC isolation 8filter:
5299 00
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AO Cartridge Demagnetizer $79 95
Sumiko Blue Point cartindge Call
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Now available:
$379Plus
00
NoiseTrapper
.

Stuppea UPS
ground
$8 95

Recommended Component. October 1990, (Vol. 13. No 10). Stereohile

Grado
Still the best in low price cartridges
ZTE.1 $19 95 ZF3E+ $29 95
Other Grados Cali

Navcom CD Rings

All items are shipped UPS
2nd day air unless otherwise indicated

The only CD treatment to uitilize
the vibration damping properties
of pure Navcom Call

Accessories One item $4.25
Turntables and stands: $12.95
Extra items. 51 25
Electronics 58 95
Business hours: M-F 9am-7pm CST
Closed Saturday and Sunday

Kinergetics/BSC
Kinergetics KBA-75 Class Aamp
$1495 00

We accept Mastercard. VISA, Discover.
American Express. and Optima.

Kinergetics/BSC
Subwoofers Call

Digital Cables

All Kmergetes

Audioquest. Aural Symphonics.
Kimber. Straight Wire,
TARA. etc Call

Prices sublect to change
Add 39. for American Express.

shipped ground
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Accessories
Edison Price Music Post 539 95/2 pr.

Monster 0-terminators $49 00/4

Audio Prism 6500 Antenna Call

Sunk() Tweek $14 95

GUARANTEE You may return any product.
(special orders excepted) for any reason.
within 2 weeks of receipt, for credit or
refund. (your choice) less shipping costs.
if product is undamaged, complete as
shipped Non-cable returns subiect to 10°,,
restocking charge. Ask tor specific details.
12-90
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Shure Stylus force gauge $12 95
Sumiko Counterfeet Call

1-800-866-5575

Cramolin Kit $14 95
TRI Wonder Solder 8Capacitors
Resista Resistors Call

1-800-580-5575 Texas only
3800 North Lamar Austin, TX 78756
FAX 512-323-5574. Service 512-323-5575

Forté announces
four new amplifiers
utilizing
insulated gate
bi-polar technology,
overall feedback
free
Forte modds
are the first
to employ an output
stage using the latest
insulated gate
bi-polar power
devices

Model 4
50W+ 50W
Pure class A

Model 6
150W+ 150W
High-bias
class AB

I' of
combines
the
c aroderistics
of bi-polar and MOSFET
technology to provide
state-of-the-art linear
performance.
In combination with
asuperior new front end
design Forté insuloted
gate bi-polar output stage
gives these amplifiers
extraordinary musical
accuracy in pure class A
and high-bias doss A8
models. The superior
linearity of these Forte
designs is achieved
without resorting to

Model 5
100W + 100W
High-bias
class AB

o
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Hear•thls'exciting
new technology at your
Authorized Forte Dealer.
For more information
or the name of your
•
nearest Forte dealer. call'
1(800)888 8055. or writè:
7325 Roseville Road,
Sacramento, California
95842.
Forte products are exclusively distributed by

division of Threshold
Corporation,

Model 7
75W monoblock
Pure class A

We've written our own

with aspecial, limited-edition FM tuner that is even more musica
and more selective than the FT-101, (a performer that has
already established it sown reputation for rf and sonic excellence).
For more information, call us at 1-800-448-8490
"The FM Specialists"
Yna lab 6509 Transit Rd. "Hl
In Canada: 8Strathearn Ave. U9

MAGNUM

Bowmansville. NY 14026
(716-684-0460
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Brampton. Ontario L6T 4L9
(416) 791-5888
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THE GREAT "
LOST"
BEACH BOYS ALBUMS
No, not Smile -not yet -but
Richard Lehnert reassesses
Sunflower, Suifs Up, and other
forgotten Beach Boys masterpieces

THE BEACH BOYS: Sunflower
CaribouninitherfEpic ZK 4695o. Stephen W. Desper, ens.
TT 36,48
THE BEACH BOYS: Surfs Up
CarthouMmtherfEpic ZK 46951. Stephen W Desper, eng.
TT 33:36
THE BEACH BOYS: Holland
Caribou/Brother/Epic ZK 46952. Stephen Moffitt. Rob
Fraboni. engs. TT: 4813
AU three: CD only. The Reach Boys. prods. Digitally
remastered by Joe Gastwirt. AAD.
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ate August, 1965, Westminster Lake,
New York—those of you who grew up
Presbyterian in New York in the '60s
might recognize the name of the Northern
Synod Church Camp where I'd just finished my
yearly week of circumspect recreation. Iwas
14, and there was adance held at the main
Lodge. Istood in adeep bed of wallflowers as
alocal high-school band took the stage—white
slacks, red blazers, blue ties, and aname Ican't
recall. They started playing and, obnoxious
classical-music snob that Iwas at the time, I
stopped listening.
Until the intro to this one song ...
my god,
they were changing key all over the place! And
rhythmically—geez, pretty interesting. Then
the kid with the cowlick stepped up to the mike
and sang "Those East Coast girls are hip, Ireally
dig the styles they wear. .." By the time the
chorus came along, Iwas standing there with
my mouth hanging open at the song's musical
sophistication and (it seemed to me) powers of
observation.Wo summers before, on vacation
with my family, I'd returned to Southern California after living for eight years in the Northeast. I'd remembered just enough of my first
five years on the West Coast to suffuse those
recollections with ahazy golden glow of surf,
sun, and winterless euphoria, and had just
enough interest in girls to be totally intimidated
by the tawny-skinned blondes that seemed to
be everywhere. And now this incredibly cosmopolitan song ("I've been all 'round this great
big world and Iseen all kinda girls") was summing up my entire personal mythology of
California in amere two minutes and thirty
seconds.
Iturned to my buddy Dave, who Isaw only
for aweek each year at Church Camp. "Dave,
this song is amazing! That's just what it's like!
Imean, California girls really are like that!
There's something special about them! Wow!"
(I was 14, remember.) "Did these guys write this
song?"
Dave's dad was asoftware designer for IBM
before anyone had ever heard of "software"—
pretty exotic for 1965—and Dave himself was
into cool jazz and Thini Stream music He looked
at me with 14-year-old contempt acidic enough
to dissolve my own 14-year-old enthusiasm.
"Jesus Christ," he growled, turning away in disgust, "it's agoddamn Beach Boys song."
So, no, those kids in blazers weren't the
Beach Boys, but the song was "California Girls,"
and Irealize now that my long, slow, grudging
acceptance and eventual love of pop music
began at that moment.
182

Nevertheless, I've never been entirely comfortable with my love of the Beach Boys' music
For atime in the late '60s and very early '70s,
these five clean-cut WASPs in Pendletons—
Brian, Dennis, and Carl Wilson, Mike Love, and
Al Jardine—from suburban Hawthorne, California stood for all that acertain hip sector of
youth had supposedly left behind, musically,
culturally, politically, and spiritually. When the
Beatles sang "Those Ukraine girls really knock
me out/They leave the West behind ...," we
were all so sure that Lennon/McCartney were
delivering asavage musical riposte rather than
agrateful tribute to the group that had created
Pet Sounds, which album Paul McCartney has
admitted was the immediate inspiration and
challenge that resulted in Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band.
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But we had left alot of the Boys' world behind, and agood thing too. America was on the
cusp of trading its childhood innocence and
acceptance of authority for the equally innocent idealism, discovery of its own body, and
pure adolescent rage that fueled and created
what remains our least understood, least assimilated, most important era and profoundest
cultural blind spot: the late '60s. Iremember
the contempt with which the Beach Boys were
mentioned, when spoken of at all, but that contempt was telling: the scorn of the rebellious
teenager for the ten-year-old who still accepts
Mom & Dad's word as law.
Nevertheless, from 1963 to 1966 the Beach
Boys were America's most popular rock band—
no small achievement. Musically, they were an
odd, often brilliant amalgam of Four Freshmen
harmonies and Chuck Berry riffs, Motown
Stereophile, February 1991

rhythms and Phil Spector production values.
In turn, they influenced virtually everyone
who followed them, from the Beatles to Elvis
Costello to the Fine Young Cannibals. And the
lyrics? Well, the lyrics. .. inane, simplistic,
ingenuous, artless, vacant, quite literally sophomoric—all that and less. As for anything even
remotely resembling asocial conscience, that
had to wait until 1971 and Surf's Up. And, as
most of this music and lyrics were the product
of one Boy—Brian Wilson, the oldest of the
three Wilson brothers—the interior contradictions of any given Beach Boys song or album—
wondrous music, awful lyrics—too often tore
those songs and albums apart, just as they eventually tore apart their maker.
Much has been made of Brian Wilson's musical talent, and almost as much of his human
- 4111
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My fiancée loathes the Beach Boys because,
she says, they're everything she hates about
American men: immature, decadent, and sexist. But in 1964, who wasn't? Inevitably, there's
unconscious cruelty to many of their songs
("The girls on the beach are all within reach"),
and an automatic misogyny, but it's less an
actual hatred of women—excuse me, girlsthan that eight- or ten-year-old, still in his "I
hate girls" phase, trying to ape his teenage
brother's newfound virility while having no
idea what it's all about. Though so many of
Brian's lyrics obviously have little connection
to any real world of relationships between boys
and girls, let alone between men and women,
they were obviously very real to him; the care
and passion with which he crafted the songs
is achingly sad, poignant, and ultimately tragic.
-
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The Beach Boys way back when (l-r): Mike Love, Al Jardine, and Brian, Carl, and Dennis Wilson.
weaknesses. Rock writers love to throw the
word "genius" around, and that word has been
applied to no rock musician more than to Brian
Wilson. But "idiot savant" is, Ithink, amore
accurate term. Reading Steven Gaines's sobering Heroes & Villains: The »lie Story of the
Beach Boys, and listening again to their music,
reveal aBrian Wilson who not so much never
left adolescence as never entered it in the first
place. His lyrics are so often the fantasies of a
sensitive, lonely prepubescent, while the astonishingly distinctive music soars and changes
and pulses, sometimes rocking straight ahead,
sometimes chiming with uniquely creative
voicings, basslines, vocal arrangements, and
studio effects. Not to make too much of the parallel, but imagine if the eight-year-old Mozart
had been writing his own opera libretti as well
as composing.
Stereophile, February 1991

(A telling verse in Brian's very brief "This
Whole World," from Sunflower: "When girls
get mad at boys, you know /Many times they're
just puttin' on ashow /But when they leave,
you wait alone." Brian moves from desperate
faith in his own implicit denial of any real sowre
for women's anger, to bewildered victimization
when they really are angry enough to leave
him: alonely struggle for acceptance without
understanding.)
As long as we're basking in the golden glow
of historical hindsight, it's even harder to accept
the Beach Boys' innocent California daydream
of sun, surf, cars, and chicks (in just about that
order) even at face value—as the sincere if unexamined wishes of ahandful of lower-middleclass postwar white kids—when you know
about the cynical Mike Love's violent rages (the
Maharishi's TM notwithstanding), Brian's long
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retreat into madness, paranoia, schizophrenia,
agoraphobia, obesity, alcoholism, and drugs,
and Dennis Wilson's self-destruction with coke
and booze, not to mention his welcoming into
his home the entire "family" of his good friend,
Charles Manson. Their heads were high in the
clouds that hid the Pacific sunset, their feet
firmly in the California muck that the perennially stunned Joan Didion has described so
well in The White Album and elsewhere. It's
hardly surprising that the first batch of Baby
Boomers was able to sense the immense wave
of denial on which surfed their immediate predecessors, the Beach Boys, and which was to
nearly drown this crippled family when the
tensions of the lie became too much to bear.
Brian, Dennis, and Carl Wilson, eternally trying
to please their abusive, unpleasable father
Murry Wilson, used their relentlessly upbeat,
really-nothing's-wrong vision of light not to
illuminate their own dark side, but to blind
themselves to its existence. And this was their
tragedy: to be so blessed with so much musical
talent, yet never to use that talent to work
through, in art, the tangled emotions of their
family dynamics.
So you see why my saying "I like the Beach
Boys" is no simple statement.
Capitol Records has received agreat deal of
positive press for their exhaustive, almost
scholarly reissue series of '60s Beach Boys
albums, most of which had been out of print
for years. That press is well-deserved, as Capitol
makes up for decades' worth of shaving songs
off of already too-short albums to avoid paying composers' royalties. Their Beach Boys
reissues include the original album cover art,
lengthy track-by-track notes, and previously
unreleased or obscure bonus tracks.
The Capitol albums include the music for
which the Beach Boys will always be known—
surf songs, beach music, car songs, 20 top-ten
hits—in addition to that quintessential hymn
to adolescence, Pet Sounds. The series ends
with the quartet of eccentric, forgotten records
through which—as composer/arranger/producer/leader Brian Wilson took an increasingly
remote role while he retreated further into
madness, describing the ever-tightening downward spiral of his daily life with numbed
accuracy (in ditties like "Busy Doin' Nothin"
and "I Went to Sleep")—the Boys groped
toward anew musical Manhood on their own:
Smiley Smile, Wild Honey, Friends, and 20/20.
With much less fanfare, Caribou/Brother/
Epic/Columbia has begun to reissue the Boys'
1970s post-Capitol albums, two of which are,
Ithink, the best records these slowly maturing Beach Men ever made. After the increasingly quirky, almost determinedly "uncomStereophile, February 1991

mercial" studio verité of Smiley Smile and Wild
Honey—there are similarities to Dylan's and
The Band's Basement Tapes, recorded at
roughly the same time—Brian had gradually
stepped down (or been gently shouldered
aside) as producer and primary composer, and
Carl and Dennis Wilson, Mike Love, Al Jardine,
and new member Bruce Johnston began to take
larger and larger roles as composers, arrangers,
lead singers, and producers. As alink across the
label gap, Carl's newfound sumptuousness of
style, prefigured on "I Can Hear Music" from
their last Capitol album, 20/20 (1969), reaches
full flower in Sunflower (1970), the first of their
custom-label releases on their own Brother
Records to be distributed by Warner Bros.
Sunflower is one of the great "lost" Beach
Boys albums. If Pet Sounds was adirect response
to the Beatles' Revolver and the inspiration for
Sgt. Pepper, as both Brian Wilson and Paul
McCartney have admitted, then Sunflower is
the Beach Boys' Abbey Road. It's not aperfect
record—there is no perfect Beach Boys record,
not even Pet Sounds. ("Got to Know the
Woman," Dennis's annoying saunter through
the ghetto, is just too full of ersatz "soul," if
you'll pardon the expression.) But it's their
finest record by far, and almost no one's ever
heard it: when it was released, the Boys were
just pulling out of aslump so bad that, when
they played New York, they drew only 200
people. But just as, on Abbey Road, the Beatles
seemed to no longer be mere mortals playing
actual instruments, but gods sending down
music from Olympian heights, so the Beach
Boys, with Sunflower, seemed for the first time
to have actually ascended to live in eternal sun
and surf in Brian's carefully constructed California myth.
Rockers are seldom thought of as making
music purely for the sake of musical beauty—
that's for Mozart and Haydn, just maybe Roy
Orbison, but mainstream rock'n'roll. ..
?However, Sunflower is one of the most consistently
beautiful exercises in denial that 1know, such a
masterpiece of sheer musicality that Ican forgive most of the songs' mindless lyrics. Remembeg this is the mindlessness of Ringo's "Octopus's
Garden," of aharmless, charming simpleton,
aPrince Myishkin, aclown of God, aguileless
fool, aParse!. In "Cool, Cool %tee the album's
closer, and to some of the most comfortable,
comforting music in the world, one of the Boys
sings/whispers, "In an ocean or. ..
in aglass /
Cool water is such agas." There's an ingenuousness there, childish and childlike at once, that
Ifind irresistible (yes, you do have to hear it to
know what Imean). Meanwhile, the music is
breathtaking in its effortless joy in itself. There's
an ode to music itself in 'Add Some Music to
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Your Day" (these are both Brian's compositions), full of Boy choirs. "It's About Time" is
an heroic anthem ("heroic anthem"? the Beach
Boys?), and Bruce Johnston's supremely
melodic "Tears in the Morning" has aremarkable arrangement for vibes, strings, accordion,
trombone—the kind of music Liberace's suit
of lights always promised but never delivered.
And the vocals—ah, the vocals—take it from
me, this is the Boys at their height of accurate
intonation, rich blending, and acappella breaks
as big as all outdoors. (Listening to the Capitol
reissues reminded me how, in those earlier
years, Brian always pushed his Boys just beyond their vocal capabilities.) And if Brian was
no longer producing, his and Johnston's songs
are still the best: "This Whole World" (you'll
want the fade to go on forever), "Add Some
Music," "Our Sweet Love" modulating all over
the place, the satiny textures of "Deirdre," and,
of course, "Cool, Cool Water" (not Bob Nolan's
Sons of the Pioneers hit, though the earlier
song is briefly quoted). And Brian's collaboration with Al Jardine, the childlike "At My Window," could have been brought off only by this
band. The bass guitar in "Water" will challenge
your woofers, the spaciousness of the mix goes
on forever, and Ihave yet to listen to this record without hearing something new in the
intricate vocal counterpoint.
From such pop studio mavens as Brian Wilson & the Boys, Sunflower's liner note is surprisingly good news for audiophiles: "The
songs on this record were recorded in true
stereophonic sound; they are not 16 monophonic signals placed somewhere between
right and left speakers blended together with
echo, but rather total stereo capturing the ambiance of the room and the sound in perspective
as heard naturally by the ear." All of the hardware used in the recording is also listed. All this
on a1970, major-label, mainstream pop recording! What's likely is that each instrument or
voice was recorded with astereo pair of mikes,
the signal pairs then pan-potted, much as Keith
Johnson has been doing for Reference Recordings' recent rock releases—not multi-mono,
but multi-stereo. Whatever; the sound of all
three of the original LPs is lush, vibrant, deep,
and very wet, and, miraculously, Joe Gastwirt's
digital remastering (he also remastered the Capitol reissues) is at least as good, abit of hiss notwithstanding. If only Epic had hired Beach
Boys archivist David Leaf to do the same thorough (if breathless) job of liner notes he did for
Capitol, and if only Epic had doubled-up the
albums as Capitol did (Sunflower and Surf's Up
could easily have fit on asingle CD). But Epic
and Gastwirt were true to the music, and that's
what's most important.
Stereophile, February 1991

With 1971's Surf's up, the Beach Boys became fully Carl's band. The album takes up
where Sunflower left off—with asong about
water. The Boys are nothing if not sincere on
this ecological "concept" album: "To be cool
with the water /Is the message of this song."
This was their breakthrough record of the '70s,
the beginning of their slow second climb up
the slopes of steady album sales and sold-out
concerts to the headliner status they enjoy
today. Iremember going to aBeach Boys concert in my college gym only weeks after Surf's
Up was released, and being astounded by the
band's richness and versatility.
Surf's up is agreat, if lumpy, rock album,
with many sidetrips. Mike Love's "Student
Demonstration Time," about the Berkeley riots,
is alame, condescending rewrite of Lieber &
Stoller's "Riot in Cell Block #9," though anyone who's read Montaigne's essay "Of Thumbs"
will appreciate Al Jardine's ode to the pedal
extremities, "Take aLoad Off Your Feet," with
its sound effects and processed vocals. Carl's
mysterious "Feel Flows," with then-manager
Jack Rieley's opaque lyrics, and Jardine's dark,
folky "Looking at Tomorrow" (great phasing
on the vocals!), so reminiscent of Stephen
Stills's "4+20," remind you that the Beach Boys
were really the only other group of that era
who took the same care in production as did
George Martin for the Beatles. And
lDie"
is Brian's lonely, despairing, hauntingly beautiful cry for psychic rescue.
But Surf's Up describes its complex orbit
around two opposed centers: Bruce Johnston's
unashamedly nostalgic "Disney Girls (1957)"
and Brian Wilson's and Van Dyke Parks's collaboration on the title tune "Disney Girls" goes
directly to the point: "Love—Hi Rick and Dave
/Hi Pop, Well good morning Mom /Love—get
up guess what /I'm in love with agirl Ifound
/She's really swell /'Cause she likes /church,
bingo chances and old-time dances // Reality,
it's not for me/And it makes me laugh/Fantasy
world and Disney girls /I'm coming back." All
to agorgeous melody, Johnston's even more
gorgeous singing, and the Boys' yet gorgeouser
backing vocals. But such asong, as superficially
regressive and escapist as it is, is still astep forward for the Boys: for the first time, they've
actually admitted that that time, that world, that
1957 that never existed, is actually gone.
"Surfs Up" itself is awonder, arelic of the
abandoned, legendary Smile sessions, Brian's
"teenage symphony to God":' Van Dyke Parlcs's
gently apocalyptic lyrics kaleidoscope sense
IIts still passible that Smile may be released; in arecent
News article, Andy Paley, who worked on the Capitol reissues,
told Ken Kessler that Brian might make it arwo-CD set of many
alternate takes of the songs,
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as Brian sings them to the most challenging,
sophisticated, slippery melody he ever wrote.
"Dove nested towers the hour was /Strike the
street quicksilver moon"—there's something
hauntingly eerie here, something ancient and,
again, childlike, something very wondering,
very magical, and very sad. This one song is the
height of Brian Wilson's maturity as acomposer, singer, and arranger, and his finest contribution to the American art-song.
The far inferior Holland (1973) was another
major project that simply didn't come off, and
the beginning of the Beach Boys' long downward slide into entire albums of generic filler
like I985's Beach Boys. There are three reasons
to buy the disc: Brian's majestic "Sail On Sailor,"
alast-minute substitution for an inadequate
piece of Mike Love dreck ("We Got Love") and
by far the best thing on that album, or any
Beach Boys album since (Steven Gaines calls
it "the last masterpiece" ever to come from Brian
and the Beach Boys); Brian's "Funky Pretty,"
with its classically oddball Wilson bassline and
unexpected harmonies; and Dennis's tender,
intimate, hothouse ballad "Only With You."
Other than that, there's not much: Love and
Jardine's endless "California Saga"; labored,
overworked songs by Dennis and Carl that
never quite get off the ground ("Steamboat,"
"The Trader"); and Brian's embarrassingly

awful "fairy tale," "Mt. Vernon and Fairway,"
asupposed children's story originally included
as aseparate 7" EP shrinkwrapped with the LP
The total inappropriateness and incompleteness of this piece of leaden fluff is ample evidence of Brian's increasingly casual acquaintance, at the time, with any kind of generally
accepted definition of reality. Holland's production values are sumptuous, as usual, but the
material is so poor and spread so thin that the
album ends up as one of the Beach Boys' least
satisfying records of the period.
Likely in the stores by the time you read this
will be the far more interesting (than Holland,
that is)Carl and the Passions—So Tough, The
Beach litys in Concert, and 15 Big Ones, with
The Beach Boys Love You, The Light Album,
The M1U Album, and Carl's and Dennis's solo
albums to follow. For all my ambivalence about
the Beach Boys' mythos and ethos, and for all
my suspicion of my own foolishness in continuing to pore over the pop wreckage of the
'60s, searching, like A.J. Weberman through
Dylan's garbage, for scraps of visionary significance, Ican't help but highly recommend
the seven "lost" Beach Boys records—Pet
Sounds, Smiley Smile, Wild Honey, Friends,
20/20, Sunflower, and Surf's Up—as subtly
flawed masterpieces from agrossly flawed
musical master. And yes, they're fun.
S
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RECORD REVIEWS

Neil Young &Crazy Horse in all their Ragged Glory.

Emmylou Harris's two new albums—Duets and
Brand New Dance—prove yet again that she's got
the best taste in contemporary country music.

Classical
BACH: Mass in b, HWY 232
Barbara Schlick, Catherine Patriasz, sopranos; Charles
Brett, alto; Howard Crook. tenor; Peter Kooy, bass; Chorus & Orchestra of Collegium Vocale, Ghent; Philippe
Herreweghe
Virgin Classics VCD 7 90757-2 (2 CDs only). Pere
Casulleras, prod., eng. DDD. TT: l06.39

I'm always happy to come across another Herreweghe/Bach program, even if Ioccasionally
want to deck his engineers and goose his singers
and players. Herreweghe won't get any bickering from me. As I've said before in these
pages, he's very mellow, and you either like it
or you don't.
The Mass has plenty of competition on CD,
and the one that comes closest in mood to this
one is Leonhardt's (on EMI Deutsche Harmonia
Mundi), but Herreweghe's is even more alluring. Pitch is again at 415, but I'll stop complaining (it isn't getting me anywhere anyway). As
Imentioned in my review of the same conductor's Christmas Oratorio, there's not quite
enough of the celebratory feeling one likes in
the bright passages, but the reason for that is
two-fold: Herreweghe doesn't go for it and neither do his engineers. The aural finish here is
again matte, but it's beautiful the way cream
going into atall glass of iced coffee is beauti192

lul. lis singers are splendid, except for alessthan-perfect Catherine Patriasz, but again, as
usual, no one ever sings loudly (and believe me,
you occasionally want them to). The muted
quality is fascinating, but it is definitely muted.
The orchestra, too, is wonderful, save for a
wayward natural horn in the "Quoniam."
If you're looking for alot of noise, look elsewhere, but Iwouldn't do without this; it makes
the world seem abetter place.—Robert Levine
BARTÓK: The Miraculous Mandarin
KODÁLY: HaryJdnos, Dances of Galanta
Gerard Schwarz, Seattle Symphony Orchestra & Chorus
Delos DE 3083 (CD only). John Eargle. eng.. Adam Stern,
prod. DDD. TO 7100

The virtuosity and insight of the Seattle Symphony and Schwarz unify these three very
different recordings. The gloriously lurid score
that Bartók produced in 1919 for his second
ballet, The Miraculous Mandarin, demands
not only thrilling orchestral playing but also
an ability to convey the covert implications of
the work's symbolic tale. The performers here
have no trouble in meeting these demands; the
recording copes admirably with the extreme
dynamic range and vast array of tonal colors
that the complete score encompasses; the
Stereophile, February 1991

venue lends aunifying ambience while never
submerging detail.
IldryJános and the Dances of Galanta are
equally vivid, though the latter work is cosmopolitan in sound rather than reflecting the
rawness of the Hungarian gypsy band. For
lidryJános, however, the recording acquires
some ambient noise that is intrusive in the
quieter moments; detail is also reduced in
louder passages. The Dances are cleaner in this
respect, but haven't the crispness of Mandarin. Where they do score, however, is in the
greater depth of their orchestral image Nevertheless, the enthusiasm of all the performers here
ensures that this is adisc to be enjoyed.
—BarbaraJalui
BEETHOVEN: String Quartets Opp.29 a 59 No.1
Medici Quartet: Simon Rowland Jone‘. second viola
Nimbus NI 5207 (CI) only). DDD. TT: 73:25
BEETHOVEN: String Quartets 0p.59 Nos.2 & 3
Medici Quartet
Nimbus NI 5225 (CD only). DDD. TT: 66:37
BEETHOVEN: String Quartets Opp.95 & 132
Guarneri Quartet
Philips 422 388-2 (CD only). John Newton, eng.; Hein
Dekker, prod. DDD. TE 68:40

Although the playing of these two ensembles—
both in the midst of recording Beethoven
cycles—is markedly different, each has much
to offer. The Medici Quartet, formed in 1971,
is one of many fine chamber groups to come
out of England in recent years. Its overall approach to Beethoven is stamped by a lean
sonority and slightly astringent tone minimally
colored by arather narrow vibrato. Thus the
group suggests, without ever duplicating, the
kind of sound produced by period instruments.
The prim among the Medici's readings is as
beautiful an account as Ihave ever heard of the
greatly undervalued Op.29 quintet—a work
stamped by typically Beethovenian brusqueness, asoaring lyricism more redolent of Schubert, and adeliciously capricious wit. All of
these traits are underscored in the Medici's
reading. Particularly noteworthy is the group's
care with balances and dynamic shadings and
its sensitivity to the music's ethos. Never, for
example, have Iheard the zany humor of the
finale, with its suggestion of operatic parody,
so pointedly conveyed. The reading of Op. 59
No.1 which fills out the disc is abit more controversial. The tempos for the first and third
movements are rather fast, the latter—one of
Beethoven's great adagios—stripped of all sentimentality and (for my taste) gaining in expressive force as aresult of being understated. In
the first movement, however, propulsion slights
the opening (intended) ambiguity resulting
from the music going in search of its own harmonic root. Nonetheless, this is astrong readStereophile, February 1991

ing boasting ahumorous second movement
where the part-exchanges are managed with
welcome unanimity of phrasing. My only (mild)
reservation concerns afinale that is almost too
relaxed and occasionally disfigured by excessive portamento.
The two remaining Rasoumovsky quartets,
if somewhat untraditional interpretively, are
also impressive. The opening movement of
Op. 59 No.2 is slower than usual and phrased
with portamento that, if seemingly anachronistic today, is not so extreme as in the finale of
Op.59 No.1. Furthermore, this portamento is
balanced by slashing accents and rhythmic
steadiness that contribute to apotent cumulative impact. It is in the second movement,
though—one of Beethoven's most sublime
utterances—that the Medici is most compelling. Sustained with welcome breadth, the
music acquires ahaunting, lyric beauty made
all the more expressive by the group's exceptional care in distinguishing between dotted
and double-dotted notes. The third movement
is aptly agitated and the finale, although not
quite so fast as Beethoven's specification of
presto might suggest, has requisite momentum.
Op.59 Na3 features an introduction in which
the music's bold dissonances are uncommonly
well-defined, and the main allegro explodes
with aproud swagger made all the more compelling by sharply delineated texture The Medid
honors the quasi allegretto character of the
second movement, and offers aMinuet that is
never grazioso to the point of sounding limp.
The concluding fugue may lack the vibrant
drive of some other readings, but the expansiveness clarifies the contrapuntal weave quite
well. The Medici observes every exposition
repeat in all four works, and both Nimbus discs
benefit from exemplary engineering that places
the quartet at some distance from the microphone, providing air around the sound. avoiding harshness, and eliminating the breathing
noises that in some quartet recordings sound
like afifth instrument.
The perspective Philips gives the Guarneri
Quartet is considerably closer, but the group's
warmer, weightier sonority—made almost lush
at times by its wider, at times throbbing vibrato—
sury ives this closeness without cloying or
sounding unpleasant. Op.95 was one of the
highlights of the Guarneri's first Beethoven
cycle, recorded about two decades ago for
RCA. This remake is almost as good: tough,
aggressive, and having afierce anger that goes
right to the music's emotional core. Here however, afew mannerisms intrude: fussy dynamic
swells imposed in the second movement and
affected breath-pauses in the third. Nevertheless, this is apowerful reading suggesting how
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this score bridges the gap between "middle"
and "late" Beethoven.
In Op.132 there are afew affected, even precious moments, and abit more tension would
have been welcome in the second, fourth, and
fifth movements. But other features outweigh
these defects: afirst movement in which all the
contrast between implicit gruffness and ethereal lyricism is brought out, and asublime
"Hymn of Thanksgiving." In the latter, the Guarneri takes great risks with atempo far broader
than usual. But these risks yield asustained spirituality that proves riveting, and for this movement alone, the performance is worth hearing.
There are, to be sure, other recordings of this
repertory that some tastes may find more commanding than any of these new releases: the
aristocratic poise and robust sonority of the
Smetana Quartet (Denon), the more intense
accounts of the Talich (Calliope), and the probing musicality and weighty tone of the Végh
(Valois) comprise my favorite integral editions.
And there are many impressive moments in the
traversals of the Alban Berg (Angel) and Juilliard
(CBS) Quartets. Judging from the new releases
discussed here, the Medici and Guarneri cycles
may also become preferred sets.
—Mortimer H. Frank
BERLIOZ: Fourteen Songs
Les nulls d'été (cycle of six); "La mort dOphélie" (7ristia
"La captive"; "Le jeune patre breton"; "Strophes"
(Romeo &Juliet); "La belle Isabeau"; "Le coucher du
soled," "Élégie en prose," "La belle voyageuse" (Mande)
Janice Taylor, mezzo-soprano; Dalton Baldwin, piano;
Bernard Greenhouse, cello
Dorian DOR-90128 (CD only). Craig D. Dory, Douglas
Brown, engs.; Ronald Taylor, prod. DDD. TT: 67:36

All lovers of Berlioz know the six orchestral
songs comprising Les nuits d'été, but few have
heard the earlier piano-accompanied versions.
Various other Berlioz songs also exist in this
sparse format (some solely so), and, with the
additional support of acello in three cases,
Janice Taylor's recital gives us an admirable
selection from this little-known segment of the
composer's output. The strophic verses from
Romeo &Juliet are reductions from the orchestral score (with Bernard Greenhouse's lovely
cello line still emulating the latter in the second
verse), but acello part in "The Captive" has
Berlioz's own imprimatur, and Ipresume that
in "The Young Breton Shepherd" Greenhouse
takes his cue from the horn part added by the
composer in 1834. Three songs here would
seem to be making their CD debuts: "The
Lovely Isabeau," "The Setting Sun," and
"Elegy," while Dalton Baldwin's keyboard
accompaniments are impeccable throughout—
albeit from aSteinway whose tuning made me
feel uneasy on occasion.
Stereophile, February 1991

Having set an intriguing scene, Imust confess to slight disappointment with this CD. The
proliferation of Nuits d'été recordings creates
competitive difficulties for any newcomer, and
while the unusual voice/piano genre adds aspecial interest here, Ms. Taylor's creamy vocal tone
is allowed to dominate proceedings to the
detriment of articulation. It is not so much a
matter of an unconvincing French accent as of
barely audible consonants, but I'm not sure
whether this is due to the singer's style or to the
recording. Donan used the big spaces of the
Troy Savings Bank hall, so had considerable
freedom of maneuver, but despite anaturalistic
recording philosophy (or because of it?), they
have failed to provide the claimed "vivid auditory impression." Voice and instruments seem
convincingly placed in apleasant acoustic, but
Iwould have preferred amore intimate balance
in order to capture with greater consistency
those fricatives and plosives so necessary for
sung verbal clarity. Words are very important
in Berlioz, and although I've heard this songcycle more than enough times to know what
is happening, Imissed that special piquancy
experienced when verbal and musical expression are in full alliance.
Others may differ on this, and if one moves
on past Nuits d'été (which occupies less than
half the disc) to delve into less familiar territory,
the sheer joy of discovering the touching delicacy and variety of Berlioz's minor vocal offerings could banish any doubts. This is arecording to shatter the "brassy" Berlioz image, and
to enchant in unexpected ways. Icould have
wished for more histrionic assertiveness in
"Elegy," potentially one of the most dramatic
outbursts in French song (actually intended for
tenor), but despite my reservations, Ms. Taylor's
lovely voice does lull one along most convincingly at times, while those weak sibilants could
be aided by atouch of HF lift—or apeaky
speaker system.
—John Crabbe
BRUCKNER: String Quintet in F, Intermezzo for
String Quartet
Vladimir Mendelssohn, viola; Sonare Quintet
Claves CD 50-9006 (CD only). Reimund Grimm, eng.
DDD. TT: 49:07

It's quite uncanny how the voice of Bruckner
the symphonist has in no way been silenced
by the restricted forces of the chamber music
medium. Those huge, almost static planes of
reflection from which one can view his creation from differing perspectives are still present
and, what's more, are still wholly convincing.
The Sonare Quartet (plus) give the woe here
in its original form, with the second-movement
scherzo—which influential Viennese musician
Josef Hellmesberger found too complicated—
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still intact. As apostlude to the work they give
the Intermezzo which Bruckner wrote to replace the scherzo.
The offending movement is certainly plagued
with strange and unexpected turns of harmony,
much agitated syncopation, and acertain reluctance to keep going in one set tempo for more
than afew bars at atime; that the critic Kalbeck
could describe Bruckner as "the most dangerous of modern composers" had an understandable, if misguided truth to it. "His ideas are so
unpredictable and erratic," he complained—
the replacement intermezzo is innocuous by
comparison. But the Adagio has the passivity
and breadth of late Beethoven and is as emotionally satisfying. Again, Kalbeck's invective
has some veracity: "[His ideas] possess aseductive and hypnotic power which makes them
even more treacherous than the refined and
clever sophistries of the others ...
His music
bears the heavenly fragrance of roses and the
nauseating stink of hell." Considering the
warm, close recording, we are fortunate that
these musicians only seek out the more pleasant perfume!
—Barbara Jahn
NICOLAI: Symphony in D, Overtures
Overtures to The Merry Wives of Windsor, The Knight
Templar, The Exile's Homecoming, Christmas
Karl Anton Rickenbacher, Bamberg Symphony
Virgin Classics VC 791079-2 (CD only). Peter ZeInhiger,
eng.; Simon Foster, prod. DDD. TT: 71:38

Christmas Overture, aconcert piece incorporating the chorale Von Himmel bocb sung
by achorus.
Everything in this offering is played with
flair, verve, and stylishness, and if the Bamberg
Symphony is not quite world-class in its wind
and brass sections, it is, all the same, asolid
ensemble with especially rich strings. Sonically
this CD is superb: detailed, beautifully balanced, and with anatural perspective and welcome suggestion of depth. For anyone seeking unfamiliar repertory, this release is worth
having.
—Mortimer H. Frank
STRAVINSKY: Le Sacre du Printemps, Apollo
Simon Rattle, City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
EMI CDC 7 49636 2 (CD only). Michael Sheady, eng.
David R. Murray, prod. DDD. IT 65:10

This mating of Stravinsky's Apollo with Le
Sacre is as clear an example as you could want
of the stylistic diversity within the corpus of
one of the three great protean artists of the 20th
century, Picasso and Joyce being the other two.
The earlier Le Sacre, of course, gave primitivism
its beginning, and Apollo is aprototypical work
of neoclassicism, poised, measured, and economical. Simon Rattle here offers interpretations that seem to bend both works toward
each other.

Rattle goads Le Sacre toward refinement.
The impression is one of balance, even though
Nicolai is probably best remembered for foundthe reading becomes plenty barbaric when it's
ing the Vienna Philharmonic and for his opera,
supposed to. The tempos are conservative and
The Men)? Wives of Windsor But he composed
the phrasing polished, except for slightly marred
other operas and orchestral works, and at his
execution in some of the more demanding secuntimely death in 1849 at the age of 39 was a
tions. Although we don't get the feeling that
major force in Viennese musical life. Listening
we're missing anything, neither do we expeto the Merry Wives Overture in the context of
rience the wrung-out rawness that this music
the other works offered here makes clear why
is capable of achieving.
this familiar score has maintained its popularity.
Some will prefer their Le Sacre with more
In its wonderfully evocative opening and meblood and dirt, and for that, Iknow of no verlodic inventiveness, it easily surpasses everysion more exciting than that of Pierre Boulez
thing else on this CD. Yet the other works are
and the Orchestre National de la RTF on an old
interesting. For one thing, they reveal the strong
Nonesuch LP that Idon't believe has made it
influence exerted by Beethoven, Schubert, and
to CD. Solti and Chicago come close to the
Weber. Then, too, they suggest that traits we
Boulez fire on London, and also manage to add
think of as typically Mendelssohnian may have
an air of poetry to match. Dutoit and the Monsprung from the influence of Zelter, who not
treal, also on London, are manic in their exonly taught that celebrated composer, but
tremes, while Rozhdestvensky and the LSO, on
Nicolai as well. And everything in this collecNimbus, render ameticulous, methodical, almost
tion stamps Nicolai as acomplete professional:
chamber-like dissection of the score Rattle and
amaster of the orchestra and acomposer in
Birmingham rank among the best of these
thorough command of his material. Ultimately,
recordings, but to my mind fall short of Boulez.
however, that material proves far less imaginaRattle sees Apollo as somewhat less singing
tive than that produced by Nicolai's more faand lyrical than other interpreters. Unusual
mous contemporaries. Thus, indirectly, these
diminuendos, ritards, and halting rhythmic
pleasing, often charming works serve as reeffects make it seem as if the conductor thought
minders of the extraordinary genius of, say,
the score needed some spice. This doesn't
Mendelssohn and Schumann. But there are
amount to alibertine interpretation, but the
some striking elements here, especially in the
music becomes colored in away that detracts
Stereophile, February 1991
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from the simple elegance tound in performances
like those of Karajan/Berlin on DG and—especially—of William Boughton with the English String Orchestra on Nimbus.
While Rattle seems comparatively stagnant
and indecisive in pouring out the lush melodies, Boughton and his orchestra exude graceful virtuosity and vitality. They sound like they
love playing the piece; Rattle and his players,
on the other hand, seem just to like it alot.
Michael Sheady's engineering produces a
wonderful ambience and arich string tone,
especially important to the all-string orchestration of Apollo. The violin section comes
across as afull-bodied unit; there is no "singlefiddle" sound. Winds are nicely recessed within
the orchestra, and there is an outstanding sense
of dynamic ease and scale.
Despite afew qualms with Apollo, this CD
deserves astrong recommendation. It's asuperb
pairing with outstanding sound and performances that will stand those responsible in
good stead.
—Robert Hessoo
VERDI: Simon Boccanegra
Leo Nucci, Simon Boccanegra; Pa= Burchuladre, Fiesco;
Kiri le Kanawa, Maria/Amelia; Giacomo Await, Cabriele;
Paolo Coni, Paolo; Orchestra & Chorus of La Scala,
Milan; Sir Georg SoIti
London 425 628-2 (2 CDs only). Ray Minshull, Morten
Winding, prods.; James Lock, John Durikerley, engs.
DDD.
2:05:13

Simon Boccanegra is not abox-office hit. The
main relationship is father/daughter, there's little
love interest, and political intrigue doesn't sell
in opera very well unless it's Russian opera. The
major vocal and orchestral colors are dark—
there's little light and none of the catchy tunes
which appear in any of Verdi's other works of
this period. Still, it has great moments—Fiesco's
"Il lacerato spirito," the haunting, deeply felt
soprano-baritone duet, and the masterly Council Chamber scene to name only three. Claudio
Abbado's recording (on DG) with Cappuccilfi,
Carreras, Freni, and Ghiaurov is magnificent,
living proof of the stunning effect this opera
can have. Boccanegra has been recorded less
often than any other major Verdi work, so this
recording is most welcome Ionly wish it had
been better.
In the title role we have Leo Nucci, an oftrecorded baritone who has grown into afine
singer, but one whom real authority and presence elude and that's deadly here. Boccanegra
is, after all, apower figure—a Doge But Nucci,
particularly in the pivotal Council Chamber
Scene seems to be shouting nervously—he just
doesn't have the stature to stand up to the revolutionary crowds and to make peace through
sheer will. The sound is nice though, and if
you're not looking for great depth, you'll like
Stereophile, February 1991

his performance Dame Khi is in luscious voice,
and while she's never going to blow us away
with her dramatic insights (let's get used to it),
one can bask in her sound. She's exquisite in
the final trio. She tries to seem like she cares,
but like the Alps, she would appear to be beautiful but dumb. Giacomo Aragall is ahoneytoned Gabiiele (a hard role to bring to life), but
Carreras sings rings around him with Abbado.
Pasta Burchuladm is adisgusting Fiesco—it's
asurefire role with the most beautiful aria in
the opera, but he sounds like he's yawning and
the drama and music come to naught. What a
disappointment he's turned out to be!
Agreat plus is the leadership of Sir Georg Solti.
He's very much at home with the gloomy as well
as the touching aspects of the score, and the La
Scala forces respond wonderfully. He drives the
music abit much along the way, but creates a
nice excitement doing it. The sound is vivid
and bright, with proper balances and plenty
of space for the big climaxes. Yes, Ilike this
release, butas! said, Iwish it were better and
that Burchuladre were elsewhere The Abbado
is necessary; this is agood augmentation.
—Robert Levine

A Portrait of Dorions
VARIOUS: Songs of Love and War
Julianne Baird, soprano; Colin Tilney, harpsichord; Myron
Lutzke, cello
Dorian DOR-90104 (CD only). Pierre Lacasse, prod.; Craig
D. Dory, eng. DDD.
63:50
BACH: The Seven Toccatas for Harpsichord
Colin Tilney, harpsichord
Dorian DOR-90115 (CD only). Craig D. Dory, prod., mg.
DDD. rr 76:01
RONN PacFARLANE: The Scottish Lute
Ronn McFarlane, lute and mandora
Dorian DOR-90129 (CD only). Douglas Brown, eng.
DDD. TT: 69:46
VARIOUS: A Renaissance Tour of Europe
The New York Kammerrnusiker Double Reed Ensemble,
Donna Pederson, die
Dorian DOR-90133 (CD only). Daniel C. Jessie, prod.;
Craig D. Dory, Brian C. Peters, Douglas Brown, engs.
DDD. TI', 75:48

In my never-ending quest to point out significant trends to Stereopbile readers, Ishould
mention the pleasant affinity which exists between early-music performers and small audiophile recording labels. The cynic in me would
attribute this to the fact that Renaissance consorts and the like are easier and cheaper to
come by than symphony orchestras, but the
sense of commitment that Ifind in Dorian,
Open Window, and so forth belies this jaded
conclusion. And it certainly is nice to hear the
music Ilove in state-of-the-art sound.
The first of the above Dorian offerings is perhaps the one likely to interest the widest range
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of listeners. It contains an interesting and broad
selection of Italian music from the late Renaissance (Giulio Caccini) to the late Baroque (Handel). Julianne Baird has studied this repertoire
from both aperformer's and amusicologist's
views, and her singing is informed by both perspectives.
The big numbers here (for me at least) are
Monteverdi's Lamento dArianna and Handel's
La Lucrezia. The former got asuperb recording by Emma Kirkby (marred by serious engineering lapses) on adisc by Hyperion (also a
Nonesuch LP). Imay prefer the divine Emma's
fleet ornamentation, but Julianne Baird's emotional dynamics (if you will) are nothing short
of extraordinary. In the Handel work, the closeness between singer and accompanists is apalpable thing that propels the performance to the
highest level. Again, Baird's emotional range
is enormous, and her understanding of the
Baroque idiom is ajoy to hear. Although recorded before her successful lute-song recordings with Ronn McFarlane, this performance
perhaps betters those superb efforts.
Colin Tilney's partnership with Dorian has
been no less successful than Baird's. His Bach
performance comes up against all manner of
competition, but his sheer enjoyment of the
composer's virtuosity (at the expense of the
performer's) will win over the most jaded listener. Isuspect that even those whose idea of
aBach toccata derives entirely from the late E.
Power Biggs will enjoy Tilney's sense of line,
and his ability to present these early Bach works
as neither more nor less than they are.
Of the two Taney harpsichord discs reviewed
here, Ithink that the Frescobaldi is the more
important. As Imentioned, there are plenty of
Bach toccata recordings (Gilbert and Dreyfuss
come immediately to mind), but Girolamo
Frescobaldi has not really had this worthy a
champion for some time. Famed in his day as
abrilliant keyboard virtuoso, Frescobaldi wrote
music that was both rhythmically and harmonically complex, and it is easy for aperformer
to fall into the trap of emphasizing these characteristics at the expense of the overall musical
line. Shirley Mathews, avery fine technician,
has precisely this problem on arecent CD
(Gasparo GSCD-241). Colin Tilney never loses
sight of where the music is going, and as a
result, his disc is awinner.
Ronn McFarlane's disc of Scottish lute songs
is another thing entirely. Although these works
were roughly contemporaneous with those of
Frescobaldi, they are poles apart in style and
sophistication. Even the simplicity of aThomas
Campion looks complex next to these nearfolk-songs; and yet, they are no less lovely for
all this simplicity. Played on two very differentStereophile, February 1991

sounding lutes and amandora (a sort of gutstrung mandolin), these songs charm by akind
of irresistible grace and purity. (This grace and
purity are present in spite of some rather raunchy titles.) Of course, the disc is far too long for
most listeners to take at one gulp, but if one
wanders in it now and again, as among the
bloomin' heather, there are many pleasantries
to happen upon.
Icannot imagine amore sympathetic advocate for this music than Ronn McFarlane. His
style reminds me of the great Irish fiddler Eugene
O'Donnell—deceptively simple and ultimately
moving. He plays that old chestnut "The Flowers
of the Forest" on the mandora, and makes it
new again by virtue of that instrument's unique
and delicate sound. My only real objection is
that all this should really be alive performance—
I'll bet McFarlane could hold them spellbound
around the campfire at the Philadelphia Folk
Festival!
This leaves us with the NY Kammermusiker
and their double-reed disc, which is something
of amixed blessing. You won't find better playing anywhere—intonation is flawless and
phrasing precise—but I'm not certain we need
iy, hours of Renaissance tunes played on modem instruments. There's some justification for
this: ancient double reeds sound abit harsh
and out-of-tune to modern ears (even when
played perfectly in tune), and discs such as this
are supposed to serve as apainless introduction for the 20th-century listener. The problem
here is that there are no less than 40 similarsounding (to the uninitiated) tunes played by
equally similar-sounding groups of instruments,
and I'm afraid that even the specialist listener
could be forgiven for nodding off abit. The
cunning Hungarians had amuch better idea
(Cboreae Carmina, Hung,aroton HCD 126622), pairing Renaissance dance tunes with their
vocal concordances, adding much-needed
variety. Still, double-reed players and their alldonados will want this one for the sheer skill
of the players.
If you're not atrue digiphobe, you'll undoubtedly be delighted with the sound of any
of these discs. Dorian's usual statements in the
liner notes about minimal mike techniques and
dose consultation with the artists are not empty
hype. Ilistened to anumber of excellent recordings from other labels in the course of this
review, and while afew were every bit as fine
as these, in most cases Ifelt that on returning
to the Dorians, amist had been lifted from the
music. In particular, Inoted the ambience on
the Baird disc—recorded in asomewhat smaller
hall than Dorian's usual 'tidy venue—and the
excellent soundstaging on the Kammermusilcer
record. The latter could serve as the standard
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demonstration of how to record asmall ensemble with realistic scale and depth. If you haven't
dipped into the Dorian catalog as of yet, you
no longer have areason not to.
(One note to the Messers. Dorian: The CD
system of index points within specific tracks
is an extremely useful one. Iwish it had been
employed in such works as the Handel cantata.
Get with the, er, program, won't you?)
—Les Berkley

Classical Collections
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 2
R. STRAUSS: Salome: Dance of the Seven Veils
Gina Bachaucr, piano; Antal Dorati, RPO (Strauss), LSO
(Brahma)
Chesky CD36 (CD only). ADD. TT 5824
R. STRAUSS: Suite from Der Rosenkavaller
RAVEL: Bolero
1CHAIKOVSKY: Romeo and Juliet Overture-Fantasy
Charles Gerhardt, RCA SO (Strauss), RPtI (Ravel), London
National PO (Tchaikovsky)
Chcskv CD35 (CD only). ADD. TT 63:31
Both: Original Recording Kenneth E. Wilkinson, cng.;
Charles Gerhardt, prod. Remastering: Bob Katz, eng.;
C. & D. Chesky, prods.

Chesky continues to produce about the most
convincing orchestral sound on silver disc.
Whether because of their custom tube tape
player, 128x-ovFrsampling, or (as Iprefer to
believe) pure unanalytical musical intuition,
Chesky's recent CDs probably sound better
than their widely acclaimed LPs. More important, some of them—for example, the present
Dorati disc of music by Brahms and Strauss—
do justice to the sound of the original analog
master tapes. In this case those tapes come
from the excellent Reader's Digest recordings
made in London during the '60s and early '70s
by RCA producer Charles Gerhardt.
The Salome dance, recorded in 1962, is in
especially classic Reader's Digest sound: lucent
and forward, narrower in perspective than contemporary RCA shaded dogs and also brighterlit, with timbres centered more toward the
upper midrange. The sound is ideal for this
lubricious chunk from Strauss's opera; audiophiles especially will get off on the pinpoint
locations of solo winds, percussion, and snapping castanets.
Chesky has not always made such excellent
CDs. They have issued most of the choicest
Reader's Digest performances in earlier, lowerfidelity digital productions. (These include the
Wild/Horenstein Rachmaninoff Concerto 2,
Barbirolli Sibelius 2, and Leibowitz Beethoven
2and 5.) Many remaining performances are
more prosaic, this Salome among them.
Dorati misses the snap in Salome's drama,
and almost all of its sensuality. Much of it lumStereophile, February 1991

bers, the conducting catching fire only in the
dosing moments. For amore appropriately lascivious reading, best to stick with Karajan on
DG and EMI, Reiner on RCA, or—surprise!—
Klemperer on EMI, aperformance showing the
usually stoic conductor in amood of dark and
foreboding carnality.
Gina Bachauer's 1967 reading of the Brahms
B-flat Concerto comes in similarly exalted sonic
clothes; this time the performance is more
respectable. Pianist and conductor generally
share atidy conception, plumbing few emotional depths and storming few exhilarating
highs. This proves adebit in the opening movement, which comes off choppy, dispassionate,
and lacking in the long architectural line. In
contrast, Bachauer shapes the second and last
movements to alovely, almost Mozartean scale,
translucent and crystalline. In particular, her
second movement is not quite like any other
Ihave heard, and makes aconvincing alternative. In the last movement Dorati seems occasionally at cross-purposes to the pianist, dragging the accompaniment.
Despite its superior sound, Bachauer's Brahms
cannot be recommended in preference to the
best performance of the work in stereo. Ithink
here of Rudolf Serkin/Szell, Gilels/Jochum, and
above all Richter's hell-raising account with
Leinsdorf and the Chicago SO, resplendent in
Symphony Hall sound—on shaded dog LP
even more vivid than the Chesky. (I haven't
heard the RCA silver disc of Richter/Leinsdorf,
but, based on prior experience with RCA's CDs,
Idoubt it's worthy of the original recording.)
The second CD presents Gerhardt in the role
of conductor as well as producer, in three recording sessions made with three different
orchestras. Its program of popular classics
would seem to be ideal for the Chesky audiophile treatment. Unfortunately one seems
never to get everything one wants: on two of
the three selections the sound is notably more
ordinary than on the Dorati disc.
The Rosenkavalier suite, recorded in 1964,
comprises abroader selection of music from
the opera than the suite of waltzes usually performed. It includes, among other things, the
first-act introduction, second-act love music,
and closing waltz. Gerhardt conducts with energy and flair, though one could ask of him some
more sly wit in such moments as Ochs's drunken
waltz music from near the end of Act II.
The sound, unfortunately, is harder, less focused, and less airy than Cheslcy's best. Ihaven't
heard any other release of this performance,
and cannot say whether the original recording
provided Chesky with top-notch material.
Gerhardt's Bolero is almost as relentlessly
slow and steady as Ravel's own 1932 recording.
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The sense is different, though: lighter and less
oppressive. Idon't imagine Gerhardt had it in
him to provide the monochrome experience
Ravel intended. Again, the sound, while good by
commercial CD standards, is not up to Chesky's.
Gerhardt's 1968 reading of the Tchaikovsky
Romeo andJuliet caresses but refuses to wallow. Overall shape is dramatic, though lacking
the last bit of heart-wrenching impact at the
lovers' death-moment. Sound is the best of the
three selections, with excellent stage depth and
fine dynamic contrasts. This R&J is the main
reason to get the Gerhardt CD, and sufficient
reason it is.

—Kevin Conklin

Film Music
RANDY NEWMAN: Avalon (soundtrack)
Randy Newman, Michael Lang, piano; Stuart Canin, violin; Malcolm McNab, trumpet; Jack Hayes, orchestrations
Reprise 26437-2 (CD only). Frank VVolf, eng.; James Ramberg, Frank Wolf, prods. ODD. IT, 3655

It's come to the point where Ilook forward to
Randy Newman's soundtrack albums far more
than Ido to the desultory songbags he releases
under his own name every five years or so.
Newman's gifts for the plangent, astringent,
telling inner harmony, the perfect instrumental
voicing, and the unexpected turn of aseemingly predictable musical phrase, make his
soundtracks some of the recordings Ireturn to
most often. (I look forward to his music for
Awakenings, already released by the time you
read this.)
Avalon is the second Barry Levinson film
Newman has scored (the first was The Natural,
aheroically populist rewrite of Bernard Malamud's novel and the occasion for some of the
most satisfying film music ever written by an
American). The film returns to Newman's favorite era and subject matter: the US between the
turn of the century and the '50s, and the loss
of America's blind innocence that began during
that time (and has since accelerated). These are
also the settings of The Natural and Ragtime,
while Parenthood, though set in the late '80s,
is about nothing but lost innocence. Newman
can musically capture that sense of loss better
than anyone Iknow.
What Newman has always known better
than any of his filmscoring colleagues is the
keener pleasure of restraint, of limiting one's
tools to find all one needs within that minimal
aesthetic. Here it's asalon orchestra: violin,
trumpet, aclunky, out-of-tune upright piano,
ahandful of strings, lots of grace. But most of
all it's knowing when to stop, when not to
resolve, when to refuse to fill out achord with
what Miles Davis used to call "butter notes."
Newman's intelligence, efficiency, and craft get
Stereophile, February 1991

more interesting mileage out of asingle melody
than any popular composer Iknow.
The recording is relentlessly spot-miked,
there's no center to the image, the strings are
digitally harsh, and there's agood bit of ambient
noise, but as this is work of some genius, Irecommend you endure the sound for the sake of
the music, of which there is agreat deal more
than immediately meets the eat As John Crowley
once said, "the further in you go, the bigger it
gets."
—Richard Lehnert
MOVIE SOUNDTRACKS FROM CBS

My friend Mery loves movie music and has a
phenomenal memory for details of orchestration, tempo, and interpretation. He also can't
abide any recording that deviates, even in a
minor way, from what he heard in the movie
theater. The new series of movie soundtrack
CDs from CBS Special Products should cause
rejoicing among the ranks of Mery and his ilk.
For this series—which includes An American
in Paris (AK 45391), Brigadoon (AK 45440),
Easter Parade (AK 45392), Gigi (AK 45395),
Gone With the Wind (AK 45438), Kismet (AK
45393), Showboat (AK 45436), and Singin' in
the Rain (AK 45394), with asecond batch,
including Kiss Me Kate and The Band Wagon,
in the works—producer Dan Rivard and his
associates were not content to merely transfer
previously released LP versions; they've gone
back to the actual films, so that the recordings
really are of the soundtracks. (Many so-called
soundtrack releases are in fact the studio recording precursors thereof, often remixed.) We
hear snatches of dialogue, instrumental underscoring, the pitter- patter of Gene Kelly's feet,
in short, almost everything to help us re-experience the movie except for the visuals. Show
Boat includes "Can't Help Lovin' Dat Man" and
"Bill" as sung by Aya Gardner, who played Julie
but whose singing was deemed unacceptable
by the movie's producers, as well as by Annette
Warren, who did the dubbing for Gardner. (I
much prefer Gardner's version.) The liner
notes—by Bruce Eder, who was also responsible for the selection of numbers—are models
of their type:-enthusiastic but not uncritical,
and containing awealth of interesting information. Did you know, for instance, that in Singin' in the Rain, when Debbie Reynolds is dubbing Jean Hagen singing "Would You," Reynolds
was actually being dubbed by Betty Noyes, and
the dialogue lines that Reynolds is supposed
to be dubbing for Hagen were dubbed by Hagen
herself in her normal voice? It's abit like Victor/Victoria: awoman pretending to be aman
pretending to be awoman.
The movies themselves are so well known
that the musical content needs little discussion.
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Generally, the movie musicals that were adapted
from Broadway shows don't come off as well
as the ones written directly for film; thus, Brigadoon, Kismet, and, especially, Show Boat have
been better served by their Broadway/London
cast and studio recordings. Conversely, Singin'
in the Rain and Gigi sound wonderfully fresh
here, far better than the recordings of the stage
shows that were derived from them. Listening
to these soundtracks again, Icame away with
an upgraded impression of Gene Kelly's ability
as a vocal performer, but, alas, listening to
Kathryn Grayson, with whom Ifell in love
when Isaw Anchors Aweigh, made me realize
that, although her voice is indeed beautiful, her
singing is full of cloying mannerisms (scoops
and slides) that are quite wearisome.
Sonically, these releases are not all that Ihad
hoped for. The inevitable background noises
and hum don't bother me too much, but I'm
distressed by the harshness, restriction of topend response, and suppression of dynamics.
Ironically, the cinematically purist approach
taken here—ie, use of actual soundtracks rather
than studio recordings—is probably responsible for much of the sonic shortfall. Thus,
these CDs may be evincing fidelity to the source:
optical soundtracks, many of which are by now
in not-too-good ashape. Although Idon't envy
the task engineer Ken Robertson had transferring this material with the minimum of sonic
degradation, Ican't help but wonder if the
results might have been better if the digital
noise reduction and equalization equipment
had been left to gather dust.
Be that as it may, the previously-available LP
"soundtrack" releases of Singin' in the Rain
and Easter Parade (MGM 2-SES-40-ST) are
noisier than the CDs, but also have an apparently more extended top. Ithought the CDs
might benefit from enhancement of the treble
response, so, since my preunp has no tone controls, Iborrowed aparametric equalizer (an
obsolete SAE model, courtesy Paul Jilek of Great
National Sound) and aBBE Model 1002 highfrequency phase shifter/enhancer (courtesy
Ken Simpson of Korbon Trading). I'm not entirely convinced that either unit did more than
change the sound without making it fundamentally more realistic, but judicious use of the BBE
seemed to result in increased clarity at least
some of the time. To put the sonic criticisms in
amusical context, it's interesting to compare these
soundtrack releases with the recent Chandos
A Musical Spectacular (CHAN 8781), which
features the arrangements created for the
Hollywood versions of Brigadoon, Gigi, Kismet, Singin' in the Rain, etc., played by the
Royal Philharmonic, the singing handled by the
Ambrosian Singers featuring Nick Curtis and
Stereophile, February 1991

Mary Carewe. The sound on the Chandos release is undoubtedly superior, albeit in asomewhat aggressive, hi-fi-ish way, but I'd rather listen to Gene Kelly and his cohorts, whatever the
sound quality. If this results in revocation of my
audiophile membership card, so be it.
—Robert Deutsch

Jazz
ADRIAN BELEW: Young Lions
Atlantic 782099-2 (CD only). Rich Dehart, mg. ;Adrian
Belew, prod. DOD. TT: 38:33
BILL FRISELL: Is not lbw?
Elektra/Musician 960956-2 (CD only). Jay Follette, mg.;
Wayne Horvitz, prod. AAD. TT 51:53
DAVID TORN: door x
Windham Hill WD-1096 (CD only). Stephen Krause, Paul
Antonell, engs.; David Then, Stephen Krause, prods.
MD. Ti: 49:02

If you rock fans will recall the '60s for amoment (if you can), it should be apparent that the
music of the time was dominated by guitar. Jimi
Hendrix, Jimmy Page, Eric Clapton, Carlos Santana, Pete Townshend, Duane Allman, and Jeff
Beck are all names associated with the sounds
of the era—all guitarists. Mistakenly lauded for
their technical prowess (any third-rate jazz guitarist possesses more technique), what truly
made them stand out was the individuality of
their sounds—their instrumental "voices," if
you will. Even the least musically literate would
have no trouble telling one from the other. Or,
as Santana once put it, "Your mother should
be able to recognize you on the radio."
Even the '50s offered awealth of distinctive
guitarists—Chuck Berry, Bo Diddley, Scotty
Moore (w/Elvis), Cliff Gallup (w/Gene Vincent),
James Burton (w/Ricky Nelson), and others.
As the '70s wore on, the decline of rock
music as aform seemed to parallel the burnout
of its string-benders. Clapton drifted into somnambulism, Page into substance abuse and selfparody, Beck released progressively fewer
albums, and Allman and Hendrix died. I'm
sorry, Journey's Neil Schon and Foreigner's
Mick Jones don't cut it as guitar heroes.
The new crop of rock guitarists may have
been improving technically, but they had nothing to say. It's no wonder that punk and new
wave had little use for guitar soloists, and disco
even less.
Out of the ashes of the '80s two trends in
rock guitar seem to be emerging. On the one
hand you have the technique-freaks: "metal"
IFor caution, Mr Ross: you verge on the edge of mistaking
technique for musical ability lb draw apianistic analogy, Oscar
Peterson may have atechnique to make Bill Bask shudder but
the good Count cmhued what notes he did play with more
musical meaning than Mr. Peterson even knew existed.
note: the most musically empty concert I've ever attended was
Oscar Peterson performing with .loe Pass.)
—JA
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guitarists in ever-increasing numbers who
appear to be getting faster and younger all the
time. Their note-per-minute mentality has
turned guitar playing into an athletic competition rather than an artistic endeavor. I'm not
sure that they could recognize themselves on
the radio, any individuality being lost in ablur
of flying fingers.
The other camp, the techno-freaks, seem
more promising. Like their '60s forbears, these
players are interested in the guitar as an electric
instrument, and in the use of technology to
expand its expressive possibilities. Just as their
predecessors, Hendrix, Beck, Clapton, et al,
explored distortion and feedback as creative
tools, this current crop is exploring reverb,
delay, tape loops, and ahost of other effects as
adjuncts to physical technique.
It's interesting that the few guitar heroes to
emerge from the new wave were as concerned
with new sounds as with new notes. Andy
Summers (Police), The Edge (U2), and Adrian
Belew (Zappa, Bowie, Talking Heads) were
among the few instrumentalists to gain recognition in an era of anti-technique.
Belew joins Bill Frisell and David Torn, two
other guitarists who use effects as primary
colors in the palette of their artistry, in atrio of
recent releases that should be of interest to anyone searching for new instrumental voices.
Adrian Belew's }bung Lions is afollowup to
last year's Mr Music Head, which made some
inroads into the pop market with its single "Oh
Daddy" It features some of his trademark animal noises (the titular lions, whales, etc.) and,
as always, no matter how synthetic his sound,
it is never mechanical (though the all-digital
recording renders it somewhat colder than
usual). A former drummer, his songs always
maintain rhythmic interest; for added kick, he
employs the Dutch percussion ensemble Van
Kampen on the title tune.
The problem on this album seems to be
material. Though "Looking for aUFO" has an
agreeable Motown lilt and "Phone Call from
the Moon" recalls aHendrix ballad, neither has
the power of "Heartbeat," asong he wrote for
King Crimson's Beat album. Belew has been
quoted as saying that the song deserved to be
ahit. Iagree, but the rerecording here suffers
by comparison with the original. He enlists
David Bowie's aid for "Pretty Pink Rose" and
"Gunman," which end up sounding understandably like Bowie album cuts. He turns in
asurprisingly creditable vocal performance
of the Roy Orbison/Wilbury tune "You're
Not Alone Anymore," but the question
remains: why bother?
For all his wide range of sounds, his playing
has always held together as one man's unique
Stereophile, February 1991

artistic voice (witness his purely instrumental
work Desire Caught by the Tail). With King
Crimson he helped forge adifferent but even
more powerful voice As apop solo artist he has
yet to find that voice.
Ironically, it is pop music (of asort) that has
helped David Torn find his voice. His previous
outing (on ECM), Clouds About Mercury,
sounded like just that—dense, but ethereal and
somehow insubstantial. There were flashes of
lightning, but for the most part the tunes just
drifted. On his latest release Torn has used
vocals (Mercury was strictly instrumental),
lyrics, and pop song structures to bring his
sonic ideas into sharp focus. His words may
occasionally drift off into the ether ("it's about
magic/it's about love/every mind has got to be
defused"), but overall his atmospheric loops
combine with high-pitched squeals and bluesy
riffs to create concise artistic statements. His
singing voice is an acquired taste, but on repeated listenings it reveals intriguing vulnerability and technical daring.
My only caveat is his choice of "Voodoo
Chile" as his homage to Hendrix. The Hendrix
songbook is rife with tunes that would have
been more interesting to tackle and words that
would have sounded more natural in Mr. 'Rim's
mouth than the macho posturing of this one.
That aside, this record delivers ariot of guitar
textures ranging from the angelic to the demonic, warmly recorded so that, even at its
edgiest, it's atreat to the ears.
The true perfect master of ugly beauty is Bill
Frisell. Probably the least pop/rock of the three,
one would be hard pressed to pigeonhole
Frisell as strictly ajazz guitarist either. His instrumental version of Aretha's "Chain of Fools"
(one great voice paying homage to another) on
his latest release Is That }bu?, and his surf
twanging and thrashing with John Zom's Naked
City, easily separate him from ageneration of
neo-boppers as well as the jazz-lite crowd.
But in another sense, if aspirit of musical
experimentation and exploring the far reaches
of improvisation is what jazz is about; or, if it
truly is as Whitney Balliet has said, "the sound
of surprise," then Bill Frisell is the very embodiment of jazz. More likely, he was put on earth
to make amockery of things like categories.
The most technically primitive of the three,
he is nevertheless the most successful at fully
integrating electronics into his sound. There
are virtually no seams where his physical technique leaves off and his devices begin.
His first Elektra release, Before Wb Wye Born,
was an attempt to show the wide range of his
talent. Unfortunately, by bringing in various
outside arrangers the effect was scattered. Is
That }bu? succeeds where that recording failed.
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"Rag" recalls American guitar composers of the
late 19th and early 20th centuries, such as R.S.
Saunders and R.L. Seamon. In fact, Is That
You ?'s strength is that it reveals Frisell's talent
as acomposer as well as aplayer.
A healthy helping of acoustic guitar proves
that his unique instrumental voice is as much
aproduct of his concept and composition as
his electronics. The stripped-down production
of the recording allows all the nuances of his
acoustic and electric sounds to be heard, showing that in the end it is touch, not technology,
that makes the exceptional instrumentalist.
The absence of singing or lyrics in no way
detracts from this album's expressiveness.
"Someone In My Backyard" out-StephenKings King himself for horror, and "No Man's
Land" intercuts passages of ominous quiet with
violent sounds in an abstract battlefield that is
no less wrenching for being non-specific. Is
That Ibu?does what all music does at its best:
it evokes the full range of human experience
and emotions through sound.
lliken together, these artists bode well for the
resurgence of guitar in the '90s—not necessarily as astar vehicle, but as atool for creative
individualistic musical expression.
—Michael Ross
HARRY CONNICK, JR.: Lofty's Roach Soufflé
Harry Connick, piano: Benjamin Jonah Wolfe, bass; Shannon Powell, drums
Columbia C 46223 (LP), CK 46223 (CD). Gregg Rubin,
eng.; Itacey Freeman, prod. DDA/DDD. TT: 63:26
HARRY CONNICK,JR.: We Are In Love
Columbia C 46146 (LP), CK 46146 (CD). Joel Moss, eng.;
Harry Connick, Jr., Marc Shah:Ian, prods. DDA/DDD.
TM 5251

Harry Connick, Jr. is certainly not today's most
inventive jazz pianist—nor is he the most inspired singer, arranger, or writer of songs and
lyrics you're apt to hear. He is, however, avery
talented young man whose multi-faceted career
has blossomed like few others in recent memory (rock stars excepted). These two Columbia albums—which fall on the heels of three
others, including his musical contributions to
the film When Harry Met Sally. ..
— tell alot
about the New Orleans native's strengths as
well as his weaknesses.
Despite the fact that Lofty 's Roach Soufflé
showcases Connick and his two trio partners
in material by Connick, the album might have
been subtitled "A llibute to Thelonious Monk,"
so imposing is the late, great pianist's shadow
over much of what transpires. "Hudson Bommer" is emblematic—a medium-tempo tune
that constantly catches the listener off balance
through unexpected phrase shifts and, in the
best Monk tradition, "wrong" notes that turn
out to be just the right ones. Equally striking
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are Connick's solos, which often feature sparse,
pungent right-hand lines that challenge the
beat with loose, Monkian quirkiness.
If there's little here that glistens with originality, there are some definite peaks. Among
them are "Mary Ruth"—a lovely ballad brimming with melodic and harmonic interest, the
pianist's imaginative permutations of stride left
hand in "Harronymous," and his "Little Dancing Girl," adelicate vehicle that quietly whirls
with the cadences of Irish folk music. Bassist
Wolfe and drummer Powell provide solid support throughout, though their solo stints will
turn no heads.
We Are In Love casts Connick in the quintuple roles of singer, composer, lyricist, arranger,
and pianist. In common with the trio album,
it's difficult—literally and figuratively—to find
acompellingly unique voice at work. While
Connick possesses awinning naturalness as a
singer, his phrasing and inflection owe an
uncomfortably large debt to Sinatra and others
who forged their styles in the big band era.
Somewhat less derivative are his efforts as tunesmith and arranger (a particular delight in the
latter category is his puckish use of spooky synthesizer sounds and plunger trombones on
"Forever Now"). Lyric writing is Connick's
weakest suit, ranging from the inane (consider
the album's title song, which gravitates around
such lines as "You know Ican't lie /If Isay to
you 'baby, Ilove you' /Then baby, Ilove you
/And Ido /Ido. ..") to the pretentiousness of
"Buried in Blue." "Just A Boy" is his finest
effort, agently evocative reflection on the lost
innocence of childhood. Also on the plus side
are cameo appearances by saxophonist Branford Marsalis, who adds some choice licks to
"A Nightingale Sang in Berkley Square" and
Connick's "I'll Dream of You Again." And
although his piano playing is not featured on
this album, Connick turns in asizzling, decidedly un-Monkish solo on Cole Porter's "It's
Alright With Me." Pianistically, there's no question that Connick can swing with enormous
authority, although the facility with which he
emulates numerous jazz styles past and present seems to have overshadowed the development of his own. But at age 22, there's still
plenty of time for that to happen.
Then there's Marc Shaiman, whose abilities
figured so heavily in the success of the When
Harry Met Sally. ..score. Here his several
arrangements and orchestrations swing mightily or caress tenderly, as the occasion demands.
Comparisons with Sinatra's Nelson Riddle or
Cleo Laine's John Dankworth are inevitable, of
course, but Shaiman possesses very special
qualities of his own. Nowhere are they more
evident than in his song "Drifting," an eloquent
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lament on the loss of love for which he conceived music, lyrics, and arrangement. Indeed,
for me it constitutes the album's most genuinely
touching moment. It also inspires one of Connick's most affecting and intimate vocals. If no
one is thinking of an album devoted to the
music of Marc Shaiman, they should be.
While the differences in sound quality between the CD and LP versions of these collections
is pronounced, Ifind it difficult to recommend
one over the other. Only by direct comparison
is it clear that the CDs are more immediately
appealing (somewhat larger than life, that is),
the LPs more natural and less veiled in terms
of detail. But—except for the tubby doublebass reproduction in Soufflé—you'll undoubtedly find either format quite listenable if this
music is your cup of tea. Obviously, Iconsider
it amixed bag, and suspect that the best of
Harry Connick, Jr. is yet to come.
—Gordon Emerson
CHARLES MINGUS: Epitaph
Gunther Schuller, conductor; Randy Brecker, Wynton
Marsalis, Lew Soloff, Jack Walrath, Joe Wilder, Snooky
Young, trumpets; Bobby Watson, soprano sax; John
Handy, Jerome Richardson, Bobby Watson, alto sax,
clarinet; George Adams, tenor sax; Phil Bodner, tenor
sax, oboe; Roger Rosenbeg, baritone sax. piccolo; Gary
Smulyan, baritone sax; Dale Kleps, bass clarinet; Eddie
Bert, Sam Burns, Paul Faulisc, Urbic Green, David Taylor, Britt Woodman, trombones; Don Butterfield, tuba;
Karl Berger, vibes; John Abercrombie, guitar; Sir Roland
Hanna, John Hicks, piano; Reggie Johnson, Edwin
Schuller, bass; Daniel Druckman, percussion; Victor
Lewis, drums
Columbia C2K 45428 (2 CDs only). John McClure, eng.;
Sue Mingus, G. Schuller, McClure, prods. DDD. TT:
20718
CHARLES MINGUS: Mingus Plays Piano
Charles Mingus, piano
Mobile Fidelity/MCA-Impulse MFCD 783 (CD only). Bob
Simpson, eng.; Bob Thiele, prod. AAD. TT: 50:47

Charles Mingus never claimed he was easy to
understand. In fact, everything that concerns
the bassist rates as complex and, perhaps, borders
the eccentric. Indeed, if this jazz cornerstone
who was such aseminal musician—a dominant
force on the scene for much of his life and since
his death—taught us anything, it was that we
should expect the unexpected.
Consequently, we receive two seemingly disparate musical scenes, Mingus Plays Piano, a
solo recital subtitled "spontaneous compositions and improvisations," first issued in 1963
and now made available and crisply recorded
on CD through Mobile Fidelity, and Gunther
Schuller's interpretation of Mingus's Epitaph,
the bassist's gargantuan undertaking, one that
incorporates 18 movements, requires the services of more than 30 musicians, and spanned
two decades in the writing.
The two efforts provide us with astudy in
Stereophile, February 1991

contrast. The extremely delicate Mingle Plays
Piano stands as one of the feisty musician's
most introspective, reflective, and quiet works.
Melodically, in dream-like fashion, Mingus
walks us through standards such as "I Can't Get
Started,""I'm Getting Sentimental Over You,"
and "Memories of You," his attack reminiscent
at different interludes of either Duke or Monk.
Mingus moves freely and fluidly through each
of the 11 selections. Only for brief instances
does he seem lost, sound as if he's note-groping
or doodling. So developed and well-schooled,
Mingle underscores his own significance, even
on his "second" instrument, on this lesser
adventure Mingus Plays Piano stands as atribute to his greatness, to his depth. Drawing from
Bill Evans, Mingus Plays Piano, with its rambling moods and roaming spirit, may have had
an impact on the likes of Keith Jarrett or, say,
the much more sophisticated Dollar Brand.
Meanwhile, Schuller's Epitaph rings out in
true Mingusness. Brooding, dark, and ominous,
bordering at junctures on the cacophonous,
chaotic, and anarchistic, the conductor assembled the required double big-band, stocking
it with numerous Jazz Workshop alumni—
players who participated in the aborted original
undertaking. Present are trombonists Eddie
Bert and Britt Woodman, trumpeter Snooky
Young, saxophonist Jerome Richardson, and
tubist Don Butterfield, as well as later Mingus
employees like trumpeter Jack Walrath.
Painstakingly, Schuller and Mingus's wife
Sue, knowing the bassist's penchant for strictness, reconstructed Epitaph in aquest to once
and for all showcase Mingus's most elaborate,
multi-faceted work. Performed live at Lincoln
Center, Schuller led aband that, true to form,
employed arhythm section consisting in part
of two pianists (John Hicks and Sir Roland
Hanna), two bassists (son Edwin Schuller and
Reggie Johnson), drummer Victor Lewis, and
guitarist John Abercrombie (Jim Hall performed
the part originally).
Schuller estimates it took Mingus close to 20
years to compose and enjoin Epitaph in its
entirety. Numerous selections heard here have
been issued separately, part of the Mingus smallgroup repertoire. Among the more noteworthy selections: "Percussion Discussion," "Better Get It In Your Soul," "O.P. (Oscar Pettiford),"
"Monk, Bunk & Vice Versa (Osmotin')," and
"Peggy's Blue Skylight."
'Men as awhole, Epitaph exceeds two hours
in length, and serves as one of the best examples of aCharles Mingus sampler. Through
dynamic solos shared by the multitudes, through
authentically arranged ensemble passages,
Schuller's players successfully re-create Mingus's multi-layered, multi-textured sounds and
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colors, his anger, his darting mood swings, and,
most importantly, his aesthetic. Mingus was a
tough, tough person, exceptionally gifted, perhaps agenius, traits that, by all accounts, made
him difficult if not impossible to not only be
around for any length of time, but also to please
Epitaph challenges, requiring several listenthroughs; in the end, the mammoth work enthralls. Delivered with the utmost care, Epitaph
fully captures and breathes life into Mingus's
spirit.
—Jon W. Poses
VARIOUS ARTISTS: The Sound ofJazz
Billie Holiday, Jimmy Rushing, vocals; Henry "Red" Allen,
Emmett Berry, Doc Cheatham, Roy Eldridge, Rex
Stewart, trumpet; Pee Wee Russell, clarinet; Harry Carney, Coleman Hawkins, Earl Warren, Ben Webster,
Lester Young, tenor sax; Jimmy Guiffre, baritone &
tenor sax, clarinet; Vic Dickenson, Frank Rehak, Dickie
Wells, trombone; Danny Barker, Freddie Green, Jim
Hall, guitar; Count Basie, Nat Pierce, Mal Waldron,
piano; Jim Atlas, Milt Hinton, Eddie Jones, bass; Jo
Joncs, drums
Columbia C 45234 (LP), CK 45234 (CD). Larry Keyes,
eng.; Irving lbwnsend, George Avaldan, original prods.;
Michael Brooks, digital prod. AAA/AAD.
42:05

In the midst of reuing ahuge body of material—
much of it exceptional—Columbia is releasing
what it's calling its Jazz Masterpieces series.
Some time ago, and still worth noting for its
historical significance, CBS released Sound of
Jazz, acompilation from the famed CBS-TV live
broadcast aired originally Dec. 8, 1957.
Given the time frame, just slightly beyond
the passage of the Civil Rights Bill, this was an
amazing collection of mostly black musicians
placed in one spot, showcased to the entire
country In hindsight, looking back some three
decades later, it's obvious that it would be sacrilegious to pass up such an opportunity to simultaneously present the saxophone entity of
Coleman Hawkins, Ben Webster and Lester
Young, not to mention the VOCAlisP of Billie Holiday and Jirruriy Rushing, and the Count Basie AllStars during one of its most fertile periods.
Suffice to say, this is afine collection, immensely
cleaned up via the digital process and available
in all three formats. Among the highlights here,
Holiday leading the 10-piece Mal Waldron AllStars in asultry reading of "Fine and Mellow."
While Young's solo may have been off, Webster
and Hawkins more than make up for it; Lady
Day still sounds rich, and lesser-known bassist
Jim Atlas anchors the seductive, slow blues.
Waldron, Holiday's last accompanist, and an
expatriate for more than aquarter-century, left
the country after noteworthy stints with John
Coltrane and, subsequently, Charles Mingus.
Here he shines, not only as abandleader but
also as asoloist, heard on his modern-sounding
"Nervous," which stylistically melds his angular fluidity with boogie-woogie, set in an atypStereophile, February 1991

ical blues progression.
In fact, the blues is omni-present on Sound
ofjazz. Multi-reedman Jimmy Guiffre can be
heard first in "Blues," arranged as atwo-clarinet
quartet episode also featuring Pee Wee Russell,
guitarist Danny Baker, and drummer Jo Jones.
Sparse in presentation, the Count Basie All-Stars,
buoyed by aboorningfirtuny Rushing, counterpunch with arendition of "I Left My Baby," a
composition reminiscent of "St. James Infirmary'
Sound ofjazz, aseemingly odd mix of old
and new, traditional and modem, small group
and big band, instrumental and vocal, represents one of those magical and irreplaceable
moments in jazz history that, thankfully, has
been preserved.
—Jon W. Poses

Rock
LOU REEDOOHN CALE: Songs for Drella
Sire 26205-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Lou Reed, John Cale, prods.;
Jeremy Darby, eng. AAA/ADD. TT: 54:55
BRIAN ENOOOHN CALE: Wrong Way Up
Opal 926421-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Brian Eno, John Cale, prods.;
Brian Eno, eng. AAA/AAD. Ti': 41:52

If you never knew masterwork editions like
1972's The Academy in Peril and home in on
ill-recorded pomposities like last year's Words
for the Dying, it would be easy to conclude that
John Cale is simply today's classiest seedy sideman. Reeling around grimy Downtown gigs
like adeath's-head, Cale comes off like ahasbeen Boho who reads music, wheeled in to
spruce up aproject's tone for New Ibrk Times
arts reviewers. Rock and roll never forgets.
Even if it was Andy Warhol ("Drella" to his
pals, in acorruption of "Cinderella" and "Dreadful") who talent-spotted the Welsh classical violist and put him to work with bad boy Lou Reed
in The Velvet Underground—Cale proved then
and Cale proves now he's nobody's fifth wheel.
His compositional and performance skills
move these albums from the realm of bijou
toys, amemento mon to one pop cultural icon
and the stylized pop ruminations of another,
into works of genuine artistic merit.
You'd be hard pressed to say who's the worse
vocalist, Cale or Lou Reed, but both snatch victory from the jaws of defeat. Reed has learned
to chant and shout, Cale has learned to read
poetry. Both styles are used to good effect here.
Songsfor Drella, apainfully wrought funeral
oration to Andy Warhol, contains something
pretty rare in modem music: genuine feeling.
Drella is as live as anight haunt can be; in coming to terms with what Warhol was in their
lives, both men wake to discover that they
really have summoned the ghost ofJulius Caesar the night before the battle.
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Drella takes the form of atimeline, hitting
the high points in Andy's interior development.
ibmporarily, it moves from the mordant humor
of "Small Town" ("There's only one good use
for asmall town. You hate it and you know
you'll have to leave.") to the preoccupations
with style and self of Pop Art New York, where
Andy took his chilly eye, retiring soul, and
drawing board. One surprise to those of us
who know Warhol mostly from gossip columns
and an Edie Sedgwick biography portraying
him as an arty-party boy dawdling through life
at the Factory is Reed's revelation that he took
some things quite seriously: "[Andy] said Iwas
lazy, Isaid Iwas young. ..He said, 'It's just
work. All that matters is work." ("Work")
Nor do Reed and Cale shrink from turning
over some fairly ugly rocks. If Andy never came
to terms with his hands-off attitude toward life,
Reed and Cale move toward accepting responsibility for their own contributions to the scene.
"It wasn't me that shamed you," they have
Andy say. "It wasn't me who changed you ...1
never said stick aneedle in your arm and die."
("It Wasn't Me") Working on this album must
have hurt.
Whether Warhol made any sort of separate
peace after an unsteady Superstar plugged him
with ahandgun, we don't know. Reed and Cale
clearly hope he did, and the cycle of songs
beginning with "Slip Away" turns Drella into
something bigger than their personal catharses.
Like Ebenezer Scrooge, Andy has become a
symbol of aman traveling down an unpleasant
road who's granted avision of his own mortality—and achance to set his shrunken soul
to rights. There are no miracles here, but ironically the print-maker's death is the route to a
wisdom more fundamental than the soup cans,
15-minute dollops of fame, and Pop/Op concerts of life-as-art he generated when alive.
In terms of craft, Reed takes the low road.
He's tough, ready, and emotional, yelling on
"Work," breaking on his maudlin but heartfelt
farewell "Hello, It's Me." Cale, also something
of aBanquo's Ghost at life's great party, evokes
feelings in his listeners rather than revealing
much about his own. His great work here is "A
Dream," where Andy foretells his end. It's one
of those rare, transcendent compositions
which put one in some larger, mystical place,
like fog-shrouded battlegrounds in Shakespeare
or Kurosawa, where life and death stand briefly
revealed and the possibility exists for change.
The LP presents amarkedly "softer" sound
than the CD. In an interesting contrast, the CD
reveals more about the music, but the album
shows off the vocals better and gets the listener
more involved in the lyrics.
Wrong Way Up is the album Cale, and more
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especially Eno, should have made ayear ago.
Eno is the Thierry Mugler of pop, all snap, sparkle, and sleight of hand. Every time he starts
getting delusions of serioso like Jean-Paul Gaultier
and Madonna's pointy bras, he needs aclassical
focus and atruly eccentric vision like Cale's to
bring him around. Compare Cale's "Cordoba"
(a very-British recitative that evokes adangerous liaison between an episode of "Secret
Agent," something frilly from Almodovar, and
"The Prisoner") with Eno's late-night homebrew "The River," where he makes considerably less of auniversal theme novelist James
Joyce did much better with in Ulysses. The
country-western-esque execution is amateur
night in Dixie, too: Eno did it all with his little
hatchet and abudget drum machine except for
Nell Catchpole's strings and Roger Eno's keyboards. The only universal question here is
why he didn't bother to put down better samples—or even alive overdub, drums aren't
hard—when he went to the city to mix.
That's Eno, though, and always has been, a
magpie of tack and taste. The rest of Wrong
Way Up, however, is delightful. Care and attention have clearly been expended. Echoes of a
merry-go-round at some British seaside fair
punctuate looping rhythm figures, and both
perfectly reinforce the lyrics in tracks like
"Empty Frame" ("Were just going round in circles. We have no single point of view."). A "line
shape" illustration for "One Word" shows just
how close Cale and Eno come in music to the
visual figment of their imagination; charts and
edit notes which lay out tenses and their relation
to modes of "sea sounds" are also fascinating.
Wrong Way Up reveals the minds and methods
of two men at work with nothing much on
their minds but literate, skillful pop. As opposed
to the heavier, guitar-based rifling and rhythmic
pulses of Drella, Wrong Way Up uses technology, rhythm beds, treatments, chord patterns,
and amiscellany of folklorica ranging from a
"little Nigerian organ" to Shinto bells to create
asubtle shimmer of sound, adelicate texture.
Once ahippie. ..
In atotal of 25 tracks, there are no love songs;
one track uses "love" in the title (on Wrong
Way Up). The first album is important. The second is fun.
—Beth Jacques
EMMYLOU HARRIS: Brand New Dance
Reprise 26309-2 (CD only). Mark Miller, eng.; Richard
Bennett, Allen Reynolds, prods. ADD. TT: 37:53
EMMYLOU HARRIS: Duets
Reprise 25791-2 (CD only). Many producers & engineers:
assembled & mastered by Bradley Hartman. AAD. IT:
41:29

Beginning in the mid-'70s with her former producer/husband Brian Ahern, and carrying on
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Gram Parsons's torch-song torch, Emmylou
Harris has virtually reinvented country music.
Bluegrass, Appalachian, Nashville, Swing, Country, Les Paul/Mary Ford, Rock, R&B—from
songs by Delbert McClinton to A.P. Carter, no
one else has had her combination of taste, style,
and unerring instincts in arrangement and
selection of songs, sidemen, and producers.
Over 17 years of records and anumber of producers, she's maintained an astonishingly consistent music and sound: clean, clear, fresh,
inviting, uncluttered. Remarkable for someone
who herself has written amere handful of
songs during that time.
Duets is ajustifiably recycled album of 12
previously released cuts from as many earlier
albums, only two of them Harris's own. Emmylou fans can be expected to have already heard
only "Love Hurts" (with Gram Parsons),
"Green Acres" (w/Ricky Skaggs), and "If I
Needed You" (w/Don Williams). "The Price I
Pay" (w/Desert Rose Band) kicks off Duets
harder than most Emmylou albums ever get,
while "That Lovin' You Feelin" is ashowcase
for Roy Orbison's heroically heartfelt tenor;
"We Believe in Happy Endings" is the kind of
soppy, humorless song that gives Country a
bad name, and Earl Thomas Conley's overearnest vocal doesn't help. Things are back on
track with "Thing About You" (w/Southern
Pacific), atough country two-step with athorny
chorus, and "Star of Bethlehem" (w/Neil Young),
agentle, compassionate, homemade song with
Young's painfully shy intimacy and wayward
harp. The album peaks, of course, with "All Fall
Down," an achingly sad song done equal justice by Emmylou and—yes—George Jones
(and what sound like the Jordanaires). On
"Wild Montana Skies," apopulist anthem by
the much-maligned John Denver, Emmylou
sings less aduet than abacking chorus vocal
to Denver's lead, but I'm just glad to have heard
this noble song. Same for "Gulf Coast Highway," with Willie Nelson, of whom I'm not a
fan. But "If INeeded You" always brings tears.
The performance of "Evangeline" is not the
one from Harris's 1980 album of the same name,
but from the film and soundtrack album of The
Band's The Last Waltz, with Levon Helm singing; far superior to Harris's solo version.
On Duets Emmylou is revealed as agiving,
staunchly supportive singer, almost too much
so for those who prefer her voice to her partners'. Even on the selections from her own
albums, she seems to assist rather than star,
though her light, dry, plaintive keen is never
entirely hidden.
Bradley Hartman has done afine job of averaging out these widely ranging productions,
making the album sound all of apiece but with
Stereophile, February 1991

the usual digital distance.
But as fun and interesting as Duets proved,
Brand New Dance is one of the great Emmylou
Harris albums. The differences between it and
last year's nearly great Bluebird are infinitesimal, but they make all the difference: a
deceptively simple song like husband Paul Kennerley's "Sweet Dreams of You:' sung to aquiet
"Hand Jive" groove, unfolds slowly, almost
under the band's breath, when suddenly, in the
break between choruses, there's abar or two
of loud guitar raunch in exactly the right place.
No big thing, but it'll open your ears. Or that
Harris could hear how good Robin and Linda
Williams's"Rollin' and Ramblin" was beneath
its composers' own hamfisted version. Or that
she's always heard Bruce Springsteen as "a
country music singer in disguise," and proves
it in her remorseful version of "Tougher than
the Rest." Or her phrasing in the descent from
the chorus of "Never Be Anyone Else But You,"
seeming to just touch each note and beat but,
of course, singing each fully. Or the Uilleann
pipes and just three stupendously reverberant
field-drum beats on the title waltz, another
ICennerley song and like much of his work on
Sally Rose. Or to hear in David Mallett's "Red
Red Rose" asong so well-crafted that it's hard
to even hear it at first, though it's as classic as
an A.P. Carter ballad and as contemporary as—
well, as the latest Emmylou Harris album.
Harris's records have been on the cool, dry
side for awhile now, and Brand New Dance is
no exception. Producer Richard Bennett does
plenty of overdubbing, but it's all quite tasteful
in the generic commercial sense.
Once again, we owe thanks to one of the
most talented, responsible, and certainly tbe
most beautiful woman in country music.
—Richard Lehnert
PAUL SIMON: Rbytbm of tbe Saints
Warner Bros. 26098-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Roy Halm, ens.; Paul
Simon, prod. DDA/DDD. rri 4440

The difference between Paul Simon's new
album, Rbytbm of tbe Saints, and his hugely
successful Graceland is roughly the difference
between aguided tour and atreasure hunt.
By Simon's own account, Gracelancfs exploration of South African township jive sprang
from his sudden unexpected love affair with
the strange yet strangely familiar music from
an unlabeled tape. By comparison, Rbytbm's
Brazilian drum samplings were the result of his
post-Graceland networking with South American composer Milton Nascimento. And while
Grace/and bops breathlessly from mbaganga
to a cappella church music to zydeco and
back, with its auteur as much along for the ride
as we are, Rbytbm has the cut-to-cut homo219

geneity of rooms at aHoliday Inn.
Maybe it's the drums. Their persistent, insinuating beat keeps this album from grinding to
ahalt. But by starting with the drum tracks
(which sound over-edited), Simon abdicates
his own share of the responsibility for keeping
the proceedings moving. Ethnomusically speaking, he's in that strange netherland between
tourist and native, no longer awed by his surroundings but lacking the confidence to venture off the main roads. The man who wrote
"Think Too Much" just rocks too little here.
Simon's musical malaise (could it be EpsteinBarr?) carries over to the lyrics as well. The
album opens with the lines "I'm accustomed
to asmooth ride /Or maybe I'm adog who's
lost its bite." Sounds like adisclaimer to me.
And maybe it's just the cynicism of ahave-not,
but it seems that hardly acut goes by without
some talk of the bottom line, spending Eurodollars, or the music suffering while the music
business thrives. Perhaps Simon's muse is moonlighting as an accountant.
If you've gotten the impression that Rhythm
is acomplete waste of vinyl and polycarbonate,
let me step back amoment. Even when he's off
his feed, Simon's still one of rodes finest writers,
and if these songs don't soar, they do roll along.
And the evocative drum tracks alone (Wasn't
that from "Sympathy for the Devil"; "Johnny
Comes Marching Home"?) are worth the price
of admission.
But don't buy it for the sound. While the good
folks at Sheffield Lab and Reference Recordings
have demonstrated that well-recorded drums
can give your system aworkout, they didn't
record these. The dynamics are compressed,
and even worse, their texture has been homogenized into aural Velveeta. In general, the LP
does amuch better job of separating the complex instrumental lines, but the recording quality varies greatly from cut to cut, only rarely
approaching Graceland's fine sound.
To put it as crudely as possible, it seems like
Paul Simon needs aswift kick in the pants.
Metaphorically, of course. It's interesting to
note that his best—and best-received—albums
have come on the heels of major personal traumas.
The breakup of Simon and Garfunkel led to his
eclectic self-titled debut, his first divorce gave
way to the jazzified Still Crazy, while Grace/and sorted through the pieces of his short
marriage to Carrie Fisher.
Can afortysomething rock and roll legend
find wealth, happiness, and artistic success all
at the same time? Idon't know, but when Ihear
Simon sing the line "Sometimes even music /
Cannot substitute for tears," Ican't help but
believe he's at least come to understand his own
conundrum.
—Allen St. John
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TRAVELING WILBURYS: Paveling Wilburys, VoL3
Muddy, Boo, Clayton, & Spike Wilbury, with prn Keltner,
Ray Cooper, Jim Horn, & Gary Moore
Wilbury/Warner Bros. 26324-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Richard
Dodd, eng.; Spike & Clayton Wilbury. prods. AAA/AAD?
TM 36:11

These refugees from three of Rock's golden
ages—well, two anyway, now that Vol.3's dedicatee-in-shades, Lefty Wilbury, is gone—sound
like they have ahell of alot more fun together
than they've had on their own in quite awhile.
Remember, this is the first band Bob Dylan's
joined as an equal member since his teenage
Iron Range garage days more than 30 years ago.
Iguess dim memories of distant pre-glory
inspired this edition of the Traveling Wilburys—
Dylan, George Harrison, lbm Petty, Jeff Lynne—
to continue their own garage band of millionaire forty- and near-fifty-somethings, and if
there aren't as many automatic hits as on Vol.1,
Ienjoyed Vol.3 alot more.
Dylan's "If You Belonged to Me" is embarrassingly better than anything on his own
recent Under tbe Red Sky, though that's not
saying much. But that's only the beginning.
When was the last time you heard Dylan having
fun? Listen to "7 Deadly Sins," dippy doowop
complete with redundant piano triplets. "Poor
House," ersatz hillbilly music with Harrison's
trademark tambourines, owes something to
"Under the Boardwalk," and "Where Were You
Last Night?" is aDylan tune with Beatles bridges
(there's even sitar on "The Devil's Been Busy").
Tom Petty's "Cool Dry Place" is anovelty tune
la Lieber & Stoller—imagine "Smokey Joe's
Cafe" married to the inventory list of amusical instrument store. Great final chord.
But unlike Voll, there is one gorgeous song
here: Harrison's "You Took My Breath Away,"
chorus and verse harmonized in close thirds.
Like most of the best Harrison songs, there's
adark twist: he wants his breath back, thanks
very much.
Vol.3 is produced by the Brit half, and sounds
it: it's bright, chimey, heavy on the overmiked
guitars and endless harmony vocals, but still
sounds homemade enough to survive more
than aspin or two on your CD table. The LP is
slightly more coherent than the CD, which is
brighter, more upfront.
Hate to admit it, but this superstar Wilbury
scam has turned out to be agreat thing; Dylan
obviously can't relate to being Bob Dylan any
more, and Harrison's in no better shape They've
figured out away to get around their own increasingly historical statuses to make some fun,
disposable, mindless, good ol' stupid rock'n'roll, and Ilike it.
—Richard Lehnert
NEIL YOUNG AND CRAZY HORSE: Ragged Glory
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Reprise 26315-1 (LP), -2 (CD). John Hanlon, eng.; David
Briggs, Neil Young, prods. ADA/ADD. TT: 6242

Isubmit that there's arock'n'roll equivalent of
JGH's (in whose ears we trust) "hackle test."
Call it "the air-guitar yardstick." You know
you've got agreat rock record on your CD
player (the vibrations wreak havoc with the
turntable) when you immediately abandon
your listening chair and begin careening
involuntarily around the room, bouncing off
the walls, climbing on furniture, and pounding imaginary power chords into an imaginary
Telecaster.
My first reaction to Ragged Glory was an
hour-long bout that must have looked like a
cross between Icaraoke 2and hara kin. This is
one kick-ass album, and it's all Ican do even
now to keep myself chained to the keyboard.
Young and Crazy Horse have captured the beersoaked feeling of those great Saturday nights
at your favorite bar with your favorite bar band
and music that bypasses your brain and heads
straight for your soul (or maybe just your autonomic nervous system). This is the kind of
rock'n'roll that Bob Seger wrote about but
never could play.
The birthplace of this masterpiece was Neil

Young's garage, complete with asofa thrown
in the corner and license plates nailed to the
wall. As for electronic gimmicks, if it don't fit in
your gig bag, kindly check it at the door. (Young
got that out of his system with 1982's 7)'ans.)
Sonically, Ragged Glory isn't one to disvect
with your audiophile friends. No, you can't
count the rivets on the drum heads, and the
ambience cues are eaten by the direct sound.
But the vocals and guitars sound very real and
very right, and alot better than they did in the
garage. It's no coincidence that Doug Sax is
mentioned on the album's acknowledgments,
albeit after Elvis. Vibrations aside, Ivote for the
LP with its reduced upper-octave glare and
tighter bass.
What about the songs? Neil's good for about
one great album adecade (eg, 1971's 7bnight 's
the Night and 1979's Rust Never Sleeps), and
this fills his quota for the '90s. Freud could tell
you that "F'Lliin' Up" is more than just ajab at
Tipper Gore and that "Mother Earth" is one
Earth Day paean that evokes Walden Pond
instead of mountains of used Pampers. If the
album's tone suggests alonging for "days that
used to be," Young sure proves that he's not
ready for the rockin' chair just yet.

2All the rage in the Orient. karaoke Li the nightclub version of
the Gong Show, with sake-laden Mliii Vanilli mannabes raking
their writ: singing badlymn ritrumen:al track, (min hit meads.

So if you'll excuse me now, Neil and the guys
request my presence in the living room for an
encore.
—Allen St. John
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'A wonderfully congenial place
to listen and shop, with all sorts
of superb equipment. The salesmen, abright and friendly group, are eager to talk
audio all day—they don't hold anything back.
A big plus: They love and know music as
well as sound." New York Magazine—February 19, 1990
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En any enduring creation there is an elegance and abeauty which are the essence
of its merit. The dynamics of light and shade, color and tone intrigue us. Though
created with the passion of creative energy, a masterpiece invites unhurried
contemplation. This is art.
The experience of art is unique to both the creator and the observer. With music,
this creation must stir our emotions; mere neutrality is insufficient. With audio
equipment, the designer must serve the art by not interfering with the original intent expressed in the music.
This defines the Consonance: A component capable of faithfully revealing the music
with the rightness and authority which are hallmarks of Jeff Rowland's designs.
Its modular construction exemplifies the concepts of simplicity, stability and compatibility. The consonance has 6inputs with the capability for adjustable gain and
Impedance. With both single-ended and balanced high-current outputs, the
preamplifier can drive any interconnect. When balanced output operation is combined with impedance matching between components, adverse system interactions
are nullified.
Ten discrete resistor attenuator networks, switched via precision relays, elegantly
control volume and balance. Full-function infrared remote control comes standard.
As much a statement of the art as the music it serves, the Consonance will be
appreciated by anyone who wishes the medium to be anything but average.
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Manley 350 power amplifier
Editor:

PSB Stratus Gold loudspeaker

It is an honor to have aJGH review of our
equipment in Stereopbile; we have boundless

Please accept our sincere thanks for such a

respect for Gordon and great trust in his opin-

Editor:
thorough and positive review of the Stratus
Gold, PSB's new flagship model. We were par-

ions. He wrote some very complimentary com-

ticularly impressed with the large amount of

ments about our Manley 350s, although his

time Tom Norton spent with the Stratus Gold

summing-up statements are taken by us on the

both in our listening room at the CE Show last

jaw rather than pinned to the chest—to which
we take the true sportsman's attitude of "well,

June in Chicago, and again during his review
in Santa Fe. The fact that Tom continued to be

you can't win 'em all. .." But that doesn't mean
we concede defeat or relegation either! Iplan

so impressed with the Stratus Gold is gratifying
and reinforces the early responses we've received

to impose on Gordon's known good nature in
allowing us to fit our new KT90 output tubes

from Stratus Gold customers.

(around which this amplifier was envisioned)

We would like to elaborate on two points
raised in the review. At the Las Vegas CES in

and ask him to take asecond listen in his own

January 1991, we launched aprogram which

good time, which may result in his writing

will allow the "customization" of the Stratus

some "Follow Up" comments.

Gold into awider variety of finishes. These fin-

The Manley 350 is mainly sold as aprofes-

ishes will include piano, textured paint, "ready

sional studio monitoring amplifier, and we have
just acouple short of 200 pieces "out there"

speakers finished to their specifications locally),

to finish" (enabling acustomer to have the

doing industrial-duty work hours. They "blow

and, of course, the several exotic wood ver-

away" all competition in driving awide range

sions Tom talked about in the review. We felt

of power-hungry monitor speakers (not gener-

the need to clarify this because of the increas-

ally encountered in audiophile territory), like

ing importance people place on matching

UREI 813s, RE 604Es, and Meyers and Tannoys

speakers to their room environments cosmetically as well as acoustically.

of all sizes and descriptions, to some astonishing spis. Ithink I'm correct in stating that Gor-

As for Tom's recommendation to persist in

don's is their first-time facing into his beloved

finding adealer at which to audition the Stratus

(and no doubt excellent) Sound-Lab elec-

Gold: we anticipate this review and the prod-

trostatics, aloudspeaker with which we have

uct's performance in the company of other

little personal experience; the added punch of

such highly respected brands (Snell, Apogee,

the KT9Os may just be the ticket for the SoundLabs—hopefully, we shall see.

Mirage!!!) can only help in the quest to make
this product more readily available to your
readers.

Yes, of course I'm very sorry that Gordon
suffered an extremely rare switch "conk-out,"
and I'm very grateful to Listen Up for helping
out. The power switch is from Marquardt of
Germany and abetter (or more expensive)

Paul Barton and Pat McKeever join me in
wishing you and all the staff at Stereopbile a
healthy and happy 1991.
Gordon A. Simmonds

switch of that amperage-handling does not

President, PSB

exist; as Itruthfully told Gordon, we have
suffered insignificant failure-numbers with this

Lindsay-Geyer 4-40 interconnect

switch (single digits in 10,000-and-up units),

Editor:

so we could not mount arealistic beef against

We are naturally very pleased with the review.

Marquardt either. (Even Marquardt can't win

And we recognize the same things that Mr.

'em all, and that damn Murphy guy just never
gives up, does he?)

Olsher complains about: cable stiffness, strength

Again, our thanks to you, Gordon, and Stereopbile.
David and Luke Manley
Vacuum 'Ribe Logic of America, Inc.
Stereophile, February 1991

of RCA plugs, and speaker-cable resistance.
Let me briefly describe our efforts in these
areas, plus one problem that Mr. Olsher encountered: hum.
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1) Hum and ground loops: With an ohm or

apatent on the use of highly magnetic materials

two in the interconnect's ground lead, ground

as conductors anywhere in an audio system.

loops can theoretically occur (although we
have never experienced one in our tests). And
dimmer controls (such as Mr. Olsher used) are

No other manufacturer is authorized to use
such materials.
David S. Lindsay, Ph.D.
Lindsay-Geyer

severe RF polluters—a friend of mine is an avid
shortwave listener, and has afew lamps on dimmers in his house. He can't have any of them

Rotel RCD -855 CD player

on when he listens to shortwave, or he only

Editor:

gets hash.
2) Cable stiffness: All the materials that were

When Iwas invited to comment on Lew Lipnick's review of Rotel's RCD-855 CD player

mentioned in the article are really about the

Ouly 1990), Iresisted the temptation to bask in

same chemically, and they are all much stiffer

the glow of this important rave review. For one

than copper. There appears to be nothing we

thing, all Icould have said would be the sort

can do; highly magnetic material is stiff? Idon't

of self-aggrandizing "ad copy" comments

foresee our cables getting any softer.

which Stereopbile (rightly) discourages. More

3) We agree that the RCA plugs are not as

importantly, though, the RCD-855 was des-

strong as those expensive "high-end" plugs,

tined for "Follow-Up" reckoning in Santa Fe.

the ones that are gold- or other precious metalplated. Unfortunately, those big hunks of metal

Better not uncork the champagne just yet.
And what areckoning it was! Robert Harley

sound just awful! We didn't want to make such

can probably stake the claim (not that he would)

asonic sacrifice ‘
1
‘t have improved the strength,

to currently being the foremost authority and

however: we are now using wooden handles

critic of digital hardware in the world, based

(which you can see in the photo that accom-

on the many fine products he has tested, and

panies the review). These handles are strong

the obvious expertise and thoroughness which

enough to grip the wire behind the solder

uniformly characterize his reviews. The man

joints; they look far better than the plastic han-

charged with "picking the nits" from the likes

dles; and they even sound slightly better. Now

of Stax, Theta, Esoteric, 'dia, VTL, Proceed,

the plugs have neither lots of metal nor lots of

etc. would have his white glove ready for the

plastic.

$400 Rotel (that's transport and processor,

4) The high resistance of the speaker wire is

folks!). The Rotel could not possibly have faced

indeed aproblem with low-impedance speakers.

atougher challenger.
So what happened? The $400 Rotel was

We recommend putting the amplifiers right
next to the speakers, and using the shortest pos-

thrown in the ring against the $7000 VTL pro-

sible speaker cables (say, one or two feet). In

cessor driven by a$4000 Esoteric P-2 trans-

any case, our speaker wire will not be in general
production before the summer of 1991. We

port. The verdict? "A sense of missing some of
the music through the RCD-855" sounds like

may change things by then—we might add

aunanimous decision, not aknockout. "Sub-

more strands of wire, or come up with guide-

tleties in instrumental textures, spatial nuance,

lines on how much cable can go with what

and fine musical details"? We've all seen $500
wire get beaten up worse than that. We'll take

impedance speakers.
You can see that the guiding philosophy in
our cable development has been sound quality.
The resulting wire is somewhat stiff; the plugs
do not contain large amounts of metal (but the
resulting wood handles are attractive and

it. And no, Tony, we don't demand arematch.
RH was impressed enough!
Perhaps it should be pointed out that the
"playing field" for this "Follow-Up" was an allclass-A system. Alesser system might well have

unique); and speaker cable must be kept short.
But the sound is truly excellent, as Mr. Olsher

made RH's verdict alittle harder to render.

reports. The compromises are on things

Class C rating has been sufficiently validated.
We are, justifiably, very proud of Lew Lip-

unrelated to sound: stiff cables, differentlooking connectors, short speaker wires. These

Needless to say, we hope our "provisional"

nick's fabulous review, as well as of RH's "Follow-

differences will amply repay the listener with

Up," the very best practical confirmation we

the superior sound that they produce.

could hope for. Given the importance of digital
sources to audio's future and the popular impli-

Lastly, we want to emphasize that we have
Stereophile, February 1991
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strictly adhered to if one is to reach the correct
conclusion. There are several contentions in
the [\'o1.14 No.1] review of the Eclipse that merit
further analysis. We will examine each in turn,
and invite the reader to draw his own conclusions.

Avalon Eclipse loudspeaker
Editor:

1) Mr. Atkinson observes that the Eclipses are
"sensitive to changes in amplifiers, cables,
source components, and playback level," and

It has been said that music tells astory. This

that this makes them "a superb reviewing tool."

story speaks to us not in words, but rather communicates through emotions, sensations, and

However, he determines that this is because the
Eclipses are "on the verge of producing an

feelings. When we hear music live, this com-

unacceptably bright, overly strident sound."

munication is untainted, and we feel its full

While we have no doubt that Mr. Atkinson

force. The finest reproduction systems also

heard this sound from his system, there are

become hypnotic in their ability to suspend
our disbelief, to enchant us with the music's

many possible causes. The loudspeakers are
not among them. He correctly notes that the

story until we become lost. The basis for this
ability is the utter lack of asonic signature, so
that nothing is imposed between the artist and
the listener. But just as the component can then
reveal the truth of the music, so can it then

colorations of the loudspeaker "were swamped
by the coloration differences between [highquality studio] microphones on Track 5of the
Stereopbffe Test CD." This represents aheretofore unachieved level of performance. Suffice

reveal the truth of the components which pre-

it to say that as one of the finest loudspeakers

cede it in the system. In this regard, Avalon
Acoustics loudspeakers represent arevolution.

extant, the Eclipse demands the very finest in
associated components, as well as strict atten-

This revolution requires anew approach and

tion paid to room acoustics. We think it not

anew way of thinking about all of the components in the reproduction system.

unreasonable to assume that anyone who

We appreciate the fact that Mr. Atkinson was
able to identify some of the outstanding strengths
of the Eclipse in lulu:try: the "exquisite ambience

spends upward of $30,000 for amusic reproduction system would put forth areasonable
effort to extract the utmost performance from

retrieval," the "hugely transparent view into

that system. Apparently, Mr. Atkinson has not
done so.

the soundstage," the "astonishing lack of midrange and treble grundge," and the "superb pre-

between the output impedance of the amplifier

sentation of space," all of which offered him
"deep, lasting glimpses of audio heaven on a

and the impedance curve of the speaker will
slightly alter the frequency response of the sys-

consistent basis."

tem. Mr. Atkinson attributes the sonic differences between the solid-state amplifiers and

It has been our experience at Avalon Acoustics that one of the most important (yet most
difficult to achieve) factors that enables our suspension of disbelief is the re-creation of the
three-dimensional soundstage. When the
speakers "disappear," leaving only the solid, palpable image of the performers in front of us,
agiant step has been taken toward removing
the "emotional filters" that interfere with musical communication.

He also correctly notes that the interaction

the tube-type amplifiers to this interaction. This
fails to explain why amplifiers with similar output impedances sounded so strikingly different. Specifically, that one solid-state amplifier
"rendered the high treble more musically natural" than did another solid-state amplifier
from the same company. Or that one tube-type
amplifier sounded "rolled off- relative to another
tube-type amplifier from that same manufac-

Let it be said at the outset that we have the

turer (private communication, November 30,

greatest faith in Mr. Atkinson's listening abili-

1990).
It should be noted that many other loud-

ties, and also his ability to accurately translate
those sonic impressions into the written word.
However, when attempting to correlate sonic

speakers exhibit similar impedance variations,

impressions with measured scientific data, all
aspects of classic scientific method must be

fiers so clearly. One speaker that springs to

Stereophile, February 1991

yet fail to reveal the differences between amplimind is the Celestion SL700, Mr. Atkinson's
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reference unit. His test of that speaker (Stereo-

aseries of measurements purporting to show

phile, Vol.11 No.9) shows an impedance curve

that this is due to "relatively high levels of dis-

remarkably similar to that of the Eclipse, yet he

tortion from signals around the Eclipse's cross-

has never mentioned any comparable sensitiv-

over region."

ity to amplifier differences in that speaker.

It is quite disturbing that the Eclipse was

The unique ability of the Avalon loudspeakers

blamed for distortion generated by clipping the

to reveal subtle differences between compo-

amplifiers, and even more disturbing that Mr.

nents has led many designers, manufacturers,

Atkinson was unable to tell the difference

and reviewers to purchase them (both Eclipse

between amplifier clipping and speaker distor-

and Ascent) for their reference systems. The

tion. This is aserious marten and deserves amore

fact that the Avalon loudspeaker offers unex-

thorough examination.

celled musicality at the same time also makes

a) Concerning the distortion levels of the

it their preferred choice when listening for

Eclipse, Mr. Atkinson has presented two graphs

enjoyment.

of the distortion spectra measured at asingle

2) Mr. Atkinson believes that the Eclipse

frequency. Since this is anonstandard measure-

suffers from alimited dynamic range, stating

ment technique for loudspeakers, we have

that it "acquires an unmusically hard quality

provided the more commonly used distortion-

to its sound at 96dB or above." He then displays

vs-frequency data for the Eclipse, which shows
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the distortion performance much more clearly.

lines for measurements at 96dB: "It is gener-

These graphs were measured using the Tech -

ally accepted that third-harmonic distortion is

ron TEF analyzer, with amicrophone distance
of lm. To preserve the quasi-anechoic nature

more aurally obtrusive than second, so we pay
particular attention to the level of third-order

of the measurements, they were limited to a

effects in the midband, where the values

lower frequency of 350Hz. Also, the TEF

should be significantly below 1%. Second-

analyzer has an upper-frequency limit of 32kHz,
which precludes measurement of secondharmonic distortion above 16kHz, or thirdharmonic distortion above I0.67kHz.
Figs.1-3 show the second-harmonic distor-

harmonic distortion values of perhaps double
the level of third may be considered acceptable" (Hi-Fi Choice, 1986). The Eclipse more
than meets these requirements, even at the
100dB level.

tion at increasing drive levels, namely 86dB,

It is also instructive to compare the figures

96dB, and 100dB. Figs.4-6 show the third-

for the Eclipse to figures for other loudspeakers. Rather than be accused of selecting

harmonic distortion at those same levels.
Although these types of measurements are

specific models that the Eclipse would com-

used by many manufacturers, they are rarely

pare to favorably, we instead refer to agroup

published in this country, so adiscussion of
these measurements is appropriate.

of loudspeaker reviews selected by Mr. Atkinson from Hi-Fi Choice. (These were presented

One feature that is noted is apeak in the dis-

to us during our discussions of the Eclipse

tortion curve at roughly 12.5k Hz in the plots
of the second harmonic, and also at about

review.)

8.5kHz in the plots of the third harmonic This

midband, we start with the Celestion SL600.

In order of decreasing distortion levels in the

is a result of the excitation of the tweeter

At the 96dB level, we find second-harmonic

diaphragms 25kHz resonance, and as such is
inaudible If we ignore this two qualities become

monic is about 0.7%. Dropping to 86dB, both

apparent. First, the third-harmonic distortion

second and third are in the range of 1%. Dis-

levels hovering around 3%, while the third har-

is quite low, never exceeding 0.7%, even at

tortion levels for the Linn Kan are almost iden-

100dB. Second, the second-harmonic distortion gradually increases as the drive level increases, from aworst case of 0.7% at 86dB, to

tical to the SL600, although the high levels are

1.1% at 96dB, reaching 1.8% at 100dB.
It should be noted that the standard output

confined to amuch narrower frequency band.
The KEF R105.2 features levels of 1.5% second
harmonic and 1% third harmonic at 96dB. The
Spendor BC1's distortion is quite low in the

spis for this measurement are 86dB, to show

midband, although there is asignificant peak

the residual distortion inherent to the speaker,

at 200Hz, rising to over 4% second and 2%

and 96dB, to reveal the distortion that can be

third harmonic. The Rogers L53/5a was mea-

expected at high listening levels. Distortion

sured at the nonstandard level of 90dB and

measurements at 100dB impose asevere bur-

exhibits third-harmonic levels of roughly 0.5%

den on the loudspeaker, and are not normally

(second harmonic not displayed). The KEF

performed on units designed for domestic
playback. We have included this measurement

and third harmonics at the 96dB playback

RI04/2 displays levels of about 0.7% second

to show that the Eclipse does not overload in

level, dropping to 0.2% second and 0.3% third

an abrupt manner, as Mr. Atkinson portrays in

at the lower level. lItirning to electrostatic

his review. His description, "a feeling of effortlessness ...with spis ranging between 75 and

designs, the Acoustat Model II has distortion
levels below 0.5% at 96dB in the midband,
although at 150Hz the third harmonic rises to

95dB," changing to "unmusically hard ...
at
96dB or above" instead sounds very much like

aquite high 30%. In what must surely be the

the sudden overload resulting from aclipping

lowest-distortion speaker to date, the Quad

amplifier.
To put the distortion figures for the Eclipse

ESL-63 shows levels well below 0.1% at 96dB

in perspective, it is necessary to turn to England,
where these measurements are frequently published in the audiophile press. Martin Colloms,
who performs these measurements for many
of the British publications, gives these guideStereophile, February 1991

in the midband.
In this regard, the Eclipse's performance
equals or betters all but the KEF R104/2 and the
electrostatic designs. Searching the literature,
we have found only avery few moving-coil
loudspeakers that significantly improve upon
233
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the distortion levels of the Eclipse. This is in

It should be noted that Stereopbile publisher

direct contradiction to Mr. Atkinson's statement
that the Eclipse has "relatively high levels of
distortion" that are "typical of a two-way
minimonitor."

Larry Archibald was called upon by Mr. Atkin-

b) That the amplifiers being used were clip-

son to verify the onset of audible distortion
with the VTL 500. Mr. Archibald's comment
when audible distress was reached (100dB aver-

is rather more indirect, due to the procedures

age level at the listening position) was, "It
would be unlikely for audiophiles to want to
play [their systems] at this kind of level" (pri-

used by Mr. Atkinson. When used with the

vate communication, December 3, 1990).

ping can also be shown, although the evidence

Audio Research Classic 60, he measured apeak

Putting all of this information into perspec-

drive of 33V to the speaker at the onset of audi-

tive, the level of technical misunderstanding

ble stress when playing music. He noted that

implicit in the Eclipse review is extremely trou-

this was "uncomfortably close to the amplifier's

bling. For the sake of the reader, who depends

measured clipping voltage at IkHz into the
Eclipse of ±34.8V." He apparently fails to

upon Stereopbile to provide accurate information, we hope that this is an isolated instance,

understand that available drive voltage will vary

and not representative of the equipment reports

with the applied load, particularly with afour-

in general. Certainly many people place agreat
deal of faith in the reviews contained in Stereo-

tube amplifier.
We can refer to Mr. Atkinson's test of the Classic 60 (Stereopbile, Vol.13 No.9) to see this. On

pbile, and that faith demands amore thorough

the 4ohm tap, he measured clipping levels of

Charles Hansen
Avalon Acoustics

investigation when evaluating components.

47.8W into 8ohms and 57.4W into 4ohms.
This translates to peak drive voltages of 277V
into 8ohms, dropping to 21.4V into 4ohms. At

Mr Hansen bas his say here; Ibad my say in

IkHz, the Eclipse presents a17 ohm load, this

the review; but there is one point he makes to

less demanding figure allowing the amplifier

which ¡must respond. Idid check the actual

to increase its output to 34.8V before clipping.

musical waveforms at the amplifier output

However, over much of the audio range, the

terminals with a digital 'scope at the spls

Eclipse varies between 6and 8ohms. It is there-

where Iwas becoming bothered by asubjec-

fore hardly surprising that apeak drive of 33V

tive hardness in the midrange. Mr Hansen

would result in audible stress from the amplifier, which can only put out 27.7V peak into 8

conjectures that the amplifiers were clipping;
the waveforms (from which Ialso assessed the

ohms. Asimilar situation occurs with the VTL

peak output voltages of the amplifiers into the

160, although in this instance we have no test

Eclipses, including the VTL 500) indicated that
this was not the case

report to refer to for specific numbers.
When the VTL 500 was connected, Mr.
Atkinson observed a4dB increase in the level

Conrad-Johnson PF-1 & MF-200

available before the onset of audible distress.

Editor:

This fact alone exonerates the Eclipse as the
source of the distortion Mr Atkinson beard

Our thanks to Martin Colloms for his glowing

with the other amplifiers. He then states that

review of the Conrad-Johnson PF-1 and MF-200
[Vol.13 No.12]. It is especially gratifying to enjoy

the amplifier was "nowhere near clipping" at
this level, although he fails to substantiate his

such awarm reception for the PF-1—the first

claim.

Johnson name.

solid-state preamplifier to wear the Conrad-

Without measuring the amplifier under ques-

Technically minded readers will be inter-

tion to determine its performance, we can only

ested to know that the "uncommonly low

speculate on two possibilities: either the speaker
was the source of the distortion, or the ampli-

negative feedback" in the MF-200 is in fact only
14dB of feedback, compared to 60dB or more

fier was actually clipping, and the lower-than-

common to conventional power amplifiers.

expected spi was due to compression effects

Mr. Collorns perceives asplit character in the
MF-200. He suggests that at moderate levels this
is a truly exceptional amplifier, but that at

in the speaker at those levels. In either event,
we have met one of the design goals for the
Eclipse: 100dB average playback levels available without undue distortion.
Stereophile, February 1991

higher levels it is more on the level of its competition. We have not observed this dichotomy,
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perhaps because the loudspeakers we have

preamplifier, the Motif MC9. We had numer-

evaluated this amp with have typically been of

ous complaints to the effect that its 10dB of

average or better efficiency. The MF-200 is

gain was insufficient for CD use (what does this

designed to operate in class-A at higher power

say about passive controls, which offer no

levels than most amplifiers, and is class-A at the

gain?). Given that apreamp must be usable in

levels that Colloms describes as "cruising." Per-

avariety of applications, we have found that

haps it is this range of class-A operation that he

20dB of gain (which is more or less standard)

is finding to be especially satisfying.

is about right.

Regarding Mr. Colloms's comments on the

While Ihave taken exception to this review

PF-1 line stage, Idisagree with the implicit

on two fairly minor points, Iwant to close by

assumption, common to many of Stereopbile's

expressing our respect for Martin Colloms. He

staff, that a"passive controller" offers aneu-

brings to the review community aunique com-

tral standard of comparison for evaluating line-

bination of technical expertise and understand-

stage performance. The high impedance vol-

ing of the nature and importance of musical-

ume and balance potentiometers (summing to

ity in audio components.

several thousand ohms, compared to asource
impedance of under 200 ohms for many CD
players) of apassive control are in series with

Lew Johnson

Conrad-Johnson Design, Inc.

Isopod cones

its output, unavoidably forming afilter with the

Editor:

capacitance of the interconnect cables to the

In response to Ken Kessler's coverage of the

amp. This filter attenuates high-frequency

Hong Kong Hi-Fi Show ("Industry Update," Ste-

response, softening transient attacks. This will

reopbile Vol.13 No.12), Isopod ceramic cones

lead one to prefer asource that is in fact overly

are available in the US through Univocal Cor-

"bright" and aggressive—characteristics that

poration, which also distributes Aural Sym-

aneutral line-stage will clearly reveal. Attempts

phonies cables and Albany CDs and LPs.

to reduce this effect by using low impedance

Isopod ceramic cones are molded from a

controls force the CD player to operate with

ceramic-silica composite obtaining ahardness

aheavier load than it sees with atrue line-stage,

of 80+ on the Rockwell Scale. Cosmetically fin-

altering the performance of the CD player.

ished with acoating of high-gloss black ceramic,

Finally, the passive control is only as good as

Isopods are packaged in trios and sell for $45.

the quality of its wire, solder, and potentio-

Consumera can receive product literature regarding Isopod's design standards, objectives, and

meters. The sonic differences Stereopbile
reviewers have noted between passive control

conclusions by calling (408)270-6033, M-F,

units verify the importance of these points.

8:30-6:00 PST.

Univocal Corporation

These observations are offered for the bene-

San Jose, CA

fit of the reader, not for Mr. Colloms, who is
well aware of them. Ithink he and Iwould dif-

The Mod Squad

fer only on their importance.

Editor:

The preceding is not to suggest that the PF-I

Ihave noticed recently that there seems to be

line stage is perfectly neutral (no device, active

some confusion about the origin of several

or passive, is), nor to argue with Mr. Colloms's

aspects of compact disc damping/clamping

characterizations of that stage. It is only to offer

technology. Irefer to techniques such as full-

for consideration the possibility that his CD

disc clamping, clamping the CD's outer edge

players of choice may be alittle less neutral

first, registration of the damper to the center

than he suggests, and the PF-1 line-stage is alit-

of spin, incorporai ion of adamper/clamping

tle more neutral. His enthusiastic endorsement

mechanism as an integral part of the CD trans-

of the performance of the PF-1 in phono use

port system, and the use of materials absorb-

lends some credence to this suggestion, since

ent of near-infrared light.

(as he has noted) the phono stage plays through
the line stage.
Finally, Icannot agree with Mr. Colloms's

These and other techniques were pioneered
by The Mod Squad, Inc., and are protected by
our US patent #4,726,007.

comment that 10dB of gain is ideal for CD

The Mod Squad manufactured acompact

applications. Conrad-Johnson was, Ibelieve,

disc damper system starting in 1985, and con-

the first US company to offer aline-stage-only

tinuing into 1989. Early units were precision-
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machined; later ones were injection-molded.
This system was designed to be usable in awide
variety of player types, and, as such, was based
on acarefully chosen set of compromises. This
system performed well in compatible players,

Cfl

ROLIflR
_Featurint I .
L.

>.'
u-diocOesIgir

and still enjoys widespread use today. However,
due to extreme variations in player design, as
well as unit-to-unit variations, we were unable
to accurately predict which machines would
offer compatibility. We therefore decided to
stop producing this design.
It was clear from our earliest work in this
area that the most sensible approach to CD
damping would be in the form of adampoidatnp
integrated with the transport mechanism. It is
gratifying to finally see companies with the
required resources making this dream areality.
Steven A. McCormack
Designer, The Mod Squad, Inc., Leucadia, CA

Lyle 78rpm cartridges
Editor:
Do any of you actually read your own magazine? If so, Ifind it hard to believe that Thomas
J. Norton can write an article, such as the one
that appears in the December issue regarding
"78" playback [p.71], without giving any
thought to us. We are one of the largest distributors of 78 replacement styli in the US, and
offer the widest selection of Shure and Stanton models, going all the way to the top of the
Shure line with the 78 replacement for the
V15VMR (VN578E). We also offer complete cartridges with just the 78 diamond installed,
which is something no one else does.
Our monthly ad in your magazine specifically mentions "We still carry 78rpm replacement styli for collectors." If you had researched
your article properly before publishing it, this
note would not be necessary.
Robert S. LeWinter
Lyle Cartridges, Valley Stream, NY
Mr LeWinter is, of course correct; his company
is amajor distributor of 78rpm replacement
styli, and suitable cartridges. No omission
was intended. The article was written to inform
interested readers about a 78rpm turntable (or
turntables, if one includes tbe SME)of which
they might not otherwise be aware not to discuss available sources of 78rpm cartridges
and styli. Thefact that Esoteric Sound can provide cartridges with their turntables was provided as useful, but peripheral information.
23
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Those looking for appropriate cartridges and
styli may, of course, wish to investigate other
sources, including Lyle.

—13N

SiderealKaps
Editor:
Iwould like to take this opportunity to thank
you for mentioning SiderealKaps in the Black
Dahlia article (Vol.13 No.11). If any readers would
like to purchase SiderealKaps for their own
Dahlias they may do so by ordering directly
from Sidereal Alcustic or through Douglas Kent
Smith. The address and phone number for DKS
are as follows: Douglas Kent Smith, Electronics
Consulting, 240 West Pike Street, Canonsburg,
PA 15317-1163. Tel: (412) 746-1210
Richard A. Smith
Sidereal Akustic, San Diego, CA
r
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Hi-End Audio
ELECTRONICS
Adcom
Aragon

SPEAKERS
Eminent
Technology

Classe
Melos

,
3

2,44éce,
/e
4lliet

A
. !I

Toobs

« takv-a4ge"

CALL US

(508) 996-5454
Route 6
North Dartmouth, MA 02747
TRADE-INS
WELCOMED
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Celestion
Polk Audio
MFA
Janis
TARA Labs
Acoustic
Energy
Atmasphere
Magnum
Velodyne
Dynalab
Sound Lab
NAD
Yankee Audio
Kebschull
Duntech
Mod Squad
Tice Audio
ANALOGUE
Music Reference Sumiko-SME
Wadia
VPI
Barclay
Merrill
Symphonic LineEminent
Technology
CABLES, etc.
Sota
Cardas
Grado
Tera
Rega
RPG Diffusors
Audioquest
Cogan Hall
Dynavector
Target-Arcici
Benz
Siltech
Graham
Koetsu
VIDEO
Lexicon
JVC
FOR BRANDS
NAD
NOT LISTED.
Vidikron

PLEASE CALL

e

ADA • ADCOM • AKG
AUDIOPRISM
BANG &OLUFSEN
BRYSTON
CAL • CANTON
CHICAGO SPEAKER STANDS
CWD CABINETS
DENON
ESOTERIC AUDIO
KEF • KLIPSCH
LEXICON • LUXMAN
MADRIGAL
MAGNUM DYNALAB
MARK LEVINSON
MARTIN-LOGAN
NILES • PARADIGM
PARSEC
PHANTOM ACOUSTICS
PROCEED • REVOX
RUSSOUND • SIGNET
SME • SONANCE
SONRISE
SOTA • STA X
SUMIKO • SYNTHESIS
TERK • THORENS
JVC VIDEO
OPTONICA VIDEO
PIONEER VIDEO
PROTON VIDEO

FRIED R/4

WHY NEW ENGLAND'S OLDEST AUDIO
DEALER THINKS MARK LEVINSON
ELECTRONICS ARE BEST.
Everybody says everything they sell is simply THE
BEST. We don't presume to make such adefinitive
statement. Mark Levinson represents the best we're
aware of, and we've been aware for over 60 years. The
criteria we use are sound quality, durability, serviceability, retention of value, and along history of showing
us an acceptance rather than an avoidance of responsibility for their products. Does this make Mark
Levinson the best? We think so.
When you're ready we'll be here

For New England
Quality Sound Since 1928

l'he Musk Sox
58 Central Street *Wellesley • MA •02181

(617) 235-5100

"Jemstone Audio introduces the FRIED R-4 loudspeaker. The
R-4 incorporates, for the first time, a of the time proven
technology that has made FRIED loudspeakers outstanding
values for over 30 years. New proprietary drivers and CADdesigned crossovers provide ultra smooth response and improved dynamics. The midrange is terminated with atransmission line allowing the human voice and piano to have an
open, spacious, uncolored sound. The R/4's 10" poly woofer
is loaded with aCAD-designed line tunnel, delivering rich full
bass. The new I" high energy dome is detailed and smooth.
This is one of the only speakers we have heard that can do

ll

justice to Pop. Rock. light and complex Jazz and Classical
music. As main speakers in aDolby surround system you can
feel the jets take off! Overall, this is one of the finest speakers
we have heard up to the $3,000/pr. price range. At SI I
95./pr.,
Compared to the KEF I04.2's, Vandersteen 3's and Thiel
CS2's, we feel the R/4 is atypical FRIED value." Call fo
introductory R/4 prices.
J. E. Morn.

FRIED NOW AVAILABLE U.P.S.

Audio! The FRIED Authority.
Send for price list/catalog and newsletter!

Contact lemstone
SIL!oicittire Send.,

"The Loudspeaker you
have always wanted"

2to

ems tone

j AUDIO

325 Grove Street
East Lansing, Michigan 48823
Ph. (517) 332-1230
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers Interested In selling Stereophile call (505) 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5. Box 57
Huntsville
Audio Video Lab
2801 Newby Rd SW

ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks
405 E Northern Lights Blvd

ARIZONA

El Toro
Tower Records
23811 El Toro Rd
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
131 N El Camino
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave Ste 8
Fairfield
UN Stereo Unlimited
2020 N Texas

Mesa
Hi-Ei Sales
Gardena
810 W Main St
Reference Audio Systems
Phoenix
18214 Dalton Ave
Sound Alternatives
Hollywood
4126 E Lewis
World
Book &News
Sounds Like Music
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Real Hi Fi Systems
2734 W Bell Rd. #1306
Irvine
Soundquest
Tower Records
4255 Campus Dr. #116
3949 E Thomas Rd
Leucadia
Scottsdale
Music by the Sea
Esoteric Audio
4120 N Marshall Way. Ste 1 542 N Hwy 101
Tucson
Los Angeles
Wilson Audio Ltd
Avone Electronics
2900 E Broadway
8414 W Third
Parrs Audio
ARKANSAS
12401 Wilshire Blvd
Little Rock
Radio Active Sound
Creative Sight &Sound
1278 Westwood Blvd
4009 Bowman. Ste B-3
Mission Viejo
CALIFORNIA
Videolaser
Arroyo Grande
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Central Coast Audio
Monrovia
123 W Branch
Brooks Berdan Ltd
110 W Olive Ave
Berkeley
DB Audio
Mountain View
2573 Shattuck Ave
Sound Goods
Audio Chamber
391 San Antonio Rd
17178 University Ave
Newport Beach
Music Lovers
Audio by Design
1510 AWalnut St
1000 Bristol St N
Tower Records
Oakland
Classical Annex
California Music World
2585 Telegraph Ave
1015 63rd St
Beverly Hills
Pro Audio
Christopher Hansen Ltd
383 40th St
8822 W Olympic Blvd
Orange
Burlingame
Absolute Audio
Future Sound
1232 N Tustin
1118 Burlingame Ave
Palm Springs
Shelly's Stereo
David Rutledge Audio
6836 De Soto Ave
675 N Palm Canyon Or
Upscale Audio
Palo
Alto
8381 Canoga Ave
Audible Difference
Carmichael
805 El Camino Real
Deetes Sound Room
Western Audio Imports
5825 Manzanita Ave. #4
4191 El Camino Real
Claremont
Pasadena
Audio Basics
GNP Showcase
976 W Foothill. #139
1244 E Colorado Blvd
Colma
Riverside
Serra Stereo
SpeakerCraft
4947 Junipero Serra
3627 Mernll Ave
Cotati
Zone Audio
7880 Old Redwood Hwy
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd
Dublin
Stereo Plus
6767 Dublin Blvd

Rohnert Park
Auto Symphony
57134 Commerce Blvd
Sacramento
Keith Yates Audio
2440 Fulton Ave
Paradyme Audio/Video
1720 Fulton Ave
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San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St

Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
20929 Ventura Blvd
Paris Audio
20037 Ventura Blvd
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd
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COLORADO

Boulder
ADSystems Ltd
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
San Jose
The Stereo-File Inc
Paradise Sound
1939 Pearl St
860 S Winchester
Cherry Creek
San Luis Obispo
US Tech
Audio Ecstasy
248 Detroit St
786 Higuera
Colorado Springs
Santa Barbara
Listen Up 03
Audio Vision
230 N Tejon
612 N Milpas
the Sound Shop
Mission Audio
528 S Teton
215 W Mission St
Denver
Santa Cruz
Listen Up
Cymbaline Records
999 S Logan
1336 Brommer St. #9A
Sound Hounds
Santa Maria
1575 S Pearl
Jell Lynn Audio
US Tech
5455 Esplanada Ave
111 S Madison
Santa Monica
Fort Collins
Optimal Enchantment
Audio Junction
522 Santa Monica (by appt I
2727 S College Ave
Shelley 's Stereo
Sound Hounds
2212 Wilshire Blvd
646 S College Ave
Sausalito
Westminster
Music by Design
Westminster Newsstand
107 Caledonia St
5088 W 92nd Ave
Sherman Oaks
CONNECTICUT
Tower Records
Classical Annex
Bristol
14623 Ventura Blvd
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Simi Valley
House of Audio/Video
Danbury
1970-4 Sequoia
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Stockton
Fairfield
Private Line
The Sound Source
Home Entertainment
1955 Black Rock Inpk
88 W Castle St
New Haven
Torrance
Take 5Audio
Stereo Hi Fi Center
105 Whitney Ave
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
New London
Tustin
Roberts
the Digital Ear
90 Bank St
13011 Newport Ave. #100
Stereo Lab
Upland
140 Bank St
Audio Haven
1937 W llth St
FLORIDA
Van Nuys
Boca Raton
Audio Den
Vein's Electronics
15600 Roscoe Blvd
3259 N Federal Hwy
Audio Den
Clearwater
8101 Orim, #7
Rising Sounds
Venice
28901 US 19 N
Armadillo &Company
Fort Lauderdale
928 California Ave
Audio Center
Walnut
Audio Best
2411 S Joel Dr
West Hollywood
Tower Records
Classical Annex
8840 W Sunset Blvd
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd

4134 N Federal Hwy
Fort Pierce
Sound Insights
2302 S US 1
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd. #10
Key West
Audio International
1436 Kennedy Dr

Largo
Sound Creations, Inc
3690 East Bay Dr
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
11927 S Dixie Hwy
Pensacola
Audio Distinction
5;10 N Davis Highway. 01
Pompano Beach
Stereo Shoppe
1650 N Federal Highway
Tampa
Audio Visions
14306-F N Dale Mabry Hwy
Audio visions
3953 W Kennedy Blvd

GEORGIA
Atlanta

Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry Landing
Ulbum
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
40 Cora Ann Dr
'Kicker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Direction
3184A Waialae Ave
The Audio Shoppe
803 S Berelania. #207
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd

ILLINOIS
Barrington
Stereo Images of Barrington
718 W North West Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
Sound Choice
928 W Diversey Pkwy
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Victor's Stereo
8E Erie St
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W Jefferson St
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Why Music Lovers
Buyfrom
Square Deal.

ADS •AKG
Alphason •Apogee
Arcici •Anston
B&O •B&W
Boston Acoustics
CA L •Carver
Classe Audio •CWD
Dahlquist •Dual
Electro Companiet
JBL Pro Urei
Lexicon •Magnum
Mod Squad
Monster •NAD
Nakamichi
Onkyo •Ortofon
Sonographe
Sony ES
Straightwire
Sumo •Terk •Tice
Velodyne
& Morel

Square Deal auditions
virtually everything — but carries
only the best models of the best brands.
libu get to choose from the cream of the crop!
A quiet expert is always on hand for your
inquiries or to take your order. Your major
credit card is welcome.

Square Deal
456 Waverly Avenue
Patchogue. New York 11 -m2

(516) 475-1857
Others: 1800 332-5369
Local:

Since 1925. We must he doing something right.

SERIOUS

At Woodbridge Stereo we take our business seriously by choosing only the best
designed components in the world. Our audio/video professionals keep in step with the
latest technology. Our customers get no-nonsense information, assistance. and service.
Adcom •Audio Research •Bryston •B&W •CAL •Dahlguist •Denon •
Esoteric •Forte •Fosgate •Grado •Infinity •Janis •Lexicon •
Magnepan •McIntosh •Mirage •MIT •Monster Cable •Nakamichi •
Oracle •SME •Snell Acoustics •SOTA •Spica •Stax •Sumiko •
Threshold •Theta •Velodyne •UPI •Wilson Audio

woodbridentreo

-g
Locations Throughout New Jersey
Woodbridge •Montclair •West Caldwell •Princeton •West Long Branch
(201) 63G-7777
242
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Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peona
105 E. Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Saint Charles
Audiophile Si Charles
411 S 2nd St
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton St
Springfield
The King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Authentic Audio
3584 N. Wells
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
9546 Allisormlle Rd
Tone Studio
820 E 64th SI
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberty Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert
Marlon
The Audio Room Ltd
1426 Twixt Town Rd
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art ColleVs
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Octave's
112 University PI
Tower Records
408 N. Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Playing by Ear
5615 Belair Rd
Soundscape
406 W. Cokl Spnng Lane
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu Audio Shop
326 N Market SI
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Luthenrille
Gramaphone Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E. Rockville Pike
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike

Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgia Ave

MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Towson
An Die Musik, Inc
Hi End Audio
1Investment PI, Annex Bldg 740 11th Ave S
Minneapolis
MASSACHUSETTS
Audio Perfection
Arlington
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
Audio Vision
HiFi Sound Electronics
1060 Massachusetts Ave
1226 Harmon PI
Boston
St.
Paul
Audio Studio
House
of High Fidelity
303 Newbury St
157 N Snelling Ave
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
MISSOURI
Looney Tunes Records
Kansas City
1106 Boylston St
Pnmus Audio
Tower Records
1164 Baltimore
360 Newbury St
St. Louis
Brookline
Best Sound Inc
Audio Studio
1131 S. Brentwood Blvd
414 Harvard St
Flip's Stereo Place
Cambridge
9556 Watson Rd
0Audio
Great St. Louis Sound Co
95 Vassar St
1341 S. Lindbergh. Ste 1
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
NEVADA
Dartmouth
Las Vegas
Sound II
Tiger Tech
576 State Rd
1550 E. Tropicana Ave
Framingham
Tower Records
Natural Sound
4700 S. Maryland Pkwy
401 Worcester Rd
Union Premiums
Northampton
1325 E Flamingo
Sound and Music
Reno
351 Pleasant St
High End Stereo
Peabody
959 W. Moana Lane
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Pittsfield
Amherst
HBS Stereo Systems
Audio Ensemble
237 First St
2Pauls Way
Worcester
Hanover
O' Coin's
Camera Shop of Hanover
239 Mill St
47-51 S Main St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E Liberty
School Kids Records
523 E. Liberty
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E Maple
Dearbom
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Detroit
Audio Illusions
17920 Ten Mile Rd
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
325 Grove St
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
FremdWe
Hi-Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Stereo Showcase
2440 28th St NE
Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Gat
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
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Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuarts Audio
544 North Ave E
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Absolute Audio Store
1540 ATramway Blvd NE
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 SI. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscnption
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
Santa Fe Sight 8Sound
500 Montezuma, Ste 109
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Mom's Music Systems
Windsor Plaza, 98 Wolf Rd
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main SI
Canandaigua
Audio Nouveaux
71-73 S Main St
Fairport
Fairport Soundworks
30 State St
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconsel Hwy
Latham
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd

NEW JERSEY
Chester
Professional Audio
Consultants
57 E Main St
Deptford
Hi iConnection
136 RI 41
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD I, Rt 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Uverpool
Consonants
Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Dr
182 Essex St
Morristown
Lynbrook
Sight and Sound
American Audiophile
60 Speedwell Ave
373 Sunnse Hwy
South Street Stereo
Merrick
20 South St
Performance Audio
2064 Sunnse Hwy
Northfield
Sound Inc
Mount Kisco
900 Tibor Rd
Accent on Music
Princeton
175 Main St
Woodbridge Stereo
Fox and Sutherland
127 Village Blvd US Route 1 15 S Moger Ave
Ridgewood
Nanuet
Sounding Board
Eardrum Audio Video
75 Franklin Ave
148 E RI59
Sea Girl
New `fork City
Monmouth Stereo
Electronic Workshop
2133 Hwy 35
10 E 8th St
Shrewsbury
Lyric Hi-Fi Inc.
Monmouth Stereo
1221 Lexington Ave
450 Hwy 35
2005 Broadway

Park Audio
425 Park Ave S
Sixth Avenue Electronics
1024 6th Ave
Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th SI
Tower Records
692 Broadway
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Roslyn
Discriminating Ear
Harbour Vie« Shoppes
1518 Old Northern Blvd
Scandale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Secaucus
Harvey Electronics
600 Secaucus Rd
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons, RI 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Ene Blvd E.
Gordon Electronics
2739 Ede Blvd E.
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E
Walton
Audio Classics
US Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E. Post Rd
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Pineville
Higher Fidelity
10201 Rodney St
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State RI725
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
11419 Pnnceton Rd
4582 Montgomery Way
Stereo Store
7842 Cooper Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Lane
Progressive Audio
1764 N High St
Cleveland
The Sound Resource
12801 Buckeye Rd
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Return To
"Forbidden Planet"
Not asequel to the classic 50's sci-fi movie, but our return to the
ranks of Krell dealers. The new KST100 & KSL are an unparalleled
breakthrough in Krell power and musicality. For less than $5000.00
this pre/power combination will demonstrate the awesome ability of
the Krell to reveal musical truths.
We are also demonstrating THE NEW Krell Digital MD1 & MD2 CD
transports with SBP64X & 32X processors. Only the knowledge of the
Krell could orchestrate this superb performance.
Adcom, Apogee, Audio Research, Audiffluest, Celestion, Denon
Forte, Infinity Modulus, Krell, Krell Digital, Mirage, NAD, SME, SOTA,
Spica, Sumiko, Theta, Thiel, VPI

AUDIO
•

It the truth...
Eimbodys'fatorite rogue hi-fi store
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174
617-648-4434

To Russia with Sam!
Did you know Lenin loved music so much he had to STOP
LISTENING lest he forget about overthrowing the Czar? (This
is true.) The Revolution might never have occurred if hi-fi had
happened sooner. Vladimir Ilyich might have stayed home to
read Stereophile!
Now you can experience the land of Lenin—of Tchaikovsky,
Rachmaninoff, Shostakovich, Pushkin, Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky—
with Sam! Tour Moscow, Leningrad, Odessa, Suzdal (maybe),
Tashkent, Samarkand. This is atour for music/art/culture
GLUTTONS! By day, your eyes will pop out—the Kremlin, the
Hermitage, the mummified relic of Lenin himself! By night,
your ears will be serenaded.
We leave March 28 from New York via capitalist Finnair. Return
April 10. Price and itinerary still not firm, but dates are. MOST
people who went on the first tour are GOING AGAIN! You'll
have congenial fellow travelers!

Only $2895 (I think)
Double Occupancy

For information on the experience of alifetime, write:
Russia Tour •RO. Box 1198 •Ridgefield, CT 06877
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Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
Toledo
Jamiesons Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Premium Audio
4715 E 41s1 St
OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St
PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr Stereo
1016 Lancaster Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W 26th St
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E State St
Jenkintown
the Stereo Trading Place
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
All that Jazz
617 S 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd
Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
3047 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Hilton Head Isle
Sound Ideas
218 Park Plaza
TENNESSEE
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike Ste 900
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
ic oson sSte rev
Nhl
115 191h Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
38W N Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Marcum Electronics
6009 Burnet Rd
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N Central Expwy
Crystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio
17194 Preston Rd #159
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway E ID
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
13158 Veteran's Memorial
Pkwy
StereoWorks
2470 S Dairy Ashford. #285
the Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S Loop 289. #13
McAllen
Videorama
1301 Pecan
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd

PUERTO RICO
Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Guayama yPonce de Leon

UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
214-4 Highland Or
Le Disque
2146 S Highland Dr

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St

VERMONT
Burlington
ity Stereo
207 College St
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S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gifted Listener
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products 8Svcs
215 Main St
Falls Church
The Sound Exchange
228 W Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Audio Wealth
8047 W Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound Inc
6477 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northrup Way
Richland
Tin Ear
704-A Symons
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
WASHINGTON ,DC
Needle in aHaystack
1990 KSt
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
Hr Fi Clinic
1109 Lee St E
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St
WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S Hastings Way
Greenbay
Hi Fr Heaven
1917 S Webster Ave
Madison
High Performance Audio
402 S Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton. Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24 Site One RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Sounds of Music
220 7th Ave SW

Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
(KA Audio
453 Bernard Ave
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn AVI.
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W Unit 2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Pnncess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St. a3
Mississauga
Laser land
2200 Dundas St E
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W .#3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242' Bank St
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge SI
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
129 Jarvis St

Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
Toronto Home ut
Audiophile
71 McCaul St Units E8 &E9
Waterloo
Sound Stage
59 Regina St N
Whitby
Whitby Audio
233 Brock St S
Windsor
Audio Two
2863 Howard Ave
QUEBEC
Anjou
Son Or
7339 St Zohque
Montreal
Metropolitan News
1109 Cypress SI
Opus Audio
5181 Deane Blvd
Quebec
COR A
131 18 Rue E
Ste-Fey
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thornbury. Victoria
Audio üImports
649 Burma' Rd
Hawthorn 3122
BERMUDA
Hamilton
WM International Ltd
61 Church St
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4 Blistrup
Copenhagen
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvei 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilia Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
MP Bruunsgade 36
GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str 2E
GREECE
National Distributor
At
Videoremos
6Shritanidou St
176 76 Kallithea
Musicompact
293 Kilissias Ave
Crete
Audio 8Visual Co
3Zografou St
Thessaloniki
Audio Hall
2Delhou St

2 IS

¿Audio Images

PHILIPS

Classé Audio
Counterpoint
Naim Audio
PS Audio
Luxman
Hailer
Belles
Eastern l'a's Premier High 1;tui
Denon
Audio Specialists
B 8c W
1.100)Vandersteen
Martin-Logan
Energy
Velodyne
Lexicon
Optonica
Proton Video
Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab
Theta Digital
California Audio Labs
VPI • Dual • CWD •Straightwire
Sonance •Sumiko. ...& more!

In Stock Now!!
THE LHH500!!

MEN SIZE

*Philips Bitstream Pulse Density
Modulation 1-bit 256 times oversampling DA conversion system
•7004 Favorite Track Selection
Full Function System Remote
*Standard and Balance Outputs
*Die Cast Alloy Transport
*Optical and coaxial digital out

Call for Price!

,

IOW Qualn, Aftontabelar. and Dionne trah A Personal Touch

PO Box 245

215.391.1200

Macungie, PA 18062

AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
Sound advice
without the price
(9M) 666-0550
11:00am-6:00pm M-F

5980 Hamilton Blvd. • Wescosville, PA 18108

OSSO -999 Vl6

PA

(215)966-4500

ATC SCM-20 •Acoustic Energy
Allis Audio •Audioquest •Audible
Illusions •ASC •B&K •Sonata
Cardas •Celestion •Classe' Audio
Coda Technologies •Dynaudio
Monitors •Esoteric Digital
Kimber •KEF Custom •Lexicon
Ensemble •Entec •Mission/Cyrus
Magnum/Dynalab •Mod Squad
PSE •Philips Audio/Video •Niks
Rega •Sims •Sonus Faber •Stax
Sonrise •Sound Anchor
Tara-Labs • Target • Tera/Video
Tice Power Block • Velodyne
FOR

moi1
4
/
„,„

um OR

301-890-3232
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ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125
JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi. Chiyoda-Ku
MEXICO
Mexico DF 06600
Audiorama SA
Marsella 71
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Riinstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR Britton Ltd
3Seney St
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock
SAUDI ARABIA
National Distributor
Jeddah
Audio Tech
PO Box 14369

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Audio Suite-Flair System
06-02 Da Jin Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Lebar Rd
Complex
112 E Coast Rd

For records, tapes and CDs.

HONG KONG
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001. Dina House
11 Ouddell St
YK Audio
Room 291. Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
PVC Audio
248 Ocean Terminal

—

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
SarIP
¡Ir... Ow 22
TAIWAN
Taipei
Tadu Electronics Corp
6F. No.57-1, Sec .2
Chung Ching South Rd

THAILAND
Bangkok
Audio Suite
35011-2 Petchaburi Rd
Focal (Thailand)
297 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamn Rd
Future Land
Amarro Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathurnwan. Rumpinee
SM&M Marketing Co.
Peninsula Plaza. 3rd Floor
153 Rajadarnri Rd

UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St. Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Lane
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St Johns Hill
Manchesbx
Music Room
50 Bndge St
Reading Berke
Reading Hi Fi
Hams Arcade. Fnar St

WEST INDIES
JAMAICA

The best record rack in America
Free madorder brochure
(please mention Stereoplule)

Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

Sonus
faber

Kingston
Dataline Equipment
Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

tor
&

Information
Literature

Please Call

301-890-3232

JS
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AUDIO MART
RATES :Private, en) per word, $12 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $2.25 per word, $90 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT:All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO :Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL:505/982-1411. DEADLINE :Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

For Sale
OHIO: SOUND RESOURCE proudly represents the
Jeff Rowland Design Group, MEA, Klyne, Kebschull,
Quicksilver, Mod Squad, SOTA, Basis, SME, Koetsu,
Dynaudio, Hales, TDL, Eminent Technology, Cardas,
OCOS, Magnan, Sound Anchors, Sanus Systems, and
more. (216) 75/-6363 by appL
ADCOM GFA-555 MODIFIED by Northwest Audio
Labs, $650; PS Audio 4.6 with M-250 power supply,
$450. John, (405)360-3461.

SOTA COSMOS, 1HRESHOID, MARTIN-LOGAN, Quicksilver, Sumiko, Klyne, MFA, SOTA Siltech, Linacum,
SME, Superphon, Auna-Sphere, Spica, Forte, Philips,
Rotel, BEL, Viodia, and more. Corner Audio, 1204 NW
Glisan, Portland, OR 97209. (503)227-1943.
PHILIPS CDV-488, ALL-FORMATS laser player, box
with warranty. Programmable jog/shuttle remote, digital effects, TD1451 D/A converters, SNHS output,
$595. (312)335-0528.
KLYNE, ALTIS DIGITAL, ELECTROCOMPANIET, Celestion SI.. Perfectionist Audio Components, Dynaudio
loudspeakers, Magnum Dynalab, Space & Time, Reference Line, Sumo, Musical Design, Sumiko, MAS, Arcici,
JBL Video, Distech, Well-Tempered, Thorens, Philips
CD players, Vecteur, Benz cartridges, Fosgate, many
more. Straightforward guidance. Krystal Clear Audio,
Dallas, TX, (214) 821-2753. Audition evaluations
available.
30-60% SAVINGS TO PURCHASE DIRECT from Hong
Kong! DAT, CD player, amplifiers, and accessories. Ask
for pricelists with $2 postage. Winston Camera &
Radio Co., Ltd., Mail Order Division, 55 Hankou'
Road, Hong Kong. We accept Visa/MC. Fax (852)
369-93 13.
ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN HIGH-END SPEAKER CABLES,
only 48C/ft. Wonderfully tran.sparent, neutral, uncolored. These cables are fantastic and the cost is almost
free, using off-the-shelf materials. Derailed plans, only

LINN SONDEK LP12 with lttok arm, latest mods, near
new, $1750. (505)989-8990.
MISSION CYRUS II integrated amp with PSX power
supply, $600. (216)762-3368.
STEREOPHILE COLLECTION, AUTUMN 1971 to present, $175 OBO. 7bm, (612)259-1395 M-F days, (612)
363-7495 eves.
THIEL CS3.5 SPEAKERS, walnut with shipping boxes,
perfect condition, $1800. (703)690-7356.
AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California. Hot components: Celestion 3000, TARA Labs,
Counterpoint SA100/220, PS Dig,ilink, Audible Illusions Modulus, Music Concepts, Mod Squad, ACOUSIX,
Spica Angelus, Beyer, Magnum, Fosgate, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Spectrum, Rauna. Sound-Lab,
Kinergetics subwoofer, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott, Monster, Straight Wire, AudioQuest. (714)861-5413.

Appt.

LAZARUS CASCADE BASIC preamplifier, mint condition, 8300 plus half shipping. CallJobn Crites. (3 04)
292-8093.
NAICAMICHI DRAGON, 6MONTHS OLD, low hours,
mint condition, wife disapproved, $1800. (919)4905189 eves.
FINIAL TECHNOLOGY LT-I LASER LP player $13,500,
factory adjusted (laser focused, etc), unlike HEN/RR's
5/90 review unit. (505)662-1415 or (505)667-1330.
MEA MAGUS PREAMP, $750; pair MFA M120C amps,
$3200; Proton 440 tuner. $175; 2m Maestro interconnect, $300; 24" Maestro speaker cable, 8100. (608)
849-7207.
MOD SQUAD DELUXE Line Drive, $700; Aragon D2A
converter with IFS. #8(X); 11/K Citation 22 power amp,
$500. Must sell, best offer. (215)886-7813.

City, OK 73132.

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS Genesis CD player, new
with warranty, $1300; Threshold FET-10 Hi plus Vendetta Research power supply, $1400. (717)421-2884

MIT, MAS MASTERLINK, OCOS, Cardas cables, cus-

days.

$4. AAF, 5909 NW Expressway #2423, Oklahoma

tom terminations, Camacs. XLR balanced, highflexibility tonearrn sets; Clements speakers. Vendetta
Research, custom Shallcross volume controls; MIT &
Wonder Caps/solder/wire; all types of audio connectors, tonearm and chassis wires; NAVCOM; Tone
Cones, many accessories, mod parts. $1 catalog ($3
overseas). Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA
94937, (415)669-7181.
CALIFORNIA PRIVATE PARTY selling bulk SEA SRS
2.3 speakers, like new, under warranty, sacrifice
81850/pair Call Omar (213)332-6013 days, (213)9244699 after 5pm.
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CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized
dealers for B&K, Ariston, AR. Celestion, Parasound,
Counterpoint. etc The Stereo Buding Outlet, 320 Old
York Rd., Jenkintown. PA 19046. (215)886-1650.
KLYNE SK5AM PREAMP, Class-A sound, mint condition, $1300. Call (213)372-417" t': coings (PST).
SUMIKO LUSTRE TONEARM and AudioQuest -104 hiMC cartridge, like new, perfect for use with AR. VPI,
or other mid-price 'table; 8200 coral 01K) (new prices
$500 and $200). (505) 989-8990.
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AUDIO RESEARCH D76, SILVER PANEL, great cosmetics, ready to play, $650; VSP Labs Gold Edition,
200Wpc, robust, detailed, open, any-load stable, perfect for "difficult" speakers, $795; Carver M500T,
1.5T, 4.0, and Silver Seven-t monoblor_ks, $1195! Sumo
Charlie tuner, $250; Sony SDP777 Surround, $395.
Good New Year to all. (313)949-4567
HIGH-END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY—We are your
newest source for Arcici, B&K, Cardas, Merlin Signature, Philips, PS Audio, Room Tune, Rotel, and TARA
products. Call Mark or Rich for sound advice—sound
price. Signature Sound, PO. Box 2814, Liverpool, NY
13089. (315)622-9066/413 7
SAN DIEGO AREA: The new Hales speakers (stunning
holography), Cardas cables, Convergent Audio preamps (that marvelous C.A.T.), Symphonic-Line amps
(a big winner), First Sound passive preamps, Benz,
Sound Anchor stands, acoustic treatment material and
ideas. Auditions by appt. Used items occasionally.
Audio Archives, (619)455-6326.
FREE SHIPPING FROM in/between audio: Featuring
superb Cary Audio tube electronics, Gold Aero, AudioQuest, Aural Symphonics, Apature, Esoteric, TARA
Labs, Straight Wire, SNM, SimplyPhysics, Dynavector, Chesky. For your in/between needs call (503)6385767 for afree catalog.
TOP RETAIL $1 FOR McINTOSH tube and SS, Maranta
tube, '50s and 60s JBL, EV Patricians, Mark Levinson.
(313)229-5191 evenings EST

ATTEND THE '91 MONTREUX JAZZ FESTIVAL. Enjoy
some of the most exciting musical performances of
the year at the 25th anniversary Montreux Jazz Festival in Montreux. Swimrlandjuly 5-21, 1991. Sevennight complete packages air available with departures
out of avariety of cities. All packages include hotel,
breakfast, concert tickets for six nights, parties, free
activities, and more Call for details and information.
Robert, (800)753-3823.
AUDIO. ..
BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky
records. And we are expanding our stock of Opus One
records. To receive acurrent list without charge, call
(716)377-0432. Leave your name and address or telephone number and I'll get back to you.
SONY PCM 501ES, $300, perfect condition, original
packaging and instructions. (305)552-3'27
BOSION—GRAND OPENING. Acoustic Energy, Cello,
Crosby, Duntech, Eminent Technology, Essence, Fosgate, FMS, MIT, Quad, Spectral, Wilson (& used).
Browse Saturday, 12-6, or by appointment Tuesday
through Friday day or evening. Goodwins High End,
41 cypress Street, Brookline Mr4 02144 (6n 232-7888
CARVER C4000, $325; TX11, $300; Kenwood KR4070,
$75; Magnum 85FM boosteg $95. Wanted: Scott 310E
or 4310 tuner, Carver C9. (203) 544-9270.
NAKAMICHI TA2A 50W RECEIVER, Stasis CR2A cassette, OMS2A CD, integrated remote, excellent, $900;
Stax 51134 Pro, $100. Erie (616)364-7352 EST
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Western New York's Exclusive

MARK LEVINSON

SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

DEALER

•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO RESEARCH
•AUDIOOUEST
•CHESKY
•DENON
•GRADO
•LINN

•MAGNEPAN
•MIRAGE
•NAD
•NAKAMICHI
•PROCEED
•PROTON VIDEO
•THIEL
•VELODYNE

AUDIO RESEARCH • B & W • CWD
GRADO • INFINITY-IRS BETA & GAMMA
LEXICON

• LUXMAN

MAGNEPAN

•

MIT

•

•

M & K

MONSTER

NAKAMICHI •ONKYO GRAND INTEGRA

Trades Welcome

PIERRE LURNE • SHURE SURROUND
SME • SOTA • SPECTRAL

MC • VISA • AMEX • DIS

• STAX

SUMIKO • SUMO • TERA • THIEL

don I.
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VELODYNE • WADIA • WILSON WATT

SINCE 1968

.1

di

2314 MONROE AVE.. ROCHESTER. NY

716-442-6050

MON.-FRI. NOON-9
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SAT. 10-5
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(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha. NE 68114

WHEN YOUR EARS
SAY "HI-END"
BUT YOUR WALLET
SAYS "MID-Fl"
CALL HCM AUDIO!
•

•

•

•

•

•

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
Straightwire •Audioquest
Monster •Sota • SME
AR ES-1 • Alpha Genesis
Grado Signature • Sumiko
Nitty Gritty •Stax • B & K
Musical Concepts • Fried
Music Reference •VMPS
Nelson Reed •Taddeo
Celestion •Sony
Standesign •And more!

FICIVI AUDIO
916-345-1341 • FAX 916-345-7269

1015 MANGROVE AVE, CHICO, CA 95926

kid ¡2 1/
11111
Cdnnection
AUDIBLE ILWSIONS

One of the ten best buys In audio

B& K

Bargain high end

BELLES RESEARCH

Audio's best kept secret

CELESTION
Ribbons. 3, 6, 600, 700, 7000
KIMBER KABLE -KCAG
Keeps on disappearing

MAGNUM DYNALAB
FM wows, affordable excellence
MERRILL TURNTABLE
The last one youl buy

Wig@
HOW TO SET UP AND
TUNE YOUR TURNTABLE
Written by George Merrill

Anyone can connect equipment, but
setting up and tuning aturntable without
experience can be anightmare.
Now the nightmare is over.
Acomprehensive guide to turntable/
tonearm setup and tuning including
sonic improvement tricks.
Written by George Merrill for easy
understanding and applicable to all turntables and tonearms.
Supplied with protractor and strobe disk.
$8.95 Including U.S. Postage.
UNDERGROUND SOUND
2125 Central Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 272-1275

AlucºiHeyen
Fine Audio Components
We offer only two classes
of components:
STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET
We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters.

MORCH

CLASSE
APOGEE

VTL
MIRAGE

PSE

MERLIN

HALES

CAL
WELL TEMP
CARDAS

ROWEN
FIRST SOUND
BRASFIELD

DP6. UP4 Tonearms extraordinaire
Superlative sound, worth the trip

QUICKSILVER AUDIO
Pre amp and mono block WOW ,
ROTEL
Steel of the century

TICE POWER BLOCKS & TITAN

MFA
MUSE
RYAN
VMPS
ROTEL

VERSA DYNAMICS

THORENS
SHURE HTS

EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY

BENZ

Guaranteed smiles

VANDERSTEEN

The legend continues

18, 20. 3,4

(201)239-1799

615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ 07044

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110

Call for fairest prices on acsassorisa
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BRITISH FIDELITY BLOWOUT—All products new,
with full manufacturer's guarantee: Dig,ilog D/A converter, suggested retail $995, now $595; gl integrated
amplifier, suggested retail $549, now $345; MC-2 loudspeaker in premium walnut finish, suggested retail
$749, now $475; REF-2 loudspeaker in premium walnut finish, suggested retail $589, now $375. Limited
quantities—first come, first served. Music & Sound
Imports Inc, 4508 Pike Road, Huntingdon Valley,
PA 19006, (215)953-9222. Visa/MC.
HIGIFEND AND HARD-TO-FIND audio components
bought and sold. New and used. Daily specials. Closeouts. Best prices! CD players, D/A conveners, turntables, toneanns, cartridges, cassette decks, tuners,
preamplifiers, power amplifiers, receivers, and speakers. Audio America (VA). Call (703)745-2223.
ATHENA POLYPHASOR ML1, $195; g' Pair MIT 750,
$225; MIT Shotgun, lm, $225; MIT Shotgun, 2m,
$350; Linn Index speakers, mint, i295/pair; Tutdberg
30I2A 100W integrated amp, $495; lots more. Evan,
(619) 297-2830.
CELEST1ON SL700 SE SPEAKERS/STANDS, latest
model; Soundcraftsman PCR800 amp; Sony CDPX55ES CD player; Adcom ACE-515 filter; Belles
(Soundwave) Symphony 4amp; Symphony IA pit.
amp. (215) 567-4626.
ACOUSTAT PANELS, ELEGANT sound and looks,
$495/palr; Adcom GFA-535 amp, $195 mint. (503)
994-9645.

'SOUND YOU CAN 'MUCH,' featuring: AudioQuest,
Cary Audio, Classé Audio, Grado Signature, Koctsu,
Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, ProAc, PS Audio, Digital Link, Ryan Acoustics, SansuiNintage, Superphon,
Wadia Wavetrace, ntillempered. Custom cable
terminations. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NI (315)
451-2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
THE BINAURAL SOURCE—Exclusive one-stop source
of true binaural recordings for startling headphone
listening (also speaker-compatible). Classical/jazz/
drama/sound environments; in all three formats, from
US and Germany. Free catalog: Box 1727 S, Ross, CA
94957, or (415)457-9052.
FREE CATALOG OF AUDIO KITS, components,
boards, accessories, cable, connectors, books, software, test CDs, and more available from America's
Audio Source since 1969, Old Colony Sound Laboratory, PO. Box 243SS, Peterborough, NH 03458,
USA, 24-bour tel. (603)924-6371, Fax (603)924-9467.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MILD PREA/41P, $1075; Adcom
GCD-575 CD player, $310; Itipplite LC-1800 voltage
regulator, $150. Robert, (602)581-9646 eves.
WHOLE SYSTEM SALES with Rogers SL rack; Mirage
750s, $400; Adcom GFA-555, $1250, fully modified
by MC; PS Audio 4.6 with M500 supply; Monster
MI000 Mkils and Ref. A's; Sony CDP-30211 player and
speaker stands; ltchnics 'table, Space & lime cables;
Dynaudio ultra-tweeters, enclosed, etc. Call (818)3080215 days.

Musa..4 Video Systems for the Novice ei Connoisseur

›aunnt
Aubio & 1»ro
Consultancy -Custom Systems -Arousur Treatment
Insialkaion -Retail
Apogee •Arrici • Audio Prism
AudioQuest • Basis • Benz • Cardas
Chesky • Chicago Speaker Stand
Clearaudio • Cogan Hall • Creek • Delos
Distech • Dorian • Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technolog,

st

Sound

Garth • Harmonia Munch • Klyne • Last
Lectron • Magnan • Merrill • Mod Squad
Mogami • Morch • Nestorovic • Neutrik
Opus3 • Pro Ac • QED • Rega
Reference Recordings • Rotel • Sequerra
Sheffield Lab • Sims • Sumiko • Superphon
Tara Labs • Target • Tice Audio

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERSTEEN tieestu. MPRTIrl LOGAC1 ET

so
w

COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab
Threshold

Farr

trenitYaUdio

reseath

PS AL..1C110
IRS Series

Vendetta Research • Wadia • Water Lily
WB T • and More

800-628-0627
Princeton Junction, N.J. 08550
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SiOPPE

21 N. Market Sr.. Selinsgrove. PA •717.374.0150
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UNLIMITED

Audioquest
B&K •Modified B&K
Counterpoint
Dahlquist
Electrocompaniet
Eminent Technology
JSE Infinite Slope
Kinergetics
Lexicon
Monster Cable
Sony ES
Spica ... & More
"Established Since 1959"

"We hear Music with our Ears;

Achieving sonic realism.
Audio by Design was
created by music lovers
and musicians with the
simple goal of offering
the highest level of
musical accuracy
possible.
We offer complete
systems from less than
$800 to state-of-the-art
audiophile and roomto-room remote
systems.
Specialists in
design and installation
of all your audio/video
needs

We listen with our Minds."

Angstrom •Apogee
Acoustat •B&K
California Audio Labs
Conrad-Johnson
Forte •Fosgate •KEF
Lexicon •Monitor Audio
MB/Cluart •Nakamichi
NHT •Meridian
Mirage •NAD
PS Audio •Rolel
Soundlab •STAX
Threshold •Sonance
Well Tempered Labs

A. Angers, Founder

Van den Hut

SOUND UNLIMITED
169 Church St., Bristol, CT
(203) 584-0131

1000 Bristol Street North
Newport Beach, CA 92660

71418514112

Texas' Finest
s
ound Advice, Secad EqWpment,Sound Deals

AFFORDABLE AUDIO
EXCELLENCE
•CREEK •MISSION •EPOS •
•COUNTERPOINT •
•ACOUSTAT •PS AUDIO •
•PIONEER ELITE •TANNOY •
•HAFLER •YBA •SONANCE •
•JBL •HARMAN KARDON •
•LAZARUS •TARGET •
•STRAIGHTVVIRE•REVOLVER •
•MONSTER CABLE •
145 W 26th, NYC, NY, 10001
NY

212-691-5823/24

1-800-443-4249
s2

Audio Store
ADS •Analogic •Bryson
B&W •Carver •Classe
Duntech •Dynavector • Encore
Esoteric • Goldring •Hales •Janis
Krell •Krell Digital •Morch • MIT
Oracle •Rega •Rote! • Snell
Sony ES • Target • Tice
Wadia Digital

I()
INSIGHT
Located In Dallas Texas
2141437-4167
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THE 121 INTERCONNECT sets anew standard of
reference for sonic excellence. Finally, experience
uncompromised one-to-one neutrality and transparency. The musical truth is one meter of 121 Interconnect away. 1meter, $250. Music Metre, 249 N.
Brand Blvd. #701, Glendale, CA 91203. (818)2424535, Fax (818) 244-4795.

KONTAK, THE REVOLUTIONARY contact cleaner
from Britain, has arrived! Rave reviews have come
from every journalist who has tried Kontak. Ken Kessler writes: **The sonic gains were more than impressive; they were dumbfounding." In stock now, call
for very special pricing! Galen Carol Audio (512)4943551, Fax (512) 494-2664.

DESIGNER SOUND? NO! MUSIC? YES! Hear what the
musicians intended with awell-matched system from
Stereo Consultants. Belles, B&K, Superphon, Audire,
Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts, Melos, ProAc,
Fried, Focus, Linaeum, N.E.A.R., Ryan, many more.
Competitively priced in Lafayette, IN. Stereo Consultants, phone (317)474-9004, 3-10pm EST, Mon.-Sat.

FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Ariston, Rotel, Onkyo, Mod Squad Line Drive
and Prism, Chicago Speaker Stands, Kimber 'Cable,
Audio-Technica, Linn turntables and cartridges, Linn
loudspeakers, Arcici, Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics, Conrad-Johnson, VPI, Vandersteen. Three
Rivers Audio, (219)422-5460.

AUDIO CHAMBER—PAY CASH for Cello, Levinson,
ALC, Krell, Spectral, Rowland, etc CA, (415)549-2178.

AUDITION OUTSTANDING SOLID CORE TECHNOLOGY interconnects, risk-free, for up to 45 days. Model
SCT-03, $95/pair; SCT-04, $129/pair. Shipping, $4. Call
or write for more information. Stewart Grand, Solid
Core 7bcbnology, 3808 ITestriew Avenue West Palm
Beach, FL 3340Z (407)842-7316.

LEGENDARY TRANSFORMATIONS for Adcom and
Haller power amplifiers. "Carrying the concept of
upgrading to its natural conclusion ...
true transformations that achieve transparency and musicality."
Call or write for brochure. Nortbwest Audio Labs, Inc,
1557 NW Monroe, Corvallis, OR 97330, (503)
753-0472.
BACK ISSUES: STEREOPH1LE Vol. INo.1 to Vol.5
No.10, 55 issues, $600 or best offer. Also available:
TAS, JAR, INS, Ail, StereOpus, AA, SA, TAC, RE, and
Audio. (214)539-8739.
DAHLQUIST DQ-20s, PERFECT CONDITION, with
original boxes. $1100. (915)689-8722.

AUSED HIGH-END DEALER IN CALIFORNIA—ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, MIT, and Threshold. Buy and sell by UPS/COD. Call Sennie (209) 2987931 or Fax (209)297-0359.
ELECTROSIAIIC SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY! Vacuumtube controlled. Latest technology and modular design. Risk-free 30-day home trial. Uncompromised
performance at factory-direct pricing. Send one dollar
to: David Lucas, Inc, Dept.
mont, PA 15139.

_
A
_BL
_ __

CS'
E
39 brands, 200 products
I available for in-home trial. 1

i-»- TUBES .481E-1
iMESA: "Hammer-tested ". for 1
1microphonics/6 mo. guaranty.'
1
1
RAM LABS: State of the art
1
1
computer testing & matching.
1
1
COMPONENTS/ 1

I ACCESSORIES
Vast selection.

Call or write.

I

SERIOUS
AUDIOPHILES
DESERVE
SERIOUS
SERVICE.
And that's what you
will get at Reference
Audio/Video. We offer
the best in high-end
audio and the best in
friendly service by
our knowledgeable
staff. From the latest
CD players to the
finest high-power
amplifiers, you'll
like our surprisingly
affordable prices and
fast shipping.

(The Cable Company)
1-800-FAT
I

WYRE

or (215) 297-8824. or fax (215) 297-8661

MON-FRI 10-6, SAT 12-4 visa-Ae

L

po box 579, point pleasant. pa 18950
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Cat/ us at

S1

924 Hutton Rd., Oak-

MFA • COUNTERPOI
RE
MODVOS
X0•
IJA[
AO
C. U
.
ITAT
DAHLOUIST • BOSE
NH
H
A T•
FLEH
RAR
.M
PA
RN
ECI E
R
PS AUDIO •ONKYO
CELESTION • PHIL
LEXICON • PROTON
VELODYNE •SNELL
MELDS •STAX •CWD
TICE •AUDIBLE IL
OHM •DCM •ARCICI
PROAC •CAL AUDIO
SONANCE •PIONEE
BE VER •JAMO • VPI
THORENS •KIMBER
FOSGATE •MAGNUM
SME • TARGET •JAL
AUDIOOUEST •CAR
BE VER • TARA •AKG
NILES •PARASOUND

ence

(213) 517-1700

Dalton Ave.. Dept. C. Gardena, CA 90248
I 18214
Hours M-F 9 to 6. Sat. 9 to 1 Pacific Time
.
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Your Most Valuable
Component

Straight Talk...
proFor 30 yearswe havetvse
vi

You are undoubtedly aknowledgeable Audiophile, or
you would not be
reading this magazine. But shopping for a new
component can
be avery frustrating experience Lack of expertise on the part of many audio salespeople is commonplace, and hype seems to have replaced
honesty. Let's change that, call me today (I answer
all calls personally) for arespite from mediocrity.
Ithink you will be pleasantly surprised with my
philosophy of doing business. -Galen Carol
Convergent hobs •
Vendetta Alma-Spheres SME -

lection.
be s?
Œd ad-

vice to music byers throughout the
centtal U S 01 very
competitive phces.
Adcom • ADS • Alpine
B&O • B&W • Boston
Denon • Esoteric Audio
Forte • KEF • Klipsch
Martin-Logan • Mitsubishi
Monster Cable • NAD
Nakamichi • Onkyo • Paradigm • Phase Tech • Philips
Pesos • Sennheiser • Shure
Signet • SME • Snell • Sony
Stax • Sumiko • Threshoid
Veiodyne •Yornoha á more

Sias •Merlin •Sonographe Mod Squad •Maplenoll El & K Quicksilver Superphon Audible Illusions •
Kindel ASC Sumlko Magnum Dynalab KInergetics
Apogee •Quad Threshold •Counterpoint •SOTA
Classe WATT Aragon •Eminent Technology •VPI
•California Audio Meitner .Spica •and many morel

Phone 913/842-1811 ext 6
24th & Iowa, Lawrence, KS MOM
Mon-Thur 1m-8pm, Fn & Sat lOom-6pm

We carry virtually all cable, cartridge and accessory
lines Free informative Newsletter •Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment

Aki.14.7.1>x4:=3,-/wErmsze
Custom 1-ere/Office Design & installation.
12 Sound Rooms, Records & CDs

GA
Rare Records Ltd.

Galen Carol Audio
PO, Box 17562 San Antonio, TX 78217 512-494-3551

Ap

FOR THE LOVE
OF MUSIC

B&

gy

ca •

Aragon

icksilver

Audioquest

ogan •CAL

Apogee-Centaur • Magnum Dynalab • Energy
B&K • C-1 • NAD • Krell • Nairn • Spica •

We buy and sell

LP vinyl records

Aragon

Mail orders accepted
G8cA Rare Records, Ltd.
139 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023
(Between Broadway and
Columbus Ave.)
212877-5020
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• Sony

ES

• Quicksilver

Apogee-Centaur • Mognum Dynalab • Energy
B&K • C-1 • NAD • Krell • Naim • Spica •
Aragon

Over 100,000 titles in stock

• Bryston

Audioquest • Vandersteen • Martin-Logan •CAL

• Bryston

• Sony

ES

• Quicksilver

Audioquest • Vandersteen • Martin-Logan •CAL
Apogee-Centaur • Magnum Dynalab • Energy

r.
AUDIO
ENSEMBLE
2 Pauls Way (Rte 101A)
Amherst, NH 03031
603-886-4742
(Near Green House Cafe)
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DAT-120s: SONY, $10.99; MAXELL, Denon, TDK,
$9.99; Fuji, $9.49. More Wrtex-90, $13.99; MXS-90.
$2.99; XLII-S 90, $2.39. TDK: MA-XG90, $10.99; MAX90, $3.49. Sony metal-ES90, $3.99; Denon HDM100, $3.99. That's: Suono-90, $8.99; CDIV-100, $4.19;
Sill, $4.95. Visa/MC. Tape World, 220 Spring St., Butler; PA 16001, (800)245-6000.
BLOW AWAY B&W, CELESTION, and AE without
blowing big bucks. After 3years' development, San
Francisco Souridurks' newest marvel: 3-way, floorstanding speaker with superb dynamics and ultrafast
bass. Uncompromised construction, separate timealigned enclosures, world-class drivers, Music Posts—
too many tweaks to mention here. Save $1$ buying
factory-direct. $2200 with lacquer finish. Exotic hardwoods also available. 15-day home trial. Call (415)
821-0464, or write 269 Bartlett St., San Francisco,
CA 94110 and forget those painful dealer mark-ups.
EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY CD PLAYER, premium
S-1 chip fitted, mint, superb sound, $600. (201)
654-0568.
BRAND-NEW FACTORY-SEALED SME-V tonearm,
11600 firm. (713)974-3207.
SONY CDP-X55ES CD PLAYER, dual I-bit converters,
minimal use, $725; Stax Lambda Professional headphones with SRM-1 Mk.2 amplifier, $650; Magnum
Dynalab FT-101 FM tunen $450; Parsec ARC energized
AM/FM antenna, $75. All mint condition. (919)
493-6795.

60 YEARS IN BUSINESS—WE MUST be doing something right. If it's amuch-in-demand audiophile product, were likely to have it for immediate shipment.
Consult with one of our quiet experts or just order
US-warranteed components directly. Visa/MC. Ask for
Steve K. or Dan W, Square Deal, 456 Waverly Ave,
Patchogue NY 11772. (516)4754857 or(800)332-5369.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! 'We carry:
Denon, Carver, Well:kmpered, Fort& Nakamichi RDAT, Threshold, Optonica, Proton Video, SOTA, TDL
Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire,
Stax, Nalcamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumiko, VPI,
CWD, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court Street,
Saginaw, M1 48602. (517)792-3816.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE-1 monitor speakers, 3months
old, original packaging, excellent condition, $1250;
two 8' pairs of AudioQuest Green, $345/pair; 2 1m
pair Lapis Hyperlitz, $350/pair. (813) 585-5658.
PK R&D ACOUSTAT 1+1. See Sterropbile 4/88. 11095.
Mark, (717) 432-9433.
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET: Pioneer CLD900 laserdisc player (digital), $300 plus shipping; JVC
BN-5 Biphonic processor, $100; Franklin Mint One
Hundred Greatest Recordings Of All Time, $1200;
Dennessen PRO, 1150; Audionies Space & Image Composer, $300; dbx 4I3X dynarnic-range expander, $500.
Most prices include UPS shipping. Write to BM Sommerwerck,
Stereophile, 208 Delgado St., Santa
Fe NM 87501.

The

From NAD
to conrad-johnson,
Celestion to Mirage,

modest to the ultimate.

13est keteadti

Castled he bilt!
Speakers

Software
Cheeky
DMP
Dorian
Mobile Fidelity
Reference
Recordings
Sheffield
Telarc

&Coin's

Acoustat
Camber
KEF
Paradigm
Polk
Velodyne

Electronics

Aragon
Arlston
AKG
Audio Control
Denon
ASC TubeTraps
Audioquest
Fete
Beyerdynamic
Haller
Discwasher
Harmon Kardon
Chicago Stands
Lexicon
Finyl
NAD
Nitty Gritty .
"---.101
Onkyo GI
Ortofon
Ill
it Revox
Panamax
Sony
OED
(-:7
1 1--- —\147---- C'-,-.. 1 1 SSI
Target
I
\' I Technics

Accessories

Come meet some of the nicest,
easiest-to-talk-to folks in audio!

AUDIOMDEN

You II hear the difference

802-863-4398
100 Dorset Street
So. Burlington, VT 05403
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-,,,239 Mill Street, Worcester, MA
t
.,..z„
.." .
(508) 791-3411 or Toll Free in
.
Central or Eastern MA 1-800-660-3442 —7 255

ORACLE ALEXANDRIA MK.III turntable and MMT
arm with Monster Alpha Icartridge, excellent con-

LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereopbile review,
December 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Romil Lubricant Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.

dition, $595 plus shipping. Jeff, (616)335-3233.
VMPS, BOULDER, STRAIGHT WIRE, Room 1Lne,
Arcici, and much more! Free UPS shipping! Call for
prices and information. Audio by Gil Morrison, (313)
342-2475.

PRIVATE RECORD COLLECDON. Over 750, excellent
condition, mostly classical, many audiophile, sell only
as complete collection, best offer over $1500. (212)
873-8591.

ARTHUR'S CUS7DM AUD/O—Michigui: Audiophile,
AudioQuest, CD Stoplight, Finyl, First Sound, MFA,
PSE, SimplyPhysics, Sound-Lab, Wadia, and other fine
brands. We ship anywhere. (313)682-4686, by appointment only.

CLASSICAL RECORD SALE. Our latest classical catalog
is available. Many audiophile collectibles and import
LPs. Large selection of mono, stereo, and digital. Write
or call for catalog. First Chair Records, PO. Box 629,
Walikersville, MD 21793. (301)845-8997.

THIEL 3.5 SPEAKERS with modified/upgraded equalizer and crossovers; outperforms stock 3.5s, $1950
OBO; Barclay Bourdeaux CD player, $950. Wanted:
1pair Avalon speakers (Elipse or Ascents). Call Chris,
(214)301-2265.

1Nautted
TEAC Z-7000 CASSETTE DECK. Will consider trade
for Undberg TCA 3014A cassette deck. George (216)
773-7328 after 6pm.

LPs/CDs/Tapes
$50 RAID FOR MINT STEREO copies of RCA LSC 2287
(AndreTchailtovsky), Mercury SR 90212 (Patay/Chabrier). Others wanted! Randall Goldman, Box 1,
Kenilworth, IL 60043.

WANTED: MAGNUM DYNALAB Etude or FTIO1A in
pristine condition. Call or Fax Doug, (604)921-7341
anytime

AUDIOPHILE RECORD SALE. LSC, Mercury, London,
MFSL, tapes, etc. SASE for list #3. Analogue Arhfacts,
12 Darrow Court, Kendall Park, NJ 08824.

WANTED: Apogee speakers, Diva, Duetta, etc.; Dax
and Krell electronics. Calif«, (215)628-2000, 115EST

LOS

GELES

AN

Surround Sound Specialists

Custom Installation
McIntosh

i
L.-111(IIIMEll!IN

SOUND

Nakamichi
Linn
Mirage
Lexicon

Naim
Creek
Magnum
B+K
Rego

8950 West Olympic Boulevard, Suite 202, Beverly Hills, CA 90211 • (213) 276-2001

The Ribbon Source
14 different Ribbon Speakers...
pair to $22,000 a• r..

‘360

Plus the best in Amplification,
Turntables, CD's, Cables, etc.
los
Angeles

818/883-3826 s
Diego
'n 619/738-2008
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described and are available to customers at the advertised price Advertising that
does not conform to these standards or that is deceptive or misleading. is never knowingly accepted
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write Nelson &
Associates. 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Advanced Audio
Allis
Apature Products
Arcam
Arcici
ARS Electronics
Audio Advisor
Audio By Design
Audio Connection
Audio Den—VT
Audio Ensemble
Audio Express
Audio Gallery
Audio Haven
Audio Images
Audio Insight
Audio Nexus
Audio One
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Systems
AudioPrism
Audio0uest
AudioStream
AudioVision
Audio Vision
B&K Components
B&W Loudspeakers
Beverly Hills Audio
Bose Express Music
Bryston Manufacturing
Cable Company
Cardas Audio
Cary Audio Design
Chicago Speakerworks
Conrad-Johnson
Counterpoint
Custom Electronics
Digital Ear
Digital Systems &Solutions
Eardrum Audio Video
Esoteric Audio
Forté
GM Rare Records
Galen Carol Audio
Gifted Listener Audio
Gillett, Tom
Haller
Hales Audio
Harlequin
HCM Audio
Hi-Fi City
Hi Vi Audio Specialists
International Audio
J&R Music
Jemstone Audio
JS Audio
Kevro International
Kief 's AudioNideo
Kimber Kable
Krell Industries
Lyle Cartridges
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62
71
6, 12,112-113
238
76
188
175
85
234
80-82, 212
252
250
255
254
178-179
221
250
246
252
204
256
246
18
186
260
56
116
244
102-103
10
256
236
100
253
194
2
190
65

109
249
214
184
208
24
180
254
254
232
244
110
176
196
250
111
172
206
240
246, 247
16
254
175
20
210

Madrigal Audio
Magnum Dynalab
Maston Audio
May Audio Marketing
Meridian
Michaelson Audio
Mirage
Mod Squad, The
Mondial
Monster Cable
Museatex
Music Box
NAD
Nifty Gritty
O'Coins
Old Colony Bookshelf
Omni Sound
Optimal Enchantment
Oracle .
Parasound
Park Avenue Audio
Per Madsen Design
PJ Audio
Precision Audio
Reference Audio Video
Reference Line Audio
Rotel
Savant Audio &Video
Scientific Fidelity
Sequerra Associates
Serra Stereo
Shadow Products
Shure
Signet
SimplyPhysics
Sony
Sony Classical
Sound &Music
Sound Advice
Sound By Singer
Sound Components
Sound Concept, The
Sound Goods
Sound II
Sound Unlimited
Soundwave Fidelity
Square Deal
Stereo Exchange
Stereophile
Stereo Shoppe
Straight Wire
Take 5
TARA Labs
Teso
Thiel
Threshold
Tice
Underground Sound
Valve Amplification
Vandersteen
Velodyne
Woodbridge Stereo Center

8, 14
180
198,218
176
34
66-67
36
85
94-95
26
106
240
59
101
255
232
224
200
32
64
230
247
246
228
253
169
170
251
40
186
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194
188
174
188
42-43
54
234
104
222-223
202
249
236
239
252
114
242
216
239
251
184
226
31
44
22
50
38
189
250
259
46
28
242

FINAL WORD
The Best Deals in the World
O'er Christmas, Iwas fortunate enough to visit

at any opportunity to visit yet more staggering

Switzerland, Italy, and Austria—and still get

churches, view more artistic masterpieces, eat

back to the good old USA in time for amind-

fabulous food (especially in Italy—the best
food in the world), and exercise my French and

bending (and sound system-bending) New
Year's party chez moi. (As part of the "Followup" I'm preparing on the Thiel CS5s, it was

Italian. One of the things that's always amazed
me about Europeans is their tolerance for what

incumbent on me to exercise them fully on
New Year's Eve. They worked—really worked.

seem to be amazingly high prices for American

And they didn't break, as some speakers have

show reports from abroad have made clear, are

been known to do on such occasions—as with

very popular across the pond.

high-end products which, as my occasional

all New Year's Parties, some getting-carried-

This trip, travelling as amore-or-less tourist

away takes place. Unfortunately, Michael Jackson's Thriller album sounded good enough via

on my own nickel, Ifinally figured out why this

the CS5s to displace some live blues we had
waiting in the wings, featuring Ye Young Editor.'

price-tolerance exists: everything is insanely
expensive in Europe! Even when you earn your
living there, you spend alot of money staying

We failed to both have our cake and eat it.)

at ahotel, buying acoat, flying in aplane—

Where was I? Oh yes, staring wearily (after
24 hours of travel) at agray-overcast Lake

virtually everything other than riding in atrain,
which is extremely reasonable. American highend products, selling at two to three times their

Geneva, getting ready for awhirlwind tour of
Goldmund. Now there's an impressive com-

US prices, fit right in (here Ispeak of the Con-

pany! Loads of expensive products—amplifiers,
speakers, analog and digital tape recorders (the

tinent, not England). Of course, when you earn
your money in the US, things look real different

latter under the Stellavox brand name, with
whom some production facilities are shared),
and soon-to-come digital processors—and

when you're over there.
Not to put too fine apoint on it, US high-end
consumers have afabulous selection of prod-

more coming all the time. Monsieur Michel

ucts to choose from. Even better—the prices

Reverchon, the French Svengali behind Goldmund's only slightly less than stratospheric

we pay are the lowest in the world. Only in
England can you find comparable deals, though
many of the US products that do so well here

growth, credits strategic geographical positioning to no small degree for Goldmund's success:

also do well in England at twice the price.

choose French (and American) engineering,

(England has many more great deals in what

Italian design, and Swiss and German produc-

would be the under-$250 per piece market

tion and you'll have ahard time failing.

here.) Although Stereophile fills many of its

Iwas most impressed by their listening room

pages covering products from the stratosphere,

(dubbed the "Goldmund Concert Center"), in

acareful review of the relatively inexpensive
products we test will reveal some real bargains.

which the $72,000 Apologue speakers were
holding forth, driven by an array of Goldmund
9.2 amplifiers. Although the demonstration
emphasized the musicality of their digital processor, Ihave to confess that the Goldmund
Reference turntable brought me abit closer to

'MI your friends: high end in the US is abargain!
Finally, aJ. Gordon Holt update Last month
1reported that he had undergone successful
surgery for removal of amalignant tumor in his

the music. In spite of Reverchons statement

throat, and that the surrounding tissue was
found free of malignancy. His stay in the hospi-

that "analog is dead." The Reference'sfinal—

tal was afew days longer than expected, but

they really mean it this time—production run

he's been home now for afew weeks and is

is just getting under way; get in your orders fast!
Ilove Europe. Perhaps the middle of winter

recovering apace Speech is still slightly uncomfortable for the Great Man (he'll curse me for

is not the optimum time for avisit, but I'll jump

that appellation!), but his spirits are way up—

1For those recent subscribers (within the last eight years!),
JGH used to refer to himself as Ye Olde Editor, so Jg must be
Ye Young.

review, which fills us with glee. 1991: the year

he's champing at the bit for new products to

258

of JGH's resurgence!

—Larry Archibald
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Listen, and let the sound be your guide.

leC

VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY

PO. Box 4609 •Sarasota, FL 34230 USA •Telephone 813-377-7884

YOU CAN HEAR
THE DIFFERENCE!

"It's amazing", most people say, "how much better my system
sounds with AudioQuest cables. Ican't believe what I've been missing!"

AudioQuest makes afull line of performance engineered cables; speaker,
audio-interconnect, video, S-video, fiber-optic and installation cables.
AudioQuest has spent 12 years continually improving and fine tuning
its cable designs to reduce all types of cable-induced distortion —
and to do it cost-effectively. Many different constructions and four
grades of copper and silver are used depending on the budget.
AudioQuest F-18 speaker cable is one of three
very flat cables which use multiple-solid conductors. The sound is sweet and clean because
strand interaction is eliminated, while skineffect and resistance are minimized.

AudioQuest
Indigo Hyperlitz"
speaker cable uses
geometry similar to our
most expensive cables,
yet is very affordable. The
clarity, dynamics and sense of
acoustic space are incredible, due
to the constant proximity of the spiraled,
magnetically isolated conductors.
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F-18*

AudioQuest Lapis Hyperlitr interconnect cable uses a
patented construction which eliminates strand interaction and
minimizes distortion caused by insulation. Teflon insulation, FPC-6'"
copper (99.99997% pure), and resistance-welded, direct-gold plated,
FPC'' plugs make this cable sound incredible. The aural invisibility of
this cable is something you will have to experience for yourself.
AudioQuest's absolute commitment to value doesn't mean that all
AudioQuest products are inexpensive. It does mean that the expensive
products are avery good value when used with better systems.
No matter what type of equipment you have,
maximize your system's performance with
AudioQuest cables! Contact your local
AudioQuest dealer and listen for yourself.
You can hear the difference!

audioquest
Tel: 714-498-2770 Fax: 714-498-5112
P 0. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92674 USA
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